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RESUMO 

 

Esta tese tem como objetivo entender como os atores envolvidos em situações de conflito 

urbano interagem para mudar as práticas urbanas. Além disso, analisa se essas interações têm 

o potencial de fortalecer o direito à cidade, em sua perspectiva radical. O foco reside nos 

conflitos urbanos em cidades latino-americanas, visto que o continente apresenta um cenário 

desafiador de crescimento e desigualdades urbanas, o que aumenta a possibilidade de conflitos 

que emergem - entre outros motivos - pela atuação do Estado no tecido urbano. Combinando a 

lente teórica do direito à cidade e da sociologia dos problemas públicos, parte do pragmatismo 

francês, uma estrutura analítica é desenvolvida para facilitar a compreensão das situações 

urbanas conflituosas. Essa estrutura lança luz sobre os seguintes aspectos: a situação 

problemática; sua publicização; os públicos que conformam a arena pública; os cursos de ações 

adotados por eles; e os diferentes regimes de engajamento que coordenam as ações de tais 

públicos. Tendo como metodologia a realização de estudo de caso em profundidade, a remoção 

dos moradores de dois bairros em Medellín e a remoção dos moradores de três quarteirões em 

São Paulo são analisadas como situações de conflito urbano. O trabalho de campo, realizado 

por 18 meses, resultou em dois corpora formados por entrevistas, observações e documentos. 

Foi realizado um processo dedutivo e indutivo de codificação e princípios da hermenêutica 

crítica guiaram a análise. A tese avança em quatro contribuições. A primeira é o 

desenvolvimento e aplicação da estrutura híbrida para a análise de conflitos urbanos. A segunda 

é a identificação de dispositivos e cursos de ações sob a perspectiva de diferentes públicos, 

levando à caracterização das interações. Algumas dessas interações fortalecem os pressupostos 

do direito à cidade: a luta coletiva, o aprendizado político, a idealização participativa de projetos 

de intervenção e as relações com os públicos intermediários. Por outro lado, foram identificados 

cursos de ação na direção oposta, como a visão reduzida de participação; a individualização de 

direitos; a exclusão de modos de interação e da arena pública, promovendo a individualização 

e mercantilização das situações problemáticas e suas soluções. A terceira contribuição é a 

identificação das dimensões temporal e emocional das situações problemáticas e a compreensão 

de como estas dimensões afetam a arena pública. Por fim, a última é o delineamento do mundo 

comum colonial como componente crucial dos conflitos urbanos na América Latina: a 

descolonização das práticas urbanas é fundamental para o alcance do direito à cidade. 

 

Palavras-chave: conflitos urbanos; direito à cidade; pragmatismo; sociologia dos problemas 

públicos; colonialidade. 



 

ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis seeks to understand how the actors involved in urban conflict situations interact in 

order to change urban practices. It also analyses if these interactions have the potential of 

strengthening the right to the city, in its radical perspective. The focus lies on urban conflicts 

in Latin American cities, as the continent presents a challenging scenario of urban growth and 

inequalities, which increases the possibility of conflicts that emerge – amongst other reasons – 

from the imposition of urban policies. Combining two theoretical lenses – the right to the city 

and the sociology of public problems, part of French pragmatism – an analytical framework is 

developed to help make sense of conflictual urban situations. Such framework sheds light on 

the following aspects: the problematic situation; its publicization; the publics that form the 

public arena; the courses of actions taken by them; and the different engagement regimes that 

coordinate the actions of such publics. Having in-depth case studies as methodology, the 

displacement of two neighborhoods in Medellín and the displacement of three blocks in São 

Paulo are analyzed as urban conflict situations. Fieldwork was conducted in an 18-month 

period, resulting in two comprehensive corpora formed by interviews, observations and 

documents. A deductive and inductive coding process was undertaken, and critical hermeneutic 

principles guided the analysis. The thesis advances in four contributions. The first is the 

development and application of the hybrid framework for the analysis of urban conflicts. The 

second is the identification of devices and courses of actions from the perspectives of different 

publics involved in urban production. It is from these devices and courses of actions that the 

interactions amongst the actors emerge. Some of these interactions strengthen the assumptions 

of the right to the city: the collective struggle, the political learning, the bottom-up idealization, 

and the relationships with the intermediary public. On the other hand, courses of action in the 

opposite direction were identified, such as the narrow view of participation; the 

individualization of rights; the exclusion of non-rational or legal modes of interaction; and the 

exclusion of the public arena, fostering the individualization and commodification of the 

problematic situations. The third contribution is the identification of the temporal and emotional 

dimensions of the problematic situation and how they affect the public arena. The last is the the 

delineation of a colonial common world as a crucial component of urban conflicts in Latin 

America: the decolonization of urban practices is crucial for achieving the right to the city. 

 

Keywords: Urban conflicts; right to the city; pragmatism; sociology of public problems; 

coloniality.  



 

RESÚMEN 

 

Esta tesis tiene como objetivo comprender cómo los actores involucrados en situaciones de 

conflicto urbano interactúan para cambiar las prácticas urbanas. Además, analiza si estas 

interacciones tienen el potencial de fortalecer el derecho a la ciudad, en su perspectiva radical. 

La atención se centra en los conflictos urbanos en ciudades latinoamericanas, ya que el 

continente presenta un escenario desafiante para el crecimiento y las desigualdades urbanas, lo 

que aumenta la posibilidad de conflictos que surgen, entre otras razones, debido a la imposición 

de políticas urbanas. Combinando dos lentes teóricos, el derecho a la ciudad y la sociología de 

los problemas públicos, se desarrolla una estructura analítica para facilitar la comprensión de 

situaciones urbanas conflictivas. Con estudios de casos en profundidad como metodología, se 

analizan como situaciones de conflicto urbano: el traslado de residentes de dos vecindarios en 

Medellín y el retiro de residentes de tres bloques en São Paulo. El trabajo de campo se llevó a 

cabo durante un período de 18 meses, lo que resultó en dos corpora formados por entrevistas, 

observaciones y documentos; igualmente se llevó a cabo un proceso de codificación deductivo 

e inductivo, y los principios de hermenéutica crítica guiaron la realización del análisis. La tesis 

avanza en cuatro contribuciones. La primera es el desarrollo y la aplicación de una estructura 

híbrida para el análisis de conflictos urbanos, la segunda es la identificación de dispositivos y 

cursos de acción desde la perspectiva de diferentes audiencias involucradas en la producción 

urbana, lo que lleva a la caracterización de las interacciones. Algunas de estas interacciones 

fortalecen los supuestos del derecho a la ciudad, tales como: lucha colectiva, aprendizaje 

político, idealización participativa de proyectos de intervención y relaciones con audiencias 

intermedias. Por otro lado, se han identificado cursos de acción que van en dirección opuesta, 

como la visión estrecha de la participación; la individualización de los derechos; la exclusión 

de modos de interacción no racionales o legales; y la exclusión del ámbito público, 

promoviendo la individualización y comercialización de situaciones problemáticas y sus 

posibles soluciones. La tercera contribución es la identificación de las dimensiones temporal y 

emocional de las situaciones problemáticas y la comprensión de como las dimensiones 

presentan efectos en la arena pública. La última contribución es la propuesta del mundo colonial 

común como componente crucial de los conflictos urbanos en América Latina: el derecho a la 

ciudad no se logrará sin la descolonización de las prácticas urbanas. 

 

Palabras clave: conflictos urbanos; derecho a la ciudad; pragmatismo; sociología de problemas 

públicos; colonialidad 
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INTRODUCTION 

The speed with which cities grow and the urban population increases is a general 

phenomenon in underdeveloped countries. This fact is even more important because 

it is the city in this “Tiers Monde” that crystallizes the willingness of progress and; in 

fact, prepares the development process. Although it reflects the industrial world, in  

the importance of modern buildings and the presence of so many signs of hodiernal 

comfort, it also exhibits the poverty and plagues of its region of influence, both in the 

functions it performs and in the landscape, and, even, in the disorganization and 

insufficiency of public services. It is the entire drama of the underdeveloped world 

that the great city, at the crossroads of two different – even opposite – genres of 

civilization is in a position not only to define them but to seek to remedy them. Being 

an expression of underdevelopment, the city contains at the same time the germ of 

evolution and renewal (SANTOS, MILTON, 1965, p. 1). 

This is how Milton Santos, the most important Brazilian geographer, in 1965, begins 

his book about cities in the “underdeveloped” countries. More than five decades later, the 

growing urbanization process accompanied by the maintenance and exacerbation of existing 

urban inequalities and conflicts is an issue that continues to plague Latin America (SCHIAVO; 

GELFUSO; VERA, 2017). Currently, the continent has reached 81% of its population living in 

urban areas. Around 45% of the continent’s  total population live in agglomerations with more 

than 1 million inhabitants (UNITED NATIONS, 2018). While a high urbanization rate relates 

to growing economies, this process increases the demand for housing, public services, 

infrastructure and land use (ECHEVERRI; ORSINI, 2011). 

Inequalities in urban space are striking and deepening (UN-HABITAT, 2016a): the 

proportion of urban population living in slums is lower than in 1994, but the absolute number 

of slum dwellers has increased (only in the developing countries there are more than 800 million 

residents in poor informal settlements); 25% of the urban population lives in poverty (UN-

HABITAT, 2012); in Latin America, 27% of the population lives in favelas or face shelter 

deprivation (UN-HABITAT, 2008). A specific example demonstrates the internal disparities 

experienced in the urban nucleus: in São Paulo, a person living in the district of Alto de 

Pinheiros has an average lifetime of 79.67 years. If the person were born and still lived in the 

Cidade Tiradentes district, his/her average life expectancy would be 53.85 years. It represents 

a 25-year difference in life expectancy for people residing within the same city (REDE NOSSA 

SÃO PAULO, 2016). 

Beyond meaning an increase in urban population, in the past decades, the urbanization 

process has been associated with a specific standard of the city to be reached: the model of the 

competitive, innovative, intelligent city (FIX, 2003). The city that attracts tourists and 

international capital, acclaimed by a portion of its citizens interested in the benefits they will 

obtain with this process. However, another part suffers from the perverse effects of this model: 
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speculation and real estate bubbles inflame the value of properties and aggravate the situation 

of those in already precarious living conditions; forced to live on the periphery, they face long 

periods of crowded transportation to get to their jobs in central areas; those who live in the old 

centers are now expelled for the sake of urban renewal (HARVEY, 2008). The standard city 

emphasizes its aesthetics (BHAN, 2009). It does not want to see the peripheral cultural 

expression or street dwellers, it hides its political component and fosters the proliferation of 

fortified enclaves (CALDEIRA, 2000). 

The city, in this scenario, is the central stage of capital reproduction and accumulation, 

of aggravating inequalities and of reaching a model of city to the detriment of a just city for its 

inhabitants (MARCUSE, 2009). No hegemonic model, however, manages to encompass the 

totality of social relations and the loopholes give room for the emergence of its antagonistic 

model (LACLAU; MOUFFE, 2015). It is also the scene of the insurgent movements, of 

mobilization, of conflicts (HARVEY, 2008) – “the germ of evolution and renewal” (SANTOS, 

MILTON, 1965, p. 1). It is the space of subversive art, of popular manifestations, of squatting, 

of demonstrations of affection towards those being erased from the urban scene, of solidarity, 

of walks, bicycles, community gardens, rolezinhos, amongst many other forms of daily 

revolution. Urban conflicts bring to the surface and reverberate the fact that the current 

reproduction of the urban form does not emphasize a space for social exchanges, but rather a 

space that enlarges inequalities and that is not appropriated by all of those who inhabit it. 

Therefore, taking these conflicts to the public sphere has an essential role in the urban context. 

In recent times, and perhaps more academically than in the field of praxis 

(UITERMARK; NICHOLLS; LOOPMANS, 2012), the term 'right to the city' has been used to 

refer to the causes advocated by urban social movements – the ‘right to the city’ as a slogan for 

these social movements (HARVEY, 2014). The concept was coined by Lefebvre in 1968, under 

a critical urbanism paradigm, and expresses a normative view of the city, predicting a city for 

all, especially the most marginalized ones (MARCUSE, 2009). Historically, the term has 

assumed a twofold connotation: it has a critical/conceptual interpretation and an 

empirical/claiming implication (SCHIAVO; GELFUSO; VERA, 2017; TAVOLARI, 2016). 

Both usages of the term have generated criticisms, as the reductionism of the Marxist 

perspective to consider all the plurality of urban production, and the lack of practical content 

of this utopian horizon related to radical democracy. 

Several actors engage or are engaged in urban conflicts, both to strengthen the 

movement and to find resolutions, or to restrain or suffocate them – and these positions may 

change along the course of a conflict, considering a non-static public arena (CEFAÏ, 2009). 
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Besides, from their different socioeconomic paradigms, these actors act according to what they 

consider to be the best for their peers, for the city and its inhabitants. In situations of conflict, 

in accordance with their intentions, resources and capabilities, the actors use artifacts of 

different natures to advance their disputes, such as material, symbolic, language, legal, media, 

connections, etc. The class conflict, although relevant, is not sufficient to explain the variety of 

modes of interaction that everyday clash or coordinate to produce urbanity. 

Thus, urban conflicts can display a twofold repercussion. On one hand, they can be 

privileged scenarios for radical democracy experiments, nurturing a possible horizon towards 

the right to the city. On the other hand, the conflicts can emerge as the need to increase 

repression and control, to maintain social order. Most likely, as brought by Uitermark et al. 

(2012), both of these possibilities will manifest concomitantly. Analyzing urban conflicts and 

how the different actors unfold the situation over time is fundamental for grasping such 

dynamics. 

In this scenario, the questions that guide this work are: in the course of an urban 

conflict, how do the various actors interact to change urban practices? How are these 

public arenas configured and how they relate to the right to the city?  This thesis has the 

objective of exploring the public arenas around specific urban conflicts taking place in two 

Latin American cities, Medellín and São Paulo, in order to understand how the actors interact 

in such situations. There is an interest in analyzing if and how these interactions are in fact 

contributing to strengthen or to weaken a possible right to the city horizon. 

The specific objectives that guide this thesis are: 

● To provide an analytical comprehension of what urban conflicts are and their 

relation to the concept of the right to the city, developing a theoretical and analytical 

framework that encompasses the right to the city and the pragmatic sociological 

perspective of collective actions; 

● To reconstruct and analyse the public arenas that were formed around the urban 

conflicts under analysis, specifically the evictions of residents from neighborhoods in 

Medellín and São Paulo. 

● To understand if and how the interaction of these actors, in the long run, will 

contribute to the strengthening of the right to the city or, on the opposite, may undermine 

any perspective of more democratic practices of urban production; 

● To comprehend which elements in these situations can be related to practices 

that may characterize urban conflicts and urban production in these two Latin American 

cities. 
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These research questions are both theoretically and practically relevant. Theoretically 

because, despite the high frequency of urban conflicts and the involvement of public officers 

and governments, there is a gap in the field of public administration research regarding urban 

conflicts (a search for the terms “urban conflict” and “urban struggles” in the 5 best rated 

journals1 of the “Public Sector and Health Care” field of the Academic Journal Guide 2015 

published by the Association of Business Schools resulted in a list of only 3 papers and 1 book 

review published with this term). Practically, because these urban conflicts play an essential 

role in disrupting the social order that reinforces inequalities and disparities in the cities, 

because different actors engage in conflicts with the hope of improving life conditions of the 

most economically marginalized citizens. 

Understanding urban conflicts in these cities will generate knowledge both to 

strengthen existing urban social movements and to discuss public policies related to the theme. 

By studying conflicts, it is not expected to end or diminish them, but rather to enable actors to 

raise conflicts in an increasingly strategic and relevant way to uncover the inequalities inherent 

in the urbanization process, as currently conducted by these cities. 

To answer these questions and achieve such objectives, theoretical and empirical 

endeavors were developed, leading to a thesis structured in three sections. The first section has 

the purpose of delineating the theoretical background, developing the hybrid analytical 

framework and presenting the methodological path adopted to conduct this thesis. For such, it 

comprises three chapters. In the first chapter (CHAPTER 1), following a critical perspective, I 

present the right to the city as an approach to understanding urban conflicts and as a radical 

horizon for urban production (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016; 

LEFEBVRE, 2008; PURCELL, 2013b). To overcome the challenges and critiques towards the 

right to the city literature, I propose French pragmatism (Cefaï, 2017a; Cefaï et al., 2011) and 

pragmatic sociology (Boltanski & Thévenot, 2006) as fruitful lenses to understand urban 

conflicts from a perspective of action. 

In the second chapter of this section (CHAPTER 2), I present the hybrid analytical 

framework developed as a device to support the sensemaking process (a sensitizing device) 

while conducting this research. This framework proposes a systematic examination of the 

problematic situation; their publicization devices; and the actors, courses of actions and logics 

of coordination that are present in the public arena.  

                                                      
1 The 5 best rated journals in the ABS list are: Journal of Public Administration; Research and Theory; Public 

Administration Review; Public Administration: An International Quarterly; Environment and Planning C 

Government and Policy; Governance: An International Journal of Policy, Administration and Institutions 
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In the third chapter I present the methodological pathways followed for the 

development of this thesis (CHAPTER 3). An in-depth case study is used as a methodological 

strategy. Following Stake (1998; 2006), a collective case study, involving two cases, was 

developed. Both cases relate to displacements caused by urban policies, that is, a set of state 

actions that interacts and transforms urban space, even when the space itself is not the object of 

the policies (MARQUES, 2018). In São Paulo, the case consists of the eviction of residents 

from three blocks of Campos Elíseos neighborhood, a central area of the city. One of the blocks 

was used for the development of a state public hospital; and the other two blocks started to be 

demolished because of a combined local and state government security policy that had the 

intention of expelling drug dealers from the region. In Medellín, the case comprises the eviction 

of residents from La Paralela and Doce de Octubre neighborhoods, in the northwestern region 

of the city, due to the construction of a new cable car in the direction of the Picacho Hill.  

The cases were chosen because they can provide relevant insights to the research 

question, bringing a broad comprehension to a broader range of cases. Hence, the cases are 

considered instrumental (STAKE, 1998), that is, they were chosen because they have features 

that will improve the understanding of the phenomena. Data for both cases was collected from 

May 2017 until November 2018, resulting in a comprehensive corpus formed by interviews, 

observations and documents. The analysis was conducted with the principles of critical 

hermeneutical as guidance (LEJANO; LEONG, 2012; PRASAD, ANSHUMAN, 2002). 

The cases are presented and discussed in the second section, which is divided into four 

chapters. As the cases are focused on situations of evictions and displacement, I start this section 

with a succinct yet fundamental chapter exposing the magnitude of such phenomena around the 

world (CHAPTER 4). The following two chapters (CHAPTERS 5 & 6) thoroughly present the 

two cases, having the hybrid framework developed in the first section as a guideline of the 

analysis. In the last chapter, I summarize the findings of the two cases, counterpointing them to 

the analytical framework (CHAPTER 7). With this chapter, courses of action and devices used 

by the actors that are part of urban conflicts are already clear; and it is possible to see how they 

related to the right to the city. That is, in this chapter the research question of this thesis is 

already answered. 

Nonetheless, there are elements that emerged from the analytical process and were still 

underdeveloped within the framework, which will be discussed in the third section. Two 

dimensions are developed in the first chapter (CHAPTER 8) of this section: time as a subjective 

construct; and the emotions that run through the public arenas. I discuss these two dimensions 

involving the perspectives of French pragmatism as well as the right to the city. In the second 
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chapter of this section (CHAPTER 9) I propose the delineation of a colonial common world, 

following Boltanski and Thévenot’s Economies of Worth. This proposition evolved from the 

perception that there were features that remained under explained by the logics that had already 

been identified by the authors. 

This endeavor led to advances in four contributions. The first contribution is the 

development of the hybrid framework for the analysis of urban conflicts. From a more general 

perspective, it is a framework that can be used to analyze the public arenas that evolve around 

a problematic situation. By connecting the literature of the right to the city to the pragmatist 

approach, the framework has the potential of enriching both theories: the possibilities and 

limitations of the right to the city perspective may be understood from actors’ daily practices; 

and a critical approach focused on urban studies will be designed to the pragmatic perspective. 

Considering that problematic situations are at the center of discussions regarding collective 

action and public policies, such a framework can be adopted to analyze situations in both 

backgrounds. In addition, from a decolonialist turn, by using the framework to understand urban 

conflicts, inclusion and exclusion mechanisms can be identified. 

The second contribution is the analysis of problematic situations and the unfolding of 

the public arena, which enabled the identification of publicization devices and courses of 

actions from the perspectives of different publics involved. Such identification provides an 

understanding of how the devices and courses of action can strengthen or restrain the right to 

the city. With this, it answers the main research question disclosing the interactions of actors in 

the course of urban conflicts and whether these interactions are favorable or hinder the 

emergence of new forms of urban production more related to radical democracy. 

The third contribution is the identification the temporal and emotional dimensions of 

the public arena and the comprehension of how they affect the perception of the problematic 

situation, the publicization possibilities and the courses of action taken by the actors. Based on 

scholars that have urban development, marginalization and (de)colonialism as objects of study, 

I relate these dimensions to the perspective of the “modernized” city and the rhythms of the 

colonial capitalist society. With this, contributing to the Economies of Worth background, I 

suggest the delineation of a colonial polity and respective common world, unveiling the 

ideology of the colonial system, where the fourth contribution of this thesis lies. The final 

proposition is that the right to the city, within its radical democracy horizon, will not be reached 

unless decolonialist practices of urban production are cultivated.  
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1 URBAN CONFLICTS AND THE RIGHT TO THE CITY: A PRAGMATIST 

APPROACH  

‘Cities also believe they are the work of the mind or of chance, but neither the one nor 

the other suffices to hold up their walls. You take delight not in a city's seven or 

seventy wonders, but in the answer it gives to a question of yours.’ ‘Or the question 

it asks you, forcing you to answer, like Thebes through the mouth of the 

Sphinx.’(CALVINO, 1974, p. 44). 

The relevance of cities is historical, and they have outlived the different social and 

economic systems invented by humanity. The Eastern cities, the ancient Greek city-states, the 

cities of the Incas and the Aztecs, the cities of the medieval period, the industrial cities and the 

neoliberal ones. Along the times, cities have been the magnet of people, commerce and 

resources. Above all, cities have been essentially political. The urban space, being 

simultaneously ouvre and product, is inflicted by power relations that circumscribe people’s 

access to the resources, to the commerce, to the wealth. The city is the arena of conflicts, of 

contentious relations, and of control (LEFEBVRE, 2008; ROLNIK, 2009; UITERMARK; 

NICHOLLS; LOOPMANS, 2012).  The question of this thesis – the question that the city is 

forcing to be answered – lies in the lines between the conflicts, the contentious relations, and 

the control. 

In this decade, more than half of world’s total population live in urban areas. In 2018, 

urban population reached 55% and future perspectives point it will reach 68% by 2050. Latin 

America is the second most urbanized continent, with 81% of its population living in urban 

areas and 45.9 % of total population living in cities with more than 1 million inhabitants 

(UNITED NATIONS, 2018). Approximately 20% of this urban population lives in slums, 

which means more than 100 million people (UN-HABITAT, 2016b). Under these big numbers, 

there are people conducting their everyday lives – their work, house, leisure, transportation – 

within these urban scenarios. Concomitantly, they live and produce this urbanity, under 

contentions and control relations. 

Several phenomena have been characterized as urban conflicts: civic conflicts involving 

riots and gang violence in cities where the state has not achieved the monopoly use of 

‘legitimate’ violence (MUGGAH, 2014); the tension between groups of artists occupying 

obsolete railway lands  where the government and the market  try  ‘revitalization’ projects 

(GROTH; CORIJN, 2005); the competition for the use of space between different religious and 

ethnic groups, mixed with the capitalist forces (CHATTERJEE, 2009b; YIFTACHEL; 

YACOBI, 2003); the protests that are conducted locally against the influences of neoliberalism 

on everyday life, as the “the privatization of public space and urban infrastructures, the 
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deterioration of working, housing and environmental conditions” (KOHLER; WISSEN, 2003, 

p. 949); the stress between drug policies, especially with harm reduction approaches, and the 

willingness to attract investments for the urban scenario (KÜBLER et al., 2001); the disputes 

that emerge when the state is implementing urban development plans for low-income 

neighborhood upgrading (HERNÁNDEZ-BONILLA; HERNANDEZ-BONILLA, 2008).  

Although urban conflict is used as a category and embraces several situations, little has 

been the attempt to address this concept in a systematic approach. A search for papers 

containing the expressions “urban conflicts” or “urban conflict” in the Web of Science2 resulted 

in 157 papers and the majority of them use urban conflict as an open category. In general, they 

do not take the path of understanding or explaining the theoretical reasons for calling that 

situation an urban conflict. Amongst those papers, two of them start this effort: Sevilla-Buitrago 

(2013) and Walton (1998). 

The work of Sevilla-Buitrago (2013) is a publication involving the responses of several 

scholars to a survey regarding contemporary urban conflicts. Such endeavor resulted in a 

plethora of understandings regarding the most pressing issues, as inequalities, the environment 

and natural resources, the urban sprawl, amongst many others; and regarding the proposed 

solutions, as large scale transformations in economic and social orders, democratization of 

urban planning, and the decrease of speculative practices in urban production. Walton (1998) 

also aims to develop a theory regarding urban conflicts for poor countries, connecting urban 

situations with collective action. For the author, conflict is endemic in these urban scenarios, 

originating from repressive states or from rebellious communities; and clientele exchange is 

preferred over conflict, as long as clientelism assumes characteristics of fairness. 

In this thesis, I propose the development of an analytical framework that will enable the 

comprehension of urban conflicts, involving the interactions of the different actors. For such, 

in the next subsections I present both theoretical backgrounds that are mobilized to design the 

framework: the right to the city and the sociology of public problems. This chapter will provide 

individual explanations for each background and a final discussion on how these approaches 

can be combined. 

1.1 Critical urbanism and the right to the city  

Critical urbanism is a trend developed from the late 1960s by urbanists and sociologists 

who adopt critical theory to understand urban issues, rejecting state-oriented, technocratic and 

                                                      
2 Such search was conducted in March 2018. At the time of submission of this thesis, the same search resulted in 

187 papers. 
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market-oriented forms of urban understanding: 

Rather than affirming the current condition of cities as the expression of 

transhistorical laws of social organization, bureaucratic rationality or economic 

efficiency, critical urban theory emphasizes the politically and ideologically 

mediated, socially contested and therefore malleable character of urban space—that 

is, its continual (re)construction as a site, medium and outcome of historically specific 

relations of social power (BRENNER, 2009). 

Its founders and leading international exponents are Henri Lefebvre (1968), David 

Harvey (1973), Manuel Castells (1977) and Peter Marcuse (2009). These authors criticize the 

power structures, inequality, injustice and exploitation existing in cities and between cities. 

Based on the works of Marx, the Frankfurt School and neo-Marxist theories, they argue that it 

is possible to have a more democratic, socially just and sustainable urbanization, although 

dominant institutional arrangements, practices and ideologies insist on repressing it 

(BRENNER, 2009). 

 Several of the 157 papers mentioned above embrace critical perspectives as theoretical 

lenses to analyze urban conflicts3, arguing that the problematic situations in the cities are the 

result of the accumulation process driven by capitalism and neoliberal policies (ALFASI, 2004; 

BEAL, 2012; CHATTERJEE, 2009a; GAYER, 2007; GROTH; CORIJN, 2005; 

HERNÁNDEZ-BONILLA; HERNANDEZ-BONILLA, 2008; KOHLER; WISSEN, 2003; 

LYONS; SNOXELL, 2005; QVISTRÖM, 2007; YIFTACHEL; YACOBI, 2003). The model 

of the entrepreneurial or the global city, willing to respond to the interests of capital, ends up 

strengthening urban competitiveness and becomes even more unevenly distributed because of 

the reduction of distributive politics (KOHLER; WISSEN, 2003). For the authors that adopt a 

critical perspective, the production and reproduction of the urban space, and more importantly, 

of the urban life, are subordinated to the economic priorities: 

[…] processes of production and construction of urban space are social and contested 

and fought over for economic and ideological reasons and understanding them can 

help us see how local conflicts over space can be used to uncover larger cultural issues 

– economic, social or political (Hernandez-Bonilla, 2008, p. 392). 

These authors assume different positions regarding the role of the State in these 

conflicts: a) A part of them proposes that the State has the power to approve legislations that 

could create more just cities to its citizens, even bringing the perspective of the right to the city 

                                                      
3 Important to notice that, from this listo f 157 papers, there are authors that follow different theoretical 

perspectives. For instance, Tudor, Ioja, Hersperger, & Patru-Stupariu (2013) and Simin Davoudi in Sevilla-

Buitrago (2013) assume a constructionist view of social problems and urban conflicts. Loch (2009), Muggah 

(2014) and Robert Krier in Sevilla-Buitrago (2013) assume perspectives that are closer to social disorganization 

view of social problems and how they lead to urban conflicts. 
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(Alfasi, 2004; Zukin, in Sevilla-Buitrago, 2013); b) Other authors suggest that the interests of 

the State are connected to the interests of the market, but they bring the possibility of 

disentangling such interests (Chatterjee, 2009a; Bannen and Beauregard, in Sevilla-Buitrago, 

2013); c) Finally, a third group of authors points the interests of the State, the market and the 

elites as extremely or inherently intricate (BEAL, 2012; GROTH; CORIJN, 2005; 

HERNÁNDEZ-BONILLA; HERNANDEZ-BONILLA, 2008).  

Urban planning could only be considered as a remedy for urban conflicts in the authors 

proposing a) and b), that is, the possibilities of approving legislation for more just cities and 

disentangling interests from the market and the State. Nonetheless, the majority of these authors 

do not mention planning as a possible mechanism to overcome urban conflicts. 

Independent of how these authors see the role of the State, more democratic process of 

urban production, through the role of social movements and through a control of speculative 

practices (that is, of the power of the market over the urban space), are pointed as the way 

forward in urban conflict situations (ALFASI, 2004; CHATTERJEE, 2009b; GROTH; 

CORIJN, 2005; SEVILLA-BUITRAGO, 2013). Moreover, the very role of conflict is 

highlighted, as the conflicts are relevant to “de-naturalize neoliberal globalization and make it 

understandable as a contested process” (KOHLER; WISSEN, 2003, p. 949). 

1.1.1 The right to the city 

Within critical urbanism, the ‘right to the city’ has been playing a relevant role in the 

past decades and gained prominence amongst scholars and practitioners. Lefebvre, who in 1968 

published the book Le Droit à la Ville, was responsible for bringing urban issues and the city – 

phenomena that were Marx and Engels’ concerns previously– back to critical analysis 

(KATZNELSON, 1992; TAVOLARI, 2016). Historically, the term has assumed a twofold 

connotation: it has both a critical/conceptual interpretation and an empirical/claiming 

implication (SCHIAVO; GELFUSO; VERA, 2017; TAVOLARI, 2016). Both connotations of 

the term are approached in the following subsections and the critical/conceptual interpretation 

is adopted as one of the theoretical backgrounds adopted in this thesis. 

The critical/conceptual interpretation: what it stands for 

Under its critical/conceptual interpretation, the concept of the right to the city emerged 

as a critique against the contemporary city in the process of urban reproduction resulting from 

industrial capitalism, and later against a neoliberal model of governance, as the city is no longer 

a subproduct of industrialization (DIKEÇ, 2001; PURCELL, 2013a). It denounces the emphasis 
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given to the exchange value of the city and of space, over its use value, and given to the 

organization of a society for consumption. As a major center of consumption, city and quality 

of life are transformed into commodities, with an aura of freedom of choice, provided that the 

individual has the resources to enjoy these “benefits” (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016; DIKEÇ, 2001).  

In this scenario, the production of the city is restricted to a political and economic elite 

who can draw the city according to its desire, guided by the possibility of accumulation. 

Therefore, the urban is, at the same time, the fruit and the accelerator of the capital accumulation 

process. Restricted to a group of political and economic elite, the urban space is conceived as 

homogeneous, abstract, divisible and produced through a technocratic rationality. Such 

rationality makes everyday life subordinated to a productivist imperative, which is exacerbated 

in urban life (WILSON, 2013). To be constructed homogeneously, space needs to be considered 

empty, a blank sheet, where the abstract can become material (KIPFER; SABERI; WIEDITZ, 

2013). 

Many narratives are engendered to legitimize this process. Areas occupied by 

marginalized citizens are treated as "empty" areas (PURCELL, 2006). Government is then 

legitimate to renew these "empty" areas, since it has a primary responsibility for economic 

growth, acting in favor of "public interest" (FAINSTEIN, 2005). Poor areas are treated as places 

where people live in unhealthy conditions  and extreme violence, representing the image of 

everything that is not beneficial and which does not fit into the aesthetic model of a global city 

(BHAN, 2009). The discourse about violence is prevalent  as well as the resulting sense of 

security provided by walled communities (BEN-ELIEZER; FEINSTEIN, 2009) or fortified 

enclaves (CALDEIRA, 2000). 

Within this "city of capital" (KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018) several are the strategies  to 

ensure that the exchange value is given priority over the use value: the increasing 

aestheticization of the city rather than its politicization, reducing poverty to an aesthetic issue 

(BHAN, 2009); the prioritization and maximization of private spaces  instead of public ones  

(BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016); the reproduction of the city by 

imitation of other urban centers, leading to a process of creative destruction, in which something 

must be destroyed for the new to take place (HARVEY, 2008). Harvey (2008) and Bhan (2009) 

denounce that such “creative destruction” process usually have a target. Due to the focus on 

aesthetics and on issues of safety and hygiene, the areas of the city that are destroyed are often 

marginalized by the political and economic power. Therefore, this destruction is based on a 

class bias. 
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Based on such critiques, the right to the city develops as a radical challenge to the 

homogenizing capitalist order, as well as to the social relations that are structured, produced 

and controlled by this order (PURCELL, 2003). The horizon of an ‘urban society’ – posed in 

contraposition to the terms that represent the ‘city of capital’- represents the possibility to “open 

a path, a trajectory” (PINDER, 2015, p. 34). It is a move from the homogeneous space-time to 

a right to maximal difference, where industrialized/modernist, colonialist and patriarchal 

ideologies would lose terrain (KIPFER, 2008). 

The very concepts of citizenship and rights bring new conceptions. Citizenship, instead 

of being configured as a status within a nation-state, would be based in a political community, 

in a possible identity that would transcend jurisdictional perspectives (DIKEÇ, 2001; 

PURCELL, 2003). And while Lefebvre sees the right to the city as a “superior form of rights”, 

other authors have discussed what kind of right it would be (ATTOH, 2011; 

HUCHZERMEYER, 2018).  They agree that the right to the city, in a radical perspective, 

evokes an also radical democracy. It is not merely an incremental improvement to the current 

system of rights. In fact, the right to the city aspires and will only be concrete when liberal 

democracy  is overcome (HUCHZERMEYER, 2018; SOUZA, 2010). 

The right to the city is the exercise of a collective power, a social transformation 

conquered by political struggle, through which the inhabitants claim, organize and transform 

capitalist processes and the very role of the State, which gradually diminishes  (BELDA-

MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016; PURCELL, 2013a). Thus, the right to the city 

represents a profound reorganization of the social interactions producing the space where the 

citizens of this political community inhabit. In such society, the city would be produced to 

satisfy the needs of its users, of those that inhabit it – and not the needs of its owners (BELDA-

MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016; LEFEBVRE, 2008; PURCELL, 2003, 2006). 

It is a permanent cultural revolution based on the collective logics of interaction and political 

learning, having autogestion or self-management at its core (BECKER; ANGEL; NAUMANN, 

2019; BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016). 

How to get there? 

At the same time that the right to the city represents this radical horizon, other authors 

also point to the ongoing performativity of the term. The right to the city represents both the 

social transformation and the political struggle. It is, therefore, not only the outcome, but also 

the political process that will pave the way (DUFF, 2017; VASUDEVAN, 2015). Lefebvre, 

instead of providing a “step-by-step” on how to achieve this radical horizon, inspired the radical 
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thinking towards the “right to a very different life in the context of a very different, just society” 

(SOUZA, 2010, p. 318). 

Two dimensions, reconfigured and amplified, are crucial for the concreteness of this 

horizon: participation and appropriation (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 

2016; DIKEÇ, 2001; LEFEBVRE, 2008). The expanded participation refers to taking part in 

the political life and the management of the city, embracing full control over the decisions 

affecting every aspect of urban life. These decisions are not restricted to those taken by  public 

authorities, but also cover decisions considered private and that greatly influence city life, such 

as decisions about closing or expanding companies, the use of pollutants, openings of shopping 

centers, etc. (PURCELL, 2006). Full participation would enable the expanded notion of 

appropriation, which positions the use value of space as a priority (PURCELL, 2003). 

Therefore, the spaces and the decisions about them would be actively appropriated by the 

people who most need to use them: the use has greater relevance than the possible financial 

gain that space could provide with its commercialization.  

In this horizon, the use of urban space is politicized. Besides being the meeting space, 

the city is also the space of struggles for rights, conflict, and radical democracy (LACLAU; 

MOUFFE, 2015). Thus, the right to the city is not exclusively a right to the physical space, but 

to the space in its political conception. Because it is an opening to possibilities redefined from 

the struggle itself – and based on the active role of those who use the space – the right to the 

city is not a right to be distributed to citizens by a central, elite or avant-garde institution. The 

State, actually, is seen as an oligarchy that intermediates the relation between capital and space; 

guaranteeing production and appropriation to an elite (KIPFER; SABERI; WIEDITZ, 2013; 

PURCELL, 2013a). 

Hence, the right to the city is not an individual right granted inside a liberal democracy 

system or a freedom to access urban resources. Rather, it is the exercise of a collective power 

of participation and appropriation. It is a social transformation that must be won by political 

struggle, which depends on the exercise of collective power, through which the inhabitants 

claim, organize and transform capitalist processes and the very role of the State, which 

gradually withers away (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016; 

HUCHZERMEYER, 2018; PURCELL, 2014; SOUZA, 2010). 

Albeit restricted by political opportunity structures, social movements assume center 

stage in this quest for transformation. However, political opportunity structures are based on a 
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‘master-frame’4, more believable and realistic for most of the actors involved, which hinders or 

even prevents the emergence of counter-frames. In this sense, the right to the city can be 

understood as a counter-frame (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016), 

promoting radical ideas of self-management.  

Empirical/claiming implication of the term 

In the past years, the right to the city has emerged as a common frame for urban social 

movements5 (DOMARADZKA, 2018; MAYER, 2009; PRUIJT, 2019), leading to the 

empirical/claiming implication of the term. Harvey (2014) proposes the right to the city as a 

slogan to unite all the social movements that struggle for fragmented causes within the urban 

scenario. At the Polycentric World Social Forum in 2006, the World Charter for the Right to the 

City was presented. The document had been discussed by social movements and other civil society 

actors since the First World Social Forum of 2001 and presented the right to the city as an amalgam 

of other rights, in the direction of human rights: 

The Right to the City broadens the traditional focus on improvement of peoples’ 

quality of life based on housing and the neighborhood, to encompass quality of life at 

the scale of the city and its rural surroundings, as a mechanism of protection of the 

population that lives in cities or regions with rapid urbanization processes. This 

implies initiating a new way of promotion, respect, defense and fulfillment of the civil, 

political, economic, social, cultural and environmental rights guaranteed in regional 

and international human rights instruments (FÓRUM SOCIAL MUNDIAL 

POLICÊNTRICO, 2006, p. 1–2).  

In 2006, the Pravo na grad6 initiative started its activities in Zagreb (Croatia), with an 

act of civil disobedience. In 2007 the Right to The City Alliance emerged in the United States, 

“as a unified response to gentrification and a call to halt the displacement of low-income people, 

people of color, marginalized LGBTQ communities, and youths of color from their historic 

urban neighborhoods” (THE RIGHT TO THE CITY ALLIANCE, [S.d.]). In 2009 a Recth auf 

Stadt Netzwerk7 was founded in Hamburg (Germany) (TAVOLARI, 2016). 

In 2014, the International Meeting of the Right to the City8 was held, bringing together 

                                                      
4 Master-frame is a dominant or hegemonic perception of the context, rendered as credible and realistic, 

comprising the way things are regularly done. Counter-frames are possibilities that differ or go against the 

dominant perception. Master-frames hinder the emergence of counter-frames (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS 

BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016). 
5 Uitermark; Nicholls and Loopmans (2012) counterargue such assertion, as they understand the concept of the 

right to the city has remained much popular in academia than in social movements. 
6 Right to the city (https://pravonagrad.org). 
7 Right to the City Network (http://www.rechtaufstadt.net). 
8 There was a first workshop, held in 2013 in Mexico City, named “Advancing the Implementation of the Right 

to the City in Latin America and in the International Arena”. 
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158 participants from Latin American, African, Asian and European countries; from different 

backgrounds (non-government, government, academia, foundations and social movements) 

(GLOBAL PLATFORM FOR THE RIGHT TO THE CITY, 2014). Such gathering culminated 

in the establishment of the Global Platform for the Right to the City, which hosted discussions 

that were brought to the Third United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat III), 

leading to a miniscule incorporation of the term in the New Urban Agenda. 

In the past years, the right to the city has been the slogan of several public 

demonstrations around the world. The term was central for the June Demonstrations that 

erupted around Brazil in 2013 (KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018; TAVOLARI, 2016). The 

demonstrations that took place at Taksim Square, in Istanbul (Turkey), against the replacement 

of the Gezi Park to build a shopping mall, also had the right to the city as one of its slogans 

(TAVOLARI, 2016). Rolnik (2019, p. 379) recognizes such worldwide appropriation: 

For now, it is enough to know that, from Taksim Square, in Istanbul, to the June 

Demonstrations, in Brazil, to anti-eviction movements in the context of mega-events, 

in Cape Town, Tokyo or Rio de Janeiro, to the plataforma de afectados por la 

hipoteca, in Spain , and demonstrations against gentrification in cities in the global 

South and North, urban struggles are on the rise. The Lefebvrian concept of the right 

to the city is definitely alive and well on the streets. 

In Latin America, the term was used as a slogan by social movements much earlier. 

Tavolari (2016) and Schiavo et al. (2017) mention that the right to the city had already been 

mobilized in the 1970s by the social movements that were opposing dictatorial regimes and 

using territories and the city as a platform for social demands. One of the possible reasons 

behind this process was the translation of the book: while Le droit a la Ville was only translated 

to English in 1996; its Spanish and Portuguese versions were launched in 1969 (TAVOLARI, 

2016). 

Such approximation led to twofold implications. From one side, there was a 

repercussion regarding autogestion, community participation and cooperatives. On the other 

side, there was an attempt to achieve the institutionalization of the right to the city in the local 

and national legal apparatus. Such efforts, in many countries – including Brazil – were part of 

a larger struggle for a democratic regime. This led to the adoption of the right to the city in 

many legal systems: “Including the implementation of Law 388 in Colombia on the recovery 

of urban capital gains, the drafting of the City Statute in Brazil in 2001 and the new Constitution 

of the Republic of Ecuador (2008) and its respective land use code” (SCHIAVO; GELFUSO; 

VERA, 2017, p. 306). 

Brazil, with the institutionalization of the social function of property in the Federal 
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Constitution of 1988 and the approval of the City Statute in 2001, which recognizes the right 

to the city as a collective right, has become a paradigmatic case (FERNANDES, 2007; 

HUCHZERMEYER, 2018; PURCELL, 2014). Albeit seen internationally as a robust 

legislation to make way for a democratic urban reform (FERNANDES, 2013), recent analysis 

point to the difficulties in consolidating the instruments provided by the law in concrete urban 

processes taking place throughout the country9 (MARGUTI; COSTA; GALINDO, 2016). 

Challenges and critiques 

Both the theoretical-conceptual and the practice-claiming perspectives of the right to 

the city have been targets of criticism by scholars. The first and stronger is a possible 

overstretching of the concept, diminishing its character of political and radical struggle. This 

was led by the institutionalization of the term in legal frameworks and in the liberal system of 

rights and also by the use of the term as a common frame (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016; GRAY, 2018; MAYER, 2009; PURCELL, 2006, 2014). This widening of 

meaning, at the same time that enables the existence of a “slogan” or a legal right, disconnects 

the concepts from the critical perspective, opening ground for a colonization of the term and its 

hijacking by the elites (DOMARADZKA, 2018; SOUZA, 2010): 

for some governments of the region, it (the right to the city) seems to be reduced, or 

limited, to a normative-institutional appropriation. That is, for the new governments 

that consolidated after the crisis of political-state legitimacy of neoliberalism, the right 

to the city seems to have been mobilized to contain an urban problem that democratic 

institutional reforms have not been able to address, but showing the inability to initiate 

the type of radical metamorphosis projected by Lefebvre (1969) in his homonymous 

work (SCHIAVO; GELFUSO; VERA, 2017, p. 300). 

The discussion of de-radicalization also reaches urban social movements, central actors 

for the right to the city. Such discussion addresses the actions of social movements and the 

capacity they have not to be co-opted by government as service providers (BELDA-MIQUEL; 

PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016; DOMARADZKA, 2018; PRUIJT, 2019). 

The second point of attention is called "local trap," that is, the risk of assuming a direct 

relationship between more democratic and fair practices in more localized jurisdictions. The 

risk of falling into this trap is not to look at oligarchic and tyrannical practices in local practices 

or to blur macro-level issues equally relevant to democracy (PURCELL, 2003; UITERMARK; 

NICHOLLS; LOOPMANS, 2012).  

                                                      
9 For instance, up to 2014, the compulsory subdivision, building or utilization of idle land – considered as one of 

the most expressive instruments to enforce the social function of property – had only been adopted by 8 of the 

288 municipalities that have more than 100 thousand inhabitants (DENALDI et al., 2015). 
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Third, the allocation of individuals and groups within pre-defined homogeneous 

categories, as in a class reductionism, lacks an understanding of fragmented, complex, non-

universalizing claims and interests (BLOKLAND et al., 2015; MAYER, 2009; UITERMARK; 

NICHOLLS; LOOPMANS, 2012). Comprehending the conflicting interests is also necessary 

in order to address the potential trade-offs that  have to be considered on the way towards the 

right to the city horizon (ATTOH, 2011).  

Lastly, the focus of some scholars on denouncing the effects of neoliberalism brings the 

risk of turning the concept into a cliché, instead of comprising practical content and contributing 

to ideas on how to intervene in the public realm (GRAY, 2018; PURCELL, 2013a). 

Having these challenges and critiques in mind, I believe that the connection of the right 

to the city, in its radical perspective, to ongoing practices brings the possibility of grasping parts 

of the horizon and understanding what are the current practices that hinder such possibility. The 

literature on the right to the city does not go in this direction, providing little analytical power 

for explaining the on-the-ground struggles and putting in the background the possibilities of 

everyday life revolution.  

Considering the many challenges and critiques outlined, I propose to mobilize a 

complementary theoretical lens to help connect the horizon of the right to the city to the practice 

of actors. For such, in the next chapter I analyze the paradigms of collective action and present 

the sociology of public problems, from the French pragmatism, as complementary theoretical 

background. 

1.2 Collective Action and urban conflicts 

There is a strong relation between the studies of collective action and the urban scenario. 

The strongest connection is  established through the concept of urban social movements, part 

of (Neo)-Marxist approaches in social movements studies. Gohn (2012) mentions that the 

comprehension and expectations regarding the role and the nature of urban social movements 

varied considerably. Initially urban social movements were given the central role as drivers of 

transformation and innovation in cities. Later they were taken as agents under the influence of 

the political game, with deep limitations regarding transformation capacity, and as permeated 

by dominant ideology and living urban contradictions. The concept continued to be mobilized 

much more as a description than as a category of analysis. 

Other collective action approaches have also been used as lenses to analyze citizens’ 

actions in urban scenarios. One of the central discussions is the role of the city in collective 

action. For some, the social ties developed within the urban fabric – and the ties developed with 
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the territory – enable connections that strengthen the engagement capacity: “individuals with a 

strong connection to place feel more invested in its future and the public good and, as a result, 

are more likely to contribute to collective action” (HOOPER; ORTOLANO, 2012, p. 103). 

Hooper and Ortolano also demonstrate that the longer a person lives in a neighbourhood, the 

higher is the possibility of getting involved with collective action. In the same direction, Ocejo 

(2011) argues that nostalgia narratives regarding a neighbourhood or space are used to create 

collective identities. 

 From other perspective, the city can be seen as the catalyst space gathering these 

different cultural groups who create a collective identity. Thus, the urban question discusses 

the city as a determinant and privileged place for collective action - as the example of the 

homosexual rights movements in San Francisco, the protests in Egypt (UITERMARK; 

NICHOLLS; LOOPMANS, 2012), the feminist movements in Cambodia (BRICKELL, 2014) 

and the immigrant activism in the United States (CARPIO; IRAZÁBAL; PULIDO, 2011). 

Instead of the “right to the city”, these authors propose the expression “right through the city” 

(BLOKLAND et al., 2015).  

This same group of authors also highlight the plurality of interests contained in urban 

space. Maestri (2017) and Blokland et al. (2015, p. 655) suggest that a bottom-up framework 

of citizenship, as predicted by the right to the city perspective, cannot be taken as homogeneous, 

univocal and peaceful. By studying the existing conflicts between different minority groups, 

these authors expose the necessity of understanding the nuances of the actors, their “fragmented 

and fragmenting practices”:  

Rather than uncritically celebrating local movements or moralistically judging them, 

we need to understand the urban terrain on which they operate and analyze how the 

various splintered ‘acts of citizenship’, which we are witnessing in our cities today, 

do, at times, assemble, stabilize and reconnect the urban (BLOKLAND et al., 2015, 

p. 663). 

Although less mobilized, French pragmatic sociology – has been as theoretical frame to 

understand urban issues, specially the disputes. Through the mobilization of Economies of 

Worth (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006), several authors analyse urban projects and 

collective action, depicting the different logics – or common worlds – that conflict during the 

negotiation and implementation of such interventions (EKINCI; GÖRGÜLÜ, 2015; ERANTI, 

2017; FULLER, 2012; HOLDEN; SCERRI, 2015). These logics guide systems of valuation, 

justifications, qualifications and compromises and shape the urban projects being developed 

(HOLDEN; SCERRI, 2015). In addition, it is possible to visualize and prove when any specific 

logic overrides the others. For example, Fuller (2012) concludes that market values were more 
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relevant than civic values during the negotiation of the urban regeneration project. 

The sociology of public problems (CEFAÏ, 1996; CHATEAURAYNAUD, 2009), part 

of the French pragmatism, has also been used as theoretical lens to look at collective action 

around urban issues10. Freire (2011, p. 109) presents the case of a neighborhood association in 

Acari (Rio de Janeiro), during the implementation of a public policy from the City Hall. Aiming 

at “mapping the games of negotiation and the roles played by different actors, as well as 

problematizing the notions of popular participation and community that sustain the urban 

policy”, the author analyzed the negotiations involving local citizens and drug trafficking 

gangs. Sanchez (2011) studies a conflict in the entrance of a public park in Caracas, tracing the 

trajectory of the several groups of actors along the time. He emphasizes the moments of test (in 

this case, moments in which government officials or representatives must approve legislation) 

and analyses the discourse and argumentation used by the groups to express their 

comprehension of public interest. 

The focus of pragmatism is to understand the practices, the processes, how they take 

place and evolve along the time. Mobilizing sociology of public problems as a frame to 

comprehend collective action around urban issues entails mapping the fragmented and 

conflictive interests and needs presented by the actors; following the negotiations in situ; 

comprehending the dynamics of mobilization and demobilization of the different actors along 

the time. 

Therefore, by using this approach, a researcher would be able to analyze the 

coordination that takes place in an urban conflict situation; the disputes among the several 

actors who are brought together to solve a situation or to make denunciations; the narratives or 

argumentation used by these actors and how these are translated to other artefacts, as objects 

and the urban project itself: “the interplay of these different forms of rationality […] draws our 

focus away from an ideal goal of consensus and towards a better understanding of actually 

existing pluralisms and the work that they can do” (HOLDEN; SCERRI, 2015, p. 18). For these 

reasons, I propose the combination of the right to the city and French pragmatism – specially 

the sociology of public problems – to build an analytical framework able to understand urban 

conflicts. 

                                                      
10 In fact, sections within two books organized by Cefaï (and other authors) are dedicated to urban conflicts or 

conflicts d’urbanite. The first book, “L’heritage du pragmatism – conflicts d’urbanite et epreuves de civisme” 

(CEFAÏ; JOSEPH, 2002), contains cases from Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), Buenos Aires (Argentina), Caracas 

(Venezuela), Saint-Ettiene (France) and Tucson (United States). And in the second book, “Arenas públicas: por 

uma etnografia da vida associativa” (CEFAÏ et al., 2011), which resulted from a partnership between French 

and Brazilian researchers, the authors bring cases from Rio de Janeiro, Caracas and Paris (France). 
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1.2.1 Comprehending French pragmatic sociology and pragmatism 

Different authors consider (or considered previously) that French pragmatic sociology 

– also called sociology of critique or sociology of proofs – could be considered an umbrella 

theory, a pragmatic constelation, encompassing several approaches (ANDION et al., 2017; 

BARTHE et al., 2016; CORRÊA, 2014). This different approaches were “the economy of 

conventions (Livet and Thévenot, 1994), economies of worth (Boltanski and Thévenot, 2006), 

the actor-network theory (Latour, 2012), and the sociology of public problems 

(Chateauraynaud, 2011; Cefaï and Terzi, 2012; Cefaï, 2014; Quéré  and Terzi, 

2015)”(ANDION et al., 2017, p. 375).  

Currently, authors consider the existence two different strands (CEFAÏ, 2018; STAVO-

DEBAUGE, 2013). One of the strands has been called French «pragmatic» sociology, which 

started with the work of Boltanski and Thévenot. Stavo-Debauge (2012, p.3) mentions that 

“Boltanski was not fond of the qualifier «pragmatic» to describe his sociology, preferring to 

speak of a « sociology of critique » in a polar opposition to Bourdieu’s « critical sociology ».” 

Such strand was proposed mainly by Luc Boltanski and members of his research group, in open 

opposition towards the critical sociology developed by Pierre Bourdieu (CELIKATES, 2012). 

In fact, Boltanski was Bourdieu’s research assistant at the Centre de Sociologie Européen from 

1969 until 1976. In 1982 Boltanski became a full professor at the École des Hautes Études en 

Sciences Sociales where, together with Michael Pollak and Laurent Thévenot, he cofounded the 

Groupe de sociologie politique et morale (GSPM) (ROSATTI; BONALDI; FERREIRA, 2014). 

The opposition towards the work of Bourdieu has an epistemological background: in 

the pragmatic turn, sociologists aimed to overcome the “asymmetry between the sociologist 

enlightened by his science and ordinary people [who] sunk in illusion” (BOLTANSKI, 2011, 

p. 23). That is, for critical sociology, the regular citizen misrecognizes his or her objective 

situation and his or her own interests – even if they reflect on them, this is considered an illusion 

of reflexivity, as what they objectively do is not related to what they subjectively believe they 

are doing – and it is the role of the sociologist to denounce this masked system (CELIKATES, 

2012). 

Pragmatic sociology suggests, on the other hand, symmetry between regular citizens 

and sociologists, recognizing the reflexive capacity of individuals. By this reflexive capacity, 

the authors of pragmatic sociology do not mean that individuals are always fully aware and 

conscious of the reasons behind their actions, but that they hold different degrees of reflexivity 

that must be taken into consideration by the researcher (BARTHE et al., 2016). 
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The development of this strand, as pointed by Stavou-Debauge (2012), had no 

connection to the American pragmatism of Dewey, James, Peirce and Mead. However, this 

proximity was made possible with the dialogue held with the scholars from the Centre d’étude 

des mouvements sociaux (CEMS): “This return to pragmatism happened through two entries 

that managed to construct bridges to the pragmatist question of «experience» and the pragmatist 

problem of the «public»” (STAVO-DEBAUGE, 2013, p. 3). Therefore, this second strand, 

evolves in conversation with American pragmatism, differing then the pragmatic sociology 

from pragmatism. 

Under this second strand, the philosophers from the United States most mobilized are 

John Dewey, William James, George Herbert Mead and Joseph Gusfield (ANDION et al., 

2017). From Dewey, the concepts of public problems (or ‘the problem and its publics’) and of 

expanded democracy assume a central perspective. The sociology of public problems is part of 

this strand. As society is always in train de se faire, democracy must be analyzed in situ, 

comprehending how the publics emerge, their interactions and (des)articulations (CEFAÏ, 1996; 

CEFAÏ; VEIGA; MOTA, 2011). This approach of analyzing different phenomena from a 

bottom-up perspective enables the researcher to overcome utopian constructs and demonstrate 

how they happen in everyday life. Ethnography assumes the place of methodology by 

excellence, as reflection must be rooted in data collected in vivo (CEFAÏ; VEIGA; MOTA, 

2011). 

There is a strong articulation between Brazilian and French researchers in what regards 

the sociology of public problems. According to Cefaï, Veiga and Mota (2011, p.14), this 

dialogue started in the Cerisy-la-Salle Coloquium, in 1999, which resulted in an intersection 

between “anthropological approaches and a microscopic and pragmatist questioning”. In fact, 

there was a partnership Capes-Cofecub stablished from 1997-2007 on pragmatic sociology, 

involving scholars and students from Universidade Federal Fluminense and Universidade 

Federal do Rio de Janeiro with Université Paris Ouest Nanterre-La Défense and Institut 

Marcel Mauss from the École de Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales. Currently, there is a 

coloquium named “Critique and Pragmatism: dialogues between France and Brazil” that is held 

every two years at the Universidade de Brasília. 

In general terms, according to Andion et al. (2017), there are some common assumptions 

that hold these different approaches together, which are presented in Box 1. In this paper the 

authors recognize these two different strands as one single approach and I believe that this not 

invalidate the intention to find common assumptions. Moreover, such assumptions assume a 

central role in the construction of this thesis and will guide the analysis of the cases. 
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Box 1: Common assumptions of pragmatic sociology 

• It seeks to transcend the classical oppositions of sociology between individual and social, 

between agency and structure, between interest and value, and between rationality and norm. 

As Frega (2016) defines, focusing on practices means putting light on an intermediate 

dimension of social structuring that lies between the micro level (of individual actions and 

interactions) and macro (of social totalities). The practice refers back to the social, 

institutional and technical dimensions in which the action is inscribed. 

• It calls for a new way of looking at the social, its modes of organization and functioning - 

beyond the notions of class, role, culture, position of power - taking into account a plurality 

of modes of human beings’ engagement and agency. 

• It does not understand interests and values as explanatory factors in themselves. Interests 

and values become objects of research and problematization. The question is how to 

construct interests and justifications through processes of dispute and controversy in the 

course of situations of proof. 

• It refuses the idea of a uniform rational individual. Its authors use the notions of "subjects", 

"people", "actants", that can be natural persons and objects, moral, institutional and / or legal 

entities. As for human beings, pragmatic sociology emphasizes the variety of their states, 

logics, and justifications. 

• It takes seriously the justification and criticism produced by the actors themselves. As Cefaï 

(2009: 16) states, "a pragmatist procedure follows the experiences and perspectives of the 

actors". As for Latour (1999: 19), "the actors know what they do and what we have to learn 

from them is not only what they do, but how and why they do it." 

• It reconciles the creativity of acting with social regularity and is interested in multiple ways 

of emergence of collectives and the long processes through which institutions are 

transformed. It seeks to link in a systematic way the observation of specific situations to the 

more general considerations regarding macrosocial configurations. 

• It takes into account the historical temporality of the phenomena, respecting the 

indetermination related to the internal dynamism of the processes of social change, both in 

the present and in the past (antideterminism). 

Source: Andion et al. (2017, p. 375-376). 

1.2.2 Collective action under pragmatism 

Cefaï, in 2009, published a paper consolidating a number of contributions from  

pragmatic studies conducted in France since the 1980s to the sociology of collective 

mobilizations (CEFAÏ, 2009). Under this new perspective, neither individuals would 

necessarily calculate costs and benefits of their actions in a rational fashion nor would have 

their actions determined by the power of structures. In fact, they are entangled in “complex 

situation architectures, of the person and of the collective” (CEFAÏ, 2009, p. 14), which assume 

the heterogeneity of action regimes. Inspired by Mead, Park and Dewey, the collective 

mobilization is a process of interactive definition of problematic situations, and because of this, 

the experience and perspectives of the actors are in the central stage of the research. Two aspects 
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are given special attention within this approach: the public arenas and the reflexivity of the 

individual. 

According to Park (CEFAÏ, 2017a) a conflict can either generate crowd behavior or 

generate a public, a group of people that emerges from the problematic situation and is also 

constitutive of it. The public engages in “processes of rational discussion, community 

mobilization and opinion formation, and sometimes in the legislation elaboration and institution 

transformation” (CEFAÏ, 2017a). A public arena, therefore, manifests around a problematic 

situation within an ecology of the public experience and can engage and reconnect social, 

organizational and institutional worlds. The term “arena” has a double connotation (CEFAÏ, 

2002), as it is both a place of combats and a stage of performances in front of a public. 

Although the concept of public arena does not invalidate the concepts of market, field 

(Bourdieu) or public sphere (Habermas), it differs from them. Cefaï (2017) argues that the 

public arena encompasses the different logics that form these concepts. The logics of the market 

(profit, interests), of the field (domination amongst different social groups) and of the public 

sphere (deliberation, public reasoning, communicative rationality) actually constitute the 

amalgam that is the public arena: 

A public arena is an organized set of accommodations and competitions, of 

negotiations and arrangements, of protests and agreements, of promises and 

engagements, of contracts and conventions, of concessions and compromises, of 

tensions and agreements more or less symbolized and ritualized, formalized and 

codified, in which a public interest is at stake. […] An arena is set up temporarily 

without being able to assign boundaries (CEFAÏ, 2017a). 

Inspired by Park, Mead and Dewey, the sociology of public problems shifts from the 

construction of social problems to an ecology of the public experience that takes place in a 

public arena. The experience is the disturbance that usually rises from affective, sensitive or 

evaluative proofs that perturb everyday life, in the “transactions that the different forms of 

living keep with their environments” (CEFAÏ, 2017a). A public problem does not necessarily 

provoke action, it can also provoke passivity, suffering and tolerating the situation. 

Disturbances are the events that provoke an interruption of the direct and regular behavior flux 

and are not recognized as problems, it is the mediation of a collective experience that brings 

the possibility of publicizing and problematizing them. 

In the experiences lived regarding these problematic situations, actions and emotions 

are intertwined. These problematic situations that can generate a public do not happen in a blank 

page, but they are pre-shaped by precedents, in a public culture that brings the accumulated 

experience of previous situations. This public arena, in which discussions, emotions and actions 
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of different actors take place, conflict and criticisms play a central role. It is through conflict 

that people must defend and justify their positions, in operations of evaluation, deliberation and 

judgment (CEFAÏ, 2017a). These justifications are not only expressed through words. The 

legitimation requires, among other aspects, an alignment of objects, other subjects, moments of 

test and proofs, rites and symbols, investments and forms of evidence (BOLTANSKI; 

THÉVENOT, 2006). 

With this background, collective action within a pragmatist approach is defined as: 

[…] a mobile architecture of contexts of meaning, more or less near or far, private or 

public, personal or typical, that articulate different magnitudes of spatial and temporal 

scale and that are perceived by the actors as accessible to their interactions or coercive 

as "systems" or "destinations". This perspective of understanding sociology does not 

stand against "structural" analyses, just as it does not neglect macrossociological 

research on different instances of power or macrohistorical research on longue durée 

processes. It strives to reframe them from the point of view of the actors, making sure 

they have relevance in their contexts of experience (CEFAÏ, 2009, p. 28). 

One of the assumptions of both strands (pragmatic sociology and pragmatism) is that 

the actors are reflexive about their own actions (BARTHE et al., 2016). That does not mean 

that individuals are fully aware of their actions, that they constantly rationalize on cost and 

benefits of their actions and that there are no power structures in place. In fact, what it means 

is that when the researcher embarks and follows the different paths taken by the actors in a 

public arena, the researcher is entitled to search for proofs and dispositives of power, to 

understand how they operate and what their effects are. Moreover, assuming actors’ reflexivity 

capacity entails searching for what are the social and technical apparatus that enable the actors 

to make decisions, criticize, engage and make agreements. This is why pragmatic sociology is 

also named sociology of proofs. 

In this next section, I ontologically and epistemologically make a bridge connecting the 

the right to the city with these strands. 

1.3 Connecting the right to the city to pragmatic sociology and pragmatism: the 

ontological and epistemological possibilities 

The mobilized perspectives – the right to the city, pragmatic sociology and pragmatism 

– are inserted in different ontological and epistemological paradigms. The right to the city 

belongs to the critical paradigm (GUBA; LINCOLN, 1994) whilst pragmatic sociology (or 

sociology of proofs) and pragmatism belong to a critical constructivist paradigm 

(VANDENBERGUE, 2006). 

The critical paradigm has historical realism as ontology. Historical realism states that 
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what is comprehended as real is formed by historically shaped structures in social, political, 

economic, gender, ethnic and cultural realms. The aim of the scholarship is to: 

De-reify the taken for granted as natural structures of capitalism and to uncover forms 

of inequality and injustice as well as to confront these in ways which transform society 

into a more democratic institution. Critical scholarship thus seeks to transcend taken-

for-granted beliefs, values and social structures by making these structures and the 

problems they produce visible, by encouraging self-conscious criticism, and by 

developing emancipatory consciousness in scholars and social members in general 

(Kincheloe and McLaren, 1994: 140). The goal is social transformation involving the 

displacement of existing structures of domination, the development of more 

democratic structures and the opening of opportunities for social participation among 

previously excluded and dominated persons (GEPHART, 1999, p. 6). 

Epistemologically, within the critical paradigm, researcher and subject are connected, 

the research being mediated by values, that is, the findings are influenced by the values of the 

researcher. This connects the ontology with the epistemology (GUBA; LINCOLN, 1994, p. 

110): “what can be known is inextricably intertwined with the interaction between a particular 

investigator and a particular object or group”. 

Ontologically, pragmatic sociology/French pragmatism assumes the social is the result 

from the actions taken amidst the problematic situations. Hence, the social is not previous to 

these experiences, neither their explanation: “instead of a closed entity that helps explain and 

close other potentially dynamic and fluid elements, it is [the social], on the contrary, the result 

that is always open and constantly evolving that emerges from problem solving” (CORRÊA, 

2014, p. 40). It does not deny the materiality and objectivity of social phenomenom, but does 

not consider that structures have coercive power over the actors (being the reflexivity of the 

actors one of the assumptions of this paradigm). 

The epistemology of pragmatic sociology and French pragmatism entail the connection 

between the researcher and the subject, with knowledge being produced through their 

interaction. In opposition to critical theories of domination, to which power structures and 

inequalities are inextricable to reality, pragmatist theorists depart from it through an 

epistemology of symmetry.  This way they consider that power asymmetries can exist in the 

situation, but they cannot be considered as a starting point of research. Instead, these 

asymmetries must be described by the proofs found in the field (BARTHE et al., 2016). 

Each perspective raises critiques to the other. According to French pragmatism and 

pragmatic sociology, the critical perspective believes that – on its extreme – the researcher is 

the only one that can see what is considered true, the hidden structures, and is responsible for 

emancipating the subjects. This provides the researcher with an almost sacred position, being 

the one that can make the subjects aware of their real situation and, by doing this, release them 
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from domination (BOLTANSKI, 2011). On the other hand, theorists that belong to a critical 

perspective criticize pragmatic sociology/pragmatism to be relativist, as if the truth varied 

according to the constructions made by the subject, diminishing the role of the researcher to 

being a mere describer of the situations. The situationist orientation tends not to consider 

potential structural conditions that pose restrictions to the reflexive capacities (CELIKATES, 

2012). 

In the past years there have been attempts to overcome (or at least to put aside) these 

divergences. Bénatouïl (1999), author of one of the first studies comparing critical sociology 

and pragmatic sociology, proposes to conduct research on what he calls trading zones. The 

author believes that in specific situations these two paradigms can be brought together to 

increase the comprehension of a phenomenon: the possible cross-fertilization between the 

paradigms would enable a better understanding of a situation, and the deep comprehension of 

micro and meso practices could better explain the existence of macro structures: 

Pragmatic and critical sociology are very different and even incompatible from 

various points of view. They can, nonetheless, get involved into an odd circular 

relationship of mutual objectification and modelling: the thesis which      one examines 

empirically are, more or less, the epistemological postulates upon which the other is 

founded, the categories and the strategies of which one makes use are the problems 

and objects of the other. In short, one might be the theory of the other’s practice. And 

therein lies the necessity, the difficulty, as well as the fecundity of their analysis, of 

their respective and parallel empirical developments, and of their co-optation 

(BÉNATOUÏL, 1999, p. 391). 

From the right to the city perspective, this possibility emerges with the concept of 

transduction. Being a key concept for Lefebvre, transduction denotes an intellectual 

construction of possible futures (CUNNINGHAM, 2010). Through transduction, reality is not 

seen as static but as continuous transformation. It requires an analysis of the extrapolation of 

current practices, with the support of the conceptual framework, to imagine a different reality. 

Imagining this different reality requires “rejecting hard-eyed pragmatism and starry eyed 

utopianism” (PURCELL, 2013a, p. 320). 

Now that I have already considered the possibility of connecting both paradigms to 

promote a deeper comprehension of urban conflict, it is necessary to answer the following 

question: how does the right to the city connect with French pragmatic sociology and 

pragmatism? This question is answered in the next chapter where I present the provisional 

analytical framework that will guide the development of the research. 
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2 CONNECTING THE RIGHT TO THE CITY TO FRENCH PRAGMATIC 

SOCIOLOGY AND PRAGMATISM 

This chapter aims to develop a provisional theoretical and analytical framework to 

approach the right to the city and the French pragmatic sociology and pragmatism. The chapter 

is organized in two sections. In the first section, I discuss the step-by-step process of building 

the provisional framework, connecting the relevant concepts and principles from each 

theoretical background. In the second section, I summarize such framework and present its 

potentialities, connecting the challenges and tensions towards the right to the city and how the 

pragmatic sociology and pragmatism can respond to them. 

2.1 The construction of the provisional analytical framework 

It is important to emphasize that by theoretically construcing this framework, my 

intention is not to create a straightjacket for the research. Instead, the construction of this 

framework is to open a path for the research of urban conflicts, to work as a sensitizing device, 

that is, a device that will support the process of sensemaking of these situations. Moreover, the 

framework has the purpose of enabling a connection between the concepts that derive from the 

different paradigms. It was elaborated by assembling the most relevant concepts of the 

pragmatic sociology/pragmatism with the right to the city propositions.  

In many times (as it will be shown) this proximation demonstrates to be inssuficient or 

contradictory, raising more doubts and demanding the analysis of an existing situation to be 

settled. This is why this framework is provisional: because it will be put to proof with the cases 

analyzed in this thesis and enhanced according to what emerges from the field. The attempt is 

not to provide a definite way on how to look at urban conflicts. Ratther, the intention is to 

provide a framework – a path – that will enable researchers to analyze the situations and build 

comprehensible knowledge on how actors interact during an urban conflict and if they are 

paving the way towards the right to the city horizon. 

2.1.1 Problematic situation 

The central concept brought from pragmatism is about “problematic situations” 

(CEFAÏ, 2017a, p. 188). For the pragmatism, based on the functional psychology from the 

Chicago School, “a situation becomes problematic when the habitual reactions of an organism 

to the demands of its environment no longer provide the satisfaction of its needs and its desires”. 

The responses given by an organism to the surrounding environment are now maladjusted, 

inadequate or insufficient. It relates to the experience of the actors that are part of this 
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ecosystem. 

In a right to the city perspective, it is possible to consider the existence of two main 

possibilities of problematic situations: 

i. The first one would be when the elites that hold the hegemonic right to produce 

and reproduce the city according to their own interests (DIKEÇ, 2001) start 

facing obstacles in this process. The environment no longer gives the same 

responses while trying to develop a new project, which may incur in a decrease 

in the accumulation process. As the city of capital holds hegemony of city 

production and reproduction processes (KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018), this 

would be the clearest form of a problematic situation. But what is this scenario 

in which the elite can no longer produce its projects without obstacles? From 

where comes the strength to fight against this hegemonic power? Two 

possibilities are visible: one in which different elite groups are competing to 

have the largest share in the accumulation process and another in which counter-

hegemonic forces emerge from the constantly marginalized groups (LACLAU; 

MOUFFE, 2015). 

ii. These counter-hegemonic forces represent the second possibility of problematic 

situations; problematic situations that burst from the action of constantly 

marginalized citizens. This could happen either when these groups no longer 

receive the same responses from the environment or when they realize these 

responses are insufficient. The problematic situation lived by this group is the 

concern of the right to the city, considering its critical perspective 

— corresponding to the cry and demand for the right to the city — “a cry out of 

necessity and a demand for something more” (MARCUSE, 2009, p. 190). When 

these citizens no longer receive the same responses from the environment, it is 

possible to say that the projects that are being implemented by the elite must 

affect their lives in a non-habitual manner, in an even worse manner. If these 

citizens are already constantly marginalized (that is, the marginalization and its 

effects are the habitual responses of the environment), what could be an even 

worse manner? 

By being marginalized, the right to the city theorists mean that these citizens are 

excluded from the “party of the city” (LEFEBVRE, 2008) and from the possibility of creating 

the city according to their own desires (HARVEY, 2014). Marcuse (2009, p. 190) calls these 

citizens ‘alienated’ – they are “superficially integrated into the system and sharing its material 
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benefits, but constrained in their opportunities for creative activity, oppressed in their social 

relationships, guilty perhaps of an undeserved prosperity, unfulfilled in their lives’ hopes”. 

Besides not taking part in this urbanization process, the marginalization also means the 

exclusion from the accumulation perspective exalted by the city of capital. In this scenario, the 

non-habitual or worse response from the environment would lead to a decrease in quality of 

life, affecting the needs of a lower order, which relates to physical survival (INGLEHART, 

1990). Marcuse calls this group (2009, p. 190) ‘directly oppressed’, “whose work injures their 

health, whose income is below subsistence”. 

The other possibility, related to when these citizens realize that these responses are 

inadequate and insufficient, considers that the fact that always having the same response from 

the environment may lead to a problematic situation. By this, one could assume that these 

citizens no longer accept the same oppression, exclusion and deprivation responses from the 

environment and understand these responses as a problematic situation. This possibility raises 

questions that must be analyzed from empirical data, and they can vary according to the 

problematic situation. Some of these questions are: If the responses are the same, what was 

different this time? Did the capacity of the actors change? Were they involved in other 

networks? Did something or someone make them aware that the response they were used to 

receiving deprives them from accessing the right to the city? 

As previously mentioned, the right to the city and the pragmatic sociology/pragmatism 

have different ontological paradigms. French pragmatism (CEFAÏ, 2017a) understands a 

problematic situation as a lack of tune in collective organization processes, which would be 

mediated by institutions. For the right to the city, conflict is an inherent part of this process, in 

which social classes clash for the right of producing the city according to their desires and 

needs. Despite these differences, positioning the problematic situation in the fringe of both 

theories, as proposed by Bénatouïl (1999), raises relevant questions that must be dissolved 

through research. 

Figure 1 summarizes the findings of approximation of the problematic situation, from 

the pragmatism, to the concepts of the right to the city.  
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Figure 1: Analytical framework: a problematic situation for the right to the city 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

2.1.2 Publicizing the problematic situation 

The problematic situation lived by the actors will not necessarily become a public 

problem. Even if felt as a threat, as something that poses danger to the “harmonic” situations 

individuals live in, these individuals can be passive about it. “To suffer and to pity” are also 

possible reactions to a problematic situation (CEFAÏ, 2017a, p. 191). These emotions, although 

constitutive of the situation, are not enough to turn this situation into a public problem. 

For Cefaï (2017a, 192), it is the mediation of a collective experience around the 

problematic situation that will lead to its problematization and publicization: 

They try to turn the disturbance into a problem about which they have information, 

about which they can understand or fight, and on which they give themselves 

opportunities for action. In other words, they generate a field of collective experience 

with modes of seeing, saying and sense-making. 

This problematic situation, however, does not take place in the vacuum; and the 

creativity of the actors who are involved is not enough to attract public attention to the issue. 

According to Cefaï (2017a, p. 193), a network of “symbolic, countable, legal, mediatic, and 

institutional devices” is necessary to gain the public attention regarding the problematic 

situation. The precedents given by previous situations also influence this process. 

What would it mean to publicize an urban conflict under the realm of the right to the 

city? First, bringing Laclau and Mouffe (2015) to the discussion, either if the problematic 
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situation is felt by the elite or by the marginalized group of the urban production process, the 

publicization of a problematic situation only takes place if there is not absolute power. That is, 

the hegemonic power of the city of capital does not encompass the totality of the social sphere 

and does not constitute an absolute power, opening space for the counter-hegemonic 

movements to emerge. Empirically, this means that, in a given society, there must be devices 

that enable the marginalized ones to struggle for their rights of appropriation and participation 

in the city. What could these devices be? 

Considering the radical perspective (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 

2016), which assumes that the right to the city must be conquered by the citizens and will not 

be granted by the governmental elite, social movements are imbued with this power and 

responsibility. There are some aspects that could lead to the existence of social movements and 

the publicization of the conflict: 

(i) When the conflict takes place over a territory, collective action is more likely to 

take place, as the ties that exist in the territory are generally denser (CEFAÏ; 

VEIGA; MOTA, 2011; HOOPER; ORTOLANO, 2012). A symbolic identity 

connected to the territory, for instance, could strengthen these ties and lead to the 

emergence of collective action (OCEJO, 2011); 

(ii) The connection to the territory, nonetheless, may not be enough to create this 

collective action – even with dense ties. Maricato (1982) suggests that awareness 

must be built regarding the right to the territory and the broader right to participate 

in the production of the city. This would be the mixture of an education device 

with a legal device; 

(iii) Harvey (2014) suggests, as a symbolic device, the adoption of the right to the city 

as a slogan and as a political ideal by several interconnected social movements. 

Then, in the emergence of a new problematic situation, the actors involved would 

be aware of this slogan and would be potentialized by the contact with other 

movements. Marcuse (2009, p. 196), in the same direction, suggests the adoption 

of the “city for people, not for profit” motto as the “political cry that embodies the 

nature of the city to which the right is being claimed”. 

Could legal and democratic devices support the publicization of the conflict? The 

appropriation of the term right to the city by liberal democratic systems has been criticized by 

several authors, as the decision-making power remains centralized in the formal state and 

diminishes the character of political struggle of the term (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016; PURCELL, 2006). Centralized socialism cannot grant the right to the city, 
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because it demands “restructuring the underlying power relations in the production of space” 

so the majority can control the decisions that affect the community (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS 

BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016, p. 323). Thus, in a radical perspective, legal devices would not 

benefit the most marginalized ones to publicize their problematic situations. 

Nevertheless, the Brazilian appropriation of the right to the city, mainly in the context 

of the re-democratization process after the military regime, as brought by Tavolari (2016), 

enables a rights-based approach (ROLNIK, 2013). In 2001, the right to the city was recognized 

as a collective right and the right to property limited by its social function (FERNANDES, 

2007; HARVEY, 2008). Even if still in dispute with “a market-driven competitive cities spatial 

regime paradigm” (ROLNIK, 2013, p. 54), the legal framework could then be considered as a 

device that can be mobilized in order to publicize the urban conflict (CEFAÏ, 2017a) 

Would it be possible to consider media devices? The right to the city does not bring any 

theoretical support on this subject, but I would assume that the mass media is controlled by the 

elite and would not support the publicizing of problematic situations experienced by the ones 

who are marginalized by this same elite. Therefore, this role would rest in the efforts of small 

or alternative media. Also, I believe that these groups would take advantage of free social 

media/networks to publicize the problematic situation. 

In Figure 2 I summarize the findings of approximation of the publicization, from the 

pragmatism, to the concepts of the right to the city.  

 

Figure 2: Analytical framework: publicization devices of a problematic situation for the right to the city 

Source: elaborated by the author. 
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2.1.3 The problem and its publics 

The publicization of the problematic situation requires, as mentioned, the mobilization 

of collective action – that is, different actors must problematize, analyse possibilities and take 

these conflicts to the public consideration (CEFAÏ, 2017a). The public, understood as a 

personne collective (CEFAÏ; PASQUIER, 2003), both emerges around a problematic situation 

and constitutes this situation itself: 

The individual, organizational and institutional actors are engaged in a collective 

effort to define and control the situation perceived as problematic. By expressing, 

discussing and judging opinions they locate problems, send warning or alarm signals; 

enter into disputes and controversies; configure issues of conflict, solve crises and 

achieve commitments. The public thing is no longer the monopoly of the State (Cefaï, 

2002, p. 65). 

The identity of the actors that form the public in this problematic situation is not 

necessarily defined beforehand, but is constituted and sometimes transformed throughout the 

process, according to the interventions and interactions of these actors (CEFAÏ, 2002). It is less 

a matter of the public and its problems, as Dewey (2012) would name it, but more a matter of 

the problem and its publics (CEFAÏ, 2009). Pragmatic sociologists, therefore, do not recognize 

the existence of a homogeneous community nor predict the possibility of consensus amongst 

these actors.  

Considering the right to the city, in a very simplistic reduction, these publics are 

constituted by the ones who are entitled by economic means to produce and reproduce the city 

and the ones who are constantly marginalized in this process. Marcuse (2009) breaks the 

perspective of a twofold class society into more classes, in what he considers to be modernized 

production relations, presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Modernized production relations 

Production relations somewhat modernized 

The excluded The ones who operate at the margins of the system, as they do not have 

the protections gained by the working class. Considered to be deprived 

of the right to the city. 

The working class The materially exploited, including what is called the middle class, 

producing profit for others. Considered to be deprived of the right to 

the city. 

The small business 

people 

The individual proprietors, the small entrepreneurs, the craftsmen. 

The gentry It includes the more successful small business persons, professionals, 
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the highly paid servants of the multi-nationals. 

The capitalists They are the owners and decision-making managers of large business 

enterprises. 

The establishment 

intelligentsia 

It includes the media, academia, artists and other professions who are 

active in the ideological aspect of the production processes. 

The politically 

powerful 

Includes those in or aspiring to high public offices. 

Source: adapted from Marcuse (2009) 

For Marcuse (2009), nonetheless, although the modern production relations are 

inextricably related to the urban question, they do not necessarily represent the role that the 

actors assume in relation to the production of the city, as this also involves cultural aspects. To 

represent these possible roles, the author creates a list of cultural identities, which is presented 

in Table 2. 

Table 2: Cultural identities 

Cultural terms, along lines of relation to the dominant cultural, ethnic, and gendered society 

and ideology 

The directly 

oppressed 

The ones who are oppressed along lines of race, ethnicity, gender, 

lifestyle. They can be considered excluded in a cultural sense, albeit 

included economically. 

The alienated Can be of any economic class, youth, artists, a significant part of the 

intelligentsia, in resistance to the dominant system as preventing 

adequate satisfaction of their human needs. 

The insecure   A shifting group, varying with conjunctural changes, e.g. level of crisis, 

prosperity, including much of the working class and periodically some 

of the gentry. 

The hapless 

lackeys of power 

Includes some of the gentry and some of the intelligentsia. 

The underwriters 

and beneficiaries 

The ones who benefit from the established cultural and ideological 

hegemonic attitudes and beliefs. 

Source: adapted from Marcuse (2009) 

Marcuse (2009) also mentions that the demand for the right to the city comes from the 

ones who are oppressed, and the aspiration comes from the alienated ones. He also clarifies that 

the concern of the theorists of the right to the city is not to provide this right to the ones who 

already have it (as the financial powers, real estate, etc.). The concern is, in opposition, directed 

towards those who do not have it. And, as the ones who are entitled of this right will not grant 
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it to others, Marcuse (2009, p. 191) believes that “it is a combination of the deprived and the 

discontented who will lead the push for the right to the city”. The deprived, for Marcuse (2009, 

p. 190), are the “excluded” and the “working class”. And the discontented are the ones who 

perceive that society, as the way it is, is “limiting their potentials for growth and creativity”. 

By merging these publics for the right to the city with the pragmatic sociology and 

pragmatism, one could say that only in a problematic situation these actors would exist or 

emerge – that is, their identity is formed when confronted with some specific situation. What 

does this mean? It means that the material or cultural identities of the actor are not enough to 

predict what the posture of this same actor will be when the problematic situation emerges. The 

identity of the actors is not fixed beforehand, and it cannot be fixed along the process of the 

urban conflict, rather, they must be identified and followed during field research. 

But what could the publics around a problematic situation under the realm of the right 

to the city be? If we take Marcuse into consideration, the publics that denounce the problematic 

situation and mediate the collective experience around it would be the ones who are deprived 

of material means and the ones who are unsatisfied due to the limits they face. The author does 

not propose from which material or cultural backgrounds the discontents come from, but it is 

possible to assume that they belong to the oppressed ones, the alienated ones and some of the 

insecure groups (which is a shifting group). 

According to the right to the city, as proposed in the subsection “problematic situation”, 

there can be two types of unrests: 

(i) The one experienced by the elite. For Marcuse (2009), the elite would be 

formed by the lackeys of power (some of the gentry and intelligentsia) and the 

underwriters and beneficiaries (some of the gentry, capitalists, intelligentsia 

and politically powerful). In the case of a problematic situation experienced 

due to the obstacles proposed by other elites, this would be the only public 

forming situation. In the case of a problematic situation experienced due to 

counter-hegemonic forces, then the deprived and the discontent would be 

considered part of the problematic situation as well; 

(ii) The second unrest is raised by the counter-hegemonic forces that do not receive 

the same responses or are no longer satisfied by them. These counter-

hegemonic forces, according to Marcuse (2009), could be formed by the 

deprived (the excluded and the working class) and the discontent (the 

oppressed, the alienated and the insecure). 

In Figure 3 I summarize the findings of approximation of the concepts of publics, from 
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the pragmatism, to the publics of the right to the city.  

 

Figure 3: Analytical framework: the problem and its publics in a right to the city perspective 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

However, as mentioned, for pragmatic sociology and pragmatism the publics that form 

the problem cannot be considered in their abstract form with a fixed identity and position in 

relation to the problematic situation:  

Loin de recourir à un modèle du citoyen abstrait, défini exclusivement par la 

conscience du bien public, de ses droits et de ses devoirs et raisonnant comme un 

théoricien habermassien ou rawlsien, il s’agit d’observer et de décrire des pratiques 

civiques concrètes, commandées par une pluralité de régimes d’engagement dans des 

situations (CEFAÏ, 2002, p. 68). 

Several questions could be posed to empirically understand who the publics around an 

urban conflict are, for instance: Would there be different degrees of marginalization that could 

fragment the deprived and the discontent into smaller and competitive groups? Would the 

government always be part of the elite, considering the politically powerful? Could the territory 

and context of the conflict change what is considered as elite and marginalized? These 

questions, once again, will only be solved through field research, analyzing these actors in the 

public arena around the problematic situation. 

2.1.4 Public arena 

These different actors engage in what pragmatism calls public arena. As it happens to 

the publics, the public arena also manifests itself around a problematic situation (CEFAÏ, 

2017b). This public arena could be defined as the chaining of activities that will form different 
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groups, define the problematic situation and the several problems that will be dealt with during 

the time of problem solving, and the possible causes and solutions for this problem (CEFAÏ, 

2009). 

As mentioned in the first chapter, the concept of public arena differs from the concept 

of public sphere used by Arendt and Habermas, “who define the public sphere in a more formal 

and normative conception, seeking to conceptualize it and delimit its contours” (ANDION et 

al., 2014, p. 9). The public arena is the space where the actors engage and disengage in the 

course of a problem and the struggles for transformation. It is the space of confrontation of all 

the divergent positions regarding the specific issue, formed by actors who are trying to interpret 

and to stabilize the problematic situation. The interactions that take place in this arena tend to 

problematize the issue, its delimitation, its dimensions, to attribute responsibilities and ways 

towards the transformation (LASCOUMES; LE GALÈS, 2012). 

It is inside the public arena that the micro and macro dimensions of society are 

connected: these arenas are constituted like an archipelago of smaller arenas that influence each 

other and are influenced by the public contagion (ANDION et al., 2017).  In addition, it is inside 

this public arena that the identities and roles of the actors emerge and change over time and 

where the power structures are consolidated . 

Taking these concepts into consideration, what would a public arena for the right to the 

city theorists look like? The main question to be posed is: in the context of an urban conflict, 

would this arena aggregate all the aforementioned actors? One aspect that seems relevant for 

this discussion would be the exclusion of actors from the arena. For instance, in a radical 

perspective of the right to the city struggles, neither government or the elite should be part of 

this arena as they would not strive for a solution in order to satisfy the needs of the oppressed 

and the discontent ones, instead, these would constitute class alliances and work with self-

management. On the other hand, considering the problematic situation experienced by the elite 

when the obstacles are posed by the counter-hegemonic forces, there could be an attempt to 

exclude these forces from the public arena, maintaining the hegemonic power on the situation. 

In Figure 4 I summarize the findings of approximation of the public arena, concept from 

the pragmatism, to the concepts of the right to the city.  
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Figure 4: Analytical framework: the public arena around a problematic situation in the right to the city 

Source: elaborated by the author 

The different actors who form the public arena will engage in different courses of action 

and modes of engagement, according to the regimes or logics that coexist in the situation. These 

aspects are the subject of the next subsections. 

2.1.5 Courses of action and modes of engagement 

Within a public arena, the plurality of actors engages in several experiences, in different 

courses of action: “they are arenas of exchange and conflict, of cooperation and competition, 

of invention of solutions to problems, of negotiation of collective conventions and of 

composition of multiple rationalities” (CEFAÏ; VEIGA; MOTA, 2011, p. 35). Therefore, the 

public arena is formed by a plurality of actors who can engage in a variety of courses of action. 

Within these courses of action, the actors will submit themselves to moments of tests, in which 

they will be publicly judged by other actors involved. 

The right to the city, considered as a révolution quotidienne that establishes new forms 

of social reproduction, predicts mainly five major possibilities of action, which are presented 

in Table 3. 

Table 3: Major possibilities of action in the right to the city perspective 

Possibilities of 

Action 

Description 

Expanded 

participation 

Participation in the political life and the management of the city, taking full 

control over the decisions of everything that can affect the urban life. It is 

a collective experience. 
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Appropriation It places the use value of space as a priority (PURCELL, 2003), granting 

spaces and decisions on these to the people most in need of using them. 

This new way of organizing the political life of the city is based on the 

active role of those who use it (DIKEÇ, 2001). 

Political 

learning 

The citizens undergo profound political learning experiences. It considers 

the necessity of raising awareness regarding the rights and the expansion 

of the limits of what is possible (MARICATO, 1982; PINDER, 2015). 

Class alliances The right to the city demands the construction of class alliances without an 

elite assuming a leadership role. 

The struggle The city is the space of struggles for rights, conflict, and radical democracy; 

the right to the city constitutes an opening of possibilities redefined by the 

political struggle itself (DIKEÇ, 2001).  Struggle against the reproduction 

of the practices of the city of capital, which depends on the exercise of 

collective power, through which the inhabitants claim, organize and 

transform capitalist processes and the very role of the State. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

In Figure 5 I summarize the findings of approximation of the courses of action, from 

pragmatism, to the possibilities of action raised by the right to the city.  

 

Figure 5: Analytical framework: courses of action in the right to the city 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

These five major possibilities of action, nonetheless, seem to follow a homogenous 

rationality that guides the activities of the actors, which is not in accordance to the pragmatic 

sociology or pragmatism. Moreover, they do not involve the activities of the elite groups in a 

right to the city problematic situation. Therefore, through this theoretical construction, it is hard 
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to identify the possible courses of action of the actors if we consider they might have different 

objectives (either to remain hegemonic or to become hegemonic). 

2.1.6 Regimes or logics of engagement, coordination and justification 

In a public arena, the actors will engage, coordinate and justify their actions according 

to different regimes or logics, that is, in different rationalities. Being a pluralist universe, there 

will be multiple opinions, lifestyles and point of views that will interconnect with others 

(CEFAÏ, 2002). The pragmatic sociology suggests the identification of these different logics, 

which will permeate, for example, different and sometimes conflicting narratives and justice 

definitions within the public arena: 

The pragmatics of action regime is an encouragement to develop an effort to describe 

and analyse, in a situation, the great confusion of rationality and legitimacy logics that 

lie within its courses of action, and to decipher the modes of organization of the 

experience of its actors and spectators (CEFAÏ, 2009, p. 23). 

Cefaï (2011) suggests that the study of these regimes could be inspired by the framework 

elaborated by Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) within the economies of worth theory (or 

économies de la grandeur). The economies of worth theory was developed to deal with "the 

relationship between agreements and disagreements" (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 

25) and suggests that the construction and maintenance of agreements are procedures based on 

the imperative of justification. The imperative of justification leads the different actors involved 

in a situation to constantly present and reinforce their motivations and interests, which are 

always subject to criticism (KRIEGER; ANDION, 2014). Thus, the explanation of an argument 

requires the justification of a position, which, in order to be valid, must be recognized as 

legitimate by the other individuals who are part of this arena (HOLDEN; SCERRI, 2015). 

These justifications, which underlie critiques and agreements, are engaged in different 

orders of worthiness, also called policies or cités: philosophical constructions from which a 

common higher principle of what is considered to be just (OLDENHOF; POSTMA; PUTTERS, 

2014). The philosophical constructs are not metaphysical orders and, to be relevant in 

understanding the formation of agreements, have to perform empirically. It is therefore 

necessary to understand how each order of worthiness is mobilized in everyday life, in concrete 

situations (KRIEGER; ANDION, 2014). For example, different individuals can achieve this 

higher principle, but this access to the common good always involves costs or sacrifices 

(BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). 

The empirical character of each order of worth is translated by the authors into a 
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framework that encompasses different analytical categories, such as: the actors and objects 

involved in a situation, the tests by which these actors and their justifications are judged or 

analyzed, the investment or sacrifice that the actors make to assume a state of worthiness in that 

specific order. As they move from the orders of worth to their empirical aspect, Boltanski and 

Thévenot (2006) call them "common worlds." 

In recent years, different authors have sought to identify orders of worth and their 

corresponding common worlds. Boltanski and Thévenot (2006), in 1991, presented six common 

worlds: inspired, domestic, of fame, civic, mercantile and industrial. In 1993, Lafaye and 

Thévenot presented the emergence of a "green" justification order; Thévenot in 1997 describes 

an informational order, and; in 1999, Boltanski and Chiapello (2009) presented the world of 

networks or projects (HOLDEN; SCERRI, 2015). Table 4 presents a short description of each 

of these common worlds. 

Table 4: Common worlds from the economies of worth 

Common 

world 

Characteristics 

Inspired Based on the “City of God”, from Saint Augustine, it is due to inspiration 

and emotion that individuals achieve grace, creativity and excitement. 

These individuals must leave behind their habits and their domestic ties. 

Domestic Based on “Politics drawn from the very words of the holy Scripture”, from 

Bossuet, it evokes the tradition and hierarchy of familiar relations.  

Of fame Based on “Leviathan”, from Hobbes, it poses public recognition, fame and 

visibility as the higher principle. To achieve it, one must renounce private 

life.  

Civic Based on the “Social Contract”, by Rousseau, establishes the public and 

collective good as the higher principle. It will be achieved through social 

equity and solidarity. 

Mercantile Based on “The wealth of nations”, from Adam Smith, it cherishes 

competition to achieve goods that are worth and wealth. 

Industrial Based on “Social physiology, from Saint Simon, the worthiness is 

efficiency and high performance, which are achieved through techniques, 

planning and productivity. 

Green Based on the impact of the environmental movements from the 1980s and 

1990s, it leads to a common principle of preservation of pristine 

ecosystems and environmental friendliness. 

Informational Based on the observation of the growing influence of quantitative research 

used to formulate and implement public policies, it evokes the usage of 
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statistics as major source of information (big data). 

Networks or 

projects 

Based on business management literature from the 1990s, the highest 

common principle is held by the ones who amplify the network and the 

links. It renounces routine to work with several projects and different 

publics. 

Source: elaborated by the author based on Boltanski and Thévenot (2006); Boltanski and Chiapello (2009) and 

Holden and Scerry (2015). 

Considering that the common worlds represent the passage of the political philosophy 

for its empirical aspect, the qualification of the actors must also be noted in the concrete 

situation and never defined a priori. The authors prescribe that the common worlds should not 

be associated with groups, but rather with the arrangement of objects that qualify the situations 

in which individuals engage. It is important to note that these common worlds coexist in any 

situation. That is, however much one situation is expected to hold a given logic, other common 

worlds are always triggered. And this encounter is not necessarily harmonious, which makes 

the justification process both imperative and provisional (KRIEGER; ANDION, 2014). The 

encounter of the different common worlds in the same situation opens the possibility of 

criticism, discord and tensions or the establishment of contingent agreements. 

Criticism, discord, and conflict may emerge as opposed to the tests imposed on a 

particular situation or the establishment of a state of worthiness to an individual or group. 

Regarding the tests, the tension may exist when the test used to evaluate a situation is of a 

different common world or when the situation or when, in a test situation, the actors who are 

being tested present objects that characterize a different order of worth. It is important to 

emphasize that in all cases, the actors involved in the situation have the discretion to disclose 

these nonconformities and to initiate criticism. That is, they can challenge the nature of the test 

imposed on the situation, question the presence of objects of another nature, reveal the greatness 

or deficiency of another logic, or challenge the greatness of the individual who has not had 

sacrifices to achieve the state of greatness - but not necessarily. Some capacities are necessary 

for actors to identify these situations and criticize: the individual must have knowledge of the 

different common worlds involved in the situation and the individual who presents the 

criticisms needs to produce the justifications to base his/her arguments (OLDENHOF; 

POSTMA; PUTTERS, 2014). 

Besides the possibility of conflict, there is the possibility of creating compromises 

between the justifications, involving different common worlds. This commitment is only 

possible if what is relevant to the common worlds is recognized by the involved individuals and 

maintained in the composite situation without generating a dispute. As these commitments are 
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made up of different common worlds and keep the differences of the various logics involved, 

they are always fragile. A relevant part of solidifying a compromise is to find a term (singular 

or compound) that represents this commitment, to shape the union and to explain the presence 

of the different common worlds, for example, the term "solidarity economy" (mercantile and 

civic logic) (KRIEGER, 2011). 

In a Durkheimian perspective, Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) point out the established 

compromise between the civic and industrial common worlds as structuring for life in society, 

since the apparatuses for maintaining the democratic order reside in institutions and State 

bureaucracy. The right to the city, on the other hand, considers the State as an institution 

established by the bourgeoisie in order to facilitate its accumulation of capital. Hence, the power 

to establish a new order of social relations and production of space resides in the action of social 

movements.  

Within the right to the city, thus, the actors denounce the city in its mercantile 

perspective (the city of capital, hegemonic perspective of the elite) and evoke the city as a civic 

and political space. Thus, the role of social movements is to promote and defend the civic world, 

stimulating self-management (a compromise established between the industrial and the civic 

logics). In the political urban space, the mercantile logic (exchange value) loses space for civic 

logic (use value). Participation and appropriation of space are accomplished by having the 

common higher principle of the civic world as the legitimate criterion of justice. 

Building on Belda-Miquel, Blanes, and Frediani (2016) perspective on social 

movements, one can assume that radical movements take on the role of identifying these logics 

and weaving the necessary criticisms to compound situations. The social movements that work 

in cooperation with the State may choose not to open their eyes to all composite situations and 

can build bridges between these different worlds. Especially because they allow themselves to 

be present in situations in which these different logics coexist, these actors may hold a 

privileged potential in unveiling conflicts concerning the friction between different logics. 

In Figure 6 I summarize the findings of approximation of the different orders of worth 

that could be present in a right to the city transformation.  
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Figure 6: Analytical framework: the engagement regimes in the right to the city 

Source: elaborated by the author 

Nevertheless, several questions still remained unanswered. What would happen to the 

other logics? Would they not be present in the public arena? For instance, how does a 

problematic situation under the right to the city would affect familiar ties? Or would the logic 

of fame interfere in the course of action and in the engagement of different actors? Or could 

other common worlds be identified to be engaging the actors in these situations? Once more, 

these questions will be addressed in the field work. 

2.2 Provisional analytical framework: a summary 

The following exercise is an attempt to summarize the construction made so far in this 

analytical framework, connecting pragmatic sociology and pragmatism with the right to the 

city. It is important to emphasize that as this framework is still under construction, this is a 

provisional attempt. 

Firstly, the urban conflict is characterized as a problematic situation that is experienced 

either by the elite or by the ones who are constantly marginalized by the process of producing 

the city, when these groups no longer receive the habitual response from the environment or 

when they are no longer satisfied by this response (CEFAÏ, 2017a). The right to the city, 

theoretically, is only concerned with the problematic situation when it is lived by the 

marginalized ones (MARCUSE, 2009). 

This urban conflict will only become a public problematic situation when there is the 

mediation of a collective experience that is enabled by publicization devices. These devices 

could be symbolic (facilitated by territorial ties; adopting the right to the city as a slogan); legal 

(adopting a rights-based approach); or mediatic (small or alternative media and social 
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networks). 

In this collective experience, different publics/actors will emerge around the urban 

conflict. These actors can be individuals, groups or organizations. According to Marcuse 

(2009), it is a combination of the deprived (the ones who are economically excluded and the 

working class) and the discontented (the oppressed; the alienated and the insecure) who will 

lead the struggle for the right to the city. On the other side, there are those who maintain the 

hegemonic power (the hapless lackeys if power; the underwriters and the beneficiaries). 

According to the pragmatic sociology and pragmatism, however, these identities cannot be 

fixed beforehand neither will be fixed in the course of the conflict (CEFAÏ, 2017a). 

The collective experience of these actors will be engaged in a public arena, in which the 

micro and macro dimensions of society are connected. It is inside this public arena that the 

identities of the actors emerge and transform. Considering that there are power structures within 

this arena, it is likely that there will be attempts to exclude actors from it – either the powerless 

(attempt made by the elite to exclude those who are putting barriers to the process of building 

the city according to their desires) or the ones who hold hegemonic power (attempt from radical 

social movements to form only class alliances). 

It is in the public arena that the actors will engage in different courses of action. 

According to the right to the city, the main courses of action involve (i) expanded participation; 

(ii) appropriation; (iii) political learning; (iv) class alliances; (v) struggle. These courses of 

action would only encompass the activities of radical social movements. But when considering 

a broader urban conflict, it would be necessary to expand these possibilities. 

To conclude, the actors engage in this public arena according to different regimes of 

action, coordination and justification (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). Considering the 

right to the city, the main logics of action are based on the tension between the market common 

world (that leads the hegemonic intent of the city of capital) and the civic common world (equity 

and solidarity on the production of the city); and the possibility of compromise between the 

industrial common world (the action of building and producing) and the civic common world. 

This compromise would lead to the production of a city based on the premises of common and 

collective good and it would be solidified through the term “self-management”, which entails 

expanded participation and appropriation. 

In Figure 7, I summarize the analytical framework in a graphic perspective.
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Figure 7: Provisional analytical framework 

Source: elaborated by the author.
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For several reasons, the approximation of the concepts proved to be quite fruitful. First, 

after developing this analytical framework, the research question seems to be clearer and more 

relevant: in the course of an urban conflict, how do the various actors interact to change 

urban practices? How are these public arenas configured and how they relate to the right 

to the city?  Second, it is evident that pragmatic sociology and pragmatism dialogue and bring 

responses to several of the challenges and critiques faced by the right to the city. Such dialogues 

and responses are presented in Table 5. 

 

Table 5: The critics and challenges of the right to the city and how the French pragmatic 

sociology and pragmatism can support in addressing them 

Challenges and 

critiques 

How pragmatic sociology and pragmatism deal and respond them 

Overstretching the 

concept, diminishing its 

political and radical 

character 

The analysis of the public arena and the actors that form it can be 

useful to comprehend the meanings the actors give to the term. 

The analysis of the common worlds and the tensions that emerge 

in composite situations may expose the contradictions and 

conflicts that are found when the term is being used in a non-

radical perspective.  

Moreover, such analysis of the public arena connects the meaning 

to the real practices conducted by these actors, therefore 

understanding if the practices can be overstretched, rather than the 

meaning. This can demonstrate the difficulties and possibilities of 

reaching this radical purpose, bringing more concreteness to the 

subject. 

Falling in the local trap, 

presuming more 

democratic practices in 

more localized 

jurisdictions 

Pragmatism aims to understand the practices and the processes as 

they take place. Because of this, it moves away from utopian 

perspectives or normative expectations and tries to understand 

such constructs as they happen, on an everyday basis.  

In addition, the economies of worth discourage the attachment of 

common worlds to groups or beings – this attachment is 

contingent to the situation. So, the constitution of a local social 

movement will not determine if this group holds more democratic 

or fair practices. 

Non-comprehension of 

the fragmented, plural 

and complex claims 

 

 

Pragmatic sociology and pragmatism allowed a better 

understanding of the possibilities of fragmentation within a 

demand for the right to the city. This fragmentation corresponds 

both to the description of who the actors involved in the public 

arena are, to the ways in which they engage and to the logic of 

legitimacy that guide their actions.  

The economics of worth enable the identification and analysis of 

the different logics that coexist within the social fabric, how they 

interact and the results of this interaction. Through this analysis, 

the conflicts and trade-offs that emerge from the intrinsic tensions 
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amongst common worlds are exposed. 

Turning the concept 

into a cliché, losing 

practical content 

 

 

Pragmatic sociology and pragmatism allow deconstructing the 

utopian beliefs of the right to the city.  This deconstruction is not 

in the sense of bringing down the horizon proposed by the right to 

the city, but rather in the sense of understanding how a possible 

day-to-day practice of this would happen.  

In addition, the economies of worth foster the connection between 

micro practices and macro structures, translating this possible, 

imaginable future into everyday actions and bringing practical 

meaning to the term. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

On the other hand, connecting the right to the city with pragmatic sociology and 

pragmatism encourages the latter to assume a more critical perspective. Finally, the cross-

fertilization between the theories raised several doubts regarding the course of action of an 

urban conflict. These doubts should be clarified in the field of research together with the 

analysis of this experience. In the next chapter I present the methodological aspects that guide 

the development of this research. 
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3 METHODOLOGICAL PATH 

In this chapter I present the methodological path I followed to develop this thesis. First, 

I present the methodological strategy, provide in detail the criteria used to select the case studes 

and introduce the data collection techniques used. Second, I present the cases, delineating how 

they were developed. I give thorough descriptions of how I got introduced to the cases, how 

my research field was conducted, the data collected for each case, and the singularities they 

hold. Third, the data coding techniques as well as the paths taken to open the way to the reults 

and analysis are exposed. To conclude the chapter, I bring the research criteria that guided my 

work and that could be used to evaluate it. As reflexivity is one of the criteria, I expose the 

several subjects of reflexivity that stroke me throughout the development of the research, and 

how I dealt (and have been dealing) with them. 

3.1 Methodological strategy 

This research aims to understand actors’ engagement and interaction in urban conflict 

situations and how these interactions produce urban spaces, contributing or not to the right to 

the city horizon. To achieve this task, the research assumes a critical interpretative paradigm, 

which goes in line with the theoretical framework composed of the right to the city, pragmatism 

and pragmatic sociology, developed in the previous chapter. The linkage of these two 

paradigms – critical and interpretative – has already been proposed and defended by different 

authors (POZZEBON; PETRINI, 2013). The methodological choices here presented, in 

addition to being aligned with the theoretical framework adopted in this research, also resonate 

in “the research paradigm I place myself in as a researcher” (LOPES, 2018, p. 80). 

Regarding critical interpretative paradigm’s ontology, reality is “shaped by social, 

political, cultural, economic, ethnic, and gender values” (GUBA; LINCOLN, 1994, p. 109), 

conforming structures that constrain the actions of individuals. These structures, nonetheless, 

can be interpreted and appropriated differently in distinctive scenarios and by distinctive actors. 

In this type of research, knowledge is built in a subjectivist mode, through the interaction 

between researcher and the field, resulting in finds that are value mediated. To accomplish this 

knowledge building, the methodology requires a dialogue between myself (the researcher) and 

the publics that conform to the field of study. This dialogue requires a constant movement 

relating the practices/meanings to their contexts and the structures (hermeneutical and 

dialectical) (GUBA; LINCOLN, 1994). 

To understand the phenomena of collective action around urban conflicts, I use in-depth 
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case study as a research method. In-depth case study, due to its tradition in ethnographic 

research, is a “method par excellence for performing interpretive research” (POZZEBON; 

PETRINI, 2013, p. 6–7; WALSHAM, 1993). I conducted the case studies having Stake (1998, 

2006) as main reference, for whom the epistemological concern of a research conducted in case 

studies is to understand what can be learned about the case. 

For Stake (STAKE, 2006, p. 1), “a case is a noun, a thing, an entity”. In this sense, the 

“thing” that conform the cases are urban conflict situations, the problematic situations 

experienced by the different publics.The cases – and their boundaries – configure the unit of 

analysis (MILES; HUBERMAN, 1994). In order to have different insights that can lead to a 

greater understanding of the phenomena of collective action around urban conflicts, I conducted 

collective case studies (STAKE, 2006). 

I will base my research on two case studies. Under this theme, these cases can be 

understood as instrumental11 (STAKE, 1998, 2006), that is, they were chosen because they are 

helpful to provide insights around a broader issue. The cases are as interesting as they play a 

relevant role for analytical and theoretical development: “they are chosen because it is believed 

that understanding them will lead to better understanding, and perhaps better theorizing, about 

a still larger collection of cases” (STAKE, 1998, p. 446).  

The interest in conducting multiple case studies consists in understanding the 

phenomenon, in what the collection of case studies can teach about the events. Therefore, while 

some comparison between the cases is inevitable, comparing them is not the aim of this study, 

as it will be clear in the next chapters. Comparing multiple case studies is a grand 

epistemological strategy in itself, which can compete with the epistemological concern of 

understanding the cases in-depth (STAKE, 1998). Hence, understanding the cases in depth – 

instead of comparing them – was an epistemological choice. I presume that the in-depth analysis 

will contribute to understand the uniqueness of each of the situations and to the identification 

of common characteristics of the phenomenon. In addition, the in-depth analysis will enable a 

meticulous comprehension of how the urban conflicts are affected by each of the contexts and 

background conditions (STAKE, 2006). For such endeavor, I adopt a qualitative approach to 

conduct the case studies, allowing an understanding of the “experiential knowledge of the case 

and close attention to the influence of its social, political and other contexts” (STAKE, 1998, 

p. 444). 

                                                      
11 “Instrumental” is how Stake (1998; 2006) conceptualizes the cases with such objectives and I maintain this 

signifier, but I admit I do not feel totally comfortable with it. In the subsections where I describe the cases, within 

this chapter, I return to this discussion. 
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3.2 The case studies selection  

According to Maanen (1979, p. 520), data collection in a qualitative research originates, 

figuratively, when the researcher “puts brackets around a temporal and spatial domain of the 

social world”. In this study, the temporal and spatial brackets guided the selection of the cases 

and the possibilities of data collection. As mentioned, the two cases are instrumental and were 

chosen because they could improve the understanding of collective action emerging around 

urban conflicts.  

Taking this into consideration, I established the criteria to select the case studies. These 

criteria were decided keeping in mind relevant insights from theory (CEFAÏ; VEIGA; MOTA, 

2011; STAKE, 1998, 2006). But, even more relevant, it was a dialogical process that I 

undertook with the support of several practitioners and scholars connected with the field. The 

presence of possible conflicting situations, reflection and intuition about the cases were also 

necessary steps for such delimitations. 

3.2.1 Relevance of the urban scenarios 

The first step was the selection of urban scenarios with prominence in Latin America, 

which led me to opt for São Paulo and Medellín. What I considered as prominence is presented 

in the subsections “Why Medellín” and “Why São Paulo”. And, in addition to this, there were 

personal factors that led me to these cities: I conducted my PhD in São Paulo, which would 

facilitate data collection, and I was personally curious about the transformations that occurred 

in Medellín in the past years. 

After establishing the cities in which I wanted to explore urban conflicts, I started to be 

attentive to the urban situations taking place in them. I talked to other researchers and 

practitioners, read papers about these cities, and was constantly looking through newspapers 

and other sources so as to be aware of what was emerging in their urban contexts. 

3.2.2 Conflicts that would allow observation and following the actors in situ 

Pragmatism suggests that a more thorough understanding of the cases is reached when 

following the actors while the situations are happening (CEFAÏ et al., 2011; SANCHEZ, 2011). 

For this reason, the scholars who follow such theoretical background place ethnography as the 

par excellence research method. Stake (2006, p. 4) also suggests that “the most meaningful 

data-gathering methods are often observational – both direct observation and learning from the 

observation of others”. Because of this, the urban conflicts had to take place during the period 

available to conduct the field research (2017 to 2019). Being attentive to what was happening 
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in São Paulo and in Medellín was primordial for finding such cases. 

3.2.3 Cases similarities 

While urban conflict can comprise several sorts of situations and involve different actors 

– as seen in the first chapter of this thesis – in order to be able to cross-fertilize and extract 

useful insights from both of them, they needed to present similarities. The similarities of the 

cases are based on: 

● Similar urban conflict situations, both related to the displacement of urban residents by 

urban policies (MARQUES, 2018). In both cases I framed the analysis so I could focus 

specifically on this subject. For instance, in São Paulo I could have chosen to follow the 

conflicts regarding homelessness or regions with high concentration of psychotropic 

users. In Medellín, I could have looked at the impact and conflicts regarding different 

transport systems (considering that the cable car will undermine the activities of private 

bus companies and bus drivers). But in order to be able to analyze the conflict from a 

more similar problematic situation, I opted to bracket the case as the displacement 

taking place due to the implementation of urban policies. 

● Contextual similarities, specifically considering a southern urban perspective. The 

component of colonialism and post-colonialism and the conditions of scarcity for 

majorities, as these cities are marked by a “political economy of insufficient resources 

to provide on average a decent life for all” (MABIN, 2014, p. 23), are presented as the 

similarities shared by both cases. In addition, Colombia and Brazil are placed in the 

highest ranks in inequality rates and this inequality reverberates in the cities and in the 

urban situations (MARICATO, 2017). 

3.2.4 Provide diversity across contexts 

Although sharing similarities, the cases had to present diversity, in order to make sure 

they could bring insightful elements for the analysis of the phenomena. The diversity is 

guaranteed by two main aspects. The first is that the cases are located in two different countries, 

with different historical contexts, languages, institutions, legislations, and actors that are part 

of the urban conflict arena. The second aspect is that the projects are developed within different 

public policies: security; health; and mobility. 

3.2.5 The cases needed to be accessible 

The last criterion was being accepted as a researcher by the actors involved in these 
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urban conflicts. This is a fundamental criterion, as without this acceptance I would not be able 

to conduct interviews or to observe and participate in the majority of the meetings and events. 

Desmond (2012, p. 96) recognizes that “gaining entrée is among the most difficult and 

frustrating aspects of the fieldwork”. This acceptance is not granted at once at the beginning of 

the field work, lasting until the end of the research period. Instead, it is an ongoing process, 

built on a regular basis and based on trust, that may change along the research. In addition, it is 

not granted by all the actors equally. For instance, the access to civil society organizations’ 

members or leaders is much easier than access to government agents. In fact, the acceptance of 

some actors may result in the denial of others. However, because the goal was to comprehend 

the problematic situations, it was necessary to interview a big range of actors around these 

urban conflicts, therefore “breaking” this barrier was also essential. 

One fundamental aspect guided my experience in the field: in order to have a good field 

insertion, the researcher must always show empathy12. More specifically, I assume this empathy 

as what Spink (2008, p. 76) calls being part of the “field-theme”: “an ethical and political 

conviction that, as social psychologists, we think we can contribute and are willing to discuss 

the relevance of our contribution with anyone, horizontally and not vertically”. My discomfort 

with the use of the word “instrumental” for the cases is related to this accessibility to the actors 

and to keeping a relationship with them. Having a genuine interest while I was conducting field 

research, contributing to the activities of different actors, was the only way I could adopt to 

demonstrate the actors I did not have an instrumental relation with the theme and the cases. 

3.3 Data collection 

According to Stake (2006, p. 2), “qualitative understanding of cases requires 

experiencing the activity of the case as it occurs in its contexts and in its particular situation”. 

To achieve such a level of understanding, a large amount of data was collected. In order to have 

an amount of data that would enable triangulation of information and a deep understanding of 

each case, I adopted several data collection techniques, over a period of time (CRESWELL, 

2003). I conducted all these interactions with the field following the ethical procedures 

established by the Ethics Committee of Fundação Getulio Vargas. In this section, I present the 

data collection techniques used. The details regarding what archives, the interviews and 

observations are presented according to the cases (Section 3.4). 

                                                      
12 This aspect was the “golden tip” given by Peter Spink to Fernando Burgos, while the latter was responsible for 

conducting undergraduate students’ field trips. This tip was shared by Fernando Burgos in a preparatory meeting 

for the research field trip conducted with students. 
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3.3.1 Archival research 

Both urban conflicts are also exposed in official, legal and explanatory documents that 

are part of the conflict. The media is constantly mobilized by the actors involved to expose the 

conflict. The corpus under this technique was formed by 49 documents, comprehending 

newspaper and magazine articles; official and legal documents; social media interactions that 

were transformed into documents; TV shows and videos regarding the subjects. 

3.3.2 Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were held with actors that are involved with the urban 

conflicts. The interviewed actors were chosen through a purposeful sampling strategy, in a mix 

of theory based and snowballing (CRESWELL, 2013). In each interview, I asked about other 

actors with whom they established any sort of relationship due to the displacement situations 

(for example, I asked who was responsible for the projects, who was supporting the residents, 

with whom they were struggling, etc.). Because of that, the ones being interviewed mention 

different actors who are involved in the situation, which led me to track the different public 

who forms this public arena and define the next actors who would be interviewed.  

Considering the corpus of 44 interviews, only one was not recorded and fully 

transcribed. Interviews lasted from 45 minutes to 2h30. All the actors consented to the use of 

the interview for academic purposes and their consents were recorded together with the 

interview. Such procedure was approved by the Fundação Getulio Vargas’ Ethics Committee. 

3.3.3 Observation 

The actors engaged in the situations organize public and private events and meetings. 

Most of the observation was conducted in a non-participant perspective, with some exceptions 

in which I acted as a participant of civil society. In addition to events and meetings, in some 

situations I also observed private life events. For instance, in Medellín I stayed twice in the 

house of a family being displaced when I was there, completing 5 weeks. Some of the events 

lived with this family, which related to the displacement, were also included in my fieldnotes. 

 In total, I attended 71 events (49 in Medellín and 22 in São Paulo). Fieldnotes were 

written for all of them, which contained a description of the following aspects: participating 

actors, date, a description of the event, and my own remarks. Some of the observed events were 

recorded and transcribed.  
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3.4 The cases 

In this section I describe the whole methodological process for both cases, starting from 

the selection of the cities, the connection to the urban conflicts and bringing more specific 

information regarding data collection. 

3.4.1 Medellín 

Why Medellín? 

The reason for analyzing an urban conflict in Medellín is related to the international 

awards and recognitions the city has been granted for the implementation of urban 

transformations (BBC NEWS, 2013). These changes were mainly related to a concept locally 

developed, the social urbanism, which is a social perspective of urbanism that led to innovative 

transport solutions as metrocables and escalators in the most impoverished regions of the city 

and to the construction of library-parks throughout the city. These innovations are cited as the 

main reason for the broad process of violence reduction the city went through in the past 

decades, considering it had the world’s highest homicide rate in the early 1990s (MARTIN; 

CORRALES, 2009).  

However, irregular urban settlements are still a reality and the search for a global city 

model by means of urban renewal and large works of mobility has ended up displacing evicting 

many inhabitants. In a field research conducted in July 2017, a great mobilization of 

expropriated people was identified, such as the Mesa Interbarrial de Desconectados, a civil 

society collective body of people that were disconnected from public services and/or displaced 

and evicted (VELASQUEZ, 2010); the veedurías, organizations of residents that oversaw 

government actions, including infrastructure works; and popular organizations of housing, 

seeking fairer negotiation with the public authority. 

Getting to know the urban conflict 

In July 2017, I supervised a group of nine undergraduate students who went to Medellín 

with the intention of understanding the urban development processes that the city had 

undertaken in the past decades, under a Conexão Sul-Sul13. Before conducting this field trip, I 

                                                      
13 Conexão Sul-Sul is a programme from Fundação Getulio Vargas in which undergraduate students of Public 

Administration visit another country to understand a specific public policy. PhD candidates are assigned as 

supervisors for these students, being responsible for the agenda and for facilitating the learning process. In July 

2017, the analysis of urban development of Medellín was one of the topics the undergraduate students could 

choose to perform in loco research. As I found out about this, I applied to be the supervisor of the group during 

the field trip. Because of this, I went to Medellín for three weeks and we held meetings with around 15 local 
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had already spoken to researchers and practitioners from Medellín, who shared a reality that 

combines on one side well recognized urban development programs; and, on the other side, the 

existence of neglected informal settlements and displaced residents.  

We arrived in Medellín on July 3. Through the social media account of the Consejo de 

Medellín (Medellín’s City Council), we became aware of a public hearing regarding the 

construction of a new cable car in the city, the Cable Picachito Project, that would happen on 

July 5. As this was related to urban development, we attended this public hearing. Besides the 

government agents who were in charge for the project, the audience of the City Council was 

full of people who either had been displaced before and had their rights neglected; or that would 

be displaced by the construction of this new cable car. The people were holding posters and 

banners demanding resettlement nearby the public project. Three of the affected residents also 

gave speeches on the microphone. They were mainly saying that they were not against urban 

development processes, but against the injustices generated by them. 

Insertion in the field 

In Medellín, as the students and I were attending the public hearing at the City Council 

in July 2017, we started to interact with residents of the regions affected by the new cable car 

project. Two residents invited us to a walking tour in the neighborhood from where we could 

have a panoramic view of the project. One of them was a member of the veeduría, that is, the 

organization established by the residents to demand accountability for the project development. 

During the walking tour, the two residents had a different view on the necessity of the project 

and the effect of the project on people, which led to a very nice discussion. Also, in July 2017 

I attended a meeting organized by Techo, a civil society organization that works with informal 

settlements and poverty. The meeting had the objective of discussing urban projects and 

displacements and was conducted by two lawyers with experience in the area. At this event I 

got to know other members of the Veeduría, who invited me to attend a meeting that would be 

conducted with all the residents of the La Paralela neighbourhood the next day. After this 

meeting, I also attended the private Veeduría meeting and presented my research to the 

participants. 

Besides the 3 weeks spent in Medellín in July 2017, I went there three other times: I 

spent 6 weeks in November/December 2017; another 3 weeks in April/May 2018; and 2 weeks 

                                                      
actors (government, social movements, universities), which provided me with a relevant and insightful 

comprehension of the context. 
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at the end of October 2018. 

When I went back to Medellín in November 2017, I had no difficulties in accessing the 

actors involved in the project, with the exception of the Metro (the company responsible for the 

project implementation, but not responsible for the residents’ resettlement). But I also engaged 

in different processes to be closer to them. For example, in November and December 2017 I 

gave Portuguese lessons to the children of one of the families. In November 2017 I conducted 

a gathering to draw new banners for them (on the occasion of a meeting with the housing 

institute of the City Hall). The vignette, extracted from my fieldnotes, demonstrates how 

interesting this process was, elucidating the trust building process and the contradictions that 

are part of the research process: 

The affected residents, especially the ones who form the veeduría, were getting 

prepared for a public meeting with the Medellín Housing Institute (Instituto de 

Vivenda de Medellín – ISVIMED) that would happen in a couple of days. At some 

point, during a meeting to draw and write catch phrases on posters, some of the 

residents asked if I was going to attend the meeting as well. I told them I really wanted 

to attend the meeting, as it would be important for my research. On the other hand, I 

continued, I was afraid that if the government agents saw me there in contact with the 

residents, they would shut the doors for me and decline any interview that I would ask 

them in the future. The residents then replied: “Nothing to worry about. We will 

pretend that we don’t know you”. When the day of the meeting finally arrived, I went 

to the Institución Educativa Presbítero Antonio José Bernal Londoño S.J and the 

residents were already there. At first, I tried to get close to the residents. But they 

avoided me, walked in different directions. And I did not understand. When I tried to 

hug one of the veeduría members, she moved away. But then she glanced at me and 

winked. And I realized that the residents actually got into the roleplay of pretending 

that they did not know me, as they had been told in the meeting a couple of days 

before (fieldnotes). 

In April 2018 I was invited by members of the veeduría (that I had met at the meeting 

in Techo and to whom I had taught Portuguese lessons) to stay at their house during my 

fieldwork. Being in the neighbourhood and in the house of one of the families being evicted 

allowed me to have a full immersion in the arena. This full immersion had both positive and 

negative aspects. The fact that I started to live that conflict 24 hours a day, during those 3 weeks, 

is the positive side. The family discussed the displacement and the project from the time they 

woke up, early in the morning, until they went to sleep, at night. I attended each and every 

meeting and personal discussions they had regarding this subject. The negative aspect is that 

being in the house of one specific family made me part of the conflicts that they were living as 

veeduría – it represented the passage from being an outsider into being an insider, and this was 

not always easy. I also stayed at their house for two weeks in October 2018. 

Besides, some of the actors in Medellín gave me the impression that I was being 

constantly tested on logics different from the compromise of the civic with industrial logics that 
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I embraced for this research (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). Religious and gender 

perspectives played a relevant role in these tests. In addition, these tests were related to the 

conflicts experienced inside the group of residents being displaced: the proximity to some of 

the residents became a reason why others would not talk to me or were afraid of specific 

questions that involved controversies among them. 

It is important to say that in Medellín I felt that I was well accepted due to the fact that 

I was a foreigner trying to understand the conflict and the implementation of the cable car. For 

the actors responsible for the implementation of the metrocable, I had to place my research 

under the innovations generated by urban development projects. For the affected residents and 

other groups, I could place my research under the conflictive perspective that these projects 

generated. The perspective of being a foreigner is discussed further in the subsection about 

reflexivity. 

Data collection 

As mentioned, I have been in Medellín four times to conduct the field research, being 

the first time in July 2017 and the last time November 2018. In total, I was in the field for 14 

weeks. During five of these weeks, I stayed in the house of one of the families that was being 

displaced by the cable car. In Table 6 I present the number of activities conducted in each of 

these 4 periods that I remained in loco.  

Table 6: Activities held during field research in Medellín 

Period July 2017 Nov/Dec 2017 April/May 2018 Oct/2018 

Interviews 2 8 9 6 

Observations 8 21 16 414 

Source: developed by the author 

In addition to these activities held during the field research in Medellín, in my first stay 

(July 2017), due to the Conexão Sul-Sul, many other interviews and participant observations 

were conducted. I consider these activities as exploratory, which helped me understand the 

context in which I was about to conduct my research. In total, during Conexão Sul-Sul, 20 

additional interviews were held (3 with city councilors; 4 with current and former workers or 

                                                      
14 One of these events actually took place in February 2020, in London, while I was at the Latin America and the 

Caribbean Centre of the London School of Economics and Political Science for a visiting period. There, a former 

secretary of urban development of Medellín was giving a lecture about his experience regarding urban 

development. 
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heads of the Administrative Planing Department and of Participation; 5 with the following 

public companies and agencies: Urban Development; Investment and Cooperation agency, 

Housing Institute, Metro of Medellín, and Empresas Públicas de Medellín foundation; 1 with a 

private urban development company; 4 with professors from different universities; 3 with 

nonprofit organizations that deal with public policies). Only one of these interviews, held with 

an Organización Popular de Vivienda15, was transcribed and analysed for the thesis. Although 

the others were not transcribed or considered for the categorization process, they were essential 

for enabling a comprehension of Medellín’s historical; social; institutional and legal contexts. 

In total, relating specifically to the conflict analyzed, I conducted 25 formal interviews 

that were recorded and transcribed. Among the residents that I approached, only one denied 

having the interview recorded and actually evaded most of the questions regarding the situation 

(this interview is not included in the 25 formal interviews). I also had several informal 

conversations with the actors and the relevant ones became part of my field trip diary. The 

public hearing conducted in the City Council on July 5, 2017, opened me to a broad 

understanding of the different actors that were engaged in the problematic situation, which 

enabled me to draw an initial map of the publics (that grew along the interaction). The 

breakdown of interviews by actors is presented in Table 7. 

Table 7: Interviews held in Medellín 

Number of interviews Actors 

4 Local government and other agencies (Housing Institute of Medellín 

– ISVIMED; Metro of Medellín; Administrative Planning 

Department (Departamiento Administrativo de Planeación)). 

2 City councilors or assistants 

3 Residents who are not part of the veeduría  

8 Residents who are part of the veeduría (one was interviewed after 

s/he was expelled from the veeduría) 

3 Local civic organizations (Organización Popular de Vivienda and 

other veedurías) 

5 Academia (professors and researchers) 

                                                      
15 Community Housing Development Organization 
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Source: developed by the author. 

In terms of observations, I attended and/or participated in 49 events. Some of these 

events were formal (as public audiences, lectures from researchers and professors, veeduría 

meetings and events engaging different publics) and others informal (as the search for houses 

with one of the families, or tours around the neighborhoods). Table 8 provides a picture of these 

events. 

Table 8: Events attended in Medellín 

Number of events Description of the event 

11 Meetings with other nonprofit organizations and social movements 

9 Public events held by city councilors, City Hall and government agencies, 

as public hearings, public meetings and press conferences. 

7 Tours in the affected neighbourhoods 

7 Meetings of the veeduría and residents 

4 Private meetings held with city councillors and other government agents 

4 Meetings with academic actors 

3 Meetings to conduct social evaluations of residences (organized by 

universities) 

3 Meetings of residents with lawyers 

1 Public demonstration 

Source: developed by the author. 

Other materials, such as newspaper articles, TV shows and videos, and official 

documents integrated the final corpus of this case. The total of documents of this type that were 

integrated into the research are described in Table 9. 

Table 9: Archival research in Medellín 

Number of 

archival materials 

Description of the material 

7 Written newspaper and magazines articles 
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6 Videos published online 

3 Official documents (being one of them an official notification of the 

purchase offer) 

Source: developed by the author. 

In addition, my fieldwork diary integrated the corpus. It is important to mention that 

during this whole period I was part of two WhatsApp groups regarding the situation in 

Medellín. Due to ethical reasons, I did not include any of the conversations held in the groups 

in the research corpus. But some of the archival documents were referrals from such groups. 

The totality of such data corpus led me to a plurivocity of actors, presented in Table 10, 

along with the references that will be used to represent them during the presentation and 

analysis of the cases. 

Table 10: Actors interviewed in Medellín, according to societal groups and acronyms 

Total of actors Groups Acronyms that will be used in the 

next chapters 

11 Members of local civic 

organizations, social movements 

members, lawyers and academia 

CS (Civil Society) 

16 Affected residents RES (Residents) 

5 Executive power GOV (Government) 

4 City councilors CC (City Councilors) 

Source: developed by the author. 

3.4.2 São Paulo 

Why São Paulo? 

São Paulo has a history of housing policies and self-construction movements; previous 

administrations adopted the Participatory Budget, in 2016 the city achieved the top rank of bike 

lanes mileage in Latin America, it conducted a broad participatory process for the development 

of the 2015-2025 Strategic Master Plan, the former mayor created a Right to the City 

coordination under the Secretariat for Human Rights, and members of the administration widely 

participated in Habitat III. Nonetheless, the city still faces great inequality and urban conflicts 

are common, related to the objective of making the city attractive to international investors 

(FIX, 2003). 
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Getting to know the urban conflict 

The region of Luz and Campos Elíseos, in the center of São Paulo, has been the object 

of dispute for the past decades. From being a rich and central area of the city in the 19th century, 

it became a place occupied by floating residents with low financial conditions and the house of 

hundreds of homeless people. The area became known as Cracolândia (the land of people who 

use crack). Several renewal projects have already been designed for the region.  

In May 2017, a police operation was carried out by the Municipal and State governments 

in the region, with about 900 police and military officers, arresting 38 persons and seizing 20 

kilos of illicit drugs. On the same day, the City Hall began to demolish houses, injuring three 

inhabitants who lived in the houses. The recently elected city mayor, João Doria, declared that 

“the Cracolândia here is over and it will not be back. Neither the City Hall nor the State 

Government will allow it. This area is free of any circumstances like this. From today on, this 

belongs to the past” (PAGNAN; GOMES; VERPA, 2017). This operation was publicized by 

several means of information and provoked a strong mobilization of various sectors of civil 

society, city councilors who adopt the human rights agenda, and public defenders and 

prosecutors, with the goal of providing support to residents and homeless. 

Insertion in the field 

Because I thought this case could become a potential case study, fitting the criteria 

presented above – and also because I was interested in the subject – in May 2017 I started to 

attend the public hearings and open debates held about the operation that was conducted at 

Luz/Campos Elíseos. With the support of colleagues from Fundação Getulio Vargas, I 

contacted some of the actors that were inserted in the arena of the urban conflict – at the time 

people working with the municipal government program called De Braços Abertos, a multi-

disciplinary harm reduction program established for the drug users in the region. From July 

2017 to February 2018 I followed the activities of these groups online, as I was not located in 

São Paulo. In March 2018 I became involved with a group of people called A Craco Resiste, in 

order to develop a closer link to the territory. The first activity that I attended was an open-air 

movie session, held inside the fluxo16, on a Friday evening.  

As it was my first time in the territory, members of the A Craco Resiste provided me 

with guidance on how to behave and what to expect. One rule was clear: pictures of the people 

                                                      
16 Fluxo is the informal name given to the group of homeless in the area, as they conform the “flow” of drugs 

and people in the public space. 
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in the territory should not be taken, in order to respect the citizens’ privacy. Regarding what to 

expect, nothing that they could have told me before would have represented what I experienced. 

From the first step that I took inside the fluxo, we had the support of several individuals. They 

helped us to hang the screen on a wall, they opened space on the street for us to lay our blankets, 

they closed the area so there would be no cars passing by, and they even managed to turn on 

the generator we carried there to have electricity for the computer and the beamer. 

Through this involvement, I started attending the meetings of the Fórum Mundaréu da 

Luz, a group of different organizations that was composed in 2017 to present a counter proposal 

for the renewal project being conducted in the region. Through the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz I 

had access to all the actors that were/are involved in this urban conflict. 

As I joined these groups after they started their actions, sometimes I have the feeling of 

being an intruder and, sometimes, of being a researcher whose only goal is to collect data. My 

contact with these groups is undoubtedly not merely instrumental, but the times and distances 

many times made the long-term interaction difficult. I tried to diminish this by establishing 

close relationships with the actors. For example, in May 2018 I offered to make a banner for A 

Craco Resiste during a Marcha da Maconha. In May 2018 I engaged in a full day activity of 

the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz with secondary students to discuss about the territory and ended 

up being a support staff for the day. The adoption of these forms of engagement made me feel 

more comfortable in being with these groups, attending the meetings and accessing the actors 

with whom they are in contact with. 

In addition, in September 2018 I helped organize a series of video-activism activities 

held in the Campos Elíseos region, organized in partnership between Fórum Mundaréu da Luz, 

A Craco Resiste and Witness Brazil, an organization that provides support to citizens on how 

to use video technologies to expose human rights violations. Because of these activities I 

became closer to some of the residents of the region, which helped me understand and have a 

closer view of the power abuse relations (usually with the use of violence), vulnerabilities and 

resilience that are characteristic of this territory.  

Having this resilience and strength in mind, I would like to pay tribute to one of these 

residents: Cosme Aleixo da Silva, the only actor that I mention using his real name, and to 

whom I dedicate this thesis. Cosme, who allegedly walked and hitchhiked from Cachoeirinha 

in Pernambuco all the way to São Paulo17 when he was 13 years old, passed away in September 

2018. The last time we talked was during a workshop, in which he shared several episodes of 

                                                      
17 An average distance of 2,350 km. 
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police violence, and demonstrated a great joy in continuing the struggle for the poorest ones 

(fieldnotes). 

It is relevant to mention the risks involved in a field work conducted at the location of 

Cracolândia – an area that historically faces strong police repression and that in many times 

was considered to be worsening while I was conducting my research. But, during my field work, 

it was only once that I was really close to a bomb thrown by the police. Fortunately, I was inside 

the vehicle of the Companhia de Desenvolvimento Habitacional e Urbano do Estado de São 

Paulo. But the people from the fluxo did not have the same privilege that I had. 

Data collection 

Although living in São Paulo, there were 4 moments in which I was more present and 

actively following the activities and actors of the urban conflict in São Paulo: in May 2017, in 

March/April 2018, May/June 2018, and September and October 2018. The activities undertaken 

in each of these periods are presented in Table 11. I have attended and participated in other 

events that happened in 2019, but I have not added these events to the corpus of this research. 

Table 11: Activities held during field research in São Paulo 

Period May 2017 Mar/Apr 2018 May/June 2018 Sep/Oct 2018 

Interviews 2 4 4 918 

Observations 3 7 9 3 

Source: developed by the author 

In total, I have conducted 19 interviews with actors that are part of this public arena. 

Only one of the interviews was not recorded, but I included it in my field notes. Other several 

informal conversations were also held, which were important for my understanding of the field, 

but they were not formally included in the research corpus. The breakdown of these interviews, 

according to the actors with whom they were conducted, is presented in Table 12. 

Table 12: Interviews held in São Paulo 

Number of 

interviews 

Actors 

                                                      
18 One of the interviews was actually conducted in London, in April 2018. 
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5 Coordinators from Municipal and State Government – (Municipal: 

Housing Department and service providers; State: Urban and Habitational 

Development Company – CDHU, and Health Public Private Partnership) 

2 Nonprofit organizations contracted by municipal government for De 

Braços Abertos Program 

4 Residents who are part of the Conselho Gestor 

1 Public defender 

7 Members of the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz (academia, nonprofit 

organizations, informal collectives) 

Source: developed by the author 

In addition, I have attended and/or participated in 27 events, which are presented in 

Table 13. The majority of the events that I considered for the research were formal, organized 

or driven by governmental actors or by civil society actors. Just to illustrate, some of the events 

were the election of representatives for Block 36 Conselho Gestor, the expropriation day of 

Block 36, meetings of the Conselho Gestor, and meetings between civil society actors and 

residents. 

Table 13: Events attended in São Paulo 

Number of events Description 

4 Public hearings held by city councilors 

1 Events held by civil society organizations outside the region 

4 Events held by civil society groups with residents or in the region 

3 Academic events 

5 Events regarding Conselho Gestor 

1 Meetings held with civil society organizations 

3 Meetings held with civil society organizations and residents 

1 Eviction day 

1 Interviews held by newspapers in the region with civil society 

organizations members 
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2 Closed meetings held by public officials with civil society 

2 Informal conversations 

Source: developed by the author 

Other materials, as newspaper articles and official documents integrated the final corpus 

of this case. The total of documents of this type that were integrated into the research are 

described in Table 14. 

Table 14: Archival research in São Paulo 

Number of archival 

materials 

Description of the material 

6 Written newspaper and magazines articles and TV shows 

3 Legislation 

20 Minutes from Conselho Gestor’s meetings 

4 Documents from civil society 

Source: developed by the author 

In addition, my fieldwork diary integrated the corpus. During this whole period I was 

part of the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz and A Craco Resiste WhatsApp groups. Due to ethical 

reasons, I did not include any of the conversations held in the groups in the research corpus. 

But some of the archival documents were referrals from such groups. 

The totality of such data corpus led me to a plurivocity of actors, presented in Table 15, 

along with the references that will be used to represent them during the presentation and 

analysis of the cases. 

Table 15: Actors interviewed in São Paulo, according to societal groups and acronyms 

Total of 

actors 

Groups Acronyms that will be used in 

the next chapters 

5 Local Government LG (Local Government) 

2 State Government SG (State Governments)  

3 Public defenders and prosecutor (institutions 

that are categorized as Essential to Justice in 

Brazilian Constitution) 

EJ (Essential to Justice) 
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3 City Councilors CC (City Councilors) 

6 Residents RES (Residents) 

9 Nonprofit organizations, informal groups, 

social movements and academia 

CS (Civil Society) 

Source: developed by the author 

3.5 Data coding 

The first step for data coding was the elaboration of the structure of codes, based on the 

analytical framework, in what Miles, Huberman and Saldaña (2013, p. 81) call deductive 

coding, when a “list comes from the conceptual framework, list of research questions, 

hypotheses, problem areas and/or key variables that the researcher brings to the study”. The 

labes were created inside categories of codes, which were: problematic situation; the publics; 

publicizing the problematic situation; the public arena; courses of action and logics of 

engagement. Inside these categories, other subcategories and codes were created.  

Figures 8 and 9 exemplify this process, demonstrating that inside the “problematic 

situation”, there were two categories/codes: the “experienced by the marginalized groups” and 

the “experienced by the elites”; the “publicizing the problematic situation” category is broken 

down into the “mediation of a collective experience” and the “publicization devices”. These 

same categories were used for both cases. 

 

 

Figure 8: List of Codes – São Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

Figure 9: List of Codes – Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 
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I created the same initial set of categories and codes for two different projects inside 

MaxQDA, one for São Paulo and another one for Medellín. Inside each project, I uploaded the 

documents related to each case. The corpus was divided by segments, such as interviews, 

meetings and events, legislation, minutes from meetings and journalistic articles. I opted to use 

MaxQDA, a software for qualitative data analysis, because of its user friendliness, the 

possibility of creating several levels of coding and the use of colors and other visual artifacts. 

The usage of a software was paramount for organizing and managing the data (MILES; 

HUMBERMAN; SALDAÑA, 2013). 

From January 2019 to October 2019 I thoroughly went through the corpus of both cases. 

It was a relevant and long process, that demanded a high level of attention and connection to 

the fieldwork. Along this period, other categories and codes that better represented what was 

being said were created, in an inductive coding operation (MILES; HUMBERMAN; 

SALDAÑA, 2013, p. 81): “these are better grounded empirically and are especially satisfying 

to the researcher who has to uncover an important local factor”. As categories, I added the 

following ones to both cases:  

a) Legislation (Figures 10 and 11): to code all the different legal apparatus that were 

mentioned in the corpus;  

 

 

Figure 10: Legislation codes – São Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

Figure 11: Legislation codes – Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 
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b) Context (Figures 12 and 13): to codify the excerpts in which interviewees or 

fieldnotes expressed a broader or historical perspective of the situation, relating it to 

the context; 

 

 

Figure 12: Context codes – São Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

Figure 13: Context codes – Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

c) Timeline of the public arena (Figures 14 and 15): used to codify all the excerpts that 

mentioned the chronological development of the public arena, resulting in timelines 

that congregated different decades, years and months, enabling the depiction of the 

timelines of the arenas, presented in the next chapters. As these timelines represent 

the events that were mentioned in my corpus (interviews, observations and 

archives), they may not be a precise representation of the urban situations. For 

example, the months when I was in Medellín or in São Paulo have more excerpts 

than others because I was on the field, I was able to observe and attend in loco many 

of the meetings and events that happened; 
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Figure 14: Timeline codes – Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

Figure 15: Timeline codes – São Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

d) Timeline of the research (Figures 16 and 17): enabling a comprehension of the 

timeline involvement of my research, presented in this chapter;  

  

Figure 16: Timeline of the research codes – 

Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

Figure 17: Timeline of the research codes – São 

Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

e) Incredible parts: to include anecdotes or vignettes that I found incredible while I was 

going through the corpus. I do not present exemplificative images of such codes 

because I did not conduct a second coding process, therefore, there is not a 
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breakdown of this code into more specific sub codes. 

f) Relevant concepts (Figures 18 and 19): embracing specific concepts that need 

comprehension to grasp the completeness of each case, which resulted mainly in the 

glossaries presented in the next chapters. 

 

 

Figure 18: Relevant concepts – São Paulo 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

Figure 19: Relevant concepts - Medellín 

Source: elaborated by the author 

 

Other inductive codes and subcodes emerged inside the categories as I went through the 

corpus. During the coding process, I maintained a diary inside the software in which I wrote 

remarks that could potentially support me during the analysis process. Each remark was a “brief 

or extended narrative that documents the researcher’s reflection and thinking process about the 

data” (MILES; HUMBERMAN; SALDAÑA, 2013, p. 95). 

In the process of coding the materials, while the written archival documents only 

demanded reading and coding, I figured out that for the interviews I could focus better if I 

listened to the audio of the interview while reading the transcriptions. This process of 

simultaneously listening and reading enabled me to capture subtleties that were relevant for 

analytical process, as laughs, pauses and other emotions expressed in tone variations, and to 

correct existing mistakes in the transcriptions. 

While I went through all the transcribed interviews, the written archival materials and 

fieldnotes and audio from videos, I selected every excerpt related to the categories/codes and 
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dragged it and dropped it into the respective category/code. Each excerpt could be linked to 

several codes, that is, in a process of simultaneous coding (MILES; HUMBERMAN; 

SALDAÑA, 2013), as demonstrated in Figure 20. 

 

Figure 20: Example of excerpts with simultaneous coding 

Source: elaborated by the author 

A second cycle of coding was necessary for some of the data. More specifically, the 

subjects that are dealt with in the last chapters of this thesis demanded another cycle of coding. 

For instance, I created the code “time” to reference all the excerpts that referred to different 

temporal perspectives in the fieldwork. But another coding cycle was indispensable to capture 

the different patterns of how the actors subjectively understand and experience time during the 

urban conflict situations. The same happened with emotions and with other codes that were 

related to Latin American realities. 

To conclude the coding process, after reading all the materials, I reorganized the codes. 

Some of them I decided to merge, as I concluded they represented similar constructs. Others I 

regrouped into a newly created category (for example, in the case of São Paulo I created codes 

for different emotions, and only at the end I grouped them into the category “Emotions”). 

I agree with Miles, Huberman and Saldaña (2013, p. 72) that coding is already part of 

the analysis: “Some research methodologists believe that coding is merely technical, 

preparatory work for higher level thinking about the study. But we believe that coding is deep 

reflection about and, thus, deep analysis and interpretation of the data’s meaning”. My coding 

process was not only technical. It involved the understanding of the meanings, the constant 

linkage of the specific material or excerpts to the other materials and contexts, as well as to the 
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theories. 

3.6 Data results and analysis 

The effort of making sense of the data and trying to understand the cases in contrast to 

the theoretical backgrounds began much before the period that I dedicated exclusively to this 

endeavor. Many times19, I presented my research to other scholars – before, during and after the 

coding took place – which provided me with insights and resources that were paramount for 

the analysis conducted. 

After concluding the process of coding, I embarked in the endeavor of grasping the 

results and conducting the analysis separately for each of the cases. Although the refinement of 

the analytical chapters took much longer than this, the denser part of each analysis lasted 

approximately two months. São Paulo’s was developed in July and August 2019, while 

Medellín’s was developed in October and November 2019. 

The first step that helped me to elucidate initial aspects was the development of visual 

elements, such as the maps of actors and legislation (in Medellín) and the timelines. These 

visual elements were created both offline, using sticky notes and flipcharts, and online with an 

online tool named “draw.io”.   

The second step was to conduct the analysis for each category of the analytical 

framework. This demanded reading the excerpts that were coded inside the categories (Figure 

21) and making sense of them as a totality.  

                                                      
19 Considering the formal events, this research – partially or in its totality – was presented to other scholars and 

discussed in the following moments: 

- Paper presentation at the 11th LAC-ISTR Conference- Quito (18th – 20th October 2017) 

- PhD Seminar ISTR Quito (October 2017) 

- PhD Seminar EGOS (July 2018) 

- Paper presentation at ISTR Amsterdam (July 2018) 

- Discussion of the project thesis at Botequese (September 2018) 

- Paper presentation at Grupo de Pesquisa Periferias, Afetos e Economia das Simbolizações 

(GRUPPAES) – Institute of Social Sciences of the Federal University from Alagoas – (presented online 

17th December 2018) 

- Thesis presentation at CORGIES in Cardiff University (February 2019) 

- Thesis presentation at Lunchtime Forum – Latin America and Caribbean Centre – London School of 

Economics and Political Science (LACC-LSE) (April 2019) 

- Thesis presentation at the 1st International Workshop on Contested Territories, 20th and 21st of May 

2019, School of Geography – University of Leeds (presented online, May 2019) 

- Paper presentation at 9th Organizations, Artifacts and Practices (OAP) Workshop, "Politics of 

Sociomateriality: Reconnecting with Societal Controversies and Political Struggles". 

-  São Paulo (25th July 2019) 

- Thesis presentation at HEC-Montreal (November 2019) 
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Figure 21: Example of coded segments in one category 

Source: elaborated by the author 

I went back and forth several times, connecting what the excerpts were elucidating 

regarding the theoretical perspectives presented in the first chapters of this thesis. I also made 

a relevant effort to connect the daily situations to the context in which they were happening. 

These movements, combined, responded to the needs of both theoretical approaches used in the 

thesis: from the pragmatic sociology and pragmatism, I collected the daily situations lived by 

several actors around the public arena; and from the right to the city, I analyzed the structures 

that shaped and that were shaped by the public arena and the different publics.  

In order to follow these principles during my analysis, I adopted critical hermeneutics 

as an interpretative guide for this part of the research, actively engaging in the interpretation of 

texts (PRASAD, ANSHUMAN, 2002; PRASAD, PUSHKALA, 2005). More specifically, 

critical hermeneutics suggests that “the ideological aspects of the text” must be interpreted 

(PRASAD, ANSHUMAN, 2002, p. 16). The broad epistemology of hermeneutics goes along 

with the critical interpretative paradigm assumed by this research, as states 

(SCHLEIERMACHER, 1998, p. 3):  

Hermeneutics and criticism, both philological disciplines, both theories belong 

together, because the practice of one presupposes the other. The former is generally 

the art of understanding particularly the written discourse of another person correctly, 

the latter the art of judging correctly and establishing the authenticity of texts and 

parts of texts from adequate evidence and data. […] The practice of criticism 

presupposes hermeneutics. 

The pragmatist approach establishes that every individual, including the actors who are 

part of a research field, hold reflexivity. Therefore, the role of the researcher is not to bring 

light and knowledge to what these actors are doing, as if they didn’t have any comprehension 

of their own. Quoting Lejano and Leong (2012, p. 795), “why is there a need to find meanings 

beneath (of beyond) the surface of what people say or write?”. These authors understand that 
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there are “processes or conditions, like ocean currents beneath a calm surface, that influence 

the proceedings in unseen ways”. They bring structures such as traditions, power, culture, etc., 

and also mention that there are some issues in public decision making that are unspeakable to 

a public audience. 

I also believe that the role of the researcher is to understand and grasp the different 

understandings and interpretations, having access to a broad group of actors. The analysis under 

a hermeneutical process of interpretation did not begin when I said: “let’s now begin the 

analysis”. Actually, as mentioned, coding already demanded analysis. I would like to go further 

by saying that this hermeneutical process was already part of my data collection phase. The 

need for understanding and interpreting guided me to interview certain actors and to design 

certain types of questions to be asked in the interviews. Therefore, this analytical hermeneutical 

process was conducted with the support of several actors – including the ones that I interviewed 

– engaged in the process of understanding the “multiple and complex meanings particular to a 

policy situation” (LEJANO; LEONG, 2012, p. 794). 

Prasad (2017, p. 39) warns researchers that a “hermeneutic tradition does not offer a 

precise set of formulas and protocols for the interpretation of texts”. Instead, conducting a 

hermeneutic analysis demands the establishment of a path that is unique for each research; it is 

a handcraft endeavor. The paths I undertook for the analysis enabled me to seize the benefits of 

the hermeneutical approach: respecting the plurivocity of narratives and emphasizing 

intertextuality, employing other “sources to inform understanding of the primary text” 

(LEJANO; LEONG, 2012, p. 796). As it will be clear in the chapters of analysis, several other 

sources were brought to complement the primary text. These sources were used to build a more 

thorough analysis of the context, bringing forward the hermeneutical circle:  

The meaning of the individual texts of a given culture can be fully understood only 

by understanding the meaning of the overall spirit of that culture, and, in turn, the 

overall spirit of a culture can be understood only by understanding the meaning of the 

individual texts and other artefacts produced by that culture (PRASAD, 

ANSHUMAN, 2002, p. 17). 

Not only was the data collection process plural in the sense of interpreting the urban 

conflict situations. After developing the denser part of the analytical chapters, these chapters 

were presented to or read by other actors and researchers, as if it were an external audit process. 

I am extremely grateful for the generosity of Ana Paula Diniz, Anny Karina Medeiros, Fernanda 

Lima e Silva, Fabio Grigoletto and Mariana de Oliveira Leite de Castro for the thorough 

discussions about my analytical chapters. The questions and discussions that emerged from this 

procedure were essential to bring more clarity, comprehension and reflexivity to the findings. 
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Regarding reflexivity, another crucial element for hermeneutics, especially in what regards 

unveiling one’s prejudice, more is developed in the next subsection. 

The conduction of an analysis based on the critical hermeneutics’ principles through an 

extensive process of data coding is an originality of this work. In fact, extensively reading and 

coding all the data was a necessary step to conduct an analysis engaging the different actors’ 

voices and interpretations and connecting them to the context. 

3.7 Research criteria 

According to the critical interpretative paradigm undertaken, a set of criteria was 

designed to support the evaluation of this research. As this research is not being developed 

under a positivist paradigm, the criteria of internal and external validity cannot be applied to it. 

The specific criteria to evaluate this research, an in-depth collective case study hermeneutically 

interpreted, were adapted from Klein and Myers (1999) and Pozzebon and Petrini (2013). 

Following the hermeneutic circle, the first criteria is contextualization. By that, the 

analysis comprehends the iteration between the micro and the macro, contextualizing the 

situations and the actors with the whole they form (KLEIN; MYERS, 1999). The facts were 

produced by the interaction of the researcher with the participants, therefore, there must exist 

sufficient interaction with the actors (POZZEBON; PETRINI, 2013): in addition to 

participating as an observer in several events that took place around the conflicts, I have also 

collected data from several other sources. 

During data collection, there was a genuine and disciplined attempt to account for the 

different perspectives that the actors could have around the conflicts, considering the possibility 

of multiple interpretations and narratives. There were plentiful interactions with the field, with 

the empirical material and an expressive effort to make sense of all the data that integrated the 

research corpus. These possible multiple interpretations were analyzed taking into 

consideration the principle of suspicion, that is, being sensitive “to possible ‘biases’ and 

systematic ‘distortions’ in the narratives collected from the participants” (KLEIN; MYERS, 

1999, p. 72). 

In hermeneutics, the “the meaning of a text emerges through a conversation between the 

interpreter and the text” (PRASAD, ANSHUMAN, 2002, p. 19). The researcher, then, is 

considered as part of the research, not assuming a neutral position. Therefore, I constantly 

reflected on how my own prejudices could affect the research. Reflexivity “involves a reflection 

on the way a research is developed and the comprehension of how the process of conducting 

an investigation is strongly related to the design of its results” (POZZEBON; PETRINI, 2013, 
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p. 16). 

3.8 Reflexivities 

Below I present some issues that led me to a reflexive process, necessary for guiding 

me during the development of this research. There are no definitive answers for them. They are 

part of my own development as a researcher, part of discussions that I had with others and 

sometimes with myself during this period. 

3.8.1 Conducting a multiple-case research and the distance from the field 

I must say that studying more than two cases, with the same degree of proximity, would 

have been impossible during this period. Sometines, following the two cases was already very 

hard. Many times, when I was in one country to immerse myself in one of the conflicts, I missed 

relevant events from the other conflict. In addition, whenever I was in the other country, I faced 

the risk of losing the needed proximity to the field and increased the risk of developing an image 

of being a usurper, instrumentally “using” the actors to conduct my research. 

Indeed, it was hard to be connected to the experience in Medellín when I was in São 

Paulo, and vice-versa. I took several actions in order to mitigate this risk of being excluded by 

the actors that I wanted/needed to investigate, as: when travelling, I used to tell these actors that 

I would be away to study a very similar case that was going on in another city and they 

constantly asked me about this other conflict; when I was in the field, I constantly explained 

the reasons of my research; I tried to create a very personal relation with the actors that I was 

involved with (as aforementioned). 

In the last year of the PhD this distance got even worse. In November 2018 I moved to 

London to become a visiting PhD candidate at the Latin America and the Caribbean Centre of 

the London School of Economics and Political Science. It was an academically enriching 

period, as I had access to several other scholars that conduct their studies in different Latin 

American contexts, deepened my knowledge regarding qualitative and participatory research 

methods and received very insightful feedback for my thesis. However, on the other hand, it 

made me more distant from the field. And in the period from May 2019 to February 2020, in 

which I was already in Brazil, I enclosed myself to be able to conclude this work. I was not able 

to go back to Medellín in 2019 (as it was my plan) and I only went to Campos Elíseos in São 

Paulo a couple of times. While I understand that this process of distancing is important for the 

thesis production, sometimes I wished I could be closer. 
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3.8.2 Being a native vs being foreigner 

It was definitely easier to have access to the field and to actors from different realms in 

Medellín than it was in São Paulo, and my main assumption for this is the fact of being a 

foreigner. As I talked with some Colombian researchers, they confirmed that they did not have 

such ease in accessing some of the actors. Information flowed easily for me than to local 

researchers, as affirmed by one of the actors from academia that was conducting participatory 

research in Doce de Octubre: 

You achieved something that we did not. In fact, when we went to the neighbourhood, 

the agents from the Metro told the residents: “do not believe them, do not believe 

these revolutionaries from the Universidad Nacional, depreciating an academic entity 

from the government. You could arrive from the worst university in Brazil20 

(MED.CS3). 

I believe this is mainly due to two different reasons. The first one is our Latin American 

“complexo de vira-lata”, translated as mongrel complex, that makes us always feel inferior in 

relation to what comes from outside. Actually, this “outside” is more related to a colonialist 

background. I am a white foreigner, with the European typical archetype of the people from the 

South of Brazil. Under this colonialist perspective, there is a need to show off to other countries, 

and this opened some doors for me. The second reason relates to having a more neutral 

background. As a foreigner, they did not have a reason to believe I was in collusion with other 

actors. 

In Medellín, the affected residents also developed a critique against the city that is 

produced for foreigners, in detriment of the city’s own citizens. It was quite interesting getting 

their responses when I asked about the city model that they constantly mentioned. “It is a city 

model for foreigners”. Many of them just started laughing when they realized I was also a 

foreigner that held interest in the city, although from a very different perspective. 

Sometimes, residents and other social movements’ participants expressed expectations 

that I – for being a foreigner – could be a savior, perhaps developing international connections, 

bringing them Brazilian support. And it was not always easy to explain my role as a researcher 

and how this could be of any support to them. To somehow address this situation, in April 2018 

I wrote a draft of a letter to send to personal contacts that I have at the Human Rights Office of 

the United Nations in Bogotá. The case was not taken into account by the UN as the Human 

Rights agency demanded the involvement of local right defenders that the veeduría did not 

                                                      
20 Original: “Lograste algo que nosotros no. De hecho, cuando nosotros llegamos al barrio, la gente del Metro 

les decía: ‘no les crean, no les crean a esos revolucionarios de la Universidad Nacional’, pues despreciando a 

una entidad académica del orden estatal. Tu puedes llegar de la peor universidad de Brasil”. 
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trust. In addition, I offered my services to act as a mediator in a potential conflict discussion 

meeting for the veeduría, but the members of the veeduría did not want to have a meeting to 

discuss their internal conflicts. But the request for this support was more related to the hope of 

having an external superpower that could hold the process. 

3.8.3 Being a woman 

“He asked if I missed Brazil. I replied that I missed my mom and my boyfriend. 

Astonished, he asked if my boyfriend allowed me to travel. I laughed: ‘I have no idea, I never 

asked him’. After this, every time I met him, he always asked if I had already found myself a 

Colombian boyfriend” (fieldnotes). Another local leader showed me another conflictive area in 

Medellín, on his motorcycle. From time to time he would ask something about my boyfriend. 

Or if he would get to know my mother (who he was calling mother-in-law). That was one of 

the bright sides of being a foreigner, I just put on a poker face and kept on silent as if I did even 

understand what he was saying (fieldnotes). 

At the same time, being a woman – and being empathetic – got me closer to other women 

in the field, who were suffering much more (after all, they were experiencing the conflict on an 

every-day basis). They complained they were constantly silenced during the meetings, that they 

were offered to have meetings in private places such as motels, that they were called “bossy” if 

they assumed a leadership role, and that other women they knew were even forbidden to take 

part in the struggle because of their husbands. They also suffered because this was not an issue, 

they felt comfortable to speak up during their own meetings.  

Although this thesis is not focused specifically on the role of women in urban conflict 

situations, I started to look with much more attention to gender differentiations in both 

scenarios. I believe this could be the subject of further studies or maybe a specific subject for a 

future paper. Much if what is shown in the next chapters – the resilience, the strength, the 

leadership, the mutual support – is part of this. I feel honored that I have met so many amazing 

women during this process and even more honored for being welcomed into their lives and 

being able to share their stories. 

3.8.4 Difficult scenarios and boundaries 

There are some difficulties attached to conducting research in such conflictive scenarios. 

There are feelings, doubts, and incertitude that emerge especially due to the relation of the 

criminal groups in the territory, with great impact in the research. The first one takes me back 
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to when one of the interviewees suggested that the PCC21 supported what I was doing in the 

territory. Being aware of this contributed to two different feelings. The first one was to bring 

me closer to the inhabitants of the territory, by finding out that it was not the police that 

protected me. Before, I used to consider myself hypocritical, because even while conscious of 

the police violence against residents, I walked close to the police to have a sense of security. 

The second is a concern that the traffic actors knew of my presence and were possibly 

monitoring my actions. I share this concern with other academic and civil society actors that 

work there, as this was a topic that I discussed with many different actors: what is the boundary 

between having their support or being considered a threat? 

The other perspective also relates to boundaries, but this time the boundaries of what I 

consider to be truth or not and of placing actors in specific boxes. For instance, I had many 

informal conversations with representatives of civil society organizations seeking to discern if 

the residents engaged in the struggle for their rights were part of the PCC (or somehow 

accountable and responsive to it). Other times I understood the denial of an actor to concede an 

interview as someone not willing or being forbidden to talk about specific topics – but I could 

never be sure about this. Many people with whom I interacted talked about a possible 

involvement of government and political agents with traffic/criminal actors – in both cities – 

and the resulting impacts in urban projects and policies.  

Truth is a particularly interesting topic for this thesis. As will be discussed in one of the 

next chapters, part of the disputes amongst the publics is to be accredited as the “owner of the 

truth”, in a process to gain or to disrupt trust. In this sense, without undermining my own 

analytical process and the richness of my research, I have no intentions of settling this “truth”. 

Actually, part if this thesis addresses the representations that actors make about their realities, 

and it is not always clear whether these representations hide or express power, political and 

criminal issues. 

One last consideration, also related to boundaries, concerns what and how I can 

write about these matters without adding any risk to the lives and activities of the citizens. I 

kept very attentive to this topic, especially in parts that could put possibly put lives in danger. 

As a matter of security, I embraced the measures demanded by the Committee of Ethics, as not 

mentioning any actor’s name in the text and sought to write in a way so that actors could not 

                                                      
21 The “Primeiro Comando da Capital” (PCC) started in 1993 as an organization of prisioners to struggle 

against violence perpetrated by the State. Holding to this discourse and organized around illegal activities, it has 

developed as a relevant social and political actor with whom the State must deal with (ALVAREZ; SALLA; 

DIAS, 2013). 
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be identified. 

3.8.5 Writing the thesis in English 

I am neither fluent in the academic genre or in English writing. I have to write this thesis 

within the academic genre for obvious reasons, even though in many parts I chose not to assume 

a neutral academic discourse. But I chose to write this thesis in English and sometimes this has 

been a hard decision to maintain. One reason that made me opt to write it in English is the 

possibility to spread the knowledge to other countries and academic regions that, usually, speak 

English (even if only as a second language). The second reason was that writing in English 

would facilitate my interaction with international researchers (especially during my visiting 

PhD candidate abroad). The third was a very instrumental reason to facilitate publishing in 

international journals. 

On the negative side, sometimes I feel that writing this thesis in English pushes me away 

from the actors of the field and adds another barrier to the potential relevance that this thesis 

will have for them. It is the contradiction of writing a thesis that could support and strengthen 

the possibility of a post-colonial and emancipatory view about our process of urban production, 

but I am writing it in a foreigner language. Medellín residents have asked me for the thesis and 

the chapter about La Paralela and Doce de Octubre, but they can’t read them right away because 

of the language barrier. 

In addition, every time that I translated an excerpt from Spanish or Portuguese into 

English and erased the original version, I felt as if I was silencing the true voice of the actors. 

The translation misses some of the finest aspects of their own language, of saying that a lei não 

pegou, or when they speak about chichiguas, or com uma mão na frente outra atrás. For this 

reason, I decided to maintain the original excerpts in the footnotes. 

3.8.6 Class relation and vulnerabilities 

Being in the field and interacting with the affected residents, who were mainly low-

income (or medium/low-income), made me stop to think several times about inequalities in 

Brazil and made me realize how fortunate and privileged I am. From the high level of noise of 

living in La Paralela that always made me worried about the recorder not being able to catch 

the interviews due the deafening of the highway transit to the police violence that threatens 

everyone who lives in Campos Elíseos (with exception of the white owners that said that they 

have never felt something like this). 

I remember that on the first day that I went to Campos Elíseos – to support the open-air 
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movie in the fluxo – I went back home at around 22h30. I caught the subway until Pinheiros, 

in the Faria Lima station. While I walked down Rua dos Pinheiros, I saw some young people 

in the bars with outside tables, and I saw some of them sniffing cocaine. I felt bad not only 

because I had a safe place that I called home to go back to. I felt bad because I realized it was 

something bigger than myself. Even if my thesis subject was not the drug addiction or the war 

on drugs, it was impressive to listen to the interviewees from Campos Elíseos mentioning how 

they were treated because of the drug trafficking in the region: 

She told me that her husband was stopped by the police every day on his way to work. 

They stopped him and inspected his backpack. Once they did this twice, the first time 

while he had just left the house and the second time when he was arriving at his work, 

just to check if he had gotten drugs along the way. And to search for drugs, they 

searched inside his lunchbox, revolving his food with their fingers. As they found 

nothing, they just put the lid back in the lunchbox and gave it back to him (fieldnotes). 

******** 

As I mentioned, there are no answers for this reflexivity process. They did not exactly 

lead me to a specific solution for any of these situations, nor to a certainty about how to act or 

what to talk in specific circumstances. Instead, I believe they guided me for a greater 

contradiction, that at the same time that this thesis is only a thesis, a piece of paper that most 

likely will remain in the realms of the academia, which exposes my process of understanding 

and learning that may not tell or explain much, I still would like this thesis to shed light in some 

situations, to speak certain unspoken discourses, to represent the difficulties found on the field 

and to engage more people in the discussions and struggles for the right to the city.  

With this in mind, in the next chapters I present the analysis of the two case studies. 
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SECTION 2
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4 EVICTIONS AND DISPLACEMENT AS WORLDWIDE PHENOMENA 

In this section, I present the results of my fieldwork. As reported in the methodological 

chapter, the investigation covered in-depth monitoring of two displacement cases, for 18 

months. Both cases were due to public projects. However, before presenting the cases in-depth, 

it is essential to indicate that these are not isolated social phenomena, neither in the cities nor 

worldwide. 

In São Paulo, the urbanistic projects conducted in the central area are the focus of the 

actors I interacted with during the fieldwork. But similar processes have been taking place in 

the whole city. According to the Observatório de Remoções, between January 2017 and June 

2019, over 28 thousand households were displaced in São Paulo metropolitan area, while over 

170 thousand households are under eviction threat. 

In Medellín, despite the absence of consolidated numbers, the Observatório de 

Reasentamiento a Movimientos de Población has monitored some evictions that reveal part of 

the bigger picture (Figure 22). These monitored experiences solely refer to public projects and 

do not consider the displacements that are taking place for other reasons such as risk, 

environmental issues, and property repossessions. In addition, professors from the Universidad 

Nacional estimate that, if all the projects from the Medellín Masterplan are carried out, there 

will be over 60 thousand persons displaced in the years to come (fieldwork)22. 

 

Figure 22: Experiences observed by the Observatorio de Reasentamiento y Movimientos de Población de 

Medellín 

Source: Personería de Medellín y Facultad de Arquitetura Universidad Nacional de Colombia sede Medellín 

(2014, p. 14) 

 

                                                      
22 Under the current Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial, there are 85 urban projects that would require the 

displacement of the population (fieldwork). 
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These processes do not take place only in these two cities. Rather, it is a worldwide 

historical phenomenon related to urban policies and politics. One feature that expresses how 

widespread these problematic situations are is the long-term discussion held inside the United 

Nations. Forced evictions and displacement started to be part of the UN agenda during the UN 

Conference on Human Settlements in 1976. The General Assembly of 1988 approved a “Global 

Strategy for Shelter to the Year 2000”, in which they bestow governments with the 

responsibility of protecting and improving houses and neighborhoods rather than damaging or 

destroying them. The subject was further brought up in the Agenda 21, setting forth that “people 

should be protected by law against unfair eviction from their homes or land” (UNITED 

NATIONS, 1997, p. 1). 

In 1993, the UN High Commissioner for Refugees adopted a resolution entitled “Forced 

evictions,” stating this phenomenon as a violation of human rights, specifically of the right to 

housing. According to this resolution, forced eviction involves “the involuntary removal of 

persons, families, and groups from their homes and communities” (UNITED NATIONS, 1993, 

p. 1). This resolution denounces the effects of forced eviction, as the increase in the levels of 

homelessness and worsening of living conditions, affecting the most socially disadvantaged 

and vulnerable. In extension, it recognizes that forced evictions "can be carried out, sanctioned, 

demanded, proposed, initiated or tolerated by a range of actors” (UNITED NATIONS, 1993, 

p. 1). While considering that several actors are involved in these problematic situations, the 

resolution sets governments as the main body responsible for “immediate restitution, 

compensation and/or appropriate and sufficient alternative accommodation or land, consistent 

with their wishes and needs, to persons and communities […], following mutually satisfactory 

negotiations with the affected persons or groups” (UNITED NATIONS, 1993, p. 2). 

In 1997, forced evictions became the matter of the General Comment n. 7, produced by 

the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. For this document, forced evictions 

is  “the permanent or temporary removal against their will of individuals, families and/or 

communities from the homes and/or land which they occupy, without the provision of, and 

access to, appropriate forms of legal or other protection” (UNITED NATIONS, 1997, p. 1–2).  

Among other aspects, the General Comment n. 7, is the consideration on the appropriateness of 

the term “forced” eviction against other terms such as “unfair” or “illegal” evictions. This 

conceptual debate is interesting, as the narratives used by the various actors from Medellín and 

São Paulo also display this dispute. In Medellín, the actors use terms such as desplazamiento 

(displacement), reasentamento (resettlement), reubicación (relocation) and enajenación 

voluntária (voluntary alienation) to characterize the situation and attach the material 
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phenomenon to a particular meaning. In São Paulo, the disputes between voluntary vs. forced 

displacement and illegal vs. the public interest also come up. General Comment n. 7 also raises 

a discussion important for the cases: the relation between eviction, development and progress. 

After the report Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Housing, from 2000, a 

report on forced evictions was published in 2004 (KOTHARI, 2004). This report was necessary 

because, even after the United Nations declared forced evictions a gross violation of human 

rights, “the phenomenon is continuing with full force” (KOTHARI, 2004, p. 2). Through this 

report, the Rappourter recommended the development of clear guidelines or principles 

regarding forced evictions. This culminated in the publication of the Basic Principles and 

Guidelines on Development-Based Evictions and Displacement (HUMAN RIGHTS 

COMISSION, 2008). These principles and guidelines were also the subjects of the Fact Sheet 

N. 25 (UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE FOR THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, 

2014).  

In 2019, eviction and displacement are still on the agenda of the UN because of the 

striking amount of evictions that still take place around the world (UNITED NATIONS, 2019). 

The Fact Sheet N. 25 estimates that “every year, millions of people around the world are 

threatened by evictions or forcibly evicted, often leaving them homeless, landless, and living 

in extreme poverty and destitution” (UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE FOR 

THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, 2014, p. 1). During the 2000s, at least 15 million were forcibly 

evicted (BRICKELL; ARRIGOITIA; VASUDEVAN, 2017).  

According to the Housing and Land Rights Network Violation Database, from January 

2010 until October 2014, 238 eviction cases happened all over the world, which altogether 

displaced over 49 million individuals (HOUSING AND LAND RIGHTS NETWORK, 2014). 

A publication from 2017 gathers cases from Barcelona, Berlin, Colombo, Shanghai, Accra, 

London, Rio de Janeiro, defying the interpretation that forced evictions are a peculiarity from 

the Global-South (BRICKELL; ARRIGOITIA; VASUDEVAN, 2017). 

Like the resolution from 1993, others bring the effects of forced evictions and 

displacement, affecting different scales (BRICKELL; ARRIGOITIA; VASUDEVAN, 2017; 

UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE FOR THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, 2014). 

From a micro perspective, displacement has a negative impact on individuals, families and 

communities, as the uncertainty causes psychological harm and the rupture of social bonds. In 

a macro-level, besides violating human rights and international humanitarian law, these 

evictions may generate homelessness, violate the rights to adequate housing and security of 

tenure, condemn people to misery, violate the right to food, and may have a severe impact on 
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the rights and the development of children and women’s rights. In general, “displacement is a 

social injustice that encumbers certain groups from the right to the city” (JANOSCHKA; 

SEQUERA, 2016, p. 6). 

The causes behind these evictions and displacements are many. The main ones relate to: 

(i) Conflicts with government authorities, often linked to large-scale interventions, urbanization 

projects and the infrastructure to mega-events; (ii) Environmental disasters and imminent risks, 

including threats due to climate change; (iii) The need to safeguard environmental protection 

areas; (iv) Conflicts with civil/armed conflicts; (iv) Arsons, criminal or not; (v) Lack of 

financial resources, comprising the ones triggered by the global financial crisis; (vi) Conflicts 

between occupants and private owners (LUDERMIR; ALVARADO, 2017; UN-HABITAT, 

2011) 

Albeit affecting urban and rural communities, several authors have concentrated on the 

analysis of evictions and displacements and the link with urbanization: “attention has been 

directed to the creative destruction of urban landscapes and the cardinal significance of cities 

as engines of dispossession” (BRICKELL; ARRIGOITIA; VASUDEVAN, 2017, p. 4). The 

cases examined here represent urban eviction and displacement as one of the possibilities of 

urban conflicts, as the people are being removed from the territory due to urban policies, that 

is, policies that affect urban space23 (MARQUES, 2018). 

To conclude this introduction, it is noteworthy that I do not intend to analyze or 

categorize the legality or illegality, under the UN structure, of the evictions conducted in São 

Paulo and Medellín. Both cities and countries have specific legislation to apply to these cases, 

and there are disputes over this perspective. In addition, remedies for these displacements are 

being discussed and implemented (KOTHARI, 2015). In the two cases, judicial cases were filed 

against the municipality, mobilizing different arguments, resulting in distinct sentences. 

According to the Fact Sheet n. 25, “not all evictions are prohibited under international human 

rights law,” while, “an administrative or judicial decision alone does not necessarily result in a 

lawful or otherwise justified eviction” (UNITED NATIONS HUMAN RIGHTS OFFICE FOR 

THE HIGH COMMISSIONER, 2014, p. 5). In this continuum, there is plenty of space for 

conflict at the local level. 

******** 

The following chapters demonstrate the results of the data analysis that I conducted with 

                                                      
23 It is important to make this point, as not all of the policies that interact with the urban space are necessarily 

urbanization policies. For instance, in São Paulo, one of the displacements is due to the construction of a public 

hospital. It is a health policy that affects the urban space of the city, therefore, also an urban policy. 
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the corpus collected in the fieldwork. In addition, I made use of other researches and historical 

documents to complement some of the results that emerged. This was undertaken with attention 

to conduct the hermeneutical circle, connecting current and local results with the situations’ 

contexts (LEJANO; LEONG, 2012). Through this analysis, it will be possible to understand 

how the actors interact in these urban conflict situations. Moreover, it will be possible to have 

insights regarding if and how these interactions are contributing to the right to the city, 

responding to the research question of this thesis. 

I use the provisional analytical framework in two different manners: one to narrate the 

urban conflicts in a systematic form and the other to discuss theoretically the main findings that 

emerged from the cases. 

Therefore, I present the result and analysis of each case taking into consideration the 

problematic situations, the publicization of these situations, the public involved and their 

courses of action in the public arena. The regimes of engagement are presented as explained in 

Box 2. 

Box 2: The presentation of the common worlds and regimes of engagements along the cases 

For analytical reasons, I bring the discussions that involve the logics and regimes of 

engagements identified in these public arenas along with the other categories, instead of 

having a separate section for them. To pinpoint these discussions in the text, throughout the 

description of the cases I display these analyses in boxes like this one,  

Source: elaborated by the author. 

Both cases have plenty of complementary materials that are only presented as 

appendixes to contribute to the fluidity of the text. I mention these materials along the 

presentation of the cases.  

The final chapter of this section also takes into consideration the analytical framework, 

opposing the findings of the case studies to the theoretical background. It may seem repetitive 

to use the same categories for the next three chapter. However, as the categories are broad and 

different elements emerge from the empirical research, the analytical framework actually 

provides a solid ground for connecting both experiences. Moreover, the connection of the 

elements from each case to the category enables the theoretical analysis that is presented in 

chapter 7. 
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5 SÃO PAULO: “THIS IS THE END OF CRACOLÂNDIA” 

5.1 Introduction to the case 

During the weekend of May 20 and 21, 2017, São Paulo was hosting the “13th 

Virada Cultural”, a 24-hour cultural festival with open-air events. In 2017, under the 

administration of the then newly elected mayor João Doria24, the “Virada Cultural” was 

taken out of the city center, dislocating the events and concerts to other areas 

(STOCHERO, 2017). The center, on the other hand, remained the stage for the main 

attraction: before the crack of dawn on Sunday, under the control of State and Municipal 

governments, 976 police officers conducted an operation in an area known as 

Cracolândia. Located in the central region of São Paulo, in Campos Elíseos 

neighborhood, Cracolândia (crack land) is the name pejoratively given to an area where 

hundreds of homeless people live, many of whom make use of licit and illicit drugs.  

From that day on, João Doria said “Cracolândia was over”25 (PAGNAN; GOMES; 

VERPA, 2017). The intervention led to 53 people detained and approximately 21 kilos of 

different drugs seized (PORTAL DO 

GOVERNO, 2017). The plan to 

terminate Cracolândia, nonetheless, did 

not involve only the imprisonments and 

drug seizing. On May 23, the local 

government started demolishing 

buildings within the area. The 

demolition resulted in three people that 

lived inside the buildings getting injured 

by the debris. This became the headline 

of several newspapers. According to the 

mayor, the city government was acting 

in accordance with the Constitution, as the area had been declared of “public interest” by 

                                                      
24 At the time of submission of this thesis, João Doria is the governor of the State of São Paulo. He gave 

up his mayor position and was elected in October 2018. In this whole chapter, unless specified, the word 

“mayor” is always related to João Doria. 
25 Original: “A Cracolândia aqui acabou, não vai voltar mais. Nem a prefeitura permitirá nem o governo 

do Estado. Essa área será liberada de qualquer circunstância como essa. A partir de hoje, isso é 

passado”. Translation: Cracolândia is over, it will not come back. The City Hall and the State 

Government will not allow it. This area is free from any circumstances like this. From now on, this is 

history”. 

 

Figure 23: Blocks of intervention in Campos Elíseos 

Source: Fórum Mundaréu da Luz, 2018. 
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decree.  

The blocks which started to be demolished and are now incorporated in the 

intervention plan26 are numbers 37 and 38 (Figure 23), involving 190 family units. In 

addition, the State Government is building a public hospital in block number 36, whose 

project launched in 2013. The residents of the block, composed of family groups and 

small local commerce owners, were removed in April 2018, and the buildings have 

already been demolished. The hospital project in Block 36 affects 170 family units. In 

São Paulo’s Masterplan, the three blocks are part of the polygon of the Special Zone of 

Social Interest 3 (Zonas Especiais de Interesse Social 3 – ZEIS327), which demands urban 

projects to follow specific procedures and outcomes, as the constitution of a Participatory 

Council (Conselho Gestor28). 

Historically, the region of 

Luz and Campos Elíseos (Figure 

24) was the object of disputes. 

From being the rich and central 

area of the city in the 19th century, 

it became a place occupied by 

constant and floating residents 

with lower financial conditions 

and the “home” to hundreds of 

homeless people. Since the 

1970s, several renewal projects 

have been designed for the 

                                                      
26 The intervention plan of blocks 36 and 37 was approved by the Conselho Gestor on July 3, 2019 

(PREFEITURA DE SÃO PAULO, 2019) 
27 Zonas especiais de interesse social - ZEIS: Provided in Federal legislation (BRASIL, 2001, 2009, 

2017), ZEIS is a political and juridical instrument to determine urban areas that are destined 

preponderantly to low income populations, being subjected to specific rules for land use and occupation 

(BRASIL, 2017). São Paulo masterplans (2002 and 2014) conceive 4 types of ZEIS (SÃO PAULO, 2002, 

2014a). Specifically, areas categorized as ZEIS3 are the ones with idle, underused, unused, or deteriorated 

real estate, or with tenement houses, located in regions with urban services, equipment and infrastructure, 

good job offers, where there is public or private interest in promoting social housing. The promoting 

agent must prove that housing is being provided to social interest housing according to income brackets 

(art. 44 § 2º). Appendix 1 shows the main characteristics of ZEIS3 for each city masterplan. 
28 ZEIS3 Participatory council (Conselho Gestor): When inhabited by low-income populations, Conselhos 

Gestores must be constituted in the ZEIS3. Conselhos Gestores are mandatory participatory instances for 

ZEIS3, composed of representatives of the residents, the executive power, and civil society organizations. 

The group is formed to participate in the development and implementation of the interventions in the 

areas. The constitution of the Conselho Gestor must be prior to the development of the urbanization plan, 

as this must be discussed and approved by the Conselho. 

 
Figure 24: Central area of São Paulo 

Source: Google maps, 2018. 
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region. The last one, named Nova Luz Project, was launched in 2005 and envisioned 

massive demolition and the re-creation of a part of the district (GATTI, 2015). 

A glossary with the main specific terms and concepts regarding this case is 

presented in Appendix 1. A map of the actors involved and a timeline of the main events 

are presented, respectively, in Appendixes 3 and 9. They are relevant tools to understand 

the problematic situation experienced in Blocks 36, 37 and 38. 

5.2 The problematic situation in Blocks 36, 37 and 38 

The case under analysis is the eviction and displacement of the residents from 

Blocks 36, 37 and 38 of Campos Elíseos neighborhood in São Paulo. This research is 

limited to the analysis of the citizens who are being removed from their houses in these 

blocks, whether proprietaries, tenants of squatters. The citizens that form the fluxo29 are 

not part of this study. As mentioned, the residents are being displaced so two different 

projects can be implemented: in block 36, the State Government together with the Local 

Government plan to build the Pérola Byington Hospital; and in blocks 37 and 36, the need 

is to get the region free from the actions of drug cartels30  (the resettlement process of the 

residents only became a concern after the intervention of other actors, as will be shown 

in the next sections). 

According to the analytical framework developed, a problematic situation 

emerges “when the habitual reactions of an organism to the demands of its environment 

no longer provide the satisfaction of its needs and its desires”(CEFAÏ, 2017a, p. 188). 

These problematic situations could be felt by those implementing the public projects; or 

by those suffering the impact of these projects. 

5.2.1 The implementers’ views 

For the three blocks, government actors are the creators and main implementors 

of the projects. For these actors, problematic situations refer mostly to two different 

domains. Two aspects emerge from the fieldwork that demonstrate the perception that the 

environment is no longer satisfying their needs and desires. The first refers to the time 

aspect, from a managerial perspective. The expropriations, when following the legal 

                                                      
29 It is the informal name given to the group of homeless in the area, as they form the “flow” of drugs and 

people in the public space. 
30 As mentioned in the methodological chapter, the main drug cartel associated with the region is the 

Primeiro Comando da Capital – PCC. 
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rules, last a long time and delay the beginning or the conclusion of the public project.  

So, the problematic situation lies in the retard that is caused to implement the 

project. This domain is represented by the discourse of the Secretary of Government and 

vice-governor in an article published by a regional newspaper: 

The announcement that the hospital would operate in the region of Cracolândia 

was made in 2013, under the administration of Geraldo Alckmin (PSDB). The 

following year, the Public-Private Partnership (PPP) for the construction of the 

unit was contracted. At the time, the goal was to deliver the hospital within 

three years, but the work did not start. "The complexity of expropriation has 

led to this delay. There are many different registrations and owners. Everyone 

knows that the city center has a land complexity, of finding who the real owner 

is, and the state has to work within the legality. It took longer than we expected, 

but the important thing is that the work is starting in the next days," says the 

Secretary of Government and Vice-Governor, Rodrigo Garcia31 (FELIX, 

2019). 

Box 3: Civic vs project common worlds 

Bringing the perspective of the regimes and logic of engagement, this realm 

demonstrates the difficulties that the government faces in connecting the civic with the 

project logics. The conflict resides in that, in the following legality, the project will not 

be delivered within its schedule. Legality and the legal procedures, instead of being 

embraced by the project, are used as excuses and are presented by the project 

developers as a hindrance to the project implementation. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

The second domain that represents a problematic situation lived by the public 

managers relates to the resistance that is posed by the residents of these areas. That is, the 

resistance is perceived as the environment not satisfying the necessities of the project 

developers and implementers. This difficulty of understanding the source of resistance 

from the residents is based on a perception that, for the public managers, the projects 

being implemented will bring results that are as positive as they are necessary for this 

population and the city in general. This impression reveals the judgment from public 

officers regarding this area of the city as being degraded and lifeless. 

I understand that the greatest difficulty of the government today is 

demonstrating… how can I tell you? Demonstrating that we really want to do 

                                                      
31 Original: “O anúncio de que o hospital funcionaria na região da Cracolândia foi feito em 2013, ainda 

na gestão Geraldo Alckmin (PSDB). No ano seguinte, a Parceria Pública-Privada (PPP) para 

construção da unidade foi contratada. Na época, a meta era entregar o hospital em até três anos, mas as 

obras não foram iniciadas. "A complexidade da desapropriação gerou esse atraso. São várias matrículas 

e proprietários diferentes. Todo mundo sabe que o centro da cidade tem uma complexidade fundiária, de 

você achar quem é o verdadeiro dono, e o Estado tem de trabalhar dentro da legalidade. Demorou mais 

do que a gente esperava, mas o importante é que a obra está começando nos próximos dias", diz o 

secretário de Governo e vice-governador, Rodrigo Garcia.” 

https://sao-paulo.estadao.com.br/noticias/geral,perola-byington-vai-para-a-cracolandia-imp-,1030357
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something good for that population, you know? Because they always receive 

the Secretariat, the government as … “You want to get me out of here, 

disappear and not present any kind of alternative”. And that's not what the 

Secretariat did. We went to the territory, to various meetings of the Conselho 

Gestor. The secretary himself participated in 70% of them, right? For them 

(residents) to realize that there was a commitment of this administration. We're 

doing a real job, no one will take anyone out of homes with no alternative.  

“We really want this to happen (referring to the housing assistance) and we 

want the revitalization of that region to happen too, you know? Today it is a 

degraded place32 (LG1). 

In the same way, the Secretary of Government and Vice-Governor publicly 

emphasizes how this project will improve the conditions of the central region, so it can 

“regain life”: 

The urban occupation is the way to improve this environment. It started with 

the Housing Public-Private Partnership33, in front of Sala São Paulo. Now, the 

hospital. One must bring life and put equipment that works 24hours to have a 

better urban occupation. It is only with services and commerce that it will be 

solved. It must be mixed-use so the central region can regain life34 (FELIX, 

2019). 

The public instrument used as a means to authorize the intervention in blocks 37 

and 38, starting the demolition process, was a decree (in this case, a unilateral normative 

act from the head of the Executive power) that designated the area as being “public 

interest” (SÃO PAULO, 2017a), as demonstrated in Figure 25. This decree was published 

on May 17, 2017, two days prior to the intervention35. In September 2017, another decree 

designated the area as being of “social interest” (SÃO PAULO, 2017b). The difference 

between these two decrees is that in the first, the area would be expropriated for the 

construction of public equipment; while in the second, the area would be expropriated for 

housing projects. The use of a unilateral normative act from the Executive power, 

                                                      
32 Original: “Mas eu entendo que a maior dificuldade do poder público hoje é querer mostrar como é que 

eu posso te dizer? Querer mostrar que realmente quer fazer algo bom para aquela população, né? Por que 

eles acabam sempre recebendo a Secretaria, sempre recebendo o governo como um como... Aquela pessoa 

“Vocês querem me tirar daqui, sumir e não apresentar nenhum tipo de alternativa.” E não é o que a 

Secretaria fez. Nós fomos até o território, em várias reuniões do Conselho. O próprio Secretário de 

Habitação participou de 70% delas, né? Para eles perceberem que existia um compromisso dessa gestão. 

A gente está fazendo um trabalho real, que ninguém vai tirar ninguém das casas sem alternativa. A gente 

quer realmente que isso aconteça e quer que a revitalização daquela região aconteça também né? Hoje é 

um lugar degradado.” 
33 Referring to the housing project that was developed in the area, launched in 2018, produced under the 

PPP. 
34 Original: “A ocupação urbana é o caminho para melhorar o ambiente. Começou com a PPP da 

Habitação, em frente à Sala São Paulo. Agora, o hospital. Tem de dar vida e colocar equipamentos que 

funcionem 24 horas para ter uma melhor ocupação urbana. Não é só com serviços e comércio que vai 

resolver. Tem de botar uso misto para que o centro volte a ter vida.” 
35 It is important to highlight that, although I emphasize the operation conducted in May 2017 throughout 

the chapter, this is not an isolated phenomenon. Several police interventions are carried out in the region 

per year. This one is important because it also involved demolition of the houses. 
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according to the public defenders, does not fulfil the legal requirements to proceed with 

an expropriation, as is discussed later. 

 
 

 

Figure 25: "Public interest", says Doria about demolitions in Cracolândia36 

Source: Agência Brasil (2019). 

Box 4: Conflicts within the civic logic 

Within this realm, public administration does not understand the democratic resistance 

of the ones that are being removed from their territory and other actors, as the projects 

are being implemented to achieve a public good. The conflict resides within the civic 

logic of action, in the dispute to fix what the public good represents. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

Summarizing, in the perspective of the developers of the public projects, the 

problematic situation lies within the public utility and the public good that these projects 

are bringing to the city and its citizens, overarching two spheres: the expropriation process 

leads to a retard in the project implementation; and the resistance of residents and other 

groups that check the credibility of the government to implement such public interest 

                                                      
36 Translation: The mayor of São Paulo, and the secretary of Justice, Anderson Pomini, said that all of the 

buildings from the two blocks of the Cracolândia region will be demolished by a Constitutional dispositive 

that authorizes the requisition of real estate when there is public interest. 

 With this, the City Hall will not need judicial authorization to proceed with the demolition. Today (23), 

three buildings where demolished, and in one of them three people got injured after the collapse of a wall 

in the house next door. 

“The traditional (eviction) is preceded by a formal procedure. But, in this case, the Constitution authorizes 

the City Hall or the public administration to make an administrative requirement of these areas to take 

action in what regards the imminent public danger”, said Pomini. The secretary explained that it is enough 

that the State or the municipality decree the area as a public utility and they can follow with the requirement, 

without any loss to the owners. “The State is obliged to proceed with the compensations, but only after the 

measures are adopted”.  
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projects. 

5.2.2 The affected people’s views 

The ones that are being affected by the projects, according to the provisional 

analytical framework developed in Chapter 2, also experience the problematic situation 

when they no longer receive the same responses from the environment or when they 

realize these responses are insufficient. Within the analytical framework, three 

possibilities were raised for them to experience these situations: 

• The exclusion from the possibility of creating the city according to their 

needs and desires; 

• A worsening in the livelihood perspective, generating a decrease in the 

quality of life, affecting their material survival; and 

• These citizens no longer accept the same responses from the 

environment, considering these responses inadequate or insufficient. In 

this possibility, the question “what changed?” must be raised. 

These three possibilities are demonstrated in the expropriation of blocks 36, 37, 

and 38. Firstly, the residents were excluded from participating in the processes. Either the 

residents were not involved in the project development, or the project started without any 

communication with the residents that would be affected. The fact these blocks are 

located in a region established as ZEIS3, holding special regulation for expropriation, did 

not make any difference when the State and Local Executive Powers were developing the 

projects. 

In block 36, the winning bidder was announced in 2013, but the election for the 

Conselho Gestor only took place on April 14, 2018. This was after the State Court had 

analyzed and sentenced for the expropriation of the residents of the Block and two days 

before the final eviction of the residents (that was only confirmed on April 13 by the State 

Court). The Conselho Gestor of Block 36 was finally constituted on April 18: “It was the 

election, the displacement, the repossession… everything. Everything within those thirty 

days. We were feeling honestly lost” 37 (RES1). 

In block 37, the demolition process of the houses started on May 22, 2017, after 

the police intervention. The full demolition of the two blocks was prevented by a court 

                                                      
37 Original: “Que foi a eleição, que foi as mudanças, que foi a reintegração... Tudo. Tudo naqueles trinta 

dias. Que a gente ficou sinceramente perdido...”. 
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injunction filed by the Public Defender’s Office and the Public Ministry. Another lawsuit 

from these institutions demanded the constitution of the Conselho Gestor for the area. 

The Secretariat of Housing then conducted the preparatory meetings, starting on June 12, 

2017, and constituting the Conselho Gestor on August 28 of the same year. 

Secondly, the exclusion from the possibility of creating the city according to their 

needs and desires has a strong connection with the worsening of their livelihood. The 

following examples and passages demonstrate this connection, exacerbating the 

deterioration of the living conditions of these citizens. In Block 36, one of the displaced 

citizens had moved to the ocupação38 after her house was burnt down in the Favela do 

Moinho39. After being removed from the ocupação in Block 36, she moved to another 

ocupação in Largo do Paissandu, which collapsed after a fire that struck the 24 floors of 

the building on May 1, 2018 (CS3). Also, in Block 36, after 7 months of the displacement, 

a house owner was still trying to get the compensation for his house and bar. In this period, 

as he did not have the right to any other assistance and his livelihood was obtained with 

the bar activity, he was sleeping on the floor of a family member’s room:  

When it was January, the people of CDHU started to come saying: “you will 

have to leave, you will have to leave.” [...] I'm the owner, I'm the owner of the 

house, will you get me out of my house, where will you put me?” […] I came 

here to be with my godson for 15 days. You see that my bed is here on the 

floor. There is no other space, my mattress is this one here. I did not need this 

[…] So here I am, like this. Where I was supposed to stay for 15 days, 7 months 

have already passed. You see the situation that you find me40 (RES2). 

In Blocks 37 and 38, in addition to the threats and violence suffered during the 

police intervention, the residents had their houses and shops sealed and furniture and 

personal belongings destroyed. The following excerpts are from testimonies given by two 

women about the displacement conducted during the police intervention in May 2017. 

                                                      
38 “’Ocupações’ consist of taking possession of buildings and idle land, whether public or private. In 

many cases, members of the housing and homeless movements settle in the buildings and constitute 

temporary housing there while waiting for assistance in housing programs. […] The novelty of ocupações 

in the central area of São Paulo in the 1990s lay in the fact that they constituted coordinated, organized 

and continuous actions, with a predefined agenda of demands” (NEUHOLD, 2016, p. 29–30). 
39 Favela do Moinho is an informal settlement in the central region of São Paulo, also located in the 

Campos Elíseos neighborhood. Some of the residents living in Cracolândia were victims of fires in 

Moinho in the last years. 
40 Original: “Quando foi em janeiro, começou a vir o pessoal do CDHU: vocês vão ter que sair, vocês vão 

ter que sair. [...] Wu sou o dono, eu sou dono da casa, vocês vão me tirar da minha casa, vão me por 

aonde? [...] Eu vim pra aqui, pra ficar 15 dias com o meu afilhado, você vê que a minha cama é aqui no 

chão, entendeu? Não tem espaço também, meu colchão é esse aqui, eu não precisava disso. [...] Aonde eu 

ia passar quinze dias, já vai fazer sete meses que eu estou aqui. Vê a situação, aonde eu sou obrigado a 

receber vocês.” 
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These excerpts emphasize police violence as well as the worsening of the living 

conditions of families that were already in precarious situations: 

I am a resident and a shopkeeper there, in the region of Cracolândia, in Campos 

Elíseos. We are here to vindicate our rights because our shops are closed, 

sealed. […] Look, I was removed from my house, with my son. My house was 

completely destroyed by the police. I live there at Dino Bueno, everything was 

destroyed. Both my house and my neighbors’. We have 85 families that were 

displaced41 (RES5). 

How is it possible, 6 am on a Sunday morning, the police come into our house, 

breaking down the door, breaking everything, removing a family with a child. 

I was at my house with my 3-month-old son. A police officer broke down my 

door and asked me to leave. I did not want to leave. He said he would plant 

drugs in my house and take my son away. They took my two babies from my 

arms. He told me that if I didn't leave, he'd shoot rubber bullets in my legs. I 

said I wouldn't go. He threw me out and told me to come back later to remove 

my belongings. I got home Sunday night to pick up my things and what did I 

find there? I just found a mattress. There was nothing left of my family, 

children, or documents. I am wondering what we are going to do now, without 

a home to live in42 (RES6). 

Thirdly, considering the possibility of the affected citizens no longer accepting the 

same responses, two aspects deserve attention. The first one relates to the precedents 

raised by previous situations in which the government expropriated citizens and did not 

fulfill the promises or what is established by law. These precedents are constantly raised 

by the people, as these other projects’ results make them question the promises now made 

by the executive branch. Both citizens and government actors gave several examples of 

these previous situations: 

Question from a resident: “When we lived in Cine Marrocos, after five years 

you said that would not have more assistance and the rent allowance43 was 

suspended, so we went back to the favela. How can we trust that you will keep 

                                                      
41 Original: “Sou moradora, sou comerciante também. Lá da área, da região da Cracolândia, lá no 

Campos Elíseos.  Então nós viemos aqui reivindicar nossos direitos, porque nós temos comércios 

fechados, lacrados. [...] Oh, eu fui despejada, saí com meu filho. A minha casa foi totalmente destruída 

pela polícia. Eu moro ali na Dino Bueno. Tudo destruído. A minha casa, da minha vizinha também, 

perdeu tudo, nós perdemos tudo. Nós temos 85 famílias despejadas”. 
42 Original: “Como que pode, 6 horas da manhã de um domingo, policiais entrarem dentro da nossa 

casa, arrombando porta, quebrando tudo, retirando família com criança. Eu estava na minha casa com 

meu filho de 3 meses. Um policial arrombou minha porta e pediu pra mim sair. Eu não queria sair. Ele 

falou que iria plantar droga na minha casa e ia levar meu filho embora. Tiraram meus dois filhos dos 

meus braços. Ele disse pra mim que se eu não fosse embora, ele ia dar dois tiros de bala de borracha nas 

minhas pernas. Eu falei que não iria embora. Ele me botou pra fora e falou pra eu voltar depois pra 

retirar as minhas coisas. Eu cheguei domingo de noite em casa pra retirar minhas coisas e o que que eu 

achei lá? Achei só um colchão. Não sobrou nada da minha família, dos meus filhos, nem documentos. Eu 

queria saber o que a gente vai fazer agora, sem casa pra morar”. 
43 Rent allowance in a temporary financial support given to family groups who had their houses affected 

by natural damage or by urban interventions. And a specific regulation of the Municipal Secretary of 

Housing establishes that the families that have been displaced by public projects must receive R$ 400 per 

month as rent support. 
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on paying the housing benefit after 6 months, considering that you have already 

suspended it once?”. […] Another resident questions: “What is the guarantee 

that we are not going to end up like the Favela Moinho? The Moinho has been 

forgotten for 8 years. Will the same happen to us?”44 (Minutes of the 1st 

preparatory meeting for Block 36 Conselho Gestor). 

The residents from Block 36 have a statement, a promise of being assisted. The 

State is very agile in suspending… two years from now I do not doubt that 

these people will knock at the Public Defenders’ Office’s door and say: “Look, 

I am not receiving the housing assistance”. Because this is how the State acts, 

both in the state government and local government. We have thousands of 

examples, and then we will have to judicialize. We are working on a case in 

which the people were, for the last 9 years – they left so the project could be 

developed and they would come back to the area –, receiving housing 

assistance as well. It is at Rua do Carmo, I believe. It was a heritage building 

and the local government removed the residents to renovate it. The renovation 

was long, because it was a heritage site. And the Public Defender’s Office has 

been monitoring this situation since the beginning. And nine years later they 

suspended the housing assistance saying: “You have been receiving this for a 

long time”. And they just suspended it45 (EJ1). 

And there is a very high expectation on the part of the residents for this to 

happen quickly. Today we deal more with anxiety than with divergence, which 

is also difficult. And sometimes residents are also very afraid that it will not 

happen. Because there is already a lot of history in the city of family eviction 

that ended up not being assisted46 (LG2). 

Hence, the expulsion resulting from the urban production, the worsening of the 

material conditions, and the history of non-assistance by the government can be 

considered the regular environment of this population. Did something change so the 

population started to face it as a problematic situation? What made them feel unsatisfied 

by having the same responses from the environment? According to the members of a civil 

society group that formed around the problematic situation, self-nominated Fórum 

                                                      
44 Original: “Pergunta de uma moradora: “Quando morávamos no Cine Marrocos, depois de 5(cinco) 

anos vocês falaram que não iriamos mais ter atendimento e foi cortado o Auxílio Aluguel; voltamos para 

a favela. Qual a segurança que depois de 6 meses vocês irão continuar pagando o auxílio, sendo que já 

cortaram uma vez? […] Outra moradora questiona: Qual a garantia que não vamos acabar como o 

Moinho? O Moinho está no esquecimento há 8 anos. O mesmo vai acontecer conosco?” 
45 Original: “Mas acho que na quadra 36 é, é, eles têm um termo, né, eles têm uma promessa de 

atendimento. A gente conseguiu outros casos porque o estado é muito ágil em suspender, né, daqui dois 

anos não duvido que essas pessoas vão bater na porta da defensoria e vão falar, olha, não tô recebendo 

mais nada, porque o estado age assim, estado, município. A gente tem mil exemplos, e aí vai ter que 

judicializar, aí vai ter que falar pro judiciário, olha tem uma promessa, eles estavam lá, do nada o estado 

veio e vai ter que discutir isso eternamente. Isso não tá decidido a favor deles, eles não têm uma 

garantia. A gente tem um caso que as pessoas estão há nove anos, era um, vai fazer obra, mais iam 

voltar, eles receberam um auxílio aluguel lá no centro também, Rua do Carmo, eu acho. Um prédio 

tombado e era, o município tirou as pessoas para fazer obra, pra, eram obras demoradas por conta do 

tombamento, e aí a defensoria acompanha eles desde o início, eles iam voltar, eles não vão receber, não 

vão para outro lugar, eles vão voltar pra lá, nove anos depois eles suspenderam o auxílio, olha vocês 

estão recebendo há muito tempo, e suspendeu.” 
46 Original: “E tem uma expectativa muito grande por parte dos moradores para que a coisa aconteça 

rapidamente. Hoje a gente lida mais com a ansiedade do que com a divergência, que também é difícil. E 

às vezes também os moradores têm muito medo de que não aconteça. Porque já tem muito histórico na 

cidade de remoção de famílias que acabou não acontecendo o atendimento.” 
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Mundaréu da Luz, a rights-based emancipation process guided the activities the group 

held with residents.  

The emancipation process is one of the courses of action adopted in the public 

arena and will be given more attention in subsection 5.5.2. It is important to emphasize 

now that some of the residents would not have felt it was a problematic situation if they 

had not been told that they are the rightful tenants and that what they are experiencing 

should not be normalized. 

5.3 Publicizing the problematic situation 

The existence of the problematic situation does not guarantee that it will become 

a public problem, that is, a situation to be held not only by private actors but by different 

publics. Many of these problematic situations continue to be private and seen as private 

problems, even when the State is involved in them. One reason for keeping the 

problematic situation private is that the citizens choose to handle the problem 

individually. In the problematic situation analyzed here, even if the situation has become 

highly public, some residents still prefer to deal with it individually. They do act to change 

the response of the environment, but they prefer to do it in a private manner. This is 

expressed in the excerpts from one of the citizens removed from the blocks: 

... when there were meetings in the Largo, sometimes the prosecutor would be 

there, sometimes some representatives of local government. Then I waited 

until the meeting was over, and I asked them separately: “What should I do 

about my house? I am not a squatter, I do not pay rent, I am the owner of the 

house, and my family and I live there. How are we going to do if we don't get 

a dime, where are we going to put the family?” Then he would look like this 

and say: “Let me see if I can solve it”. And then it was time for another meeting 

at the square, then I waited again for the meeting to be over, and called him: 

“Look, so far nothing has been solved”47 (RES2) 

(when asked if the neighbors had lived similar experiences) I don't know … 

first, I don't get into people's private lives. I'm like this: I take care of my life; 

you take care of yours. What's up with you I don't need to know, and what's up 

with me I don't need to tell you. So, it doesn’t into a buzz, all that gossip48 

                                                      
47 Original: “Quando tinha as reuniões na praça, às vezes o promotor ia. Aí eu esperava a reunião 

acabar, tudo, chamava eles de lado, falava: “Doutor, como é que eu vou fazer com a minha casa? Eu 

não sou invasor, eu não pago aluguel, eu sou dono da casa, e ali mora eu e a minha família, como é que 

nós vamos fazer se nós não recebemos um centavo ainda, aonde nós vamos pôr a família?” Aí ele ficava 

assim e falava: “Deixa que eu vou ver se eu conseguir resolver”. Marcava assim, tal dia vai ter reunião, 

aí chegava lá na reunião, aí eu esperava acabar a reunião de novo, chamava ele: “olha, Doutor, até 

agora foi resolvido nada”.” 
48 Original: “Primeiro, eu não entro na vida particular das pessoas. Eu sou assim, eu cuido da minha 

vida, você cuida da sua, o que se passa com você eu não preciso saber e o que se passa comigo eu não 

preciso falar pra você. Pra não virar aquele zum zum zum, aquele mexerico todo, que é o que tinha ali.” 
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(RES2). 

But this privatization of the problematic situation was not the rule. Instead, several 

instruments, tools, and courses of action were used to turn it into a public problem. To 

gain public attention, according to Cefaï (2017a, p. 192), a network of “symbolic, 

countable, legal, mediatic, and institutional devices” is needed. Taking this into 

consideration, the results of the analysis demonstrate that three factors were essential for 

the public interest in this problematic situation: the violence used by the State during the 

intervention; the material and symbolic features of territory; and the non-compliance with 

the law in the process of displacement. 

5.3.1 State violence 

It was because of the use of violence by the State and Local governments that 

other actors started to pay attention to what was going on in the territory. After the police 

intervention in May 2017, public hearings were held by city councilors, the Public 

Defender’s Office, and Public Ministry, along with other civil society organizations and 

groups went to the territory, and the media changed the tone of the articles. More 

specifically, two actions raised more awareness: the demolition of a wall injuring citizens 

that were inside the house; the request to compulsory commit drug users to rehabilitation 

centers. I will focus here on the first topic, the demolitions, as it is more related to the 

urban spatiality. During the interviews, actors of civil society expressed that it was after 

this violent act that they started forming a group to act on the territory and to develop 

material about the situation: 

I think the city hall has shot itself in the foot by doing such a violent thing. If 

it had been a “white” eviction, as is usually done, it would not have generated 

such strong resistance from other institutions. It was a population that was very 

scattered there and would resist very little. I think the action, the way City Hall 

did it… there are all these things that we said about being an emblematic area 

and such …  but I think that the City hall provoked a bigger conflict. To go 

there and demolish the houses, on the weekend, with people inside. All public 

defenders will be aware of the situation and think about how to respond to that, 

right? When they called to let us know that there would be a meeting, we said: 

“We will absolutely be there.” We have to resist somehow49 (CS10). 

                                                      
49 Original: “Eu acho que a Prefeitura deu um tiro no pé de fazer uma coisa tão violenta. Acho que se 

tivesse sido uma remoção branca, como é normalmente feito, não tinha gerado uma resistência tão forte 

de outras instituições. Era uma população que estava ali muito dispersa e que resistiria muito pouco. Eu 

acho que a ação, a forma como a Prefeitura fez. Acho que tem tudo isso que a gente falou que é uma área 

emblemática e tal, mas eu acho que a Prefeitura provocou o conflito mais da forma que foi. De ir lá 

demolir num fim de semana, com gente dentro. Qualquer defensor de direitos vai se sensibilizar com a 
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When, in May 2017, Doria enters the region of Luz crashing everything, 

throwing bombs, breaking down the walls with people inside […] we 

immediately prepared a dossier about the Luz region, trying to reach more 

readers and show that situation50 (CS3). 

In addition, many public meetings and hearings were held in the city about the 

situation, both in public spaces (in Praça da República and in Praça General Osório) and 

in the City Council. The following excerpts were collected from these events: 

[…] And this judge ordered, at our request, to stop the demolition actions that 

had already left three victims. We were there! Our photographer took pictures 

of the person being taken from the back on a stretcher. From the back! Over a 

wall! As if the City Hall wanted to hide that stretcher from the front door, 

where there were journalists, there were other people witnessing51 (EJ2). 

This meeting was convened after the violent interventions by João Dória and 

Geraldo Alckmin’s administrations in the Luz region52 (CC1). 

I wanted to start by saying that I feel embarrassed, ashamed, disgusted with 

having a mayor leading this city with such a hygienist, elitist, racist and 

exclusionary view. It's a shame. Unfortunately, our city has elected a mayor 

like this. But I am very happy to see this auditorium so full of militants, 

fighters, activists and citizens, aware that our city and our efforts must be for 

inclusion, the democratization of public spaces. With the understanding that 

the most marginalized society groups need rights, need employment, need 

income, need housing, need public policy efforts. No need for bombs, police 

batons, pepper gas. [...] I know that Cracolândia is not a police case. It is a case 

of public health, it is a case of social assistance, it is a case of understanding 

that it is not possible to end Cracolândia by putting the police there. They are 

human beings and not garbage to be removed53 (CC2). 

Regarding traditional media, on May 21, several newspapers started publishing 

                                                      
situação e pensar como atuar né? Quando ligaram pra gente para falar que tinha uma reunião a gente 

falou “Vamos com certeza absoluta.” A gente tem que resistir de alguma forma.” 
50 Original: “Quando, em maio de 2017, Doria entra ali na região da Luz e ele entra arrebentando, 

jogando bomba, derrubando as paredes com as pessoas dentro [...] Nós, imediatamente, preparamos um 

dossiê sobre a Luz, para inserir aquela situação bem tentando fazer uma leitura mais ampla daquela 

situação”. 
51 Original: “E esse juiz determinou, a nosso pedido, que parassem as ações de demolição que já tinham 

deixado três vítimas. Nós estávamos lá! O nosso fotógrafo fotografou a pessoa sendo retirada de maca, 

pelos fundos. Pelos fundos! Por cima de um muro! Como se a prefeitura quisesse omitir a saída daquela 

maca pela porta da frente, onde havia repórteres, havia outras pessoas pra testemunhar.” 
52 Original: “Esta reunião foi convocada após as violentas intervenções realizadas pelo governo João 

Dória e pelo Governo Geraldo Alckmin na região da Luz.” 
53 Original: “Queria começar dizendo que eu me sinto constrangida, envergonhada, enojada de ter um 

prefeito a frente desta cidade com uma visão tão higienista, APLAUSOS, elitista, racista e excludente. É 

uma vergonha. Infelizmente a nossa cidade elegeu um prefeito como esse. Mas eu fico muito feliz de ver 

este auditório tão cheio de militantes, lutadores, ativistas e cidadãos, conscientes de que a nossa cidade e 

que os nossos esforços devem ser pela inclusão, pela democratização dos espaços públicos e pela 

compreensão de que a sociedade mais marginalizada precisa de direitos, precisa de emprego, precisa de 

renda, precisa de moradia, precisa de esforços de políticas públicas. Não precisa de bomba, de cassetete, 

de gás de pimenta. [...] Eu sei que a Cracolândia não é caso de polícia, é caso de saúde pública, é caso 

de assistência social, é caso de compreensão de que você não acaba com a Cracolândia metendo a 

polícia em cima da Cracolândia. E ali são seres humanos não são lixo a serem retirados”. 
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news about police intervention in the region, framing the intervention as an action against 

drug trafficking. As days passed, they changed the focus and started to denounce the 

demolition of the wall and how it injured three citizens. They also opened space for 

narratives opposing the City Hall’s. This transformation is demonstrated in the following 

headlines from mainstream newspapers, Figures 26 and 27.
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Figure 26: Newspaper headlines of May 21, 2017.54 

Source: Hisayasu and Carvalho (2017); Pagnan and Verpa (2017). 

                                                      
54 Translation: 

Estadão: Police arrest 38 in Cracolândia and region and dismantle drug fair. Carried out after seven months of investigation, this mega-operation captured two prominent 

PCC members and seized weapons and crack; police dropped bombs to disperse users, who scattered. 

Cotidiano: Police make mega operation to combat trafficking in Cracolândia. The police of Sao Paulo carry out on Sunday morning (21) what is considered by the 

security agencies one of the largest operations to combat drug trafficking in Cracolândia, in the central region of the capital. 
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Figure 27: Newspaper headlines of May 23 and 24, 201755 

Source: G1 SP (2017); Hisayasu, Leite, Resk, Toledo and Mengue (2017); Machado, Stochero and Soares, (2017)

                                                      
55 Translation: 

Estadão: Real estate demolition begins in Cracolândia with 3 injured and under criticism. For City Hall, the incident was "unusual”, and the wounded were 

"clandestine". Decision to take down real estate was criticized by prosecutors, public defenders and experts; Doria's management alleges "imminent danger", established under 

the Constitution. 

Demolition injures three people in Cracolândia. São Paulo City Hall conducts land grabs that were occupied by addicts in the region; nine fire brigade vehicles are on site. 

A demolition by the São Paulo City Hall on Tuesday afternoon injured three people in Cracolândia, central São Paulo. According to the Fire Department, nine vehicles are in 

place and the victims had minor injuries - two refused care and one was sent to the emergency room for assistance. 

Property demolitions in Cracolândia are arbitrary, experts point out. City Hall states that decrees published in the Official Gazette guarantee the ownership of the 

buildings. Lawyers heard by the G1 argue that action could only be taken with court authorization. 
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5.3.2 Materiality and symbolism of the territory 

Theory suggests that collective action is more likely to take place in territorial conflicts 

due to the proximity and denser ties amongst the residents (CEFAÏ; VEIGA; MOTA, 2011; 

HOOPER; ORTOLANO, 2012; OCEJO, 2011). Going in another direction, in this case, the 

symbolic and material features of the territory were relevant to raise the attention of different 

publics from outside – not connected by proximity or ties. These aspects are not related to the 

material proximity of the actors that live and work in the region. Rather, it is about the identity 

of the territory itself, which was historically developed. 

In the 1800s, the area of Luz was a territory occupied by the elite of the city of São 

Paulo. During the century, the semi-rural properties gave space to neoclassic mansions and the 

construction of the Luz train station in 1867, connecting Jundiaí to Santos (the main exportation 

port at that time) preluded the urban development of the region. At first, the train station 

attracted to the region, the major coffee producers, turning the city of São Paulo into the central 

area of the São Paulo Province (CAMPOS, 2005). 

In 1978, Frederico Glette, owner of a hotel in São Bento Street, acquired a plot of land 

in an area nearby Luz and one month later sold off plots (Figure 28), selling each plot for the 

same amount as he had paid for the whole area. Between 1878 and 1886, Glette sold 70 land 

plots. This area was called Campos Elíseos, more specifically, the Campos Elíseos Paulistano, 

in possible relation to the Parisian neighborhood. The plots of Campos Elíseos was one of the 

first planned urbanist projects of the city (BRANQUINHO, 2007). Figure 29 illustrates some 

of the buildings that formed the area at the end of the 19th century. 

 

Figure 28: Part of the São Paulo's 1881 plant 

Source: Secretaria Municipal de Desenvolvimento Urbano – SMDU (n.d.) 
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Figure 29: Alameda Glete at the end of the 19th century 

Source: Branquinho (2007, p. 41). 

The relevance of the area is demonstrated by the several infrastructures and equipment 

that were attracted to the region in the following decades, presented in Box 5. 

Box 5: Infrastructure and equipment in Campos Elíseos during the transition from the 19th to 

the 20th century 

(i) Since 1872, Luz has been connected to the central area of São Paulo through trams. In 

1889 one tram line crossed Campos Elíseos. In 1893 Campos Elíseos was provided with 

running water; 

(ii) In 1879, one of the plots of land from Glette was bought by the São Vicente de Paulo 

Conference, a beneficent catholic organization, building the Sagrado Coração de Jesus 

Church and the Salesian Lyceum. In 1989 the plots in front of the church and lyceum were 

decreed public utility for the construction of the Sagrado Coração de Jesus square. 

(iii) Several entertainment facilities operated in the area, such as the Cine-theatro Pavilhão 

Campos Elyseos, the Brasil Cinema, the Odeon Theater, the Rio Branco Theater, and the 

Avenida Theater. Relevant artists of the modernist movement lived in Campos Elíseos, as 

Oswald de Andrade, Tarsila do Amaral, Mário de Andrade and Anita Malfatti. 

(iv) The offices and the warehouses of the Sorocabana Railway Company were built in 1914, 

which in 1940 became the headquarters of the State Department of Political and Social Order 

(DOPS - the repression institution during the periods of Estado Novo and military regime). 

(v) The Julio Prestes Station, one of the last monuments of the coffee industry period, was 

built between 1926 and 1938, by the Sorocabana Railway Company. 

(vi) The official residence of the State Government of São Paulo was transferred to one of 

the palaces of the region, the Campos Elíseos Palace. 

Source: Branquinho (2007); Calil (2015); Mosqueira (2007). 
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In a second moment, the 1900s saw the intensification of the railroad activities, a focus 

on automobiles and the interest in real estate, all of which led to a gradual change in the 

characteristics of Campos Elíseos. The spatial formation of Campos Elíseos also played a role, 

as the plots were different sizes, attracting different publics to the region. So, beyond the 

mansions (palacetes), commercial and industrial activities were conducted on the site. These 

changes augmented due to all the contrasts that were enlarged by the coffee industry crises, 

which happened during the economic crisis of 1929 (CALIL, 2015). Instead of being a place 

for romanticized encounters, it became an area of transit for thousands of people that went every 

day from the suburban to the central areas, as the long-distance trains were replaced by 

metropolitan ones. This made the elites move to other parts of the city, such as Higienópolis 

and Avenida Paulista (MOSQUEIRA, 2007). 

Between the 1950s and the end of the 1980s, the area became known as “Boca do Lixo”, 

due to the bohemian, prostitution, and illegal activities that were conducted permeating the 

territory56 (RUI, 2016). The change in the characterization of the area had as a landmark, the 

construction of the bus station in Campos Elíseos in 1961 and of the express Avenue Presidente 

Artur Costa e Silva, the “Minhocão” Viaduct, in 1971. To adapt the territory for the bus station, 

several of the mansions were demolished to install parking places and the remaining mansions 

were transformed into cheap hotels, lodgings, and tenement houses (BRANQUINHO, 2007). 

Small commerce, street vendors, prostitution, strip-tease clubs, and the homeless attracted by 

the viaduct decreased the value of the real estate in the region (CALIL, 2015). This led to 

another flow of abandonment of the upper and upper-middle classes that were still residing 

there. 

In 1982 the bus station was deactivated, incurring in fewer people circulating and in a 

decrease in commercial activities. In the 1990s, crack arrived in the region57 (CALIL, 2015). In 

1995, “O Estado de São Paulo”, one of the major newspapers of the country, published the first 

article that mentions the denomination “Cracolândia”58 (CALIL, 2015; PEREIRA, 2017). 

Cracolândia refers not to a specific locality, but to itinerant territoriality that has changed over 

the decades and which also varies - symbolically - according to the public's imaginary (RUI, 

                                                      
56 Boca do Lixo became known for its independent movie production, and the same name is used to represent 

this specific film genre. 
57 Although not known exactly, authors point out that São Mateus neighborhood, in the east region of the city, 

was where the drug first arrived, at the end of the 1980s. The newspapers of the time even called the 

neighborhood the Bronx paulistano (RUI, 2016) 
58 Police increases the fight against traffickers. The streets of the Santa Ifigênia neighborhood, known as 

Cracolândia, are continuously being covered by the police. The old mansions are being used by traffickers to 

prepare the crack (O Estado de S. Paulo, 7 de Agosto, 1995, p. C3). 
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2016). 

Villaça (2001) describes this process as the ideology of deterioration, which turns the 

central region of the city into a product, packaged as the decadent place occupied by bodies that 

deviate the normativity (LOPES, 2018). The perception of decay is highly spread in the media 

and nurtures the discourse of an empty center that needs revitalization – as if there were no 

lives there – and requalification (MOSQUEIRA, 2007). Since the 1970s, 12 development 

projects or plans have been designed for the region or encompassed the region in the polygon, 

none of them achieving full implementation. A comprehensive table containing these projects 

is presented in Appendix 2.  

Amongst other results, these projects developed and renovated several cultural spaces 

in the area. For instance, through the Polo Luz project, which started to be implemented in the 

mid-1990s, the Pinacoteca do Estado was renewed; the Complexo Cultural Julio Prestes was 

inaugurated, with the Symphonic Orchestra of the State of São Paulo and had a high-class 

concert hall (Sala São Paulo); the Museu da Língua Portuguesa (in Luz Station) and the Station 

Pinacoteca (in the older São Paulo Railway company and DOPS building) were also 

inaugurated (these two in 2006) (MOSQUEIRA, 2007).  

In 2005, a project that forecasted massive demolition, expropriation, and the re-creation 

of a part of the district to promote urban renewal was launched – the Nova Luz Project. After 

facing resistance from residents and shop owners, the project was barred in court due to a lack 

of democratic participation in the project development. Many of the civil society actors that are 

involved in the current problematic situation were already participating in the resistance process 

of Nova Luz. The amount and diversity of projects demonstrate the strength and materiality of 

this ideology. 

Different interviewees also consider the interest of the market as the reason for the 

intervention that was conducted in 2017. Figure 30 shows the venal value of real estate in the 

whole region, showcasing that the values of this region were still low compared to its 

surroundings. From 2010-2016, several real estate private projects were launched in the 

vicinities (Figure 31). And figure 32 demonstrates the buildings that belong to Porto Seguro, 

an insurance company that owns 40.633 square meters (m2) of land property in the region, in a 

build area totaling 82.097m2.  
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Figure 30: Venal value of the square meter in the region 

Source: LabCidade: laboratório espaço público (2017, p. 18). 

 

 
Figure 31: Real estate projects developed from 2010 until 2016, in orange 

Source: LabCidade: laboratório espaço público (2017, p. 38). 
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Figure 32: Real estate owned by Porto Seguro 

Source: LabCidade: laboratório espaço público (2017, p. 17). 

In 2016 local elections were held in Brazil. In the city of São Paulo, two main candidates 

went to the second round: Fernando Haddad, from the Workers Party, who was mayor from 

2013 until 2016; and João Dória, from the Brazilian Social Democracy Party, a businessman59 

that claimed no connection to politics, who won the polls. During the campaign, one of the 

issues raised was the “De Braços Abertos”60 program and the way to deal with the region called 

Cracolândia. In an TV interview right after the elections, João Doria emphasized the decadence 

ideology and the need to revitalize the area: 

 

                                                      
59 Joao Doria holds a degree in publicity and began his career in the 1970s. Since 1990 he has been producer and 

host of different TV shows concerning business investments and general interviews. During 2010 and 2011, Joao 

Doria hosted the Brazilian version of the TV show “The Apprentice”, which in the US is hosted by Donald 

Trump. He is the founder of a group composed of 6 companies. Although he “brags” he has no relation to 

politics, in 1983 he was appointed the head of the Tourism Secretariat of the city of São Paulo and later was the 

president of the Brazilian Tourism Agency (EMBRATUR) and of the National Tourism Council (MORAES; 

SENA, 2018). 
60 “De Braços Abertos” is a program launched in January 2014 under Fernando Haddad's administration, 

proposing a harm reduction and voluntary adherence approach to address the issue of drug addiction, specifically 

to the central area of São Paulo. 
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Datena: Everyone who is the mayor of São Paulo says downtown will be the most 

beautiful thing in the world. Look at Cracolândia. This is a live image of Cracolândia. 

What do you intend to do with Cracolândia? 

 

João Doria: This is a shame. It’s a shame. Look, a reminder from our friend Boris 

that is now on another program, that's a real shame. I don't know if it's a drone or a 

helicopter that's showing it, but it’s sad. It is no man's land. How can the City Hall 

defend a program ... I'm here watching upset and disgusted … defend this program 

"De Braços Abertos",61 with death. These people are condemned to death, they’re 

living in a ghetto situation. This is a ghetto in the city. It will end, I am repulsed by it. 

Datena: And how do you see it ... What are you going to do with Cracolândia? 

João Doria: This program "De Braços Abertos", look at its results! Do you offer 

income to people to sweep the streets? Do you know what happened? The program is 

a failure. I do not want to stigmatize the City Hall’s current administration, I am going 

to manage it looking ahead, not looking at the past. But this will come to an end. It 

makes no sense that these people compose a ghetto inside the city, protected by the 

Metropolitan Civil Guard, which prevents people from accessing it. And they are 

consuming drugs there 24 hours a day. If you approach the camera, you will see there, 

look there, from here I can see. That little rock you see there is the crack stone, it's 

someone lighting the crack stone. 24 hours. We're late in the afternoon, but it's 24 

hours of that. It is no man's land. This story will end. We will use mandatory 

hospitalization. You know, we must have a humanitarian look at this. The person who 

is addicted, who is a drug user, he needs hospitalization, he needs treatment. 

Datena: And he has no idea about it ... 

João Doria: None. How does a person under continuous doses of psychotropics ... 

who is ending his life, he's self-destructing … What did the “De Braços Abertos”, 

which I call open arms for death, do? 

Datena: Some often say that compulsory hospitalization is violence ... 

João Doria: It's not violence! You protect ... Violence is leaving the person sentenced 

                                                      
61 “De Braços Abertos” is literally translatated as “With Arms Open”. Here, the elected mayor makes a pun, 

stating that people are “with arms wide open to death”. 
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to death. This is violence. It is consuming there, because it is democratic to use drugs. 

Until he died, dying in the streets, on the sidewalks, or in the pigsty lodgings that exist 

in the city center? Look at the picture closely. This is unbelievable, in the largest city 

of the country, to have a situation like this, Datena. It's unbelievable. We have to end 

this. Putting these people in mandatory hospitalization yes, to have a chance at life, 

survival. 

Datena: Of course, this also helps a lot in making downtown São Paulo a pigsty ... 

João Doria: A deteriorated place. 

Datena: In major cities of the world, usually the city center, downtown62 is a beautiful 

place, preserved ...63 (“João Doria fala sobre os desafios na prefeitura de SP”, 2016). 

In the interviews, both civil society actors and institutions that are essential for justice 

raised these material and symbolic aspects as reasons for them to act in the region. They 

entangle the richness of the infrastructure and cultural equipment of the area with real estate 

interests and the needs and precariousness of the people who live there, as demonstrated by the 

following excerpts: 

 […] We have always been monitoring the urban conflicts of the center. These 

institutions (referring to Public Ministry and the Public Defender’s Office) have 

always been following them. I follow since my masters. So, it is part of our agenda, 

                                                      
62 The host of the TV show speaks “downtown” in English, even if the interview is conducted in Portuguese: “Em 

grandes cidades do mundo, geralmente o centro da cidade, o downtown, é um lugar bonito, preservado…” 
63 Original: “Datena: Todo mundo que assume São Paulo diz que o centro de São Paulo vai ser a coisa mais 

linda do mundo. Olha a Cracolândia como é que tá. Essa é a imagem ao vivo, uma imagem ao vivo da 

Cracolândia. O que você pretende fazer com a Cracolândia? 

João Doria: Isso é uma vergonha, uma vergonha. Lembrando nosso amigo Boris que agora se foi [para outro 

programa de TV], isso é uma vergonha realmente, olha só, olha que situação, não sei se é um drone ou um 

helicóptero que está mostrando isso. Mas é uma tristeza, é a terra de ninguém. Como é que pode a prefeitura 

defender um programa ... Estou aqui assistindo, chateado e aborrecido ... defender esse programa Braços 

Abertos, braços abertos para morte! isso que vocês estão vendo aí são pessoas condenadas a morte, que vivem 

numa situação de um gueto, isso é um gueto na cidade, isso vai acabar, isso me provoca uma enorme repulsa. 

Datena: Mas vamos, o quê que você vai fazer com a Cracolândia, Doria? O quê que você acha que pode fazer 

com a Cracolândia? João Doria: Olha, esse programa de braços abertos, olha aí o que é que deu! Esse negócio 

de você oferecer renda para pessoa, para varrer rua, sabe o quê que aconteceu com isso? O programa é um 

fracasso, eu não quero aqui estigmatizar a prefeitura, a gestão atual, eu vou olhar, aliás eu vou fazer 

administração olhando para frente, eu vou fazer administração olhando com retrovisor. Mas isso aí vai acabar, 

não faz o menor sentido as pessoas comporem um gueto dentro da cidade, protegidos inclusive pela Guarda 

Civil Metropolitana, que impede o acesso das pessoas e elas estão aí consumindo drogas 24 horas por dia, você 

está vendo aí, se aproximar a câmera você vai ver, olha lá! Olha lá! Aquele foguinho que você tá vendo ali é a 

pedra de crack, olha lá, 24 horas! Nós estamos no final da tarde, mas é 24 horas isso, é terra de ninguém, vou 

acabar com essa história, vamos colocar internação obrigatória. Nós temos que olhar também, nós temos que 

ter um olhar humanitário pra isso, aquele que é psicodependente, que é consumidor de drogas, ele precisa de 

internação clínica, ele precisa de tratamento clínico. Datena: E ele não tem noção disso! João Doria: 

Nenhuma! Como é que uma pessoa sob doses continuadas ... ele tá acabando com a vida dele, ele tá se 

autodestruindo. O que fez esse programa de Braços Abertos, que eu chamo de braços abertos para morte! 

Datena: Alguns costumam dizer que a internação obrigatória é uma violência. João Doria:  Não é violência! 

Você proteger uma pessoa... Lógico que não é, violência é você deixar uma pessoa condenada a morte. Vai 

consumindo aí, porque é democrático consumir droga, até morrer, padecendo, morrendo nas ruas, nas 

calçadas, ou nas pocilgas de, de... dessas pensões que existem no centro da cidade. Isso é uma violência, olha 

aí, olha aí a imagem de perto, isso é inacreditável, na maior cidade do país, ter uma situação como essa, 

Datena! É inacreditável! Nós temos que acabar com isso. Colocar essas pessoas com internação obrigatória 

sim, para ter uma chance de vida, de sobrevida, para terem tratamento e chamar a família. Datena: E é isso. É 

claro que isso colabora muito para que o centro de São Paulo seja uma pocilga. Dória: Deteriorado! Datena: 

Todo mundo, em grandes cidades do mundo, geralmente o centro da cidade, por exemplo, o Downtown é um 

lugar bonito, preservado”. 
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one of the agendas of the city is the central area issues. These issues are quite complex, 

because they bring several conflicts, several needs. First, it is a very economically 

targeted area. The center is already the center, it is the city center. It is not only the 

pole... it is a centrality in the geographical sense, but it is a centrality in the sense of 

importance to the city as well. And this area, specifically Luz, and Cracolândia, this 

area that we are dealing with, specifically, it has been an area of dispute since the 

1980s. An area of vulnerability and at the same time an area with large cultural 

facilities, cultural wealth, and an area endowed with much urban infrastructure. It's an 

area that the government has been trying to valorize for a long time. But it is not 

possible because of the precariousness that exists there64 (CS2). 

I see a territory with so much dispute, it is the financial market, the financial issue, it 

is in the center of São Paulo, the richest city in the country, and occupied by people 

with no perspective, poor people. It's not what people want to see, and not even 

considering the fluxo [...] it's undeniably complex. We're not only in the area of law, 

there are many more questions when it involves mental health, other needs, the 

homeless population, people who are evicted because of these other works, other 

evictions and that family, that has already been evicted three times [...] there is the 

health issue, there is the urban issue, there is the issue of the right to the city, housing, 

women, children, a lot of children, so it is undeniable that it is complex, right, there 

are many imbricated materials that one connects another. ... But undoubtedly the 

pressure that we do not see, which is not clear. The process of the market is what 

makes it more difficult for them to help speed up the process, and this is crucial, to 

accelerate the expulsion of people from there, and legally, I think, there is nothing 

more complex than housing65 (EJ1). 

5.3.3 Non-compliance with the rule of law  

To conclude, I bring the aspect of non-compliance with the legislation as the third 

catalyst that fostered the action of different publics and the publicization of the arena. Neither 

local or state government acted according to the rule-of-law and this was the last argument used 

by the public that was affected by this problematic situation. More specifically, both 

                                                      
64 Original: “A gente acompanha os conflitos urbanos no centro, desde sempre. Essas instituições acompanham 

isso desde sempre. Eu acompanho desde o meu Mestrado. Então, fazem parte, a nossa pauta, uma das pautas de 

discussão sobre a cidade é a questão da área central. E a questão da área central, ela é muito complexa, porque 

ela traz muitos conflitos, muitas necessidades. Primeiro, é uma área muito visada economicamente. O centro já 

é o centro, é o centro da cidade. Ela é o polo não só de... ela é uma centralidade no sentido geográfico, mas ela 

é uma centralidade, também, no sentido de importância para a cidade. E essa área, especificamente da Luz, e 

da Cracolândia, essa nossa área que a gente está tratando, especificamente, ela é uma área de disputa desde a 

década de 80. Você teve muito, uma área de vulnerabilidade e ao mesmo tempo uma área com grandes 

equipamentos culturais, uma riqueza cultural, e uma área dotada de muita infraestrutura urbana. Então, é uma 

área que se quer valorizar, há muito tempo, pelo poder público. Só que não se consegue por conta da 

precariedade que existe lá.” 
65 Original: “Eu acredito que em um território com tanta disputa, é, do mercado mobiliário, a questão 

financeira, tá no centro de São Paulo, né, a cidade mais rica do país, e ocupada por pessoas sem nenhuma 

perspectiva, pessoas pobres, né, é, não é o que as pessoas querem ver, né, e fora o fluxo, né [...] é inegavelmente 

complexo, né, a gente não tá só na área do direito, né, são muitas questões ainda mais quando envolve a 

questão da saúde mental, né, outras necessidades, a população em situação de rua, pessoas que são removidas 

por conta de essas outras obras, outras remoções e aquela família né, que já foi removida três veces. Tem a 

questão de saúde, tem a questão urbana, tem a questão do direito à cidade, a habitação, mulher, criança, muita 

criança, então assim, é inegável que é complexo, né, são muitas matérias imbricadas que uma tangenciando 

outra, uma .... Mas sem dúvida a pressão que a gente não vê, que não tá clara no processo do mercado é o que 

torna tudo mais difícil que eles ajudam a acelerar o processo, e isso é determinante né, pra acelerar a expulsão 

das pessoas, lá do território, e juridicamente eu acho que não, na área da habitação não tem nada mais 

complexo, né.” 
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government scales did not comply with urban legislation. The three blocks were designated as 

ZEIS3 in 2004, which incurs specific procedures and rules for the development of intervention 

projects (Box 6), specifically regarding the formation of the Conselho Gestor, that has the role 

of debating and approving the projects as well as registering the affected residents and business 

owners (census). 

Box 6: Legal procedure for intervention projects in ZEIS3 

According to article 52 of the 2014 Masterplan, any intervention project must involve the 

following elements:  

(i) A diagnosis of the area, including environmental, urbanistic, land ownership, 

socioeconomics, and demographic aspects; 

(ii) The registration of the affected residents and store owners, by the Municipal Secretary of 

Housing, which must be validated by the Conselho Gestor;  

(iii) A project with the proposal of how the plots of land will be divided;  

(iv) Prediction of green areas, social equipment and complementary uses for housing;  

(v) Physical and financial prospects and the sources of resources to implement the 

intervention; 

(vi) Ways of participation for the dwellers, and future beneficiaries when previously 

organized, in the implementation of the intervention; 

(vii) A plan of social action after project implementation;  

(viii) Solutions for land regularization, in a way to guarantee ownership security of the 

properties to the dwellers. 

Source: Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo (2014). 

These procedures were not followed for the intervention in Blocks 37 and 38, neither 

for the intervention in Block 36 (ongoing since 2013). This was the reason used by the Public 

Ministry and Public Defender’s Office to interrupt the demolition of Blocks 37 and 38 and to 

try and secure definitive housing assistance for those affected by the Hospital Pérola Byington 

project on Block 36 on April 2018. The fact that a Conselho Gestor had not been formed for 

these ZEIS3 areas was the main reason to stop the implementation of the projects: 

In May 2017, during the interventions here in the area of Cracolândia, the Public 

Defender's Office filed a lawsuit claiming that the City Hall constituted the Conselho 

Gestor of the ZEIS here from the territory, which covers not only blocks 37/38, but 

also block 36 that is the object of intervention by the state government. With the 

constitution of the Conselho Gestor covering the entire ZEIS, we have already had a 

discussion within the Conselho Gestor of the intervention of block 36 with the 

participation of the residents and also with the deliberation of the definitive care of 

these residents, i.e., preventing this reintegration, this vacancy would only be 

accompanied by a provisional aid of R$ 400 for some families and would put these 

families in a definitive house, including safeguarding the state budget for this 
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provisional aid66 (EJ1). 

So, they (the population) had the support of the Public Ministry, and the Public 

Defender’s Office has always worked with them. But they managed to have faster 

access, and so did the Habitation Nucleus of the Public Defender’s Office, because 

until then we thought it was a violence problem. We did not think it was an urbanistic 

intervention. Because there was nothing. There was no lawsuit, no notification, no 

decree, there was nothing. It is hard to imagine that all of a sudden, a City Hall, 

intervenes in an area with nothing67 (EJ1). 

Look, I am not sure that the demolition would have been suspended. Maybe the 

demolition of 37 and 38 would be interrupted by the action of the Public Defender’s 

Office. But the demolition of Block 36, for instance, which is the one for the Hospital, 

from a judicial process that was filed in 2013, they would have accomplished without 

any assistance for the residents. Because the compensation to the owners of the 

buildings was already paid in court, you know? Then the other residents would be 

thrown on the streets. We made the State Government recognize that Block 36 was a 

ZEIS. State Government was not recognizing it68 (CS6). 

This legislation – both on a national scale for the determination of ZEIS in the Estatuto 

das Cidade and on a local scale to create ZEIS3 and delimitate this central area – is a result of 

public disputes and pressures from social movements. The history of ZEIS in Brazil goes back 

to the 1980s, when “special zones” were included in Recife’s Master Plan, leveraging on the 

experience of the informal settlement Brasília Teimosa69: “the idea was to create mechanisms 

to elaborate and implement urbanization and land regularization projects that were fit to the 

habitational needs of precarious areas, with the direct participation of the residents in all the 

stages” (MIRANDA, FELIPE VILLELA DE et al., 2019, p. 1). The instrument, therefore, holds 

a very similar purpose to the right to the city: expanded appropriation and participation of the 

                                                      
66 Original: “Em maio de 2017, quando das intervenções aqui na área da Cracolândia, a Defensoria Pública 

ingressou com uma ação postulando que a Prefeitura constituísse o Conselho Gestor de uma ZEIS que daqui do 

território, que abrange não só a quadra 37/38, como também a quadra 36 que esta sendo objeto de intervenção 

pelo governo do estado. Com a construção do Conselho Gestor abrangendo a ZEIS inteira, a gente já teria uma 

discussão no bojo do Conselho Gestor da intervenção da quadra 36 com a participação dos moradores e 

também com a deliberação do atendimento já definitivo desses moradores, ou seja, evitaria que essa 

reintegração, essa desocupação, fosse acompanhada somente de um auxílio provisório de R$ 400 de algumas 

famílias e colocaria essas famílias num atendimento definitivo, inclusive resguardando o orçamento do Estado 

quanto a esse auxilio provisório.” 
67 Original: “Então lá eles tiveram suporte do Ministério Público, a defensoria sempre atuou lá, mas eles 

conseguiram ter esse acesso mais rápido também, de certa forma o Núcleo de Habitação também, porque de até 

então achava que o problema era de violência, não achava que era uma nova intervenção. Até então porque não 

tinha nada. Não tinha processo, não tinha notificação, não tinha decreto, não tinha nada. É difícil imaginar que 

de um dia pro outro, uma prefeitura, faz intervenções sem nada”. 
68 Original: “Cara, não sei se teria parado a demolição ali. Talvez a demolição com a Defensoria tivesse 

parado, mas a demolição da quadra 36, por exemplo, que é a do hospital. Que é um processo que já rola desde 

2013, eles teriam rodado sem atendimento. Por que os proprietários dos edifícios já tinham sido pagos em juízo, 

sabe? Aí os moradores iam pra rua. A gente que fez o governo do estado reconhecer que ali era uma zona 

especial de interesse social. Ele não estava reconhecendo.” 
69 Brasília Teimosa (that could be literally translated as Stubborn or Obstinate Brasília) is an informal settlement 

in Recife. It is located by the sea coast, right besides Boa Viagem. The community of Brasília Teimosa 

conducted a participatory process - with the support of practictioners and segments of the church - to create an 

urbanization project with instruments to resist land speculation (GATTI, 2015; MIRANDA, LÍVIA; MORAES, 

2007) 
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residents, specially those in most need. 

In 2001, the City Statute was approved, conceiving ZEIS as one of the political and legal 

instruments of urban policy70. The instrument became, however, a tool used to identify and 

consolidate informal settlements, instead of enabling urban change that would tackle the needs 

of vulnerable population (MIRANDA, FELIPE VILLELA DE et al., 2019). In São Paulo, ZEIS 

as instruments of the urban policy were included in the 2002 Master Plan71. The identification 

and definition of the areas initiated with the Master Plan development and continued with the 

development of the Regional Plans of the city. It was with the municipal legislation n. 

13.885/2004, land use act which institutionalized the Regional Plans, that the perimeters of the 

ZEIS areas were defined. Such process was conducted with the support and pressure of social 

movements, in dispute with real estate entrepreneurs. This elucidates what Tavolari (2016) 

identifies as a rights-based perspective of the right to the city in Brazil, as demonstrated in this 

excerpt: 

We struggle for a city of rights and inclusion. And the central area is a fundamental 

area from a social inclusion point of view. Because it is an absolutely consolidated 

area, with infrastructure, with job opportunities and that has a low-income population 

living here. And that it has always been under dispute to remove the low-income 

population. So, there has been a dispute for many decades to get the population to 

remain in the territory and to have better living conditions. So, for example, these 

ZEISs were conquered one by one in the Master Plan. A special type of ZEIS was 

created only to embrace the already consolidated areas72 (CS10). 

 So, in this sense, the legal and democratic devices benefited the most marginalized 

population and enabled the suspension of the acts of government. “The suspension of 

government action” was an expression mentioned several times by different actors. They were 

trying to suspend the absolute power, and the legislation was a necessary instrument for this.  

To exemplify this, in April 2018, members of the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz had a 

meeting with the Regional Mayor of Sé (See Appendix 3 for the composition of the Fórum). 

According to these members (CS10 and 11), the meeting was interrupted and discontinued 

when the Regional Mayor said he was against the existence of instruments such as ZEIS. This 

                                                      
70 The instrument of ZEIS was already part of a federal legislation in 1999. Federal Law n. 9.785/1999, 

reforming the Federal Law n. 6.766/1979, and establishing the minimum required infrastructure for social 

interested areas (GATTI, 2015; MIRANDA, FELIPE VILLELA DE et al., 2019). 
71 The instrument had already been established by the Master Plan developed by the administration of Luiza 

Erundina (1989-1992), but this Master Plan was not aproved by the City Councilors (GATTI, 2015) 
72 Original: “A gente luta por uma cidade de direitos e inclusiva. E a área central é uma área fundamental do 

ponto de vista da inclusão social. Porque é uma área absolutamente consolidada, com infraestrutura, com 

oportunidades de emprego e que tem uma população de baixa renda morando aqui. E que sempre é disputada 

para tirar a população de baixa renda. Então tem uma disputa há muitas décadas para conseguir com que a 

população permaneça e tenha qualidade. Então, por exemplo, essas ZEIS foram conquistadas uma a uma no 

Plano diretor. Se criou um tipo de ZEIS especial só para áreas consolidadas.” 
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legislation that was supposed to guide the development of urban plans for areas considered of 

social interest is in fact, needed to refrain the action of governments. In this sense, instead of 

abiding by the regulation, the executive powers only follow the procedures if they are somehow 

obliged by the other powers (more specifically, judiciary power). 

5.4 The publics of the public arena 

In this section my intention is to present an analysis based on the different publics that 

formed the public arena around the problematic situation: those affected by the projects; those 

who are implementing the projects; and those in-between. Within this analysis, I will expose 

different features, narratives and (in)capacities of these publics and how they use such 

capacities. The drug trafficking deserves special attention as well. 

In the appendixes there are different materials that characterize these publics: a 

comprehensive map of the actors that are involved is presented in Appendix 3; a brief 

description of the main actors, including the characteristics and responsibilities of each group 

is presented in Appendix 4; the composition of the Conselhos Gestores is presented in 

Appendix 5 and 6; and the characterization of the affected residents in Block 36 and in Blocks 

37 and 38 is presented in Appendixes 7 and 8. I recommend that the reader take a look at these 

materials to continue following the analysis. 

5.4.1 The public affected by the projects 

It is important to reemphasize that the fluxo itself, within the limits of this research, is 

not considered as a group directly affected by the projects. Due to a methodological adjustment, 

my focus lies on those who are being removed from their houses (either as proprietaries, tenants, 

or squatters), and did not embrace the homeless. Despite having different conditions, there are 

some features that are common for these actors: their external invisibility and how they are 

related to rights. 

External invisibility  

In the past decades, the area in which blocks 36, 37 and 38 are located has been called 

Cracolândia, due to the high concentration of homeless people and open-air drug dealing and 

consumption. It is a territory that is highly identified with psychoactive substances (CS6). This 

brings the attention specifically to the Cracolândia and the fluxo, making the other actors 

invisible in the public attention. With the intention of creating awareness, the slogan “Na Craco 

também tem família” (There are also families in Cracolândia) reverberated throughout the 
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publicization process (Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33: “There are also families in Cracolândia. Life is not something to be speculated” 

Picture: A Craco Resiste, 2017. 

During the meeting held in the City Council on May 26, 2017, a resident of the area 

expressed this invisibility: 

My name is Regina, I am a resident of Cracolândia. There are families that live in 

Cracolândia. The police intervention they did there was inappropriate because they 

think everyone there are drug dealers, drug users. No! There are also families in 

Cracolândia!73 (RES6). 

A public defender that acts on housing issues expressed that for them it was also hard 

to “see” the inhabitants in the region, besides the drug users. This public defender mentions the 

attention given to the fluxo and that, in the beginning, it was not clear the connection of the 

interventions in the region with housing: 

I remember that in May 2017, we went to Cracolândia without even knowing it. Until 

then, I wasn't sure it was a housing issue. The other defenders saying, "Come on, 

please, go there." But no one could explain to me what the housing demand was. That 

I knew GCM and the police would go there and take people out, from the fluxo, I 

knew that. “Why do you want me to go there? There are lots of processes here, there's 

a lot to do, why do I have to go there?”. And no one could explain to me, precisely 

because of the difficulty of even identifying the relationship of state intervention with 

the territory, with the city, with housing issues. And I remember João and I went, with 

several defenders that were already going there. This was 2017, May 2017. And it 

was exactly the day that they demolished a house with people inside. Then we could 

identify what was the relationship with housing74 (EJ1). 

                                                      
73 Original: “Meu nome é Regina, eu sou moradora da Cracolândia. E na Cracolândia também tem família. 

Porque a ação que eles fizeram lá é inadequada porque acham que toda família que tá lá são traficante, são 

usuários de droga. Não! Na Cracolândia também tem família!” 
74 Original: “Eu lembro que em maio de 2017 a gente foi pra Cracolândia sem nem saber até então, eu nem 

sabia que, eu não tinha certeza que era uma questão habitacional, os defensores: Vamos, por favor, vá lá! 

Ninguém conseguia me explicar qual que era a demanda habitacional. Que eu sabia que a GCM e a polícia iam 

lá e tiravam as pessoas, que o fluxo, eu sabia disso, e qual, o que vocês querem que eu vá lá, tem um monte de 

processo aqui, tem um monte de coisa pra fazer, por que eu tenho que ir pra lá?. E ninguém conseguia me 
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Other actors, such as members of civil society also emphasize the invisibility of the 

residents of the area. This invisibility, according to them, is connected to the decadence 

ideology, which climaxed in the attempt to demolish the houses as if they were empty: 

So, it is a city that is available for business and for another type of population. It is a 

project that ignores this low-income population that lives there. And that has a 

narrative that the central area must be emptied. There is an invisibility speech about 

the use of the central area and that is not true. In our surveys, we show that there are, 

in these three blocks, around 700 to 800 people living there. So around 300 to 400 

families. This is not a small amount for the three blocks. So, the speech of an empty 

city center is a speech to bring another city to the center, right? To bring real estate 

business. We have already seen this trend of gentrification75 (CS10). 

I personally insisted a lot on the issue of the residents and workers invisibility here in 

the region. That there is not only drug users and drug dealers. But there are families 

living here for many years. There are locals who are here and I ... I live here, I'm here. 

I am not a drug user and I have no relation to drug trafficking. […] The media 

contributed a lot. But, especially, the action of the public power that also treated this 

region as a region of conflict over the issue of drug use and trafficking. The 

government itself did not give another service here in this region. So much so that 

they didn't even ... They’d thought it was all empty76 (CS1). 

As CS1 mentioned, the business owners – that is, the owners and workers of small 

commerce spots in the area – are also invisible. To worsen their situation, the ZEIS legislation 

recognizes the rights of the residents, but does not provide business owners with any rights: 

And a big problem, besides the housing issue, which is also a structural and localized 

issue, is the “commerce” issue. The owners and workers of the small commerce spots 

who are also vulnerable, who depend on it economically, for their livelihood, and 

there is no law to say that it guarantees ... we only got the rent assistance, because 

there is the ZEIS law, which guarantees the right to permanent housing. Commerce… 

the legislation has nothing for commercial spots. No one guarantees the merchant's 

right. He's going to rent somewhere else. ZEIS does not guarantee merchant rights. 

[…] And it is a trading point that is sealed immediately, without notice. And then 

there are all the procedures that were happening throughout the process, not 

necessarily directly linked with the eviction, but what happened in the middle of all 

                                                      
explicar, justamente por causa da dificuldade de até identificar a relação da intervenção estatal com o 

território, com as questões da cidade, da habitação, e eu lembro que eu e o João fomos, com vários defensores 

já estavam indo lá, isso em 2017, em maio de 2017, e aí foi bem naquele dia que demoliram uma casa com 

pessoas dentro, aí a gente conseguiu identificar qual que era a relação com a habitação.” 
75 Original: “Então é uma cidade que está disponível para o negócio e para outra população. É um projeto que 

ignora essa população de baixa renda que mora lá. E que tem um discurso de que a área central é esvaziada. 

Tem um discurso de invisibilidade do uso da área central e que isso não é verdade. Que nos nossos 

levantamentos a gente mostra que tem, só nessas três quadras, em torno de 700 a 800 pessoas morando lá. 

Então em torno de 300 a 400 famílias. Isso não é pouca gente pra três quadras. Então o discurso do 

esvaziamento do centro é um discurso para trazer para o centro outra cidade né? Para trazer os negócios 

imobiliários. A gente já tem visto essa tendência de gentrificação.” 
76 Original: “Eu pessoalmente insisti muito na invisibilidade dos moradores e dos trabalhadores que estão aqui 

na região. Que a gente não tinha só usuário de droga e traficante. Mas você tem famílias que vivem aqui há 

muitos anos. Tem moradores que estão aqui e eu... Eu moro aqui, eu estou aqui. Não sou usuária de droga e 

nem tenho relação com o tráfico de drogas. [...] A mídia contribuiu muito. Mas, principalmente, a atuação do 

poder público que também tratou essa região como uma região de conflito em torno da questão do uso e do 

tráfico de drogas. O próprio poder público não deu outro atendimento aqui nessa região. Tanto que ele nem... 

Ele considerava que estava tudo vazio.” 
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that, they sealed properties, to prevent the person from continuing the business 

activities77 (CS2). 

One of the courses of action taken in the public arena was the attempt to turn these 

residents and shop owners/workers visible. 

Who is a citizen of rights? 

Besides being invisible to external actors, the relation that the ones affected by the 

project have with citizenship and rights is dubious. Of course, this relation has been shaped by 

previous encounters with state institutions. While with some of the citizens, it had been one of 

recognition (state actors recognizing them as citizens), others have faced diametrically 

opposing interactions.  

This leads to a part of the population believing that their rights will be granted (as the 

state has never failed them before) and some others that believe that they do not have any rights 

– or these rights do not reach them. Therefore, the government can take them out of the territory. 

In between, there are the ones that know they could have rights, but that they have been so 

unassisted in the past, that they do not see another possibility now. 

The relation with the state is also connected to the household livelihood possibilities. 

The ones with the highest possibilities (even considering that within this territory this is not 

many) are the ones that have had better “encounters” with the government in the past. The 

following interview passages demonstrate this differentiation and how it is based on different 

treatment and lead to diverse expectations and actions. The first excerpt below belongs to the 

owner of a house that, according to them, has never suffered any prejudice in the region and 

revealed to have a good relationship with the police: 

And time went by until the 16th arrived, the day to leave. Then the staff from CDHU 

went there a couple of days before to offer us some boxes to start packing. And they 

offered a truck to transport our belongings. And I asked them: What do you mean? To 

which they replied: If you want to leave nicely, it will be by Sunday. If you do not 

leave, if you want to leave under brutality, then on Monday the police will be here to 

remove you. As we were never involved with the police, not with anything, and we 

                                                      
77 Original: “E um grande problema, também, além da questão das moradias, que é também uma questão 

estrutural e localizada, que é a questão do comércio. Os comerciantes que também são vulneráveis, que 

dependem daquilo economicamente, para a sua subsistência, e não existe a lei dizer que ela dá garantia... a 

gente só conseguiu o auxílio aluguel, o bolsa aluguel, porque existe a lei da ZEIS, que garante, tem que dar a 

moradia definitiva, o comércio não tem nada falando sobre comércio. Ninguém garante o direito do 

comerciante. Ele que vá alugar em outro lugar. A ZEIS não garante direito a comerciante. [...] E é um ponto de 

comércio que é lacrado imediatamente, sem aviso prévio. E aí tem todos os procedimentos que foram 

acontecendo ao longo do processo, não, necessariamente, diretamente, ligado com a remoção, mas que 

aconteceram no meio de tudo isso, que foram os imóveis lacrados, impedir que a pessoa continue exercendo a 

sua atividade comercial.” 
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are not people who make scandals, we agreed to leave78 (RES2). 

The second excerpt, on the other hand, is from a squatter that had already been removed 

from another ocupação by the police elite squad and that was stopped and searched several 

times by the local police: 

I stayed with the people until the last day. I left on the last day. But I left on the last 

day by my free will. I managed to get a cart, to get boxes, to get plastic bags. I moved 

everyone. I pulled the carts with everyone. I sent people to the ocupações that I knew. 

[…] I did not have any emotional, psychological or financial structure to help anyone 

else, but I helped them. Because people would ask me: “Maria, for the love of God, 

what should I do?” And I replied: “What should we do? Let’s do it like this... First, 

we find a place”. So, I sent lots of people to other ocupações. “But I can’t wait until 

Monday for the truck provided by local government to move my furniture, because I 

need to work, because I am not yet registered” […] So I said: “Let’s speed this process 

up”. So, I borrowed two carts from a friend of mine, who owns a junkyard, and helped 

other squatters to move their furniture to other ocupações during the weekend79 

(RES1). 

Furthermore, this notion of rights is not only formed by encounters with the state. It is 

also shaped by the interaction with other citizens, forming a scale of citizenship: in a situation 

of scarcity, some are more entitled to rights than others. In this scale, owners are prioritized 

over everyone else. Tenants are prioritized over squatters. Squatters that have been in the 

ocupação longer are prioritized over the ones who are there for less time. And squatters, that 

are “families,” are prioritized over the homeless and drug users. The following excerpts 

demonstrate this scale: 

Then I would ask them: but how am I going to leave? The house is mine, I'm not a 

squatter, I didn't break-in, I don't pay rent or anything, I'm the owner, I'm the owner 

of the house. You are taking me out of my own house. Where will you put me?80 

                                                      
78 Original: “Aí foi indo, foi indo, foi indo, até que chegou o dia 16, desocupar, aí o pessoal da CDHU foi uns 

dois dias antes lá em casa oferecer caixa de papelão pra gente ir empacotando as coisas, e ofereceu o caminhão 

pra gente sair, eu falava: como assim sair? Vocês, se quiser sair numa boa, vai ser até domingo, isso na sexta-

feira, se vocês não for sair, for sair na base da brutalidade, aí na segunda-feira a polícia tá aí pra tirar vocês. 

Como a gente nunca foi envolvido com polícia, nem com nada, a gente não é uma pessoa de fazer escândalo, 

nem... a gente concordou em sair”. 
79 Original: “Até o último momento eu fiquei com as pessoas. Eu saí de lá no último dia. Mas, eu saí de lá no 

último dia por livre e espontânea vontade. Eu arrumei carroça, eu arrumei caixa, eu arrumei saco. Eu fiz 

mudança com todo mundo. Eu mandei pessoas para as ocupações que eu conhecia. [...] Então, eu não tinha 

estrutura nem emocional, nem psicológica e nem financeira para ajudar as pessoas que eu ajudei. Ajudei, por 

que as pessoas chegavam em mim e falavam “Maria, pelo amor de Deus o que eu faço? Como é que eu vou 

fazer.” Eu olhei para as pessoas e “Ah, como nós vamos fazer? Vamos fazer assim... Primeiro vamos caçar um 

lugar.” Tanto que eu despachei alguns para as ocupações. “Mas eu não posso esperar, não posso esperar o 

caminhão da Prefeitura por causa que eu vou fazer bico. Por causa que eu vou trabalhar. Por causa que eu não 

estou cadastrado.” [...] Eu falei “Então vamos fazer o seguinte? Vamos já logo adiantar, agilizar isso?” Peguei 

duas carroças de um amigo meu, de um ferro velho. Ele falou para mim “Maria eu vou deixar a carroça com 

você...” Ele me emprestou na quinta-feira e na terça-feira eu devolvi para ele”.  
80 Original: “Aí eu falava assim: mas como que eu vou sair? A casa é minha, eu não sou um invasor, eu não 

invadi, eu não pago aluguel pra inquilino, nem nada, eu sou o dono, eu sou dono da casa, vocês vão me tirar da 

minha casa, vão me por aonde?” 
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(RES2). 

I remember that when we arrived at that ocupação there was a police officer that I 

regret to this day for not taking her name. She was, I think she was the only cop who 

arrived ... She knocked on the door and said: "I want to talk to the person responsible 

for this ocupação." Everyone was very scared because we were right at the beginning. 

We were there for a couple of months. Everyone was very scared. But then we came 

down and said we were responsible for the ocupação. She handed out a flyer that there 

was going to have some parties on Block 157. She asked if there were only families 

living there. She said if we needed anything, some support, she would be there to help 

us. She told us not to allow a homeless person or drug users (nóia) get in there, so it 

did not become a drug dealer point. Let it not become a reference of the nóias. That 

is how she said. And she said, “It's great to know there are families here.” And left. I 

think it was the only cop who had the decency and the ability to treat us like families 

the way we were. Real families81 (RES1). 

Or, he is more citizen than someone who has been there less time. This is very 

common, very common. Then you have to explain that you are there defending the 

community, the community has been here for thirty years, it doesn't matter if 

Joãozinho arrived here a year ago ...82 (EJ1). 

Box 7: Market logic – the market meritocracy to access rights 

Here, the logic that prevails is the market regime. As in all logics, there are people who make 

sacrifices to reach the state of worthiness. In what regards the Market logic, the ones who 

sacrifice enough are the ones who enjoy the benefits of the regime, that is, they have goods 

that are wanted by everyone. So, if some have not been able to access these goods, they have 

not sacrificed enough. 

Therefore, these people are not able to design the city according to their needs, and they have 

a decline in their living conditions because of that – but this is considered part of the market 

logic.  

As mentioned in the development of the analytical framework, this is what usually happens, 

so the individuals affected by the project would not necessarily feel this is a problematic 

situation. It is interesting that the ones who see themselves as decreasing their livelihood 

possibilities compare themselves to others, because they have sacrificed themselves more, 

therefore they should not be treated like this – they are not squatters, they are not drug users, 

and so on. They feel injustice because they sacrifice and still do not see a proportionate 

positive response. 

So, the perspective that can promote the change, that can make people understand this 

situation as a problematic one, is the connection of the situation to the civic logic. Within the 

                                                      
81 Original: “Eu me lembro que quando a gente chegou naquela ocupação teve uma policial que eu me 

arrependo até hoje de não ter pegado o nome dela. Ela foi, eu acho que foi a única policial que chegou... Ela 

bateu na porta, ela perguntou: “Quero falar com o responsável por essa ocupação.” Todo mundo ficou com 

muito medo, porque a gente estava bem no início. A gente tinha o que? Uns dois meses. Todo mundo ficou com 

muito medo. Mas aí a gente desceu e falou que a gente era responsável pela coisa. Ela entregou um folheto que 

ia ter umas festas na quadra 157. Perguntou se só estava morando família lá dentro. Falou que se a gente 

precisasse de alguma coisa, de algum apoio, ela estaria ali para nos ajudar. Pediu para a gente não deixar 

vagabundo, nóia para aquilo ali não virar um ponto de tráfico. Que aquilo ali não virar uma referência dos 

nóias. Dessa maneira que ela falou. E ainda falou assim “Muito bom saber que aqui tem famílias.” Foi embora.  

Acho que foi a única policial que teve a decência e a capacidade de nos tratar como famílias da maneira que 

nós éramos. Famílias mesmo.” 
82 Original: “Ou então, ele é mais cidadão do que alguém que tá ali a menos tempo. Isso é muito comum, isso é 

muito comum. Aí você tem que explicar, que você está ali defendendo a comunidade, a comunidade está aqui há 

trinta anos, não interessa se foi o Joãozinho que chegou lá há um ano ...” 
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civic logic, it is the collective that counts. Being part of the civic logic, the citizens are entitled 

to rights. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

Regarding capacities, in addition to not having knowledge regarding legal procedures 

and instruments (which comes with not even knowing they are citizens of rights), some other 

competencies are demanded from this public. One that is quite pressing is the knowledge to 

search for other housing options. Residents reported the search for other ocupações as well as 

apartments for rent. In addition to knowledge, resources are needed to rent an apartment, such 

as income proof and surety. When given the possibility of buying a house through letters of 

credit, the ability to search for apartments is also needed. Many times, during these situations, 

the residents counted on the solidarity of friends, of civil society actors or family members. 

5.4.2 The interventions implementers 

The intervention of May 2017 was conducted when state and municipal executive 

powers were politically aligned (both from PSDB). The police operation from May 21 was 

orchestrated by both executive powers and some of the secretaries – including the Human 

Rights Secretariat83 – were only warned about it on the Friday night before the event. In a public 

hearing conducted in the City Council to discuss the police intervention held in May 2017, 

some issues, such as the racist and classist perspective of Cracolândia and of the war on drugs, 

were raised. At the end of the hearing, the former Secretary of Justice said that the City Hall 

was open to dialogue about possible plans for the region. But that this dialogue had to be free 

of any sort of ideology, such as discussions regarding “whites, blacks, poor and rich”. In 

addition, he emphasized that the City Hall must put into practice what is the will of the general 

population, and not give attention to the opinion of participatory institutions formed around the 

public policies: 

We want to listen to suggestions, we want to listen to your effective participation with 

suggestions and away from ideology, away from social movements that want to 

politicize (big public commotion), let it go, be willing to collaborate with the 

municipality. This is important, it is what the City Hall expects. Otherwise, at the end 

of these hearings, like so many we have already attended, the whole conclusion we 

draw is that the actions being taken by the City Hall are absolutely correct. This is 

because no one makes any suggestion, only criticisms. So, what is required is common 

sense, what is required is effective participation. I repeat, detached from ideological 

interests. This talk of whites, blacks, poor and rich no longer exists. This is silly! […] 

And in order for us to solve this together and foster a debate of utmost importance for 

Brazilian society, I must repeat, let the ideology go, move away from these discourses 

                                                      
83 On May 25, the Human Rights secretary – who was also from PSDB – resigned and returned to the City 

Council (as she had been elected city councilor in the same period). 
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of black, white, poor, rich. We need to move forward on what the recently consulted 

population wants. And the population consulted responded around 80% in favor of 

this type of intervention. That the city needs to act. Many say: The mayor needs to 

consult various city councils daily. With all due respect, the mayor was consulted 

when he was elected in the first round in a historic election84 (LG4). 

João Doria won the elections over Fernando Haddad in the first round. In general, 

Doria’s campaign emphasized his “worker” attitude – not in the sense of protecting the workers, 

as it would be in the Worker’s party – but in a sense of “everybody who works hard can achieve 

something,” assuming a meritocratic speech. This is why they consider bringing social and 

racial insights to the discussion of Cracolândia as an ideology that must be denied – because, 

for them, their discourse is a neutral reality. 

The perspective of meritocracy due to hard work is aligned with rights being seen as 

products. Housing, especially inside these projects that are not housing-related, is given a 

residual dimension. Being understood as a commodity, it should be delivered through market 

mechanisms. In the passage below, a government agent emphasizes that if the population had 

more money, they would be able to purchase the rights that are not being delivered by the 

government. This is considered strategic because delivering these rights incurs costs to the 

public administration: 

I think we need to enrich our population. We cannot make it possible ... With the 

wealth produced today, we have no money for everyone to live well. We need to find 

ways to enrich our country. It needs to develop; it needs to increase its economic base 

so that we all earn more. [...] One thing that is very difficult to understand is that rights 

cost. [...] If you are not entitled to rights, you buy them when you have more money. 

People who have money buy their rights. What we would like is that everyone ... Such 

a good thing would be if everyone had money to buy their rights. So, the right, when 

it is claimed from the state, we must always know who will pay this bill. And that is 

a fact. Every time you get rights without getting the income you create a fantasy85 

                                                      
84 Original: “Agora, nós queremos ouvir sugestões, nós queremos ouvir que os senhores participem efetivamente 

com sugestões e afastados da ideologia, afastados de movimentos sociais que querem politizar …. (comoção 

pública a favor)… desapeguem, queiram colaborar com o município. Isso que é importante, isso é que a 

prefeitura espera. Caso contrário, ao final destas audiências, como tantas outras que nós já participamos, toda 

a conclusão que nós tiramos é no sentido de que as ações que estão sendo adotadas pela Prefeitura estão 

absolutamente corretas. Isso porque, ninguém apresenta nenhuma outra sugestão a não ser a própria crítica 

por si mesma. Então o que se pede é bom senso, o que se pede é a participação efetiva. Repito, desapegada de 

interesses ideológicos. Esta conversa de brancos, negros, pobres, e ricos, já não existe mais. Isto é uma 

bobagem! [...] E para que possamos resolver em conjunto e fomentarmos um debate de absoluta importância 

para a sociedade brasileira, é preciso, repito, que se deixe a ideologia, que se afaste estes discursos de preto, 

branco, pobre rico. É preciso que avancemos sobre o que a população, consultada recentemente, deseja. E a 

população consultada respondeu em torno de 80% favorável a este tipo de intervenção. Que é preciso que a 

Prefeitura aja. Muitos dizem: O prefeito precisa consultar diuturnamente diversos conselhos. Com todo 

respeito, o prefeito foi consultado quando foi eleito no primeiro turno em uma eleição histórica.” 
85 Original: “Eu acho que a gente precisa enriquecer a nossa população. A gente não consegue viabilizar... Com 

a riqueza produzida hoje não temos dinheiro para que todos vivam bem. Nós precisamos encontrar maneiras de 

enriquecer o nosso país. Ele precisa se desenvolver, ele precisa aumentar a sua base econômica para que todos 

nós ganhemos mais. [...] Tem uma coisa que é muito difícil de entender é que direito custa. [...]. Se você não 

tiver direito você compra quando você tem mais dinheiro. Gente que tem dinheiro compra os seus direitos. O 

que a gente gostaria é que todos... Uma coisa tão boa que todo mundo deveria ter dinheiro para compra os seus 
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(LG5). 

The role of the urbanism and housing secretariats are therefore free from responsibilities 

regarding the material reproduction of the urban space; and stuffed with the creation of 

mechanisms that can attract private investors and resources for specific projects. This leads to 

two different practical effects. The first is the decrease in resources and instruments available 

for some secretariats connected to housing and urbanism. Such an effect is brought by the 

literature and corroborated by one of the interviews: 

In the case of São Paulo […] the general tendency was the structuring of the 

bureaucracies and local agencies (transport, transit, licensing and urban 

cleaning/janitoring), although in some sectors the weakening of bureaucracies and the 

decline in available tools and instruments for policies was observable – habitation 

especially (MARQUES, 2018, p. 27). 

The City Hall does not have the resources to implement a massive housing plan. I 

think this is known to everyone. Even when you talk about real estate consortium, 

donation or urban planning, even if the owner gives this property to the City Hall, the 

City Hall needs to have the money to do something about this property. And that 

money will only show up if I can get someone, on the other end of my rope, to give 

me that money. This money comes from real estate production. So, I think if you don't 

have a way to do it ... Let's say, closing this tab in such a way that we can bring this 

private partner, this ZEIS3 will look like this forever. Why then? Why no one ... HIS1 

is heavily subsidized. If the government had money it would be the best of both 

worlds. We would go there, expropriate it, we would do it, and it would be over. But 

there is no money86 (LG5). 

And instead of envisioning the diminution of inequalities and social disparities formed 

by urban spaces, the second effect leads to the investment of scarce public resources in private 

organizations so that these populations can conduct their businesses related to urban production. 

This second effect was seen in the housing PPP that was already produced in the Campos 

Elíseos and launched in 2018: 

No, PPP has the minimum HIS percentage, Júlio Prestes PPP has the minimum HIS 

percentage and the rest is middle class. It's HIS3. But we are talking about public 

subsidy because it is land expropriated by São Paulo City Hall. So, it is public money 

that we are using to subsidize middle class to come and live in the center. There was 

a criterion of the PPP to people who did not live in the center but worked in the center. 

I think you have to bring the people who work downtown to housing downtown. But 

                                                      
direitos. Então o direito quando ele é demandado do estado a gente sempre tem que saber quem vai pagar essa 

conta. E isso é um fato. Toda vez que você arruma direitos sem arrumar a receita você cria uma fantasia” 
86 Original: “A Prefeitura não tem recursos para implementação de um plano habitacional massivo. Isso eu 

acho que é sabido de todo mundo. Mesmo quando você fala em consórcio imobiliário, doação ou re-

ordenamento urbanístico, ainda que o proprietário entregue esse imóvel para a Prefeitura, a Prefeitura precisa 

ter o dinheiro para fazer alguma cosia desse imóvel. E esse dinheiro só vai aparecer se eu conseguir, na outra 

ponta da minha corda, alguém que me forneça esse dinheiro. Esse dinheiro vem da produção imobiliária. 

Então, eu acho que se não tiver uma forma de realizar... Vamos dizer, de fechar essa conta de tal forma que a 

gente consiga trazer esse parceiro privado, essa ZEIS três vai ficar assim forever. Então por quê? Por que 

ninguém... A faixa um é fortemente subsidiada. Se o poder publico tivesse dinheiro seria o melhor dos mundos. 

Iríamos lá, desapropriaríamos, faríamos e acabou. Só que não tem.” 
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I cannot expulse the people who work in the center from the housing programs in the 

center. We are doing this with public money. With money from the City Hall and the 

state government. We are really subsidizing the middle class87 (CS10). 

 This housing PPP, as mentioned by the Secretary of Government and Vice-Governor, 

is part of a broader project to make the region “regain life,” the idea of public interest already 

approached in the problematic situation subsection of this chapter. But these perspectives of 

commodification and marketization of housing and of the hasty attempt to remove people from 

their precarious conditions – although hegemonic, they are not homogeneous inside 

government agencies. There are mid-management and street-level bureaucrats that express 

other viewpoints, they argue the need for massive habitation processes, they affirm that they 

are genuinely trying to conduct the process, so the citizens will have their rights granted – 

according to their restrictions. These actors assume the mistakes the government has 

undertaken, are because of the hurry to remove people, that affected the projects, and without 

taking the due precautions: 

Yes, block 36, unfortunately, this intervention of the Secretariat of Health was made 

in a very untimely manner. Maybe without the necessary ties, you know? You see, 

when you are going to make a mega intervention that requires resettlement, it has to 

come from the beginning with a preparation88 (SG5). 

These actors also endorse the analysis that the government lacked planning in these 

interventions, especially regarding Block 36, as the process of the Hospital PPP has been 

running since 2013: 

And now, what about the surroundings? How was the impact of this project on the 

whole environment thought through? It should have been thought through better, 

understanding what was happening in the surroundings and associated with the other 

secretariats that could collaborate. Housing should have been involved much earlier. 

Ah, there will be the PPP, when the PPP project comes, it was certainly already there 

in the Government Secretariat, the great pillars were already there, they were probably 

working on this as a mega intervention. But it should have gone down a bit, you know? 

Let's come back down a little bit to reality, let's understand, let's see? How does ... the 

Municipality ... what survey does the Municipality already have? PEUCs89, for 

example. Oops, there is this here, this here. The Municipality wants a partnership? 

                                                      
87 Original: “Não, a PPP tem o percentual mínimo de HIS, a PPP da Júlio Prestes tem o percentual mínimo de 

HIS e o resto é classe média. É faixa três. Só que a gente está falando de subsídio público porque é terreno 

desapropriado pela prefeitura de São Paulo. Então é dinheiro público que a gente está subsidiando uma classe 

média para vir morar no centro. Tinha um dos critérios da PPP eram pessoas que não moravam no centro e que 

trabalhavam no centro. Eu acho que tem que trazer as pessoas que trabalham no centro para moradia no 

centro. Mas eu não posso retirar as pessoas que trabalham no centro de programas habitacionais do centro. 

Então a gente fez isso com dinheiro público. Com dinheiro da Prefeitura e do governo do estado. Então a gente 

realmente está subsidiando a classe média”. 
88 Original: “É, a quadra 36, infelizmente, essa intervenção da Secretaria de Saúde foi feita de uma maneira 

muito intempestiva. Talvez, sem os vínculos necessários né? Veja bem, quando você vai fazer uma mega 

intervenção dessa que demanda um reassentamento, ela tem que vim desde o início já com um preparo.” 
89 PEUC: Compulsory parceling, building and use of property is an instrument predicted in the 2014 Masterplan 

of the city, in order to enforce the social function of property. Further explanation in Appendix 1. 
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Let's go and talk with this owner there. City Hall has no money, but we have. The 

City Hall has no project, but we have. Or vice versa. Let's make a deal? Then we 

attend, because this demand is also from the Municipality90 (SG5). 

The executive branches of both government scales have had difficulties dealing with 

and facilitating the unfolding of the problematic situations. This capacity is related to 

establishing relationships with the different actors and getting to know their needs and the 

necessities of the territory. Such (in)competence is highlighted by several of the actors 

interviewed, including governmental agents: 

Our biggest problem in this whole process was being able to bring them (the residents) 

the peace of mind that the Secretariat – that the administration as a whole, not only 

the Secretariat, but the administration as a whole – was not meant to harm them, you 

know? We wanted to build alternatives for housing assistance, you know?91 (LG1). 

First of all, I think they are unprepared. We go to the meeting; they don't know what 

they are talking about. It is absurd unpreparedness. Second, ignorance. They don't 

know the people; they don't know the place. This I am talking about the bosses, the 

technicians I see a lot of City Hall technicians who are trying to do as much as they 

can with the little space they have. But they don't know the territory, they don't know 

the people. And then, in my view, it is impossible to propose anything that assists that, 

without knowing, without knowing what it needs. In addition, I think there's 

something about violence, about trampling. These are three characteristics that greatly 

mark the performance of the executive power in that territory92 (CS5). 

Because they are incompetent. They have incompetence to connect people, to talk to 

people. There are few people who can, who have, by the way, few people in this whole 

complex of people... Because people are afraid. They sell something to us, that in the 

communities there are only dangerous people, you know? So that's what was sold. So, 

the first issue, everyone is afraid, everyone. The architect, the defender, not to mention 

the judges! They have no idea what it is, what it is, no idea. They can't even imagine 

it. And the City Hall also has no such expertise, no such experience, no preparation93 

                                                      
90 Original: “Agora, e o entorno? Como é que foi pensado o impacto deste empreendimento com relação aquele 

entorno todo? Tinha que ter sido um trabalho melhor elaborado, de entendimento do que acontecia naquele 

entorno e associado às outras Secretarias que pudessem colaborar. Tipo a Habitação ter entrado muito antes na 

história. Ah, vai ter a PPP, quando entra o projeto da PPP, já tava, certamente, lá na Secretaria de Governo, lá 

nos grandes pilares lá, eles deviam tá trabalhando isso já como uma mega intervenção. Mas devia ter descido 

um pouco, sabe? Vamos descer um pouquinho isso pra realidade, vamos entender, vamos enxergar? Como é 

que... o Município... que levantamento o Município já tem? As PEUCs, por exemplo. Opa, tem isso aqui, isso 

aqui, o Município quer uma parceria? Vamos junto lá chegar nesse proprietário aí. A Prefeitura não tem 

dinheiro, mas a gente tem. A Prefeitura não tem projeto, mas a gente tem. Ou vice e versa. Vamos fazer uma 

parceria? Aí a gente atende, porque essa demanda é do Município também”. 
91 Original: “O nosso maior problema nesse processo todo foi conseguir levar para eles a tranquilidade de que 

a Secretaria, de que a gestão em um todo, né? Não só a Secretaria, mas a gestão num todo não estava a fim de 

prejudicá-los, né? A gente queria construir alternativa de atendimento habitacional, certo?”. 
92 Original: “Primeiro de tudo, acho que despreparados. A gente vai pra reunião, os caras não sabem do que 

eles estão falando. É de um despreparo absurdo. Segundo, desconhecimento. Não conhecem as pessoas, não 

conhecem o lugar. Isso eu tô falando dos mandachuva né, os técnicos eu vejo um monte de técnico da prefeitura 

que está tentando fazer o máximo que pode com o pouco espaço que tem. Mas eles não conhecem o território, 

não conhecem as pessoas. E aí, a meu ver, é impossível você propor alguma coisa que atenda aquilo, sem 

conhecer, sem saber o que precisa. E aí, daí eu acho que tem uma coisa da violência, do atropelo. Essas são 

três características que marcam muito a atuação do executivo ali naquele território.” 
93 Original: “Porque eles são incompetentes. Eles têm uma incompetência de articular pessoas, de conversar 

com pessoas. Tem poucas pessoas que conseguem, que tem essa, aliás, poucas pessoas nesse complexo todo de 

pessoas, que as pessoas tem medo. E aí assim, vendem uma coisa pra gente que nas comunidades estão só tem 
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(EJ1). 

Box 8: The market logic and decrease in the civic logic 

Here the house is seen as exchange value and not use-value, that is, the house is seen as a 

product delivered by the market, and not as the place where people live their lives and a right 

to be granted. 

The capacity of government to better deal with market agents and the decrease of its capacity 

to deal with citizens demonstrates the alignment with the market logic, instead of the civic 

one. Because of this alignment, as the government is responsible for urban planning, the city 

will be reproduced according to the needs of the market. Even the perspective of planning, 

very relevant for the industrial perspective, is neglected regarding guaranteeing the rights of 

citizens. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

This difficulty in dealing with the needs of the population is also related to the imaginary 

participation held by government agents. Two government agencies mentioned participation in 

the interviews. For one of them, building something together meant being open to receive 

suggestions from civil society and forwarding these suggestions to the secretary. It is a 

unilateral and hierarchical form of participation. For the other, understanding the needs of the 

people affected by urbanistic projects, of “debugging their demands,” should be the role of 

social movements. These demands should be presented to the government in an organized way: 

Building together with them is like this: we receive proposals. We received several, 

right? From the beginning, we have received some claims from the social movements 

themselves, that they agree that something should not be so. And we receive, pass to 

the Secretary, the Secretary talks to other Secretaries, to give referral on this. They 

are welcomed here all the time. The doors are open. We sit down to discuss together: 

“Oh, we talked to the population and the population wants it to be like this.” “We 

talked to the population and the population says this is the most adequate proposal.” 

To build, right? So, building together for me is always leaving the doors open and 

trying to come up with an alternative together. And not the government imposing its 

opinion, which is what we heard happened a long time ago. We don't want to impose 

anything. We are building together so as not to have this problem or this impasse94 

(LG1). 

                                                      
gente perigosa, né? Então é isso que foi vendido. Então a primeira questão todo mundo tem medo, todo mundo. 

O arquiteto, o defensor, o juiz nem se fala! Não tem noção do que é isso, do que é, não tem noção. Não 

consegue nem imaginar. E a prefeitura também, não tem essa expertise, não tem essa experiência, não tem um 

preparo.” 
94 Original: “Construir junto com eles é assim: a gente recebe a proposta. A gente recebeu várias, né? Desde o 

início nós temos recebido algumas reivindicações dos próprios movimentos sociais, de que eles concordam que 

não deva ser assim. E a gente recebe, passa para o Secretário, o Secretário conversa com outros Secretários 

para dar encaminhamento nisso. Eles são recebidos aqui o tempo todo. As portas estão abertas. A gente senta 

para discutir junto: “Ó, a gente conversou com a população e a população quer que seja assim.” “A gente 

conversou com a população e a população diz que a proposta adequada é essa.” Para construir né? Então 

construir junto para mim é você deixar as portas abertas sempre e tentar apresentar uma alternativa em 

conjunto. E não o poder público impor a opinião dele, que é o que a gente ouviu que acontecia muito tempo. A 

gente não quer impor nada. A gente está construindo em conjunto, para justamente não ter esse problema e nem 

esse impasse.” 
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One thing that we will not do, because I personally do not believe in it for projects of 

this magnitude, is this thing of convoking everyone. I think this is your job. (Civil 

society member: By everyone you mean the community?) I mean making workshops 

and convoking the communities. I think this is a job for the connected social 

movements. It is a job of debugging the demands. For us, who develop the projects, 

such an avalanche of things is not helpful. You know this, it is useless to gather 70 

people…I think this is up to these associations, groups, movements, and so on95 

(LG5). 

5.4.3 The support of intermediary actors 

The activities held by universities, civil society organizations and the institutions 

essential to justice – Public Defenders’ Office and Public Ministry – assumed a relevant role in 

the public arena that formed around the problematic situation lived by the ones affected by the 

interventions. This group was coordinated through the actions of the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz, 

a group of several academic, cultural, and harm-reduction and civil society initiatives and 

organizations. It is important to emphasize that the support given to the residents and the ability 

to intermediate the conflicts increases when these actors work together. 

These actors were greatly important in making the residents of the area more visible and 

counterbalancing the forces that are constantly trying to exclude them from the public arena, 

activities that will be explained in the section related to the courses of action. Within these 

activities undertaken, this intermediary group assumes an active role in the mediation of these 

problematic situations, and they have the appropriate capacities and features. These capacities, 

that will be discussed in-depth in the next paragraphs, are mainly related to: a) language and 

translation; b) access to media and technology; c) legal and urbanistic knowledge; d) capacity 

to interact with government and other actors. 

These intermediary actors are able to communicate with both of the publics – the ones 

who are conducting the intervention projects and the ones who are affected by them. Regarding 

language, they assume a twofold role, one of translating the messages and one of mediation. 

The role of translating refers to getting the messages and words clear from one side to another. 

More specifically, they support those affected by the project in understanding the vocabulary 

used by the project implementers. The translation is needed for legal and technical vocabulary, 

as well as to understand the consequences and possibilities of what is being said. Within the 

                                                      
95 Original: “Uma coisa que a gente não vai fazer, porque eu pessoalmente não acredito para projetos desta 

magnitude, essa coisa de chamar todo mundo. Eu acho que esse é um trabalho de vocês. (Sociedade civil 

pergunta: Por todo mundo você fala da comunidade?). Que é fazer oficina e chamar as comunidades. Eu acho 

que esse trabalho é um trabalho para os movimentos sociais articulados. É um trabalho de depurar demandas. 

Para nós que desenvolvemos projetos, aquela avalanche de coisa não resolve nada. E aí a gente acaba... De 

fato, vocês sabem disso. Não adianta chamar 70 pessoas. E eu acho que isso está a cargo dessas associações, 

grupos, movimentos e etc.” 
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first perspective – the understanding of technical vocabulary – it means explaining and 

clarifying specific terms or documents, as shown in the following excerpts: 

Of 100% of the meeting, you would understand 70%. The other 30% is like they are 

speaking an unknown language. Sometimes everyone talks about certain 

bureaucracies, of terms and issues, about the portaria…. One of these days they said: 

‘No, because at the portaria’. It was on the day of the deliberation about the internal 

regulation. And I thought: ‘But I just passed the portaria and did not see anything’. 

(she laughs). ‘Oh my god, was there any sign downstairs and I didn’t see it?’. […] 

Then I remembered that João, one of the members of a civil society organization, had 

told me about the ordinances that are published in the official diary96 (RES1). 

Within the second perspective – understanding the consequences and possibilities – 

translation goes beyond explaining and clarifying the specific terms or documents. It involves 

the explanation of future possibilities that are attached to those terms and the elucidation of 

different meanings, in a political and material sense: 

Because in the middle of the process, we were working more with Blocks 37 and 38. 

Few people from Block 36 were engaged. But in the middle of the process, the 

notifications started to arrive. And the people became worried, as they did not know 

what that meant. Why were they receiving this document that they did not understand? 

Then the notifications started to arrive in Block 36 and we started another process, 

that is the second process we are doing with them, which is important, a process of 

support with judicial issues. It goes from reading the piece of paper, explaining to 

them what it means, explaining what their rights are, mobilizing the Public Ministry 

and the Public Defender’s Office97 (CS10). 

We were there all the time talking to people and starting to make some informative 

stuff. For example, we made a pamphlet: “I live a ZEIS, so what?”. And then we 

answered questions. Whoever lives in a tenement house will have the right to 

assistance. Who has a small business will have the right to assistance. I live in a ZEIS. 

What does this mean? I will not get kicked out of here. I think we started being 

noticed, by the residents, as a source of information about the process that was going 

on in the institutional world98 (CS6) 

For me it was very significant one day that we went there that for a bigger meeting, 

                                                      
96 Original: “De 100% da reunião 70% você iria entender. Os outros 30% é que realmente o pessoal começou a 

falar inglês. Mas, às vezes eles falam de certas burocracias, de termos e de questões, de portaria e esses dias ele 

estava falando “Não, porque na portaria...” Foi no dia da votação. Eu pensei assim: “Mas eu passei por lá e 

não vi nada.” (ela ri). Meu Deus do céu será que tinha alguma placa lá embaixo que eu não consegui ver.[...] Aí 

eu me lembrei que o João tinha falado pra mim que tem o Diário de são Paulo ...”. 
97 Original: “Por que daí no meio do processo a gente estava muito mais trabalhando com a quadra 37 e 38. 

Vinha pouca gente da 36. Mesmo a gente querendo chamar. No meio do processo começou as emissões de 

posse. Daí eles começaram a ficar muito preocupados e não entender o que aquilo significativa. Porque 

chegava um documento para eles que eles não tinham ideia nem do que significava. Daí eles começaram a vir 

também a quadra 36 e a gente começou outro processo, que é o segundo processo que eu acho que a gente está 

fazendo com eles, que é importante, que é um processo de apoio as questões judiciais. Então é isso, desde ler o 

papel e explicar o que aquilo significa, explicar o que são os direitos e acionar o MP e a Defensoria.” 
98 Original: “De estar sempre lá conversando com as pessoas e de começar a tentar fazer umas coisas 

informativas. Tipo a gente fez um panfleto. “Eu moro numa ZEIS e daí?” E aí a gente respondia questões. 

Quem mora em pensão vai ter direito a atendimento. Quem tem direito a comércio, o que pode acontecer. Eu 

moro numa ZEIS o que significa? Eu não sou ser expulso daqui de qualquer jeito. Coisas do tipo. Aí a gente 

fazia essas coisas e eu acho que a gente começou a ser percebido também, pelos moradores, como uma fonte de 

informação sobre o processo que estava ocorrendo no mundo da institucionalidade.” 
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and we held a training session about this process. “Well, the City Hall is saying that 

they will give you a house. We will tell you how the process for you getting a house 

is.” And then we explained how the whole housing policy was like. That they have to 

be registered. That then they have to receive a process, this registration has to be 

confirmed. Then they (City Hall) have to identify what kind of solution to give. That 

the solution they are offering is a PPP and that many of those people do not fit within 

the funding. That then they would be displaced from where they are. They would 

receive rent allowance for two or three years anywhere, which is R$ 400. [...] So 

where would they go? And that three years later they would come back. Because there 

was initially a discourse from the City Hall, “We want to give you a house.” They (the 

residents) understood that they were going to live in the PPP that was being built there. 

That was the understanding of almost 100% of the residents. And the City Hall left 

them with such doubt because it was useful99 (CS10). 

This capacity of explaining and clarifying the consequences of the terms is attached to 

the legal and urbanistic knowledge held by the intermediary groups, which increased as the 

different organizations, institutions, and initiatives worked together. For instance, one 

participant of the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz, who had a relevant role in the resistance of the 

Nova Luz Project during their PhD, is now conducting a post-doc research project connecting 

the Architecture and Urbanism Department from the University of São Paulo (FAU-USP) to 

the Public Ministry. This research project aimed at evaluating urbanistic instruments and the 

role of the researcher was to analyze the inquiries filed by the Public Ministry regarding ZEIS. 

This privileged position allowed the researcher to provide both groups with relevant knowledge 

and information. 

This legal and urbanistic knowledge was also put in practice in the development of 

specific materials about the area being affected. In June 2017, right after the police intervention 

in Blocks 37 and 38, the Public Space and Right to the City Laboratory (LabCidade), a research 

group from FAU-USP, published a dossier about the region. The dossier named “Luz region in 

dispute: mapping of ongoing processes” (Figure 34) brings varied information about the police 

intervention and demolition, as well as demographic, land use, ZEIS and tenement houses, 

social, other intervention projects, housing public and private partnerships, market interest and 

infrastructure information. The figures n. 30, 31 and 32 presented in this chapter were taken 

                                                      
99 Original: “Pra mim foi muito significativo um dia que a gente foi lá que tinha uma reunião maior e que a 

gente fez uma capacitação sobre o que era esse processo. “Bom a Prefeitura está dizendo que vai dar uma casa 

para vocês. A gente vai contar como é o processo para vocês receberem uma casa.” E daí a gente explicou 

como que era todo o fluxo dentro da política habitacional. Que eles têm que ser cadastrados. Que daí eles têm 

que receber um processo, esse cadastro tem que ser confirmado. Aí tem que identificar que tipo de solução dar. 

Que a solução que eles estão oferecendo é uma solução de PPP e que grande parte daquelas pessoas não cabe 

dentro do financiamento e como isso seria. Que então eles seriam removidos do lugar de onde eles estão. Iam 

receber bolsa aluguel por dois ou três anos em qualquer lugar, que é 400 reais. [...] Então para onde eles 

iriam? E que daí três anos depois eles iam voltar. Por que inicialmente tinha um discurso da Prefeitura “Não a 

gente quer da casa para vocês.” Eles entendiam que eles iam morar na PPP que está sendo feita lá. Esse era o 

entendimento de quase 100% dos moradores. E a Prefeitura deixava eles com essa dubiedade por que era útil 

para ela.” 
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from this document. 

 

Figure 34: Dossie Região da Luz em Disputa 

Source: LabCidade: laboratório espaço público (2017, p. 1). 

Some months later, the Fórum Mundareu da Luz combined the communication and the 

legal/urbanistic knowledge to develop an alternative plan for the area, which will be explained 

in the next section. 

These intermediary groups also had the ability to use mediatic instruments, serving as a 

source to several newspapers and TV programs and also adding information on social media. 

Regarding traditional media, these actors were invited by different channels to comment or 

provide information to whatever was being produced by the media. For instance, one year after 

the intervention of May 2017, O Globo produced a big article about what had happened to 

Cracolândia since then (MARTINS, ELISA; SOUTO, 2018) and these intermediary actors 

provided both information and access to affected residents. But, according to the interviews, it 

was not easy to raise the interest of traditional media on specific subjects. That is, they were 

informants for the media when needed, but were not able to attract the media attention for topics 

they wanted to share. 

Also, these intermediary groups acted by using social media to spread information about 

the affected residents and the displacement. This information shared through social media 

required some specific technical knowledge, such as the ability to develop maps, videos and 

narratives. The access to this sort of tool was also used to “give a voice” to the residents. The 

history of several affected residents was told through social media (and also by traditional 

media), as demonstrated in Figures 35 and 36. 
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Figure 35: Testimony of a resident100 

Source: Fórum Aberto Mundaréu da Luz (2018b). 

 

Figure 36: Testimony of different residents101 

Source: Aguiar (2018). 

To conclude, the intermediary groups were able to interact with governmental agents, 

sometimes proposing different solutions or ideas, other times obliging them to act in different 

                                                      
100 Translation: Sirlene Gama Saad, 58, who runs a restaurant in Campos Elíseos: “You can't come here and expel 

the people, as if they didn't exist. They will build a hospital and where are we going? We're just asking for decent 

housing in the area, because we've been here for almost 30 years, and I think the priority had to be ours. We built 

this center here; I gave my blood here; I paid my taxes all my life and I keep paying. In my life I had two husbands, 

and the two I met here in my business. My life comes down to this neighborhood; I've been  in Sao Paulo for 28 

years, do you believe if I say I have never been to 25 de Março Street? I start working at 6am and only leave at 

midnight, because I don't bail on anyone. Thinking about someday having to leave here makes me sick” 
101 Translation:  

Owner, Porfirio Valente 89 years old was expropriated on Monday. The shop worker Porfirio Valente, 89, 

was one of the residents expropriated by the government on Monday. A resident of Block 36 for at least 45 

years, he says he has to be patient. “I am sad, very sad, but I have nothing to do,” he says tearfully. 

5 months pregnant, Graziele lived one year in ocupação Rio Branco. Villela refers to the self-employed 

nanny Graziele de Jesus Silva, 23. A resident of the Ocupação Rio Branco, she is five months pregnant and had 

to pack her clothes and organize the few pieces of furniture she had and quickly move to a hostel. "It was with a 

lot of effort that I got this room, but I liked the ocupação. We were a family," she said. 
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forms. This interaction is highly related to the legal knowledge and capacity to act; and served 

as a counterbalance for the actions of the government in the territory, as demonstrated in the 

following passage: 

But they have, of course, the Public Ministry has a lot of power. That is why I often 

insisted that they went there, that they should show up ... We managed – even if the 

public civil lawsuits were not carried out, they were not victorious – it was thanks to 

this lawsuit of the Public Ministry that the Conselho Gestor was formed, that the 

families are receiving, will receive rent allowance. Everyone was supposed to have 

left with nothing, no Conselho Gestor at 36, everyone was supposed to have left 

without anything to call their own102 (CS2). 

We are a reference for the City Hall, but we always take the discussion to the residents. 

We only understand ourselves as interlocutor. And from yesterday, yesterday I was 

with the Housing Secretary, for another reason, but we finally talked about this (the 

project). He read ... So, our project is being taken into account. He read our project. 

Yesterday we had two meetings at the same time. We had this one with the Housing 

Secretary. He read the proposal, he discussed the proposal with me a little, about 

things he finds possible to do and things that are not. But I already find it very positive 

that the City Hall is minimally open to looking at what the residents are doing and 

such103 (CS1). 

Box 9 shows an insert from my fieldwork diary, in which I tell what happened on the 

day of the displacement of Block 36. I believe this passage highlights the relevance of these 

different competences brought to the public arena by the intermediary actors in a crucial event 

for the affected residents. 

Box 9: Fieldwork diary: the displacement of Block 36 

One day in the fieldwork: the displacement of Block 36 

My mother and I arrived at Praça General Osório at 5:10 am and no one had arrived there 

yet. At 5:15 am my mother and I decided to go to Largo Coração de Jesus and we warned 

everyone in the A Craco Resiste whatsapp group. There was no one there either, so we 

walked along Alameda Glete to see what they (government) were already doing and we saw 

the brick-sealed doors. At this time a car arrives with members of the Fórum Mundaréu da 

Luz. Soon after some members of Largo Coração de Jesus also arrived. We found it strange 

that at 5:20 am there were no police or anyone from the government there. 

                                                      
102 Original: “Mas eles têm, claro, o Ministério Público tem muito poder. Por isso que eu insistia muitas vezes 

para que eles fossem, para que eles aparecessem... A gente conseguiu - por mais que as ações civis públicas não 

tenham levado a cabo, não tenham sido vitoriosas - foi graças a essa ação do Ministério Público que se formou 

o Conselho Gestor, que as famílias estão recebendo, vão receber auxílio aluguel. Era para todo mundo ter saído 

de lá sem nada, sem Conselho Gestor na 36. Era para todo mundo ter saído com uma mão na frente e outra 

atrás.” 
103 Original: “A gente é a referência da Prefeitura, mas a gente sempre leva a discussão para os moradores. A 

gente só se entende como interlocutor. E a partir de ontem, ontem eu estive com o Secretário de Habitação, por 

outro motivo, mas a gente no final conversou sobre isso. Ele leu... Então o nosso projeto está sendo levado em 

conta. Ele leu o nosso projeto. Ontem a gente teve ao mesmo tempo duas reuniões. Teve essa com o Secretário 

de Habitação. Ele leu a proposta, ele discutiu comigo um pouco a proposta, de coisas que ele acha possíveis de 

fazer e coisas que não são. Mas eu já acho muito positivo a Prefeitura minimamente se abrir, olhar o que os 

moradores estão fazendo e tal.” 
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We had a coffee at a cafeteria in Alameda Glete. At 6:00 am the first moving trucks started 

to stop on the street. Several communication companies were already present at the site 

(Globo, SBT, among others). Soon after, the movement of police and members of the public 

power begins. 

At around 7 am, the public defender said they were at the police headquarters in Largo 

Coração de Jesus, accompanying the bailiffs, and asked for at least two Forum participants 

to accompany each pair of bailiffs. My mother and I are walking to Largo and warning all 

the Forum members about what was happening. The other Forum members warn that they 

will stay with journalists to inform them of the whole situation. 

Arriving at the Largo Coração de Jesus, bailiffs, public defenders and prosecutors are 

outside chatting, with the presence of many police officers. The prosecutor said that only 

those residents who had already received the rent allowance could be removed because this 

was the agreement made with the judge, and he asks if the bailiffs can prove who has already 

withdrawn the rent support. The officers replied that they do not have this document, and the 

prosecutor said that then it is no use for them to start the expropriation because they have no 

proof. 

The bailiffs went inside for a meeting, and the public defenders and prosecutor did not 

accompany them. Soon after, one of the bailiffs returned to say that they could attend the 

meeting. In this meeting, City Councilor Eduardo Suplicy is also there. The meeting was 

attended by the CDHU officers, the bailiffs and the PPP coordinator. They are going through 

the situation of each resident to identify who will be expropriated from the site that morning. 

The promoter stresses that only those who already have the rent allowance withdrawn will 

be removed. Some people sitting at the table get nervous. The bailiff answered a telephone 

call in which she seems nervous, saying something like: "he wants evidence, evidence, 

evidence." 

They went through a map with the profile of each house that will be expropriated and talked 

about the resident (or residents) and the defender was trying to check information and 

counterargue in favor of the residents (for them to stay). She uses the Fórum Mundaréu da 

Luz Whatsapp group to gather information about specific residents and confirm what the 

bailiffs and the CDHU are saying. 

Source: fieldnotes (2018). 

It is worth emphasizing that these actors created a relationship with the affected 

residents, which enabled them to put in practice these different competencies. Proximity and 

time were important aspects of creating trust and of developing a close relationship with the 

local actors. The following passages, from residents and civil society members, demonstrate 

how this relationship was created and how the residents feel it: 

They come here when there is a meeting. We invite him. He comes, tells what is going 

on. I like him for that. Because he is transparent. I have never seen a prosecutor that 

when we invite, the social movement is together. And Teresa and him are always 

together104 (RES4). 

                                                      
104 Original: “Eles vêm aqui quando tem reunião. Nós convida ele. Ele vem, fala o que acontece. Eu gosto dele 

por isso. Porque ele é transparente. Eu nunca vi um promotor quando nós convida, movimento social está junto. 

E ele e a Simone sempre estão junto”. 
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At first, we started through the meetings. And right after the Conselho Gestor started. 

We used to call people to chat, me and Maria. We, Maria and I held the meetings, 

nothing institutional. We made a map, actually I had a map […] and we started to say: 

“Look, this is a ZEIS. The blocks that form the ZEIS are these ones. Let’s take a walk 

and we will show you where the ZEIS is. It is a ZEIS because of these reasons. And 

because it is a ZEIS you have these following rights”. It was mostly individual. Maybe 

5 or 6 people. And then a while, also trying to explain what happened in the meeting 

of the Conselho Gestor. Then it varied a bit. Because some moments were for the 

meetings, but right after it became a routine thing, sort of: “Ah, Ann, my neighbor is 

not understanding here, would you come over here? Right sure!” So, there I went. 

Then I would go there and sit at some restaurant with some residents. And then I 

explained it.  […] During the first meetings we did not have the WhatsApp group, I 

didn’t have the phone numbers of the residents. To talk to the residents, we had to go 

there. So, I was there three times a week. Three, four times before any meeting to 

discuss the plan, so I could call them. And then when you get to someone who is really 

homely and say something like: “Look, we are doing an alternative plan for an 

urbanistic and social intervention” … It means nothing, you know? So I had to sit 

down, have a coffee, explain why we were doing that105 (CS5). 

"What is the height of patience?" To this day I don't know what the height of patience 

is. But I think it comes down to Carlos and Amanda (civil society representatives). 

And with this we got all this knowledge, you know? (What role do they have for you) 

For me it is trust. It's that way. The way I see them connecting. When the guy went 

there, the guy from Health, from Pérola Byington, who was going to present the 

project and Carlos basically told him to put the project in his pocket and asked for the 

legality of the project, because the project we already knew. I said, “Whoa. Now 

things are getting good”. You know? So, this is it, I know I can trust. I know I'm in 

good hands. I know who they are. Do you know why? Because of the transparency 

they show us. So, they pass on trust. They talk to us in such a way: “Look, this is it, 

this can be done, and this can’t be done.”106 (RES1). 

So, there are people like that ... like Joana, I get along with her very well, I'm always 

in contact with her. There are other people, too, that I talk to a lot. Joana is very 

affectionate with us. Always calls, asking how we're doing. How's our family doing, 

                                                      
105 Original: “Então a gente fazia reunião assim, sei lá, eu e Maria. Sem muita institucionalidade. Então a gente, 

sei lá, fez um mapa… tinha um mapa […] e aí a gente começou a falar ‘Ó isso aqui é uma ZEIS. As quadras que 

são ZEIS são essas. Vamos andar que a gente mostra onde é a ZEIS. A ZEIS é por causa disso, disso e disso. 

Por ser ZEIS vocês têm direito a isso e isso.” Mas meio que no individual assim, sabe? Sei lá, cinco pessoas, 

seis pessoas. E aí depois de um tempo isso… Um pouco tentando também tentar explicar o que aconteceu na 

reunião do Conselho. Aí isso varia um pouco assim… tinham alguns momentos que eram para reunião, mas 

logo em seguida começou a se tornar uma coisa rotineira, do tipo “Ah Maria, o vizinho não está entendendo 

aqui. Você não quer dar um pulo aqui?” Ah, beleza. Vamos lá então.” Dai ia lá, sentava ali na *** ou no *** 

com algum morador. Aí explicava e tal [...]. Nas primeiras reuniões a gente não tinha grupo de whatsapp. Não 

tinha o contato com os moradores. Para você falar com os moradores você tinha que ir lá. E aí eu ia tipo três 

vezes na semana. Três, quatro vezes antes da reunião para discutir o plano, para chamar as pessoas. Ai quando 

você chega para uma pessoa extremamente simples e fala assim ‘Ó nós estamos fazendo um plano alternativo 

para uma intervenção urbanística e social…’. Não é nada né? E aí é isso. Você tem que sentar, tomar o 

cafezinho, explicar o porquê.” 
106 Original: “’Qual que é cúmulo da paciência’. Até hoje eu não sei qual é o cumulo da paciência. Mas eu acho 

que se resume em Carlos e Amanda. E assim a gente obteve esse conhecimento todo, entendeu? Eu... (qual o 

papel que eles têm pra você) Para mim é confiança. É daquela maneira. A maneira que eu vejo eles articulando. 

Quando o rapaz foi lá, o rapaz da Saúde, do Pérola Byington que ia apresentar o projeto e que o Felipe 

basicamente mandou colocar no bolso o projeto e pediu a legalidade e não o projeto, que projeto a gente já 

sabia. Eu falei ‘Epa. Calma que o negócio tá ficando bom’. Entendeu? Então é assim, eu sei que eu posso 

confiar. Eu sei que estou em boas mãos. Eu sei quem são eles. Sabe por quê? Por causa da transparência que 

eles mostram pra gente. Então, eles passam a confiança. Eles falam de tal maneira com a gente. ‘Olha é assim, 

isso pode e isso não pode’.”.  
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if we are still together, if not. So, it remained a good friendship107 (RES2). 

Undoubtedly, the relationship between the intermediary actors and the affected residents 

also faced conflicts. Civil society actors admit that, even with the interactions, they still faced 

a language barrier that is attached to a lack of identification among the groups, as demonstrated 

in the following passage: 

I think we made mistakes with the language issue. And also I’ll make a self-criticism 

because I also tried to act on it, right? Why it was like this, we ... there is no 

identification. For example, the movements have moved away for several reasons. 

But when we go to a council meeting and Ana speaks, if I say what she says, I'll get 

beaten up. But not with her. With her, there is an identification. She's a person like 

them, you know? And I think this figure was missing from the workshops108 (CS5). 

This conflict in the relationship was also seen when civil society and affected residents 

had different opinions regarding decisions that had to be made in the Conselho Gestor’s 

meetings. For instance, in the first meetings of the Conselho Gestor, the main topic for 

discussion was the Rule of Procedures. While the representatives of civil society were really 

worried about these rules, some of the residents wanted to have the regulations approved so 

they could go on to discuss the housing solutions. So, part of the residents understood that civil 

society participants were delaying their opportunity to access housing:  

Because this world of politics is very dynamic, you know? So, at one time we are on 

their side, the residents are on our side, they see us as representatives. Then it changes. 

At another time, we are disrupting their game of getting rent allowance right away. 

And we say: “Man, it's no use getting rent allowance to mess you up in a short time.” 

Many residents understand this, many residents who have some connection with 

moving house, for example, already know rent allowance stories and know it is a 

temporary thing, that there is no guarantee. But others do not. They want it because 

it's a situation they want now, the rent allowance. Because they want a slightly better 

life situation, you know?109 (CS6) 

                                                      
107 Original: “Então, tem um pessoal desse... que nem a Joana, me dou muito bem com a Joana, tô toda hora em 

contato com ela, tem outros pessoais, também, que a gente conversa muito. A Joana, muito carinhosa com a 

gente. Liga, sempre, perguntando como a gente tá.  Como é que a família da gente tá. Se a gente continua junto, 

se não tá. Então, ficou uma amizade boa da gente”. 
108 Original: “Eu acho que a gente ainda pecou muito com a questão da linguagem. E aí também fazendo uma 

autocrítica, por que eu também tentei atuar nisso né? por que é isso, a gente… não rola uma identificação. Por 

exemplo, os movimentos deram uma afastada por n razões. Mas quando a gente vai numa reunião do Conselho 

e a Ana fala, se eu falar o que ela fala eu vou sair apanhando dali. Mas com ela não. Com ela tem uma 

identificação. Ela é povo que nem eles, sabe? E eu acho que faltou essa figura nas oficinas assim sabe?” 
109 Original: “Por que esse mundo da política é muito dinâmico né? Então uma hora a gente está do lado, os 

moradores estão do lado da gente, nos vêem como representantes. Outra hora não. Em outra hora está 

atrapalhando o jogo deles de ganhar logo o atendimento habitacional. E a gente está falando “Cara, não 

adianta você receber um auxílio aluguel para se fuder daqui a pouco.” Aí muitos moradores entendem isso, 

muitos moradores que têm alguma ligação com movimento de moradia, por exemplo, já conhecem histórias de 

auxílio aluguel e sabem que é uma coisa temporária, que você não tem nenhuma garantia. Mas outros não. 

Querem porque é uma situação que eles querem agora, o auxílio aluguel. Por que eles querem uma situação um 

pouco melhor de vida, né?” 
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5.4.4 The (un)seen actor: the drug trafficker 

Drug trafficking is involved in this public arena, according to the interviews and 

observations. The analysis of the data reveals the interface of drug trafficking with State actors 

from the executive branch and the governmental rights defense institutions; with the residents 

affected by the public projects and with the civil society institutions that engage in the situation.  

Drug trafficking emerges as an actor since the public debate around the 

intervention carried out in May 2017. The whole operation, even the demolition and sealing of 

the first houses and stores happened as a response to the presence of drug trafficking in the 

region. The Mayor and secretaries said the buildings were being used and maintained by the 

drug dealers and users. Two features emerge by the presence of drug trafficking: the symbolic 

authorization the State has to use violence and not to follow legal procedures; and the 

invisibility of the citizens that live in the area. 

The response to this narrative came in the public hearings held at the City 

Council. Three different stands were produced in these discussions: (i) City councilors posing 

critiques towards the intervention. For these councilors, the “war on drugs” was selective to a 

specific part of society (power, class and race perspectives) and a façade to cleanse the territory; 

(ii) City councilors are pro the war on drugs, but condemn the intervention and consider the 

existence of Cracolândias the result of the State absence and right’s violation. These city 

councilors also brought the perspective of power and the imbrication of drug trafficking with 

other spheres, including government. (iii) Other city councilors defended the intervention, as 

“drugs are the biggest evil of our modern society” (CC3). 

In the interviews, drug trafficking in the region also emerged as an actor, but to a lesser 

extension – practically in a residual and abstract form. The first time was in an interview held 

in June 2018, when one interviewee was showing me the region and pointed at some buildings 

that, according to him/her, were managed by PCC. He went on to say that the PCC supported 

the actions he was taking pro the population of the area and gave clear orders 

to safeguard external actors that were providing support to the people there. If someone stole 

something from these people, the person would have time to bring the stolen item back, and “If 

the stolen item does not return, they break the legs, break the arms, because they don’t want the 

people that support the region to be stolen from. As they said themselves: ‘Some people are 

helping our region, no one can mess with them’”110 (RES4).  

                                                      
110 Original: “Se não aparecer, quebra perna, quebra braço... Que eles não gostam que roubem gente que está 

apoiando aqui. Como eles falou “Como tem um povo que está apoiando a região nossa, não é para ninguém 

boli nada de ninguém.” 
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Another resident declared that he/she engaged in the Conselho Gestor because in the 

place where she lived it was hard to have justice: “Even if I could do some justice there, people 

would manipulate the situation and would even call people from outside, the so-called ‘human’s 

court,’ that I think you know what it is, and put you in a situation in which you could lose your 

life111” (RES1). Drug trafficking also came up when a workshop with Witness112 was held with 

the residents in 2018 as they were complaining about police violence. The workshop had 

low participation, as “none of the sides would be happy with this thing of video recording,” 

said a resident that did not attend the workshop, referring to the police and drug traffickers 

(fieldnotes). 

After the interview held in June 2018, I started questioning civil society and 

governmental actors about how drug trafficking interfered in their activities. From the 

interviews, drug trafficking did not emerge as a relevant actor in this public arena – and in many 

interviews, it never emerged. For members of civil society organizations, the presence of drug 

trafficking meant that: 

(i) They (civil society actors) would be denied access to some buildings: “there 

were places we wanted to visit, and we couldn’t, because there was a 

certain… we felt there was, even if indirect, some sort of protection”113 (CS2);  

(ii) Possible agreements with drug trafficking would have to be made to implement 

the local government project: “we are not absolutely sure about this, but part of 

the housing stock there, of where it is possible to go or not, where we can access 

or not, everything depends on certain agreements from/with the PCC”114 (CS3);  

(iii) There was a potential threat: “I was told that I can walk here safely, nothing will 

happen to me. It scares me, because I don’t know when it will change from 

walking freely to being accountable for something”115 (CS5). 

Others – both civil society and right’s defense actors – presented this presence as 

something they do not get involved with, otherwise they would deem themselves obliged to 

denounce: “it is something that we don’t want to focus on, as we do not want to get involved in 

                                                      
111 Original: “Mesmo eu podendo fazer justiça, as pessoas manipulava a situação e ainda chamava a pessoa de 

fora, que não tinha nada haver... Vamos lá... Chamava o tribunal dos humanos, que eu acho que você sabe o 

que que é. E te colocava numa situação que você podia perder até a sua vida.”  
112 Witness is an international nonprofit organization that trains and supports people using video in their fight for 

human rights – www.witness.org. 
113 Original: “Mas a gente tinha lugares que a gente queria entrar para visitar que a gente não conseguia, 

porque tinha um certo... a gente sentia indiretamente, que existia ali uma proteção.” 
114 Original: “a gente não tem certeza absoluta disso, parte da alocação de moradia ali, de onde você pode 

chegar, onde não pode, onde você pode ter acesso ou não, depende de acertos ou arregos com o PCC”. 
115 Original: “E ao mesmo tempo dá um medinho. Porque de onde passa o momento do “estou andando 

tranquila pro momento de estou sendo cobrada”?” 
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denouncing”116 (CS6). 

Another perspective brought up by government actors from the executive branch, 

mentioned drug trafficking as a vulnerability of the region. It is something to get rid of to keep 

the other families safe. At the same time, it is something that authorizes government actors to 

act as they will: “It was a region of collective habitations under extreme precariousness, in 

which families shared the space with the drugs […]. And the streets were absolutely taken over 

the drug dealers and users of crack”. For these actors, the area requalification is “the main 

strategy to take that region from the hands of drug traffickers”117 (LG2). But they did not 

mention if and how drug traffickers interfered in the urbanistic intervention. 

The actors that are part of this arena interact differently with drug trafficking: the 

residents become invisible and live under the rules dictated by these actors, suffering from 

violent actions that come both from government, that is subjectively authorized to use force, 

and from the organizations outside the rule of law, as the reference to the “human’s court”; the 

intermediary groups either can’t or are not willing to analyze drug trafficking in the region, as 

this would morally and legally incur in other actions to be taken; and government actors act to 

“clean” the area from drug trafficking (but, at the beginning of the intervention, everyone was 

considered to be part of drug trafficking) to restore life in the territory. Therefore, in the courses 

of action, (i) government acts as if authorized to use violence and not to follow the legal 

procedures; (ii) the possibility of expanded participation and space appropriation are 

threatened– both by the practices held by government and by drug trafficking; (iii) in addition, 

there is the supposition of an agreement between them, that was not possible to investigate 

further. 

5.5 The courses of action  

Following the perspective of pragmatism, in this section, I describe the courses of 

actions in which the actors engage within this public arena. These courses of action may be 

taken by the residents, by the government, by the civil society, or any other actor that is involved 

with the situation. They are, in fact, patterns of behaviors, attitudes, discourses, and 

involvement of the publics that form the main controversies of the public arena.  

A timeline of the main events that took place regarding the displacement of the Blocks 

                                                      
116 Original: “Mas é uma relação de, sei lá, a gente não fez um recorte específico disso para não entrar em 

questões de denúncia.” 
117 Original: “Então eu acho que isso é a principal estratégia para recuperar aquele território da mão do 

tráfico”. 
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36, 37 and 38 residents is presented in the Appendix 9. Such material is complementary, and it 

brings a clear visual demonstration of the events surrounding this problematic situation. 

5.5.1  The ongoing attempts to exclude the actors from the arena 

There are ongoing attempts to exclude actors from a potential public arena around the 

problematic situations. I identified three main forms of exclusion from the arenas: the non-

conformation to the legislation that obliges democratic participation; exclusion inside the 

participation arena; and administrative exclusions. These exclusions are interconnected and 

strengthen the assumption that citizens are not welcome in these courses of action. More 

importantly, they all reinforce the material exclusion of the affected actors. 

By defining the ZEIS legislations from the past two decades, the intention was to create 

a public arena around intervention plans for areas considered of social interest and guarantee 

that they would attend the necessities of this low-income population. The obligation of the 

constitution of the Conselho Gestor, involving residents and government, aimed at including 

those affected by the urbanization projects in the development and implementation of the plans, 

to attend their needs. Nonetheless, neither State Government nor Local Government abided to 

the legislation from the Masterplans and the Land Use Act to start the intervention in Blocks 

36, 37, and 38, as described in subsection 5.3.3. This is the first moment of exclusion (or attempt 

to exclude) those affected by the projects from the arena around it. The start of the demolition 

of Blocks 37 and 38 without any warning is the most expressive example of the exclusion of 

the actors from this possible arena: 

The Nova Luz project back there also had this intention. The demolition concession 

covered two-thirds of the area in this entire neighborhood. Two-thirds were to be 

demolished for renovation, through the urban concession. The difference now is that 

it doesn't even need a concession. They began to demolish with the people inside, 

even without a prior project. I think it's even more serious118 (CS11). 

This exclusion, when expressed by government agents and perceived by the affected 

residents, is also related to how the citizens interpret the actions and the willingness of 

government, as demonstrated in the excerpt below: 

I believe that being Secretary of Housing, in my perspective, has a meaning. I mean, 

I believe he should be by my side, let’s put it like this, on the good side. He had the 

capacity to tell us that, if it depended on him, he would remove us from there without 

                                                      
118 Original: “O projeto Nova Luz lá atrás também tinha essa intenção. Se você fosse ver, a concessão 

urbanística de demolir dava dois terços da área desse bairro inteiro. Dois terços iam ser demolidos para 

renovação imobiliária através da concessão urbanística. A diferença agora é que nem precisa de concessão. 

Eles começaram a demolir com as pessoas dentro, mesmo sem um projeto prévio. Acho que é ainda mais 

grave.” 
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anything, because “this bunch of barefoot and garbage bag slung over their shoulder 

people” did not deserve it. With these same words. We didn’t deserve any assistance. 

[…] He spoke really softly, very sly, you know. He had the audacity to speak like this: 

“May the powerful ones not listen to me. If it depended on me, this bunch of barefoot 

people with garbage bags slung over their shoulders wouldn’t have anything. You 

would get out of there today. Without anything to call your own” 119 (RES1). 

In blocks 36, 37 and 38, there were attempts from the Public Defender’s Office, Public 

Ministry, and civil society organizations to include these residents in the public arena, which 

only happened through an order from the judiciary power. And, when it happened, several of 

the residents had already been displaced from their houses, which caused effects in their 

material living conditions, worsening the perspective of exclusion. 

Participation in a public arena when there is a collective struggle to reach minimum 

living conditions also rebounds as a way of expulsion. For example, it is estimated that, after 

being displaced, some of the residents moved to areas located far away from the city center, 

resulting in them not being registered in the census, or making it harder for them to attend 

meetings of the Conselho Gestor. 

Even in a situation with the Conselhos Gestores operating and residents being able to 

attend the meetings, the institutional rules of this participatory instance also remove the views 

of these actors from the decisions made. In both Conselhos Gestores, civil society attempted to 

institutionalize that the decisions would be made by a qualified majority of the participants. So, 

according to the representatives of civil society, none of the groups would be able to deliberate 

alone on the topics under discussion. In the end, the regulation of the Conselhos established 

that decision making demanded only a simple majority (50%+1) of the participants. In addition, 

the casting vote (in case of ties) is from the government agent, as the coordination of the 

Conselhos is always in the hand of the government: 

Look, so far, at the Conselho Gestor’s meeting, we had the first major issue, which 

was the internal regulations. It was quite conflicting because the City Hall presented 

an initial proposal of regulations that is draconian, right? Well, the Conselho Gestor 

is formed by 50% of representatives from government and 50% of civil society, in 

their different representations. In the proposal of the regulations, the government is 

the coordinator of the Conselho Gestor and, in case of a tie of any vote, it has the 

casting vote. And another proposal we made was that decisions should be made by 

two-thirds of the votes in the Conselho. That is, neither the public power could 

approve something alone, nor civil society. We would always have to be convinced 

                                                      
119 Original: “Eu acho que Secretário da Habitação, no meu consentimento, tem um sentindo. Quer dizer, eu 

acho que ele deveria estar do lado, vamos colocar assim, do lado do bem. Ele teve a capacidade de pegar e 

falar assim, pra nós, que se dependesse dele, ele tirava a gente de lá na mesma semana sem nada porque esse 

bando de pés no chão e saco nas costas não merecia. Nessas palavras. Não merecia sequer um atendimento. Ele 

teve a pachorra, ele ainda teve a capacidade de falar bem baixinho. Sabe... Bem dissimulado. Ele falou... Ele 

falou assim... Ainda teve a ousadia de falar assim “Que os poderosos não me escutem. Se fosse por mim, esse 

bando de pés descalços e saco nas costas não teriam nada. Vocês iriam sair de lá hoje mesmo. Com a mão na 

frente e outra atrás”.” 
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by the other side. But that didn't pass either. So today decisions are made by a simple 

majority ... The government is the coordinator of the Conselho and has the casting 

vote120 (CS1). 

Because at any moment, and that was even said by the coordinator of the Conselho 

Gestor, with a poker face that I thought very crazy, that anytime they would feel like 

bombarding us during the decision making, they would. Because the Conselho has 

parity of representatives. But the casting vote is theirs (government). Still, many times 

we do not even get to the necessity of the casting vote, because there is a housing 

owner in the Conselho Gestor, with whom the City Hall has built a parallel 

relationship, and he never votes with us. So, anytime they put something for 

discussion and for voting, we lose. We tried to approve the qualified majority for 

voting in the regulations, but it didn’t work out, we lost121 (CS5). 

The passage below was taken from the minutes of a meeting of the Block 36 Conselho 

Gestor. Some residents from this block were only registered as affected by the intervention one 

year after they were displaced. In this meeting, civil society representatives suggest that the rent 

allowance be retroactively paid for these residents, as they were entitled to this right since April 

2016. Governmental actors said that they would investigate the legality of paying retroactively. 

They add that the deliberation will be made according to the regulations of the Conselho: 

We were informed that the three case studies had positive decisions by the DTS-

Centro, and they are waiting for the Conselho Gestor approval. Ms. Lizete declares 

there are people who were displaced in April 2018 and due to the delays in recognizing 

their documentation, they did not receive the Housing Assistance for several months 

and, because of this, she demands the retroactive payment of this benefit, emphasizing 

that such request had already been made in previous meetings. Ms. Lory points out 

that the time was due to the delivery of the requested documents by the residents, 

causing the deadline for the payment release to take time. Mr. Felipe highlights the 

need to receive the retroactive payment as requested by Ms. Lizete […] Mr. João 

Farias first responds to the retroactive rent payments, stating that he will check with 

the Legal Department to analyze the feasibility with the institutions involved. […] 

Ms. Lizete asks for the date for receiving the retroactive payment from the residents, 

to which the Secretary commits himself to hold a conversation with the State 

Government for this response. He emphasizes that the deliberation will be carried out 

                                                      
120 Original: “Olha, na reunião do conselho até agora a gente teve a primeira grande pauta que foi o regimento 

interno. Que foi bastante conflituosa porque a Prefeitura apresentou uma proposta inicial de regimento interno 

que é um regimento interno draconiano assim, né? Que, bom o Conselho Gestor ele é formado 50% 

representação do poder público e 50% da sociedade civil nas suas diferentes representações. Na proposta do 

regimento interno o governo é o coordenador do Conselho Gestor e em caso de empate de qualquer votação, ele 

é o voto de minerva. E outra proposta que nós fizemos foi de que as decisões deveriam ser tomadas por dois 

terços de votos no Conselho. Ou seja, nem o poder público poderia conseguir aprovar sozinho e nem a 

sociedade civil poderia aprovar sozinha. A gente sempre teria que ter convencimento da outra parte. Mas isto 

também não passou. Então hoje as decisões são tomadas por maioria simples...O poder público é o 

coordenador do conselho e tem o voto de minerva.” 
121 Original: “Porque em qualquer momento, e isso inclusive foi dito pelo coordenador do conselho, numa cara 

de pau que eu achei muito louca, que a horas que eles quiserem atropelar na votação, eles atropelam. Porque é 

paritário, okay. Porém o voto de minerva é deles. Ainda assim, neste caso a gente não chega nem no voto de 

minerva. Porque tem um proprietário que é conselheiro também, e que a prefeitura construiu paralelamente 

uma relação de que ele nunca vai votar junto com a gente. Então assim, a qualquer momento que eles botarem 

pra discussão, pra votação, a gente perde. Qualquer coisa a gente perde. A gente tentou passar maioria 

qualificada no regimento, mas não deu certo, a gente perde.” 
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by a vote of the Conselho Gestor, supported by the Rules of Procedure122 (Minutes 

from the Extraordinary Meeting of Conselho Gestor Block 36). 

The parity relation established in the Conselho Gestor is only applied to the quantity of 

representatives. Even only considering the numbers, the interests of squatters and owners can 

be diametrically different. Although, the relation is not balanced when considering the 

regulations of the Conselho Gestor and the living conditions of the different sorts of 

representatives. So, combining the aspects that the majority of the citizens had already been 

displaced from the territory and that any decision can be made by a simple majority of the 

Conselho Gestor, with the casting vote from the government, it is possible that any resettlement 

project could be approved by this participatory institution. Even if the residents and civil society 

do not agree with the project being analyzed. 

To conclude this subsection, the last form of exclusion refers to an administrative 

exclusion of the citizens. According to the social movements, the criteria established by the 

government to determine who will have the housing assistance are not previously defined, and 

they are not clear for civil society or for those affected by the projects. Before officially entering 

the census, some of the residents were put under analysis, and the decision if the resident would 

be registered in the census or not (therefore, entitled to have rights as a person affected by the 

intervention) was unilaterally made by the government. 

And I think, from my perspective, it is extremely arbitrary, extremely arbitrary, that 

it is the criterion that the City Hall decides. That’s why I also think they are 

unprepared. Some criteria just emerge from the drain. It is not written anywhere. Like, 

"(to receive assistance) the person has been living there for a year." No, no! First, this 

is not written anywhere. Second, it does not match the reality of that territory, which 

is a transit territory, where people arrive and leave and return. It is the dynamics of 

space. So, it doesn't match, it's completely wrong. And in the midst of moments of 

tension, these criteria emerge. And the City Hall gives a show of unpreparedness at 

these times123 (CS5). 

                                                      
122 Original: “Informou a todos que três estudos de casos tiveram o parecer favorável por DTS-Centro, 

aguardando a aprovação deste Conselho. A Sra. Lizete declara que há pessoas que foram removidas em 

abril/2018 e conforme à “demora” no reconhecimento da documentação, ficaram alguns meses sem receber o 

Auxílio Moradia, e por este motivo, solicita o pagamento retroativo do benefício, enfatizando que tal solicitação 

já havia sido realizada anteriormente em outras reuniões. A Sra. Lory ressalta que o tempo foi decorrente da 

entrega dos documentos solicitados, por parte dos moradores, fazendo com que o prazo para a liberação do 

pagamento, demorasse. O Sr. Felipe, evidencia a necessidade do recebimento do pagamento retroativo como 

solicitado pela Sra. Lizete. [...]  O Sr. João Farias responde primeiramente quanto aos pagamentos dos aluguéis 

retroativos, informando que irá verificar com o Departamento Jurídico para analisar a viabilidade junto aos 

Órgãos envolvidos. [...] A Sra. Lizete pede a data para o recebimento do pagamento retroativo aos moradores, 

mas o Sr. Secretário se compromete a realizar uma conversa e com o Governo do Estado para essa resposta. 

Destaca que a deliberação, será realizada por votação do Conselho Gestor, amparado pelo Regulamento.” 
123 Original: “E eu acho, aí um pouco na minha visão, extremamente arbitrário, extremamente arbitrário, que é 

o critério que a prefeitura toma. Por isso eu acho também que eles são despreparados. Que surgem uns critérios 

do ralo. Não está escrito em lugar nenhum. Do tipo, "tem que estar morando lá há um ano". Não, não! Primeiro 

que não está escrito isso em lugar nenhum, segundo que não condiz com a realidade daquele território, que é 
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Of the 198 pre-identified, 166 were qualified for housing assistance, which 

corresponds to 86% and another 27 did not meet the legal requirements for 

registration, mostly local traders, 14%. We also added the case studies of 3 residents 

who had a favorable opinion for housing assistance, increasing to 169 qualified124 

(Minutes from the Extraordinary Meeting of Conselho Gestor Block 36). 

Even those who were in the list of affected residents, that supposedly had their rights 

guaranteed – as was the case of the real estate owners from Block 36 –, report administrative 

exclusion. The following excerpt brings the case of an owner that, even if the compensation 

amount was deposited in court before the displacement, in October 2018, they had not yet been 

able to access the compensation amount. From April 2018 until October 2018, this citizen faced 

several obstacles, as shown: 

Then the house payment came out. But the judge stipulated only 50%, and the other 

50% would be for when the inventory of the house was ready, as if the house were 

50% of my mother and 50% of children. But this inventory had been ready for over 

two years. So, I had nothing to do in inventory. […] Then, a while later, I went there 

again with the prosecutor and said: 'Doctor, you won't believe it. We went to the bank 

to get the money ... and the judge canceled what was deposited'. He asked, ‘But what 

do you mean?’. ‘Yeah, he canceled it’, I said. As they were three children, they put 

my sister's ID, and in the deposit, they put my brother-in-law's ID. When she got there 

to receive it, did not match her ID with what was there. Then they talked to the lawyer, 

he had to do all the documentation again, tidying up, to put her ID. Alright, it was 

three months or so, that's it. […]. A month ago, 80% of the compensation was under 

deposit and 20% would be detained to resolve other issues that did not exist. Issues 

that did not exist. We went there to receive 80%. When we got there, it was reported 

that my sister had passed away. My sister, by my side, with me, and we could not 

receive the compensation because: “no, your sister passed away. She is dead”. That 

gave us a shock, my sister was impacted with that for more than a month. It was such 

a big thud to get there in the forum and the guy say: “no, how will you get 

compensation from a house, a person who is dead?”. I said: “Oh, here, she is my sister. 

How is she dead?”. “Ah, but here it shows she's dead. We cannot do anything. You 

are required to go to a registry office to get a proof of life document to prove to the 

judge that you (the sister) are alive”. Then we all ran out of there and we came to the 

registry office here in Santa Cecilia, did everything we had to do, as it was late, there 

was no way the lawyer could take the document that day125 (RES2). 

                                                      
um território de passagem, onde as pessoas chegam e saem e voltam. É a dinâmica do espaço aquele. Então não 

condiz, está completamente errada. E, no meio de momentos de tensão, surgem estes critérios. E a prefeitura dá 

show de despreparo nestas horas”. 
124 Original: “Dos 198 pré-identificados, 166 foram habilitados para o atendimento habitacional, o que 

corresponde a 86% e outros 27 não correspondia às exigências legais para o cadastro, na maior parte 

comerciantes locais, sendo 14%. Foram somados ainda os estudos de casos de 3 moradores que tiveram o 

parecer favorável ao atendimento habitacional, passando para 169 habilitados”. 
125 Original: “Aí, saiu o pagamento da casa. Só que o juiz estipulou só 50%, e os outros 50% ficaria pra quando 

ficasse pronto o inventário da casa, como se a casa fosse 50% da minha mãe e 50% dos filhos. Só que esse 

inventário já tava pronto há mais de dois anos. Então não tinha nada que fazer no inventário. […] Aí, passou 

um tempinho, aí eu fui lá de novo, com o promotor e falei: 'Doutor, o senhor não vai acreditar. Nós fomos no 

banco pra levantar o dinheiro..., e o juiz cancelou o que tava depositado'. Ele perguntou: 'Mas como assim?'. É, 

ele cancelou. E eles marcaram... como eram três filhos, eles colocaram o CPF da minha irmã, e no depósito 

colocaram o do meu cunhado. Quando chegou lá pra receber, não batia o CPF dela com o que tava lá. Aí 

falaram com o advogado, ele teve que fazer toda a documentação de novo, arrumando, pra colocar o CPF dela. 

Tudo bem, ficou mais três meses, mais ou menos, isso daí. [...] A coisa de um mês atrás, tava depositado 80% e 

20% ia ficar detido pra resolver outras questões que não existia. Questões que não existia. Fomos lá pra 
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5.5.2 The ongoing attempts to empower and emancipate 

According to the members of the civil society that were engaged in the public arena 

around these problematic situations, those affected by the projects did not recognize they had 

any rights. This reached mostly those who were in more vulnerable situations, such as squatters 

and tenants. In addition, it was possible to see a “scale of rights”, in which the property title 

grants the right to the owner and leaves everyone else in a state of undeservedness. For this 

reason, the public that formed around the residents of the blocks assumed it was relevant to 

“emancipate” these citizens. The emancipation and empowerment processes were led through 

three different courses of action: access to information about rights; guaranteeing their right to 

participate; and developing an alternative plan. 

To give citizens access to information about their rights and about the situation they 

were facing – in an urbanistic and legal perspective, seeing themselves (residents) as citizens 

that are intitled and have rights, understanding the risks and possibilities of the solutions and 

assistance provided by the project developer, and having the tools to access their rights – civil 

society groups created documents and spaces to facilitate discussions. Although there were 

several moments that leveraged this perspective, the excerpt and example below are from a 

pamphlet that was developed about ZEIS, right at the beginning of the problematic situation: 

Did you see the booklet we made about ZEIS? I am going to give you one. We made 

a booklet (Figure 37) saying what is a ZEIS, how it works, what are the rights of the 

citizens, how these citizens should act to defend themselves. We distributed in the 

territory. We printed the booklet and gave it to everyone. We did several meetings 

explaining what is a ZEIS. […] The booklet had this emancipatory role in the sense 

of… Emancipating goes beyond knowing. Emancipation has to do with having the 

tools to deal with the situation, to fight for the rights. And the social organization is 

very strong in this emancipation126 (CS2). 

                                                      
receber. Quando chegou lá constava que a minha irmã era falecida. A minha irmã, do meu lado, comigo, e não 

podendo receber porque: não, sua irmã faleceu. Ela tá morta. Aquilo deu, assim, um choque, assim, na minha 

irmã, ela ficou mais de um mês ruim. Foi, assim, um baque, assim, grande, de chegar ali no fórum e o rapaz 

falar: não, como é que vai receber indenização de uma casa, uma pessoa que tá morta. Eu falei: óh, aqui, minha 

irmã. Como é que ela tá morta? Ah, mas aqui tá constando como ela tá morta. Não podemos fazer nada. Você é 

obrigado a ir num cartório fazer uma prova de vida pra provar pro juiz que você tá viva. Aí nós já saiu tudo 

correndo de lá e já viemos pro cartório aqui da Santa Cecília, fez tudo que tinha que fazer, como já tava tarde, 

não teve como o advogado levar naquele próprio dia.” 
126 Original: “Você viu a cartilha de ZEIS que a gente fez? Ai, eu vou te dar. A gente fez uma cartilha dizendo o 

que é a ZEIS, como funciona, quais são os seus direitos, como é que você faz para se defender, distribuiu no 

território. A gente fez a cartilha, distribuiu cartilha para todo mundo, várias reuniões explicando o que que é 

ZEIS [...] A cartilha tem esse papel emancipatório no sentido de... e o emancipar, ele vai além, né, o emancipar 

vai além do ter conhecimento. O emancipar vai de ter instrumentos para lidar, para adquirir os seus direitos. E 

a organização social, ela é muito forte nessa emancipação”. 
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Figure 37: ZEIS Booklet 

Source: Fórum Aberto Mundaréu da Luz (2017) 

The right to participate in the decisions made about the interventions in the area was 

granted through the legal strength of the Public Defender’s Office and the Public Ministry. Even 

if the role of the Conselho Gestor is contradictory (due to the possibility of government agents 

always making the decisions), it is important to recognize that it also has an emancipation role.  

In the end, I wanted to be part of the Conselho Gestor not to leave my future, my 

dreams, in the hands of anyone. If you want something, you have to fight for it. I 

thought, and the people who could be in my shoes, I don't think they would at least 

have the same performance I try to have. I may arrive at a meeting 40 minutes late, 

but I will attend, I am interested, I want to now. Why? Because if I have something in 

the future, either to support my children or to support my sister, my sisters, it will be 

because I fought for it. Not in the first meeting, but in the second meeting of the 

Conselho Gestor that we attended, we understood we could now speak tête-à-tête 

because now we are Conselheiros: “I can talk to you because you have the obligation, 

is not because they want to, but now you have an obligation to listen to me”127 (RES1).  

                                                      
127 Original: “No final das contas eu quis ser conselheira para não deixar o meu futuro, os meus sonhos nas 

mãos de qualquer pessoa.  Se você quer, você tem que ir atrás.  Eu pensei e as pessoas que poderia estar no meu 

lugar, eu acho que não ia, pelo menos ter o mesmo desempenho que eu tento, de pelo menos chegar numa 

reunião, que seja 40 minutos atrasado. Mas eu vou, me interesso, quero saber. Por quê? Porque se eu tiver mais 
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Box 10: The domestic logic as engagement regime 

In this excerpt the resident demonstrates a clear relation with the domestic logic: being the 

superior of the family, he/she is aiming at providing for the ones who are part of the lower 

levels of this common world. One of the reasons to engage in the participatory institutions 

and to be part of the collective struggle is to be able to guarantee the living conditions of the 

family members.  

Source: elaborated by the author. 

Beyond the formal meetings of the Conselho Gestor, civil society and resident 

representatives held private meetings in which they discussed the topics of the Conselho Gestor. 

For instance, they had several informal meetings to analyze the registration of the affected 

residents and make sure that no one was left out. Other meetings were held with the citizens to 

explain the possible housing solutions and what they represented: 

I will give them the right information. So, all I know I want to pass on to everyone. 

But the concrete things, the appropriate things. I arrived, I told everyone about the 

letter of credit. I explained it. I summarized the letter of credit. I gave the possibilities. 

I said what could be a positive or negative point. I explained to people, “If you don't 

have income, there is still time to go after it”. I explained to people what a letter of 

credit really is. I didn't throw sand in anyone's eyes by saying "Everyone will have 

this letter of credit".128 (RES1) 

The last course of action undertaken to emancipate and empower the citizens was the 

participatory development of an alternative plan for the region. The idea behind this plan was 

to serve as a political tool, an instrument to show the government that it is technically and 

financially viable to develop a project that embraces the needs of the population: 

We tried to do it because we wanted to get out of the role of holding the government’s 

action for the role of counterposing.  So, we could begin to have a propositional stance 

beyond just vindicating, which is also important, but we are -actually, the city is made 

up of all the forces- we need to learn more not only to hold on but to push as well. [...] 

It does not necessarily have to be, to have an extremely improved technique as has the 

Campo Elíseos Vivo. But it also works as a political tool, right?129 (CS5). 

                                                      
pra frente, que seja para os meus filhos ou que seja para eu ajudar a minha irmã, apoiar as minhas irmãs, foi 

porque eu corri atrás. […] Na primeira não, na segunda reunião do Conselho Gestor que a gente foi, vamos 

falar de tête-à-tête, porque agora nós somos conselheiros. Eu posso falar com vocês por que vocês têm a 

obrigação - não é que vocês querem me escutar - é que vocês têm obrigação de me escutar”. 
128 Original: “Eu vou passar a informação certa. Então, assim, tudo que eu sei eu quero passar para todos. Mas 

são coisas concretas, são coisas cabíveis. Eu cheguei, eu falei pra todo mundo sobre a carta de crédito. Eu 

expliquei. Fiz um resumo da carta de crédito. Dei as possibilidades. Falei o que podia ser um ponto positivo ou 

negativo. Expliquei para as pessoas “Se vocês não têm renda, corre atrás que dá tempo.” Então vamos lá. Eu 

expliquei para as pessoas o que realmente é uma carta de crédito. Eu não joguei areia nos olhos de ninguém 

falando “Todo mundo vai ter essa carta de crédito".” 
129 Original: “A gente tentou fazer, porque você sai um pouco do patamar de segurar a onda para contrapor. 

Então você começa a ter uma postura de proposição para além do ficar na reinvindicação, que também é 

importante, mas somos - a cidade é composta por todas as forças - a gente precisa aprender mais não só 

segurar, mas a empurrar também. A pressionar. [...] Não necessariamente ele precisa ser, ter uma técnica 
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Because the population has a lot to say. This whole project was built with the 

population. This typology about collective housing, i.e,, which you found interesting, 

did not come out of us technicians. It emerged from the population130 (CS10). 

With a little support from Open Society Foundations, the group developed a plan that 

was more inclusive and collectively built: both together with the residents and with the several 

actors that formed the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz. The purpose was to demonstrate that a project 

that addresses all the needs from the territory, must be developed bottom-up, instead of having 

a top-down approach: “You just have to look at it historically. What happened to all the top-

down projects? Look at what happened to Nova Luz!131” (CS2). So, with workshops and surveys 

to map the residents of the region affected, Fórum Mundaréu da Luz started to understand the 

needs of each of the public. 

But, so, we had moments with different actors. We had the idea that ... there were 

processes. First the process of emancipation and understanding of their rights. Of 

creating an identity of the Forum, so people would understand who we were, that 

people would have this reading of their rights, their duties. Then we started showing 

what the City Hall is proposing. These various layers in the dialogue with the 

community. "What the City Hall is proposing is this, this, this." We started from there 

to work this information and bring it back to them. So we made a survey: "Who is 

here, who lives here, who are the people, income they have". And we had meetings to 

present these results to them: "Look, here in the territory there are people who live 

like this, income ... the diversity of income that everyone has." Then we had 

intermediate meetings between us, the technical team, the Fórum, and there was the 

group we called Morar (to live/reside), which was the one that thought exclusively 

about housing, just as the harm reduction people thought about the health. So, we 

discussed a lot through the survey, what would be the possibilities of intervention. 

And then we would go to the territory, talk to them, explain what rent is (rent 

allowance) ... and we were doing this back and forth, back and forth, until we were 

able to build it (the project). We had workshops that people would go to, draw: “Oh, 

I think this has to be here, I think this, I don't know what. We also need this type of 

housing” And it was like this, in this back and forth, that we were building.132 (CS2) 

                                                      
extremamente aprimorada como tem o Campo Elíseos Vivo. Mas ele funciona como uma ferramenta política 

também, né?” 
130 Original: “Porque a população tem muito a dizer. Esse projeto inteiro foi construído com a população. Essa 

tipologia, por exemplo, que você achou interessante não saiu de nós técnicos, saiu da população – de moradia 

coletiva.” 
131 Original: “E é só olhar historicamente. O que aconteceu com projetos de cima pra baixo? Olha o Nova Luz o 

que aconteceu?”. 
132 Original: “Mas, assim, a gente tinha momentos com atores diferentes. A gente tinha a ideia de... teve 

processos. Primeiro o processo de emancipação e entendimento dos seus direitos. Criar uma identidade do 

Fórum, que as pessoas entendessem quem éramos nós, que as pessoas tivessem essa leitura dos seus direitos, 

dos seus deveres. Depois a gente começou a mostrar o que a prefeitura está propondo. Essas várias camadas, 

no diálogo com a comunidade. "O que a prefeitura está propondo é isso, isso, isso". Começamos daí trabalhar 

essas informações e levar de volta para eles. Então, a gente fez um levantamento: "quem tá aqui, quem mora, 

quem são as pessoas, renda que tem". E a gente fez reuniões para apresentar para eles isso: "olha, aqui no 

território tem gente que mora assim, assado, renda... a diversidade de renda que todos têm". Daí a gente fazia 

reuniões intermediárias entre nós, a equipe técnica, o Fórum, e tinha o grupo que a gente chamou de Morar, 

que era quem pensava exclusivamente na questão da habitação, do mesmo jeito que o pessoal de redução de 

danos pensava na equipe da saúde. Então a gente discutia muito através do levantamento, quais seriam as 

possibilidades de intervenção. E daí a gente fazia para o território, conversava com eles, explicava o que que é 

locação... e fomos fazendo esse leva e traz, leva e traz, leva e traz, até que conseguimos construir. A gente teve 
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Throughout these workshops and meetings, the Fórum and the residents came up with 

the group of principles of the project and with the main possibilities of assistance for the 

different groups that reside in the area (Box 11): 

We agreed on the big principles together. We agreed on these great five principles in 

meetings with them (the residents). Obviously, we were proposing, technically. But it 

was a collective discussion, collectively constructed. There are many residents who 

are participating continuously. More and more people are coming133 (CS10). 

Box 11: Principles and possible solutions considered in the Alternative Plan 

The Campos Elíseos Vivo - “An urbanistic and social Project developed with the community” 

– Fórum Aberto Mundaréu da Luz 
 

Principles: 1) Diverse housing assistance according to the social and economic reality of the 

residents; 2) Preservation of existing architectural typologies; 3) Interventions on empty and 

underused areas, primarily within the blocks and surrounding areas; 4) Definitive relocation 

of families and individuals who need to leave their homes and commercial spaces occupied 

today due to the projects within this plan; 5) Elaboration, discussion and approval of 

intervention proposals with the community, in all decision-making institutions and spaces, as 

determined in the Master Plan of the Municipality of São Paulo for the Special Zones of 

Social Interest (ZEIS). 
 

Axes of assistance: To live and work; to love and to care; being on the streets and 

socializing 

 
Figure 38: Alternative projects designed with the community 

Source: Fórum Aberto Mundaréu da Luz (2018a). 

Even with the willingness to develop a participative and bottom up project, the members 

of the group still mention they faced several difficulties in this process. According to these 

members, the main difficulties were related to mobilizing the population to join the participative 

                                                      
oficinas que as pessoas iam lá, desenhavam: “Ah, eu acho que isso tem que ser aqui, eu acho que isso, não sei o 

que. A gente precisa, também, de um tipo de moradia tal”. E foi assim, nesse leva e traz, que a gente foi 

construindo.” 
133 Original: “A gente chegou aos grandes princípios juntos. Esses grandes cinco princípios a gente chegou na 

reunião com eles. Obviamente a gente propondo, tecnicamente, mas é uma discussão coletiva e construindo 

coletivamente. Tem muitos moradores que estão participando continuamente. Tem vindo cada vez mais.” 
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process; of “speaking the same language”; and of creating a proposal in a scenario of extreme 

vulnerability and violence: 

Because there came a time when we couldn't talk about a proposal as the next block 

was being demolished. It had no place. Or, another day we had ... We were going to 

have a meeting and there was a police action, and everyone was there. There was no 

way to talk about a proposal when there was a bomb exploding134 (CS5). 

And at the beginning, we were betting, since the launch of the Forum, that this process 

was going to be built together with the residents. But suddenly we realized that the 

level of humiliation and vulnerability, the inhumanity that was already there… that it 

was impossible to immediately move from this level to a level of purposeful, 

protagonist subjects. We said: well, then, let's make the assumptions, it is not because 

this is not ready that we do not need it ... let's try ourselves to propose it135 (CS3). 

But one issue that became very apparent during the process is: it is very difficult to 

dialogue with this population. With the locals who are there. From the perspective of 

making this material an institutional material. That needs to have a specific language. 

That circulates to other worlds. So, we worked hard to do a lot of activities with them... 

Then we had several meetings at the Largo Coração de Jesus, for example, to discuss 

what their day-to-day life was like. Is there a place for children to study? Got a place 

to cook? What do you use the sidewalk for? You know? Things like that ... Several 

meetings talking about it. That the Instituto Pólis did a lot. A workshop they had with 

some cards and such. […] In the group, we had a moment that we discussed social 

participation. Because it's so hard for the residents, for example, to use the name of 

our "social hotel" proposal. That they actually say the words “Controlled space for 

drug use/Low demand and high demand”. This kind of detail is something hard to talk 

to them about. What else do we get ... This discussion is not elaborate. Like, I'm 

talking about something that's in the process. We came to a point where we thought 

we already had a relationship with the territory and with the people that enabled us to 

propose things from our experience of being there. As much as everything was not 

defined with the locals. Topic for topic, you know? We started from the accumulated 

knowledge we produced in all these months and with qualitative research136 (CS6). 

                                                      
134 Original: “Porque chegou um momento que a gente não conseguia falar de proposta sendo que a quadra do 

lado estava sendo demolida. Não tinha cabimento. Ou então, outro dia que tinha… A gente ia fazer reunião e 

teve uma ação policial e estava todo mundo lá. Não tinha como falar de proposta com bomba estourando.” 
135 Original: “E no começo a gente estava apostando, desde o lançamento do Fórum, que esse processo ia ser 

construído em conjunto com os moradores, mas de repente a gente sacou que o nível de humilhação e de 

vulnerabilidade, de desumanidade que já tem lá, que era impossível imediatamente sair desse patamar para um 

patamar de sujeitos propositivos, protagonistas, a gente falou: bom, então, vamos nós lançar as hipóteses, não é 

porque isso não está pronto que não precisamos... vamos tentar nós, propor.” 
136 Original: “Mas uma questão que a gente ficou muito durante o processo é: é muito difícil dialogar com essa 

população. Com os moradores que estão lá. Na perspectiva de fazer esse material que a gente quer que seja um 

material institucional. Que tem que ter uma linguagem. Que circule por outros mundos. E aí, a gente se 

esforçou então de fazer muitas atividades com eles para... Aí, tiveram várias reuniões no Largo, por exemplo, 

para a gente discutir como que era o dia a dia. Tem lugar para criança estudar? Tem lugar para cozinhar? Que 

vocês usam a calçada para quê? Sabe? Coisas assim... Várias reuniões conversando sobre isso. Que o Pólis fez 

muito. Uma dinâmica que eles tinham umas cartelas e tal. [...] A gente teve um momento que a gente discutiu no 

grupo sobre a participação social né? Porque é muito difícil que o cara, por exemplo, chegue, use o nome da 

nossa proposta de hotel social. Que ele fale “Espaço de uso controlado. De baixa exigência e auto exigência.” 

Sabe? Esse tipo de detalhe é uma coisa que é difícil conversar assim com eles. O que a gente... O que mais a 

gente consegue... Essa discussão não é elaborada. Tipo assim, estou falando uma coisa que está em processo. 

Que chegou num ponto que a gente pensou que a gente já estava com uma relação com o território e com as 

pessoas que a gente poderia propor coisas a partir dessa nossa experiência de estar lá. Por mais que nem tudo 

tivesse sido definido com as pessoas, sabe? Ponto por ponto, entendeu? A gente partiu do conhecimento 

acumulado que a gente produziu em todos esses meses e com pesquisa qualitativa.” 
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5.5.3 Any given solution 

To conclude, the last course of action regarding the controversies are included in the 

discussion on housing solutions for the affected residents. My argument is that the combination 

of three elements – the precarious living condition of the population, the way government 

agents have dealt with the situation, and the complexity of the territory – will lead to the 

acceptance of any given solution, not necessarily what would be mandatory by legislation137. 

First, even if the government affirms that the population really needed to leave that 

environment, the way that the displacement was conducted did not necessarily lead the affected 

residents to better living conditions. The ones who achieved better conditions, did so mainly 

due to the solidarity of friends and family members. But the majority were still living in 

precarious situations. And as time goes by, they pressurize for housing solutions. 

This pressure is taken by government agents as a way to hurry the decision-making 

processes inside the Conselho Gestores’ meetings. Civil society representatives say that this is 

used as a threat: “If something is too troublesome, if there are too many problems, we (the 

government) will have to do something else, and then you will lose this opportunity for the 

housing solution”138 (CS5). In an extraordinary meeting of the Conselho Gestor of Block 36, 

held in March 2019, this argument was used again. In this meeting, the register of the affected 

residents had yet not been approved, nor had the construction of the Hospital Pérola Byington 

in the area. In previous meetings, representatives of civil society requested documents proving 

the legality of building a hospital in a ZEIS3 area, as these zones are safeguarded for the low-

income population. So, in the meeting in March 2019, government agents argued to vote for 

the construction of the hospital in the area, as the longer it takes to vote on this, the longer it 

will take to give the families a housing solution: 

Mr. Ricardo Tardelli, on the other hand, disagrees with Mr. Felipe's opinion and 

requests the approval of the discussions, since this is the eleventh meeting (11th)139 of 

the Conselho Gestor, and they already have enough information for the deliberations. 

Mr. João Farias resumes saying the longer it takes for the necessary referrals to 

progress, the longer families wait for decisions. [...] Mr. João Farias replies that the 

Conselho Gestor is sovereign and therefore may be consulted for the continuation of 

                                                      
137 As mentioned in the Glossary, São Paulo Masterplan provides that, in case of demolitions in ZEIS3, the 

residents must be primarily located in housing projects within the area and these housing projects must be a 

minimum of 60% of HIS1 (Social Interest Housing for families with a maximum of 3 minimum wages per 

capita) (SÃO PAULO, 2014a). 
138 Original: “Ah, se tiver muito problema, se arranjar muito problema, a gente vai ter que fazer outra coisa, e 

aí você vai perder o atendimento”. 
139 In fact, that was the 6th meeting of the Conselho Gestor, as the first 5 meetings were preparation meetings. 

The election of the Conselho Gestor happened on April 15 and the first meeting after the election (considered the 

6th meeting in the minutes) happened on May 17, 2018. The timeline developed for this chapter presents these 

meetings separating the preparation meetings. 
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the meeting140 (Minutes of the Extraordinary Meeting of Conselho Gestor Block 36). 

It is interesting that some government agents mention the Conselho Gestor as being the 

institution that can guarantee that the rights of the citizens will be granted. The following 

passage is taken from an interview with the coordinator of one of the Conselhos Gestores, from 

the municipal government: 

GOV1: The Conselho Gestor has to approve. The Conselho approves the 

intervention, this is why it has to be constituted before the intervention. It cannot be 

constituted after, right? This is the reason for our, in parentheses, hurry, for the 

constitution, because there was already an intervention that was taking place from the 

state government. Myself: Got it. So, at Block 36, it loses some of that role, the 

Conselho Gestor will not be able to define what intervention is. GOV1: Actually, the 

proposal already exists. The proposal is to build the Pérola Byington Hospital, which 

has nothing to do with us. What do we have to guarantee, as a municipality? We have 

to guarantee the constitution of the Conselho Gestor, right? Ensuring the constitution 

of the Conselho Gestor. Then the state government will present the proposal, which 

is a viable proposal, not because it is the state government, but a hospital there in the 

region will support this process of revitalization. [...] And we hope that it supports our 

process to ensure that those families will be assisted, right? They need to have 

definitive housing assistance that is what the law establishes. And the only way to 

guarantee this is through the Conselho. Myself: But, hypothetically, they could still 

stop the hospital project? GOV1: Considering the legislation, yes. Yes, they could.141 
 

Civil society members understand that the Conselho Gestor has a relevant role, 

especially for elaborating and approving the intervention plan for the ZEIS3 area. But they also 

admit that the Conselho Gestor may be “pushed aside” by the government: 

In my opinion, the Conselho Gestor, it can...it was a great criticism. There are some 

studies that accompanied the Conselhos Gestores of ZEIS and demonstrate how often 

the Conselho Gestor endorse the authoritarian action of the government. Because they 

are people who are not emancipated, unaware of what is happening. They end up 

legitimizing the authoritarian processes of public power. And that is a risk, really, that 

exists. [...] If you do not have an organized civil society acting together, it will be 

pushed aside. It can even be pushed aside with organized civil society. But there are 

                                                      
140 Original: “Já o Sr. Ricardo Tardelli discorda da opinião do Sr. Felipe e solicita a aprovação das pautas, 

uma vez que se trata da décima primeira reunião (11ª), e que já possuem informações suficientes para as 

deliberações. Sr. João Farias retoma dizendo quanto mais tempo se demora para o andamento dos 

encaminhamentos necessários, mais tempo as famílias ficam à espera das decisões. [...] Sr. João Farias 

responde que o Conselho Gestor é soberano e, portanto, poderá ser consultado para o prosseguimento da 

reunião”. 
141 Original: “GOV1: O Conselho tem que aprovar. O Conselho aprova a intervenção, por isso que ele tem que 

ser constituído antes da intervenção. Ele não pode ser constituído depois, né? Por esse motivo a nossa, entre 

parênteses, pressa, para constituição porque já existia uma intervenção que estava ocorrendo do estado. 

Eu: Entendi. Então na 36 perde um pouco desse papel, o Conselho Gestor não vai conseguir definir o que é 

intervenção. GOV1: Na realidade já existe a proposta. A proposta é a construção do Hospital Pérola Byington, 

que não tem nada haver conosco. O que nós temos que garantir como município? Nós temos que garantir a 

constituição do Conselho, né? Garantindo a constituição do Conselho, aí o Governo do Estado vai apresentar a 

proposta dele, que é uma proposta viável, não por ser o governo do estado, mas um hospital ali na região vai 

auxiliar nesse processo de revitalização. [...] E a gente espera que auxilie nesse nosso processo que a gente tem 

que garantir que aquelas famílias sejam atendidas, né? Elas precisam ter um atendimento habitacional 

definitivo que é o que a lei estabelece.  E a única forma de garantir isso é através do Conselho. Eu: Mas, 

hipoteticamente eles poderiam barrar o projeto do hospital ainda? GOV1: Se você for olhar para a lei, sim. 

Inclusive, eles poderiam sim.” 
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much greater conditions to impose, to guide a discussion, to embarrass 142 (CS2). 

Another problem with the Conselho Gestor is that government agents limit the 

discussion to the housing possibilities, while in the territory there are other problems emerging. 

For instance, government agents decided that police violence, even if affecting the citizens that 

are part of the blocks of the Conselho Gestor, should not be discussed in the meetings: 

The perspective of some Conselheiros from the government, from other Secretariats 

other than the Housing, is sometimes provocative because this region does not include 

only housing issues. We have a serious issue here that relates to health. The issue of 

social assistance involving the attendance of drug users (from the fluxo). Often, these 

representatives want to treat the Conselho’s agenda as if it is restricted to housing, and 

it is not. And we need to show this more strongly. There were even conflicts at the 

last meeting because we had a lot of security issues here. In fact, we have had a 

problem of police violence here and we have raised this issue and the representative 

of the Security and of the Government Secretariat felt that we did not have to let them 

talk about it because it is not a topic, it is not part of the Conselho’s agenda143 (CS1). 

Again, I argue that the combination of the vulnerability of the citizens with the way that 

the displacement has been handled by government agents and the complexities of the territory 

lead to the acceptance of any given solution. In the cases, these are the development of housing 

solutions under a Public-Private Partnership and the letters of credit. A state government agent 

says that using PPP as a housing solution is because it is the easier path, as everything is already 

organized. But this means a lack of planning since the beginning of the project. 

Because it’s done the way they can, what has more opportunity at that time:  "Ah, PPP 

is easier, we’ll use PPP, because everything is already more organized, because the 

contractor already has the area, or already has all agreements". So, what is missing is 

planning from the beginning of the program. Both from our partner and from 

ourselves. We used to have a stock of land in the past, and when a project was going 

on, there was a time. Nowadays, the land became almost unviable, right? The cost is 

very high and then you do a project today, tomorrow the legislation has changed. Then 

that project is no longer worth it. Then you have to adapt it to this, you have to adapt 

                                                      
142 Original: “A gente teve uma boa discussão com relação ao... na minha opinião, o Conselho Gestor, ele pode 

... foi uma grande crítica, que tem alguns estudos que acompanharam o Conselho Gestor de ZEIS, e mostram 

quanto muitas vezes os Conselhos Gestores de ZEIS acabam endossando a ação autoritária do poder público. 

Porque são pessoas que não são emancipadas, que não têm conhecimento do que que está acontecendo. Então, 

eles acabam legitimando os processos autoritários do poder público. E isso é um risco, realmente, que existe. 

[...] Se você não tem uma sociedade civil organizada atuando conjuntamente, ele vai ser tratorado. E pode ser 

tratorado mesmo com a sociedade civil organizada. Mas você tem condições muito maiores de impor, de pautar, 

de constranger, de levar a público.” 
143 Original: “A postura de alguns conselheiros do poder público, de outras Secretarias que não a Secretaria de 

Habitação, em alguns momentos ela é provocativa porque essa região não contempla pautas apenas da 

habitação. A gente tem questão séria aqui que se relaciona com a questão da saúde. A questão da assistência 

social envolvendo atendimento dos usuários do fluxo. Muitas vezes esses representantes querem tratar as pautas 

do conselho como se elas se restringissem a questão habitacional e não é. E nós precisamos pautar isso de uma 

maneira mais forte. Tinham até conflitos na última reunião porque a gente tem tido muito problema de 

segurança aqui. Na verdade, a gente tem tido problema de violência policial aqui e a gente levantou essa 

questão e o representante da Secretaria específica de Segurança e a Secretaria de Governo acharam que não 

tinha que deixar falar sobre isso porque não é tema, não é pauta do Conselho”. 
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to that. Then that, all the slow and long approval process is lost144 (SG2). 

And the letter of credit will not fit or attend the needs of all the residents being displaced, 

as not all of them have the necessary income to apply for it, or it will not be enough to buy a 

house in the central area of São Paulo. 

First of all, the letter of credit, the problem of the letter of credit it’s that it has a low 

value that you can't ... R$ 150,000, that you can't buy housing in the area ... first of 

all, that. Second, not all those families there can afford to buy a property. As much as 

they earn a letter of credit, they may not be able to stay. If they stay, it becomes money 

in their hand. This is very complicated 145 (CS2). 

********* 

A summary of the public arena of the urban conflict presented here is presented in Figure 

39, following the same parameters of the provisional analytical framework.

                                                      
144 Original: “Porque faz do jeito que dá pra fazer, é o que tá mais na oportunidade no momento: "Ah, a PPP 

tava fácil, vai fazer a PPP, porque já tá tudo mais organizado, porque a empreiteira já tá com a área ou já tem 

todos os acertos". Então o que falta é planejamento, desde o início do programa. Tanto do parceiro quanto 

nosso. Nós, antigamente, tínhamos um estoque de terrenos e ia se fazendo projeto. Então, tinha um tempo. Hoje 

em dia, os terrenos ficaram quase inviáveis, né? O custo é muito alto e aí você faz um projeto hoje, amanhã a 

legislação mudou. Aí aquele projeto já não tá valendo mais. Aí você tem que adaptar pra isso, tem que adaptar 

praquilo. Aí, aquele, todo o processo lento e longo de aprovação, você perde.” 
145 Original: “Primeiro, que a carta de crédito, o problema da carta de crédito, ela tem um valor baixo, que você 

não consegue... 150 mil, que você não consegue comprar uma habitação na área… em primeiro lugar, isso. 

Segundo lugar, que nem todas aquelas famílias ali têm condições de comprar um imóvel. Por mais que elas 

ganhem uma carta de crédito, elas podem não conseguir permanecer. Se elas permanecerem, aquilo vira 

dinheiro na mão delas. Isso é muito complicado.” 
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Figure 39: Blocks 36, 37 and 38 under the analytical framework 

Source: elaborated by the author.
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6 MEDELLÍN: “WE ARE NOT AGAINST DEVELOPMENT” 

6.1 Introduction to the case 

On July 5, 2017, a public hearing was conducted by the City Councilors in Medellín 

regarding the construction of a new cable car system in the city, the Cable Picachito Project 

(hereafter called Metrocable Picacho), to be built across Comunas 5 and 6146. Besides the 

government officials who were in charge of the project, the City Council building was full of 

people that had either been affected by prior projects and had their rights neglected, or people 

that would be displaced by the construction of this new cable car. The citizens were holding 

posters and banners and had the opportunity to communicate using the microphone. They were 

mainly saying that they were not against urban development processes, but against the injustices 

generated by them. 

The Metrocable Picacho (Línea P of the cable cars) is a project of the Metro de Medellín 

company. The main reason for developing the project is to improve the transport system in the 

area,  using environmentally friendly technologies (Figure 40) that will benefit around 420 

thousand citizens, transporting 4,000 passengers per hour (JIMÉNEZ, JUAN DIEGO ORTIZ, 

2019). This reason is counterargued by some of the actors (non-hegemonic), who say there are 

plenty of public transport options in the area and that the cable car is being built for tourists. In 

addition, the former head of the Administrative Planning Departments brings the argument of 

channeling all the transport in the city to the Metro so it can reach its full capacity in order to 

pay the Metro de Medellín debt by 2065. 

 

Figure 40: Metrocable Picacho as a sustainable mobility project147 

Source: Salazar (2018). 

                                                      
146 The urban area of Medellín is divided into 16 comunas and 275 neighborhoods. 
147 Translation: Article: “It is one of the most important strategic sustainable mobility projects”. 
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This project is located in front 

of the first cable car from Medellín, 

just across the river. The line will run 

from the Estación Acevedo that Línea 

K departs to Santo Domingo Savio, 

and it is from the same station that the 

construction of the Línea P is taking 

place. Both are in the northern region 

of the city (Figure 41), home to the 

poorest residents of the city. The 

structure of Metrocable Picacho is 

formed by one main station (Estación 

Acevedo) and three other stations 

(Sena Pedregal – Bliblioteca – El 

Progreso) (Figure 42), that will lead 

to a touristic cable car towards the 

Picacho hill (MEDELLÍN, 2016). 

Two of these stations will not affect many residents: Estación El Progresso, located in a rural 

area; and Estación Sena-Pedregal, in the parking area of a public educational institute (Sena). 

However, two other areas will be affected the most: La Paralela (Estación Acevedo) and Doce 

de Octubre (Estación Biblioteca), both low income neighborhoods (socioeconomic stratum 

2148).  

                                                      
148 Is the classification of the residential real estate in Colombia. The residencies are categorized according to 

their physical characteristics; the availability of public services; the infrastructure (including roads and public 

transportation), green zones and recreational facilities in the surroundings. This stratification does not include 

income. The fares of residential public services vary according to this socioeconomic stratification.) 

(DEPARTAMENTO ADMINISTRATIVO NACIONAL DE ESTADÍSTICA, 2015). 

 
Figure 41: Medellín map with the K and P metrocable lines 

Source: developed by the author with the use of Google Maps. 
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Figure 42: Metrocable Picacho project 

Source: Villa (2017). 

The Housing Institute of Medellín (Instituto Social de Vivienda y Hábitat de Medellín - 

ISVIMED) was subcontracted to run the gestión predial of the project. The institute is 

responsible for purchasing the affected real state, paying compensation, and supporting the 

residents in resettling. Although other institutions are subcontracted, ISVIMED has the most 

contact with the residents. 

In the area Doce de Octubre, 65 houses will be demolished, affecting around 250 people. 

The first residents arrived in the neighborhood in 1973, and the houses were built through public 

subsidy from the Territorial Credit Institute and had land deeds. In La Paralela, the first 

residents arrived in 1984 and self-built the houses and infrastructure. The residents do not have 

land titles, only “compraventa” documents, being poseedores149. According to the census 

performed by the public administration, 308 houses will be affected. Nonetheless, the veeduría 

                                                      
149 Poseedores are the residents who, in good faith, hold the buying and selling receipt of real estate. As they are 

not the owners of the land, they do not have land titles and usually only have precarious documents such as 

purchase and sale contracts (compraventa). When affected by infrastructure projects, they are considered 

residents and are entitled to compensations. The commercial evaluation of the real estate will only consider the 

building, the improvements that were built (mejoras), not the price of the plot of land. 
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ciudadana150 for Metrocable Picacho, conformed by La Paralela residents, affirms that the real 

number is 608 houses, from which 297 are registered. Around 70% of the real state in Medellín 

does not have a land title (fieldnotes). 

A glossary with the most relevant terms to understand the case is presented in Appendix 

10. A map of the actors involved and a timeline of the main events are presented, respectively, 

in Appendixes 12 and 14. They are relevant tools to understand the problematic situation 

experienced due the construction of the Metrocable Picacho.  

6.2 The problematic situation 

The problematic situation under analysis is the eviction of the residents of the areas that 

are affected by the construction of MetroCable Picacho. As mentioned, they are mainly from 

two different neighborhoods: Doce de Octubre and La Paralela. These neighborhoods were 

formed through different urbanization processes. While Doce de Octubre was a neighborhood 

planned by governmental institutions and the houses were developed through subsidies of the 

Instituto de Credito Territorial in the 1970s; La Paralela is a self-built neighborhood, on land 

that was not occupied due to the activities of the railway system, which operated until 1987-

1988. 

According to the analytical framework developed, a problematic situation emerges 

“when the habitual reactions of an organism to the demands of its environment no longer 

provide the satisfaction of its needs and its desires” (CEFAÏ, 2017a, p. 188). These problematic 

situations could be felt by those implementing the public projects; or by those suffering the 

impact of these projects. How these different actors perceive the problematic situation is the 

subject of the following subsections. 

6.2.1 We have a project to implement: the city of innovation 

The eviction of the residents of the area does not seem to be a problematic situation for 

the Metrocable Picacho developers. Resettling the residents is taken as a residual part of the 

main project, the gestión predial, subcontracted to ISVIMED. ISVIMED’s main responsibility 

is to conduct the process so the buildings are demolished, and the area can be destined for the 

construction of the project, following a certain chronogram. 

While the community leaders analyze that their actions have led to a delay in the project: 

                                                      
150 Veeduría ciudadana it is the democratic mechanism that enables citizens or community organizations to 

monitor government (including the different powers) or governmental projects (even if developed by private 

organizations). Locally, the veedurías are organized under the Personería, which are the local agencies of Public 

Ministry (COLOMBIA, 2003). 
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“Halt the project, in fact, the project has been delayed for seven months. But we would have 

been out years ago”151 (RES7), the project implementers do not see it this way. Publicly, the 

delay of the project happened due to problems with the type of soil: 

The Metrocable Picacho is facing several difficulties. According to the Metro of 

Medellín, the Sena and Doce de Octubre stations will be delivered next January. And 

Acevedo in March 2020: “In this project, we found several types of soil in the same 

area. Currently, right beside the Acevedo Station, next to the river, we find it difficult 

especially in the process of sedimentation and excavation of the columns. Now it is 

completely surpassed”152 (TELEANTIOQUIA NOTICIAS, 2019).  

The project implementers regard the resistance of the residents of the area as a right of 

the citizens that it is their right to defend their communities and houses. But this is no reason to 

stop the project: “What one sees is that most (affected residents) begin to accept. There is 

always someone resisting. But none of our cable works, extensions of tracks, trams, have been 

left undone”153 (CC1). 

Following the legislation, the project implementers can deliver the project without much 

of an issue: with little space to present complaints, the law predicts that either the residents 

“accept” the offer made by ISVIMED, conducting the voluntary alienation154, or they will be 

evicted and paid only according to the avalúo catastral155. 

According to some of the residents, scholars, and social movements, delivering these 

projects is part of a broader context that involves the city imaginary. In the past, Medellín had 

become famous for being an innovative city. The use of cable cars as a means of mass 

transportation is a symbol of this innovation and development. This is the 6th cable car line in 

the city. La Línea P, according to the secretary of Physical Infrastructure of Medellín, will reach 

another level, as “it will be the largest capacity cable car for urban transport in the world156” 

                                                      
151 Original: “Frenar el proyecto, de hecho, el proyecto lleva un retraso de siete meses. Sino ya hubiéramos 

estado afuera hace años”. 
152 Original: “Son várias las dificultades que enfrenta el metrocable picacho. Segun el Metro de Medellín, las 

estaciones Sena y Doce de Octubre se entregarán en enero próximo. Y Acevedo en Marzo 2020: “Nosotros en 

este proyecto nos encuentramos con varios tipos de suelos en una misma zona. Hoy al lado, en La Eestacion 

Acevedo, al lado del río, nos encontramos con dificultade sobretodo en el proceso de sedimentacion y 

excavacion de pilas. Ya hoy está completamente superada”. 
153 Original: “Lo que uno ve es que la mayoría empieza a aceptar. Siempre queda alguien haciendo resistência. 

Pero ninguna de nuestras obras de cables, de ampliaciones de vías, de tranvía, se han quedado sin hacer”. 
154 Voluntary alienation (enajenacion voluntária) takes place when the owner or poseedor of real estate affected 

by a public infrastructure project accepts the purchase offer. This means that the real estate is being sold to the 

government institution (Ley 1682 de 2013). When the owner or poseedor of affected real state does not agree 

with the purchase offer made by the government, an administrative or judicial process initiates. The police may 

intervene to evict the residents from the real estate, and the presence of public defenders is obligatory to 

guarantee the protection of human rights (Ley 1682 from 2013). 
155 The avalúo catastral of real estate is the amount over which the government charges the territorial taxes. It 

usually represents around 30% of commercial evaluations. 
156 Original: “Será el cable de mayor capacidad en el mundo para transporte urbano” 
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(JIMÉNEZ, JUAN DIEGO ORTIZ, 2019), referring to the number of passengers per hour 

(Figure 43). 

  

Figure 43: Metrocable Picacho will be the largest capacity urban cable car in the world157 

Source: Jiménez (2019). 

Box 12: A compromise among the common worlds of market, fame, and projects 

In the past years, Medellín has been awarded many times. In 2012, Medellín won the 

Sustainable Transport Award, given by the Institute for Transportation and Development 

Policy. In 2013, Medellín was recognized as the most innovative city of the world by the 

Urban Land Institute, in a competition sponsored by the Wall Street Journal and the Citi 

banking group. In 2016 Medellín won the “Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize,” awarded by 

the Singapore government. The list goes on. In general, when sharing the news about the 

awards, the newspapers acknowledge the passage from a city internationally known for drug 

cartels and high homicide rates to a city that cherishes urban development and where projects 

that changed the urban realities have been implemented with creativity (BBC NEWS, 2013). 

“Medellín is a laboratory city,” said the former head of the Planning Administrative 

Secretariat, configuring the ideology of the project's logic that characterizes the city. The 

metrocables, at the same time attracting international attention and businesses (for instance, 

POMA is a French company that installed in Medellín after the metrocables), are also 

responsible for increasing the number of clients that access the metro system every day 

                                                      
157 Translation: After 15 years of innovating with the first cable used to power a massive transport system in the 

world, Medellín will achieve another milestone with its urban transport: it will have the cable that can move the 

highest number of passengers per hour. This is the Picacho Metrocable, which work commenced in January 2018 

on the northwestern slope of the city. It will be the sixth line of its kind to be integrated into the metro system, 

when it begins operation in the last quarter of this year. It will benefit 420,000 people, it contributes with 30,000 

m2 of public space and can transport 4,000 passengers per hour/way, the maximum capacity for this type of 

technology called Detachable Monocable Gondola (GMD). The five cable lines that operate in Medellín range 

between 1,200 (Arví) and 3,000 (Santo Domingo and San Javier) passengers per hour/way, with cable cars for 

eight people seated and two standing. Metrocable Picacho gondolas will be larger and can take 10 seated users 

and two standing. The Transmicable of Ciudad Bolívar in Bogotá, for example, opened in December, mobilizes 

3,600 users per hour/way, with cars for 10 people. The eight lines of La Paz (Bolivia) carry 3,000 passengers per 

hour/way, as does the Favelas do Alemão Complex, in Rio de Janeiro (Brazil). “It will be the largest capacity 

cable in the world for urban transport. Another novelty is that Picacho will be the first cable in the country with 

direct drive motorization, which will allow its operation to be quieter and faster”, said Paula Palacio, secretary of 

Physical Infrastructure of Medellín. 
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(which is necessary to pay the debt that the Metro de Medellín has with the National 

Government that will be paid by 2065). The Empresa de Transporte Masivo del Valle de 

Aburrá Limitada - Metro de Medellín Ltda. is a public company, owned by the Departamento 

de Antioquia and the Municipio de Medellín, both with 50% (METRO DE MEDELLÍN, 

2019). The company generates incomes from different sources in addition to the tickets: 

technology; knowledge (consultancy) and urban management. Lately, they have announced 

that they want to put full attention in the real estate market as a source of income (Figure 44). 

The current hegemonic scenario of Medellín that runs vividly in the speeches and actions of 

the project implementers represents a compromise between the market, the fame and the 

projects common worlds. Together, these logics constitute a cycle in which projects are 

conducted to attract businesses and investments and being internationally recognized 

increases the visibility of the city in the international market. The webpage from the Distrito 

de Innovación de Medellín (Figure 45) demonstrates the focus on the social, urban and 

economic transformation of four neighborhoods to convert Medellín into an innovative city 

highlights this connection. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

 
Figure 44: Metro de Medellín and the real estate interest158 

                                                      
158 Translation: Medellín Metro strongly points to the real estate business. This will begin to become more 

noticeable with the El Picacho metrocable, which closes for private offers on September 25. Until next 

September 25, interested bidders will have the opportunity to present their proposals for the El Picacho 

metrocable, in which the City Hall will invest almost 300,000 million pesos. This project, which will be 

delivered in 18 months, is part of the master plan for the expansion of the Mass Transportation System of the 

Aburrá Valley, which includes 19 new lines to complement the current ones and generate better mobility 
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Source: Cárdenas (2017). 

 
Figure 45: Webpage of the Innovation District159 

Source: Ruta N (n.d.). 

6.2.2 We built this community, and now what? 

As developed in the provisional analytical framework, those affected by the projects 

experience the problematic situation when they no longer receive the same responses from the 

environment or when they realize these responses are insufficient. Three possibilities were 

raised for them to experience these situations. The first is the exclusion from the possibility of 

creating the city according to their needs and desires; the second is the worsening of the material 

livelihood, affecting their material survival; and the third the non-acceptance of the same 

responses from the environment. 

What emerges from the fieldwork is that the residents of La Paralela and Doce the 

Octubre have a strong temporal and material connection to the neighborhoods. The following 

excerpt – from a Doce de Octubre resident – demonstrates how this is understood by the 

                                                      
between the neighborhoods of this city. They will be built by 2030, with an approximate cost of 15 billion pesos 

to go from 1.2 to 1.7 million users per day, according to Metro manager Tomás Elejalde.  

But El Picacho metrocable, apart from linking the center of the capital of Antioquia with the highest part of the 

western central commune, will also mark the first use of Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) by the company and 

the advance of a more aggressive bid of their part in a line of business, which they had attended timidly: the real 

estate business. 

For 2017, the budget of this firm that has become a symbol of the Antioqueños is close to 1.5 billion pesos, 

including both the operation and the investment in expanding its networks and services. Of that value, just over 

half a billion pesos are covered by the box office, with another important source being the contributions of the 

Municipality of Medellín.  

Currently, it has three business lines: technology (exploitation of services through its collection card ‘Civic’), 

knowledge (consulting) and urban management. Among them, they weigh 3.8% on their income. But the 

intention is that by 2020 this increases to 11%, with special emphasis on real estate, which is part of the field of 

urban management. "We want to be much more ambitious, because if they are showing us how it can be up to 

40%, we see a fairly important margin there", said Elejalde. 
159 Translation: Four neighbourhoods to leverage innovation. The district is a strategy for social, urban and 

economic transformation, that aims at transforming Medellín into an innovation ecosystem. 
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residents, exacerbating the temporal relation to the neighborhood: 

My neighbor hasn't been here for a long time. She has only been here for 18 or 20 

years. I mean, she doesn't have an appreciation for the neighborhood because she is 

relatively new [...] She doesn't have as much sense of belonging. She has wanted to 

leave for a long time. In fact, when they appeared, as she felt so annoyed, at that time 

she had already offered her house for rent and was going to rent another house. She 

was one of the first that said yes, that was happy to leave here160 (RES5). 

In both neighborhoods, the owners and their families have been part of the communities 

for the last 30-40 years. In Doce de Octubre, the Instituto de Credito Territorial built the ground 

level of the houses of the block. But the constructions of 1st and 2nd floors, that accommodate 

the families’ second and third generations, were built by the owners themselves, sometimes in 

a process that lasted for decades: 

We arrived in Doce de Octubre in 1973 in the house given by the Instituto al Credito 

Territorial to the underprivileged members of society. This was luck. When I reached 

Doce de Octubre, I was 11 years old, and we began to build not only the houses of us 

- because our houses were small, and we were reforming for the number of people 

living in the house161 (RES13). 

The communitarian facilities were also constructed through convites, which is the name 

given to the self-construction events in which several neighbors join to collectively build 

something, usually with food being served for everyone (more specifically a dish called 

sancocho, a traditional stew with a variety of vegetables and meat) (Fieldnotes). The following 

interview excerpt also demonstrates community involvement in building the neighborhood: 

Let’s say we have been building it (the house) slowly for the past 15 or 20 years. My 

kids grew up here, they were educated here, in the neighborhood school, and we also 

grew up here […] We grew up very richly in this neighborhood. We built the 

sidewalks, we carried the stones, the community itself. Because the government only 

arrived here in the last 10 maybe 15 years, to help these communities, and the progress 

started to arrive. For example, the sidewalk, this little road, that we have here, the 

neighbors made it out of necessity162 (RES5). 

                                                      
160 Original: “Mi vecina del frente no lleva por aquí tanto tiempo. Ella solo lleva 18 o 20 años. Ósea, ella no 

tiene un aprecio del barrio porque relativamente es nueva [...]. No tiene tanto sentido de pertenencia. Ella hace 

rato se ha querido ir. De hecho cuando aparicieron estos, como ella vivía tan aburrida, en ese momento ella ya 

había ofrecido la casa de ella para alquílala e iba a tomar en arriendo otra casa. Esa fue una de las primeras 

que dijo que sí, que estava feliz de irse de por acá”.  
161 Original: “Nosotros llegamos al Doce de Octubre en 1973, las casa que dio el Instituto al Credito Territorial 

a las personas menos favorecidas de la ciudadania. Entonces esto fue por sorte. Cuando yo llegue al Doce tenia 

11 anos, y empezamos a construir no solo las casas de nosotros - porque las casas de nosotros eran pequenas e 

fuimos reformando para la cantidad de personas que vivian en la casa”. 
162 Original: “Digamos que la he ido construyendo (la casa) con despacio en unos 15 o 20 años. Mis hijos aquí 

crecieron, aquí se educaron, en los colegios del barrio y nosotras también crecimos aqui [...] Pero la verdad es 

que crecimos muy rico en esta barrio. Las aceras nosotros las hicimos, cargábamos piedras, la comunidad 

inicialmente porque el gobierno lo mismo, solamente decir que unos 10 años tal vez unos 15 es que han 

empezado como a ver como que hay que ayudar estos sectores y empezó a venir el progreso, por ejemplo la 

cera, esa carreterita que nosotros tenemos ahí, aunque eso lo inventaron fueron los vecinos por la necesidad”. 
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In La Paralela, the older residents have built everything, the houses and communitarian 

facilities – such as the sewage system, the sidewalks, the connection to the electricity system, 

the water well, and piped water, as shown in the following excerpts. The construction of the 

houses is a long process, according to the resources that are available for the household, 

involving the community and family members, making it a lifetime project: 

We got married in 1991, after dating for 5 years. He had the idea that we should have 

our own house, so we bought this land from the next-door neighbor. And the year 

after we got married, we bought it, we built this room, that now belongs to our older 

daughter. And here we had everything: the bed, the kitchen, the tools, the wardrobe, 

we had everything in a single room. And then we started to expand the house. (How 

long did it take you to build everything?) Our whole life, since we moved here. As I 

did it, every day I did a tiny bit. I used to wake up really early, before opening the 

shop and plastered or painted something163 (RES8). 

She said that they started living here in a ranch, with no services. They did the sewage 

system by themselves. In the beginning, there were no services. They (the family) are 

in the neighborhood for 34 years. After 8 years they built the first floor (between 1984 

and 1992). After 14 years, they built the second floor (1998-2000). And it was around 

2006-2008 that they plastered the floor. Now it’s been 15 years that they have been 

feeling less burdened. The husband used to go to bed late at night building the house. 

Some family members help them to lay a concrete slab, and they made a sancochito 

(fieldnotes). 

Because of this history, the residents feel as they should be part of the decision of 

whether the Metrocable Picacho should take place there and, mostly, under what conditions 

they should be resettled. This material perspective evolves in two directions. First, the 

construction of the neighborhoods and the social tissue that it created should be part of the 

compensation paid for the houses. Only recognizing the material perspectives of the houses (the 

improvements - las mejoras –, more specifically in La Paralela) is not fair after they have 

invested their whole lives building them. The conception of what is “fair” as a price for these 

residents to leave is the consideration of the amount of their lives they have invested in building 

their houses and the structures of the neighborhoods, so they would not have to invest the same 

in the next house. Second, this materiality implies – according to some of the residents – that 

the ones who have the legitimacy to enroll in the negotiations are the ones who built the houses: 

Maria starts explaining how there is a negotiation table going on, but that in this table 

only 5 city councilors, the ISVIMED, and the Administrative Planning Secretariat are 

involved. Who invited those city councilors? Who excluded the community? Maria 

                                                      
163 Original: “Nosotros nos casamos en el Noventa y uno, teníamos cinco años de novios, y Néstor tenía la idea 

de que nos fuéramos para casa propia y compro este terreno al señor de enseguida, y cuando nos casamos, 

después de un año comprado, el construyó esta pieza que ahora es de la hija mayor, pero ahí teníamos todo: la 

cama, la cocina, la herramienta, donde guardar la ropa, teníamos todo en una sola pieza, y ya después 

empezamos hacer y ampliar la casa. (¿cuánto tiempo se demoraron en construir todo esto?) Toda la vida, desde 

que nos mudamos porque como lo he hecho yo, entonces casi todos los días yo hacía un poquito, me levantaba 

muy temprano antes de abrir la tienda, pintaba o estucaba”. 
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says that they (city councilors) did not build her house, so they should not be deciding 

this. And that they (the community) should also receive compensation for building 

the sidewalks and the sewer, which they did collectively. John says that, before the 

Empresas Públicas de Medellín arrived there with electricity and water, they had 

already organized it on they own. They are the ones who built this community and 

they should be compensated for this (RES1 and RES7, fieldnotes). 

There is an article from the POT (Masterplan) that states that we should be resettled 

in the same or better conditions. And so far, they have not shown us minimum, equal, 

better. That is, the scale has always leant toward the worse. It is visible and the history 

of Medellín is proving it, that the displaced are always left worse off. Seeing that the 

neighborhoods have been built by the communities, not the government, the 

neighborhoods were formed because the humble people began to build their homes, 

their access roads, and the construction of aqueducts, sewer, and electricity. And as 

they improved, they built part of the neighborhood. And then government entities such 

as Empresas Publicas were integrated. But the neighborhoods were built by the 

people164 (RES2). 

 
Figure 46: We have built this community 

Source: El barrio como rostro de ciudad (2018)  

Through this perspective, the compensation amount of the house should not only 

involve the material and commercial aspects of the house itself but the whole neighborhood 

that helped to build it. In addition, both residents and other experts support the idea that social 

ties should also be compensated, as they imply a mutual support network. Residents worry 

about the possibility of worsening their livelihood perspectives, possibly affecting their material 

survival. By being the producers of their houses and the community, they somehow produced 

the urban space according to their needs, considering their constraints. Now, they do not know 

how this will evolve, which brings insecurity and anxiety, as demonstrated in the excerpt below: 

                                                      
164 Original: “Hay un punto del POT donde establece que nos deben de reasentar en iguales o mejores 

condiciones. Y hasta el momento no nos han mostrado ni mínimo, ni igual, ni mejores. Ósea, siempre ha estado 

la balanza equilibrada a peor. Se visualiza y la historia de Medellín lo está comprobando, en que los 

desplazados siempre quedemos peor. Viendo que los barrios los hemos construido las comunidades, no el 

gobierno, los barrios se formaron porque la gente humilde empezaron a construir sus viviendas, sus accesos de 

carreteras, la construcción de acueducto, alcantarillado, luz. Y a medida que iban mejorando iban construyendo 

parte del barrio y se iban integrando entidades del gobierno como las Empresas Públicas. Pero los barrios los 

construyeron las personas”. 
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No, well, we are going to miss everything. First what was achieved with so much 

effort, here are our roots. Here I have grown up with my daughter, where we live here 

is a block together with the family, my mother, my grandmother, my wife's parents, 

my wife's grandparents, brothers-in-law, everyone. So, it is very difficult, there are 

aggregate values, which the state does not see. They are seeing the square meters but 

do not see beyond, what society is, the community. For example, here we have work 

nearby. For example, here we have a very big advantage: we go to work and leave our 

daughter with my father-in-law. If we leave here, it is very difficult (almost 

impossible) for us to stay together. That degree of difficulty is going to affect us. First, 

we will reach an unknown neighborhood. If we are going to work, with whom are we 

going to leave our daughter? Then we have to move her from school or pay for 

transportation, which we are currently not paying […] Now for example, something 

that worries me, that keeps me up at night, is that when I built this house - my mom 

and grandmother live on the second floor, we live on the third floor - but when I built 

it, I built this house so that I could take care of them. My mother is disabled, and my 

grandmother is 84 years old, and apart from her age she is also disabled, she cannot 

stand on her own. If they get sick, I have to take them out. If my grandmother falls, I 

need to get to her before my mother, who due to her limitations cannot help my 

grandmother.165 (RES11). 

Box 13: The domestic common world 

The La Paralela and Doce de Octubre process of self-construction was based on domestic 

logic, in which the “beings have to ensure the permanence and the continuity of a tradition” 

(BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 176). The superiors are responsible both for the good 

upbringing and for catering for the needs of the inferior beings (such as children). For this 

reason, when building the houses and communal facilities, they build them according to their 

needs, according to what was needed to cater for the family. The threat of potentially losing 

this concerns them and they worry about how they will provide the basic needs of the 

families. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

As mentioned, the law predicts that either the residents “accept” the offer made by 

ISVIMED, or they will be evicted. So, instead of feeling they are being justly compensated for 

their houses, the residents feel threatened: they either accept the conditions or they will be 

removed, receiving only the amount of the avalúo catastral, and dealing with a long-term 

judicial process: 

                                                      
165 Original: “No pues, es que vamos extrañar todo, primero lo que se consiguió con tanto esfuerzo, acá están 

nuestras raíces, acá he crecido con mi hija, donde nosotros vivimos acá es un bloque junto con la familia, mi 

mamá, mi abuela, los papas de mi esposa, los abuelos de mi esposa, los cuñados, todos. Entonces muy difícil, 

son los valores agregados, que el estado no ve, ellos están viendo los metros cuadrados pero no ven más allá lo 

que es la sociedad, la comunidade. Por ejemplo nosotros acá tenemos el trabajo cerca. Por ejemplo, acá 

nosotros tenemos una ventaja muy grande, nosotros vamos a trabajar y dejamos la hija con el suegro. Si 

salimos de acá es muy difícil casi imposible que volvamos a quedarnos juntos. Ese grado de dificultad que nos 

va a afectar. Primero que todo vamos a llegar a un barrio desconocido, si nosotros vamos a ir a trabajar con 

quien vamos a dejar la hija? entonces tenemos que moverla del colegio o pagarle transporte, que no estamos 

pagando. […] Ahora yo por ejemplo, algo que me deja preocupado, que no me deja a mi dormir, es que cuando 

yo construí esta casa, mi mamá y abuela viven en el segundo piso, nosotros vivimos en el tercero, pero cuando 

yo construí esta casa, la construí de manera que yo pudiera está pendiente de ellas. Mi mamá es discapacitada y 

mi abuela tiene 84 años, y aparte de la edad también está discapacitada, ella no se puede valer por si misma. Si 

ellas se enferman yo tengo que salir con ellas, si mi abuela se cae, yo llego primero a recoger a mi abuela que 

mi mamá, que por sus limitaciones no tiene la capacidad, de reacción”. 
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They are threatening that: "If you do not accept, we will evict you and we will pay 

only for the avalúo catastral of your home." It is not just a matter of property value, 

of millions of pesos, it’s armed robbery by this administration166 (CC1). 

Facing this scenario, some of the residents chose to enter the struggle for their rights to 

remain in the territory or, at least, to have the proper compensation according to what they 

consider as being just; while others believe that there is nothing else they can do about it and 

give in. A comprehensive flowchart of the resettlement process, according to the current 

legislation, is presented in Appendix 11. 

6.3 The publicization of the arena 

There is a constant struggle to keep the arena public. This is one of the biggest demands 

of community leaders. For instance, the socialization of the eviction conditions, the 

“negotiations,” and the presentation of the compensation amounts take place in private spaces. 

As the amount that will be paid in compensation varies according to the characteristics of the 

residents and the houses, the project implementers advocate that the discussions regarding the 

project and the rights of the citizens must be carried out privately. Three arguments are used: 

a) each citizen has specific needs that must be catered for individually; b) when these activities 

are done collectively, it increases the possibility of misinformation; c) the citizens must be 

protected from others that could potentially harass them after they have received the 

compensation installments. The following excerpts demonstrate the arguments used by 

governmental agents for this individualized treatment: 

The strategic aspect of this project is that we want to guarantee personalized attention 

to avoid a fuss and misinformation. Because in these projects there are many 

collective and individual interests. So sometimes the community interventions, the 

interventions of the leaders, they represent the community. But it is also clear, from 

experiences that we have had in other public work projects in the city, that there are 

individual interests. That’s why there is pressure. So, to avoid the fuss and 

misinformation that damages the social process and creates risks - the fact that a leader 

tells someone to accept eviction without dimensioning what eviction implies, is very 

delicate 167 (GOV2). 

This is a very complicated issue, which I can explain and that demonstrate what we 

                                                      
166 Original: “Los están amenazando con que si no aceptan te vamos expropiar y vamos a pagar solo por el 

valor catastral de su vivienda.  No es solo una cuestión de valor predial, de millones de pesos, sería un robo de 

mano armada por esta administración”. 
167 Original: “Lo estratégico de este proyecto es que nosotros queremos garantizar una atención personalizada 

para evitar ruidos y desinformación. Porque en estos proyectos hay muchos intereses colectivos e individuales. 

Entonces a veces las intervenciones comunitarias, las intervenciones de los líderes, ellos hablan en voz de 

representacion la comunidad. Pero también es claro, por experiencias que hemos tenido en otros proyectos de 

obra pública en la ciudad, hemos encontrado que hay intereses individuales. Y por eso la presión. Entonces 

para evitar los ruidos que hay y la desinformación que daña mucho el proceso social y genera riesgos de que el 

hecho de que un líder le indique a un hogar que se haga expropiar sin dimensionar que implica la expropiación 

en un hogar es muy delicado”. 
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should avoid - the politicization of the process. A great difficulty in these processes, 

is that they are not homogeneous processes, nor will they be  for the following reasons. 

Don Pedrito's case is different from Don Antonio. Don Antonio's is different from 

Maria, due to many legal and social angles. [...] So, for me, it is necessary to try to 

give information timely to avoid problems, because the comments are the ones that 

do the most damage. But it is understood that what is positive for 2, 3, 4 people, may 

not be for other people, because they have different conditions. It is the bottleneck 

situation that we have identified for a long time and is very punctual. So, general 

meetings become very punctual based on what is legally there. Each case is a separate 

case.168 (GOV3). 

Part of the affected community and actors that intermediate the problematic situation 

demand collective treatment. The following excerpt of the speech of a City Councilor during a 

plenary session held at the City Council in July 2017 demonstrates this: 

So, let's not expect the communities to be calm. With all due respect, I am going to 

say one thing to the people from La Paralela and to all the people affected by the 

infrastructure works. Do not accept individual treatment! “It is that I come to socialize 

at your house”. “No sir! You must socialize together with my community, my leaders, 

my Juntas de Acción Comunal presidents, etc.” Because, first, << divide and reign 

>>; second, the theory of the corncob, that I have already taught all over Medellín: 

you take out the first corn grain and that thing is gone. “It’s that we want to assist you 

individually”. “No sir! My strength is set in my community, and I am stronger if we 

are organized” 169 (CC3). 

Three main strategies used to try to publicize the arena: the support of City Councilors 

that have a history of supporting social movements; the support of alternative media and social 

media; public demonstrations. The subsections below present these strategies. 

6.3.1 The city council 

The City Council had a significant role in publicizing the problematic situation lived by 

the residents. Sessiones plenarias were held to discuss the Metrocable Picacho and the situation 

of the victims of the city development. Citizens from other localities that were affected by 

public infrastructure projects attended such sessions as well (Figure 47).  

                                                      
168 Original: “Hay un tema muy complicado, que lo puedo explicar y que se presta mucho para lo que debemos 

evitar que es la parte de politización del proceso. En estos procesos está la gran dificultad, que no son procesos 

homogéneos, ni van a poder ser, por lo siguiente. El caso de don Pedrito es diferente de don Antonio. El de Don 

Antonio es diferente de duena Cenobia, por muchas arandelas de orden legal y social. [...] Entonces, para mim, 

hay que tratar de dar la información muy puntual para evitar problemas, porque los comentarios son los que 

más daño le hacen a eso. Pero uno entendie, lo que puede ser positivo para 2, 3, 4 personas, para otras 

personas no, porque tiene condiciones diferentes. Es el cuello de botella que nosotros temos identificado hace 

mucho tiempo y son muy puntuales. Entonces, las reuniones generales llegamos a ser muy puntuales con base a 

lo que hay legalmente. Cada caso es un caso.” 
169 Original: “Entonces no esperemos que las comunidades estén tranquilas. Y yo voy a decir una cosa y con 

todo respeto a la gente de La Paralela y a toda la gente afectada por la obra. No acepten tratamiento 

individual! “Que es que yo le socializo en su casa. ¡No señor!, usted me socializa reunido com mi comunidade, 

mis líderes, mis presidentes de JAC, etc”. Porque, uno, <<divide y reinaras>>; dos, la teoria de la mazorca ya 

se la enseñé a todo Medellín, usted saca el primer grano y esa vaina se fue. “Que es que lo queremos atender de 

manera individual”. ¡No señor!, mi fortaleza está puesta em mi comunidade, y soy fuerte em tanto estoy 

organizado.”. 
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Figure 47: Plenary session of Metrocable Picacho at the Medellín City Council, held on July 5, 2017 

Source: Photo taken by Paula Miranda, 2017. 

The City Councilor Luz Maria Múnera supported the residents by conducting press 

conferences about the problematic situation. Múnera has a strong history of acting with social 

movements. When she joined institutional politics, she assumed a more combative discourse 

against the urban development projects that are conducted in the city. Several journalists from 

different newspapers, radio stations, and TV channels were present and interviewed the city 

councilor and the residents (Figure 48). The media brought to light to the problematic situation 

faced by the residents, a perspective that was rarely exposed by traditional media. 

 
Figure 48: Press conference organized by city councilor Luz Maria Múnera 

Source: print screens from Hora 13 Noticias (2018). 

6.3.2 Alternative and social media 

This press conference was the event in which traditional media was interested in hearing 

the residents. The articles regarding the Metrocable Picacho focused mainly on the future 

benefits of the project and technical issues (SALAZAR, 2018; VILLA, CAMILO TRUJILLO, 
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2017)170. The residents regularly counted on the support of alternative media channels and social 

media, such as the public demonstration that was developed by the project El barrio como 

rostro de ciudad and published on the Kavilando website (Figure 49). Social movements mostly 

administrated the alternative media channels, and organizations, and research groups.  

Figure 49: Publicizing the public demonstration in La Paralela171 

Source: El Barrio Como Rostro de Ciudad (2018) 

Social media tools, such as Facebook and WhatsApp, were also used by the members 

of veeduría and residents in general. In this sense, the support of non-residents was relevant for 

the resistance process, as is shown in subsection 6.4.3 (the intermediary publics). 

6.3.3 Public demonstrations 

Public demonstrations were also used by the residents to raise awareness of their 

situation. The residents of La Paralela held two “plantones”, in which they blocked the road 

that runs parallel to the houses for periods of 2 minutes, 5 times (POR LOS DERECHOS 

HUMANOS, 2018), in an intention to show the passersby the process they were going through. 

According to one of the residents, the plantón achieved its objective: 

                                                      
170 This is a complaint that comes from the residents. I have not developed data collection of the journalistic 

articles for this research. 
171 Translation: Demonstration: communities affected by development. The case of the La Paralela neighborhood 

– Metrocable Picacho. Kavilando. Created on June 5th 2018. By: “El barrio como rostro de ciudad”. Next Friday, 

in La Parelela, a plantón will happen to demonstrate all the unconformities, and to denounce the abuse in the 

purchase offers that are imposed by the Isvimed and the Medellín City Hall to make way for the Metrocable 

Picacho. 
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For me the plantón I think it was really good, it was very important. Many people 

came and well, at least for me that it was the most important thing, that people realize 

what is happening here in La Paralela. And for me it was so important because the 

media came, because the people with concerns spoke out, they spoke and were heard, 

you know? So it was not only heard in the neighborhood, it was heard throughout the 

Medellin area, and I think much further too, so it was really important for me172 

(RES10). 

On the other hand, according to the interviews conducted with governmental members, 

these plantones were not impactful. These agents mention that one aspect that showcased how 

satisfied the community was was the fact that they did not hold any relevant public 

demonstration, as shown in the following excerpt: 

(But did the community already hold ‘plantones’, and ‘marchas’?) Of course! But up 

to this moment, they have been minimal. I believe, if I remember it right, they did one 

[plantón], you know? […]  I believe that there is no longer a shadow of a doubt that 

they are being given the guarantees that they heard, so, if one goes to social networks, 

if one goes with this whole issue to communicate, so yes there was a march very early 

on, that was the only one, the rest have evolved, have been progressing with the 

communities173 (GOV3). 

Some residents also recognize and vainglory that they have been successful in their 

negotiations with the project implementers: “And we have achieved it without a marcha, with 

nothing”174 (RES7), not recognizing the demonstrations that the community has performed, as 

if they did not generate a big fuss. Most residents of La Paralela did not attend the larger 

demonstrations that were conducted outside the neighborhood and in cooperation with other 

affected communities. 

So many things have been achieved. And we have achieved it without a marcha, with 

nothing, only with the [social] networks. First of all, with God's help, because if God 

had not helped us, nothing would have happened. Then [with the support of] the 

networks, then ourselves175 (RES7). 

Box 14: The moment of peak in the civic common world 

                                                      
172 Original: “Vea el plantón a mi me parece que fue muy bueno, que fue muy importante. Vino mucha gente y 

pues, por lo menos para mi que fue lo más importante es que la gente de afuera se den de cuenta que es lo que 

está pasando acá en La Paralela. Y para mi fue demasiado importante porque vinieron medios de 

comunicación, porque hablaron la gente que tienen sus inquietudes, también hablaron y fueron escuchados, si 

me entiendes? entonces eso no solo se escuchó en barrio, se escuchó en toda la area de Medellín. Y creo que 

también mucho más allá, entonces fue demasiado importante para mi”.  
173 Original: “(Pero la comunidad ya hizo plantones, ya hizo marchas) ¡Claro! En su momento, en su momento 

han sido mínimas. Pues yo creo que, si recuerdo, una es mucho ¿cierto?. […] Eso ya, yo creo que ya no hay 

sombra de duda de que si se les está dando las garantías que se está escuchando, tan es así, sí uno va a redes 

sociales, si uno va a todo este tema ya de comunicaciones como tal, sí hubo una marcha muy al principio esa fue 

la única, de resto totalmente el proceso ha venido evolucionando, ha venido avanzando de una forma y 

contando con las comunidades”. 
174 Original: “Y lo hemos logrado sin marcha, sin nada”. 
175 Original: “Entonces se han logrado muchas cosas. Y lo hemos logrado sin marcha, sin nada, solamente con 

las redes. Primero que todo con la ayuda de Dios, porque si Dios no nos hubiera ayudado, nada desto hubiera 

pasado.  Después las redes, después nosotros”. 
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One of the arguments that were constantly used by the public implementers to dismantle the 

activities of the residents that were struggling against the process was that these residents 

were not elected by the community, they did not hold any power to represent the whole 

community. This was a method of rejecting the superiority of this group of residents from 

the civic logic. 

Demonstrations and public manifestations are moments of test also within the civic logic: 

“these gatherings are particularly favorable to the development of collective worth when they 

aim at demanding justice by taking recourse to the law to settle a dispute” (BOLTANSKI; 

THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 192). So, by not having moments of unity, in which the residents 

could show they form a collective body that gathers the whole community, their resistance 

loses force under the civic realm. It means that they are not able to mobilize the residents 

around a common interest. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

Furthermore, there is a tension concerning organizing or attending public 

demonstrations. Some residents denounced that they were threatened by project implementers 

before and after the plantones. Before the plantones, they were told by government members 

that the police would intervene in the demonstration. More specifically, they were told the 

Escuadrón Móvil Antidisturbios (Mobile Anti-Disturbances Squadron) – a Colombian National 

Police riot control unit would be sent.  

After the plantones, some residents mentioned that, in the meetings with governmental 

agents, they were asked if they took part in the demonstration, or the agents would say that they 

had “seen the pictures of him/her in the demonstration” (fieldnotes), as a way of saying that the 

lives of the citizens individually were being monitored and they could be punished for that. 

It is interesting that there is a constant need to say that the public demonstrations will 

be pacific, that violence will not be used in the process. One of the residents (RES7) said that 

police officers went to the plantón, that the residents talked to them, gave them refreshments. 

The resident suggests that the police were not worried about them: the residents would not harm 

or cause any damage. 

Some of the interviewees linked this to the history of violence and the pacification 

process that Colombia is going through. In this pacification process, public demonstrations are 

not necessarily welcomed, because they may cause riots or erupt into other forms of violence. 

There is a common understanding that “pacification” means not going against the State. If 

someone questions the decisions or processes conducted by the government, this person may 

be socially perceived as a guerrillera: 

(How many people attended the workshop?) There are about sixty-five families, in 

these workshops about thirty people, at most. That is what is weird. They’re not 

interested even with the threat that they will be removed. Because there is no political 
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education. In addition to the country’s history, one does not blame them either, any 

opposition feels like an affront to the state and that comes from the guerrillas. It is a 

very sad situation, because here they kill to see someone fall. So that has filled the 

population with fear, and with justified reasons. The state does not show up except to 

annoy, the state never shows up176 (CS2). 

According to the Front-Line Defenders, Colombia occupies the highest position of ranks 

on killing human rights defenders. In 2018, for instance, 126 activists were killed in the country 

(out of 321 in the whole world, including Colombia) (CHERONGIS; CHESERUT, 2018). 

Although the residents did not mention specifically this report or the killings of human rights 

defenders, this is the atmosphere in which the residents live. Two specific situations held my 

attention: in 2018 one of the members of la veeduría was arrested, and the other veeduría 

members felt that this happened as retaliation (this is discussed further in section 6.5.1) 

(fieldnotes); and in the other situation a member of the veeduría, during a meal, started crying 

worried about their own safety and said that “They were putting themself in this situation 

because it was necessary to protect the family house, and even if they got murdered, their 

children would be thankful in the future”; and then the interviewee and myself started designing 

possible strategies for self-protection (fieldnotes). 

6.3.4 Precedents 

The history of other communities from different regions in Medellín that were also 

affected by infrastructure and urban development projects is brought up in all of these strategies 

of publicization. These precedents provide the content to publicize the problematic situation 

lived by the citizens. The fear of not being paid correctly, or of living in arriendo temporal for 

a long time, of not being paid enough to buy another house in similar conditions, come from 

the cases that were shared by other citizens. 

Several examples are brought up by the interviewees or during public events. The 

existence of so many precedents of communities that were affected by infrastructure projects 

in the city expands this problematic situation to a systemic problem. As mentioned in Chapter 

4, if the 85 urban projects that demand resettlement were developed, more than 60 thousand 

people would be displaced in the years to come. Figure 22, of the Observatório de 

Reasentamiento a Movimientos de Población, shown in Chapter 4, and the following excerpt 

                                                      
176 Original: “(¿Cuántas personas asistieron al taller) Son mas o menos sesenta y cinco familias, a estos talleres 

van mas o menos treinta personas, cuando mucho. Eso es lo que uno se extraña. Ni siquiera con la amenaza de 

que ya los van a sacar. Porque no hay educación política. Además por la historia que ha tenido el país, uno 

tampoco los culpa, cualquier oposición se siente como una frente al estado y que proviene de los guerrilleros. 

Es una situación muy triste porque aquí matan por ver caer. Entonces eso ha llenado a la población de miedo y 

con justificadas razones, el estado no aparece sino para molestar, el estado no aparece nunca”. 
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demonstrate the extension of this problematic situation: 

What happens is that there is a historically installed practice by the public institutions, 

but that has to change. That is, the institutional model has already collapsed and if 

they fail to recognize this and offer protection to the inhabitants, they will generate 

greater conflicts. Because people have already lived experiences, I said in that seminar 

- there is a city shortage in the face of the resettlement process, then people will no 

longer accept it because they already know what happened in Moravia, they already 

know what happened in Puente Madre Laura, then the communities will not accept 

the same solutions, it is not possible177 (CS4). 

From the fieldwork, there are four cases that are constantly brought into discussion: 

Puente Madre Laura; Tranvía de Ayacucho; the Renovation Project of Naranjal; and 

Moravia178. These cases are paradigmatic for the residents, as they bring to light both the 

negative impact of projects in the life of citizens and the resistance and struggle that was carried 

by the residents and social movements. In fact, several of the residents affected by these projects 

are still fighting, being part of the movimiento de pobladores, and attending public events 

regarding desalojo, including the plantones performed in La Paralela (POR LOS DERECHOS 

HUMANOS, 2018). The cases and how they are connected and influence the citizens affected 

by Metrocable Picacho are presented in the next subsections. 

La Puente Madre Laura 

Described as a titan of 10 thousand tons of iron, the Madre Laura Bridge (Figure 50) is 

the largest intraurban bridge in Colombia. The construction of this bridge that lasted from 2013-

2016 demanded the acquisition of 430 buildings, impacting 1.184 people (EL TIEMPO, 2014) 

 
Figure 50: Madre Laura Bridge 

Source: Argos Colômbia (n.d.). 

                                                      
177 Original: “Lo que pasa es que hay una práctica instalada históricamente por la institucionalidad pero que 

tiene que cambiar, es decir el modelo institucional ya esta colapsado y si ellos no logran realizar ese 

reconocimiento y protección a los moradores se van a generar mayores conflictos, porque la gente ya tiene 

experiencias vividas, yo decía en ese seminario - hay una penuria de ciudad ante el proceso de reasentamiento, 

entonces la gente ya no va a aceptar porque ya saben qué paso en Moravia, ya saben qué paso en Puente Madre 

Laura, entonces las comunidades no van a aceptar las mismas soluciones, no es posible”. 
178 In 2018, a joint publication involving several research groups from Medellín was released condensing the 

experience of some of these cases, including the Metrocable Picacho (DUQUE et al., 2018). 
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In a situation very similar to that of the residents of La Paralela, the residents affected 

by the Puente Madre Laura also presented several vulnerabilities, arrived in the region many 

years ago, and self-built their neighborhood: 

These families had been in the territory for forty-fifty years, families that had been 

displaced from another place where the whole violent wave of the 1990s, 1980s, and 

1970s touched them. Then they were displaced from other municipalities and 

revictimized from this displacement with another urban displacement. These families 

arrived at the land and were making their lives here. Some, as time passed by, were 

doing legal procedures, land titles, while others simply remained with a posesión right 

where they do not own the land, but they own the improvements they make to it179 

(CS1). 

Albeit a concertation process involving the citizens and the different institutions 

responsible for the whole project, such as the Physical Infrastructure Secretariat, owner of the 

project; the Urban Development Company, responsible for the purchase of the real estate; and 

ISVIMED, responsible for arrendamientos temporales and housing subsidies, only 30% of the 

population was resettled. According to a community leader, a real estate boom generated in the 

region after the project announcement and the inaction of the municipal government were the 

reasons why the residents remained unassisted: 

Here, the Puente Madre Laura today, after two years of inaugurating the project, [...] 

only thirty percent of the population that left was relocated. Because before the real 

estate boom, people were able to get homes for thirty and forty million pesos. After 

the bridge was inaugurated, homes rose in price and people were not able to buy them. 

People did not benefit well at all. Within this plan that we made only for tenants, there 

was also a plan called Renovando ciudad para gente Madre Laura. And this also 

involved the rest of the families, owners and poseedores. The owners today have these 

two plots of land that are not yet built. And the owners have a plot below the bridge 

that is in charge of ISVIMED and is not built either. Then everyone is on the street. If 

we could even say that at least the owners are resettled. But no, they are all in the 

street, owners, tenants, poseedores, none have housing. Since 2011 when this project 

began, six years after starting this great city impact project, for the innovative city, for 

the city that prevails for human rights, for the city that says it has many things to give, 

in reality, does not180 (CS1). 

                                                      
179 Original: “Estas familias, eran familias que llevaban cuarenta y cincuenta años en el territorio, familias que 

vinieron desplazadas de otra parte donde les toco toda la ola violenta de los años noventa, ochenta y setenta, 

entonces venían desplazados de otros municipios y serian victimas revictimizadas de un desplazamiento con 

otro desplazamiento urbano, estas familias llegaron a unos terrenos y fueron haciendo posición de ellos, unos 

con el tiempo fueron haciendo tramites legales, escrituras, mientras que otros simplemente se quedaron con un 

derecho de posición donde no son dueños del terreno pero son dueños de las mejoras que hagan en él”.  
180 Original: “Aquí el Puente Madre Laura hoy después de dos años de inaugurada la obra, [...] solamente se 

logro reubicar el treinta porciento de la población que salió. Porque antes de que saliera el bum inmobiliario, 

la gente pudo conseguir viviendas de treinta y cuarenta millones de pesos. Después de haberse inaugurado el 

puente las viviendas subieron de precio y la gente no fue capas de comprar. La gente no salió bien del todo. 

Dentro de este plan que hicimos solamente para arrendatarios también salió un plan que se llamo Renovando 

ciudad para gente Madre Laura. Y este también cogía el resto de las familias, propietarios y poseedores. Los 

propietarios tienen hoy estos dos lotes de terrenos que hoy no están construidos. Y los poseedores tienen un lote 

de terreno mas abajo del puente que esta a cargo de Isvimed y tampoco esta construido. Entonces todo el mundo 

esta en la calle. Que pudiéramos decir que por lo menos los propietarios están ubicados, pero no!, todos están 
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The fact that the concertation process held with the citizens resulted in documents that 

were signed by the government, conforming legal documents, makes the residents affected by 

the Metrocable Picacho suspicious of the promises that are made to them, as the following 

excerpt demonstrates: 

(And you believe that the population of Mother Laura did not, did not go to these 

political instances? What happened there? And why has the situation not been solved 

so far?) RES1: They went through all these processes, and accompanied the leader of 

Moravia, but it turns out that that was deceitful because they were promised thousands 

of things, made it official, signed documents. They signed and the administration also 

signed, they took minutes and everything, but it was never complied. RES2: There are 

even agreement of those signatures, one is the Resolución 1437 agreement of the 

Puente Madre Laura, I read it181 (RES1. & RES2). 

Another perspective that connects both communities and that worries the residents from 

La Paralela is that the same plot of land allocated to build the social housing projects (vivienda 

nueva) for those affected by the Puente Madre Laura was also allocated to the citizens affected 

by Metrocable Picacho. And as after many years, the housing project for Puente Madre Laura 

had not resumed, the ones from Metrocable Picacho lost their hopes in this promise: 

(Is there fear that the ISVIMED does not pay people later?) Yes, this fear exists. [...] 

We have the problem of the Puente Madre Laura, that work has been going on for a 

few years and there are people who are paying rent, they are waiting for their homes. 

[...] And an even more serious problem, that the same land that they promised to them, 

they are promising to us. If they have been promised that 3 years ago and have had no 

housing solution, tell me what hope we are going to have182 (RES11). 

Government agents say that relating the process held in the Puente Madre Laura to the 

one to develop the Metrocable Picacho is a mistake and misinforms the population. According 

to them, the institutions responsible for the projects are different (ISVIMED – the proper 

institution to conduct resettlement projects was only responsible for a small part of the gestión 

predial and is now responsible for the entire project); and that the municipality had made 

                                                      
en la calle, propietarios, arrendatarios, poseedores, ninguno tiene vivienda. Desde 2011 que empezó este 

proyecto, a seis años de haber iniciado este gran proyecto de impacto de ciudad, por la ciudad innovadora, por 

la ciudad que prima por los derechos humanos, por la ciudad que dice que tiene muchas cosas para dar, pero 

en realidad no.” 
181 Original: (Y ustedes creen que la población de la Madre Laura no lo hicieron, no fueran a estas instancias 

políticas ¿qué paso allá? y ¿por qué la situación hasta ahora?) “RES1: Ellos hicieron todos esos procesos, y los 

acompaño el líder de Moravia, pero resulta que eso fue con engaños porque les prometieron miles de cosas, lo 

hicieron oficial, firmaron documentos. Ellos firmaron y la administración también firmo, hicieron actas y todo, 

pero nunca lo cumplieron. Incluso hay resoluciones de esas firmas, una es la 1437 resolución del Puente de la 

Madre Laura, yo la leí” 
182 Original: (¿Hay ese miedo de que la institución del ISVIMED no pague a las personas después?) “Si existe 

mucho miedo. [...] Tenemos la problemática de los puentes de la Madre Laura, esa obra ya lleva, unos años y 

hay personas que les están pagando arriendo, están esperando sus viviendas. [...] Y más grave el problema, que 

el mismo lote que les prometieron a ellos, nos están prometiendo a nosotros. Si a ellos que hace 3 años les han 

prometido eso y no han tenido solución de vivienda, dígame que esperanza vamos a tener nosotros”. 
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promises that went beyond what the legislation obliges (such as providing social housing for 

tenants): 

No, ISVIMED had nothing to do there (in Puente Madre Laura). It was the Urban 

Development Company (EDU) [that was responsible for the gestión predial]. [...] In 

this project ISVIMED was only responsible for granting the subsidies of the families 

that did not reach the basic housing unit. In Colombia, the family units are subsidized 

[...] and it is the resettlement operator who asks ISVIMED to award the subsidy. That 

is why at one time, it was even decided that the Picacho cable system be executed 

directly by ISVIMED, to avoid intermediation. Because when the EDU does it, it 

returns to the same circle. If a private operator does it, it is the same because everyone 

has to get to ISVIMED. Then we said: "Remove intermediaries and do it with the one 

that has the subsidiary capacity for the generation of basic housing unit". That was 

another reason we chose ISVIMED, because in Puente Madre Laura EDU was a 

failure183 (GOV1). 

We have given all the information, but they were obviously looking to the past. 

Because Medellín has had resettlement experiences, some successful and others with 

difficulties and actions to improve, also with lessons learned, which among them 

generate distrust. Of course, the Puente Madre Laura was a problem because the 

previous administration in good faith wanted to assist the tenants. Which did not 

happen because there were no resources to build the houses. So that situation lived in 

the past has generated a lot of fuss in this project184 (GOV2). 

The residents affected by Metrocable Picacho bring the case of Puente Madre Laura to 

highlight the necessity of conducting the resettlement prior to the infrastructure project. Also, 

this is why they do not accept the rent allowances (arriendo temporal185) and struggle for llave-

por-llave, as they see the arriendo temporal as a strategy used by the local government to 

neglect the resettlement process to a definitive house solution: 

We think that the administration has made a mistake and that if this project was 

intended to be carried out for such a long time, why does it always return to the same 

problem of getting people out and they remain unassisted like those of the Puente 

                                                      
183 Original: “No, Isvimed no tuvo nada que ver ahí (en Madre Laura). Era la Empresa de Desarrollo Urbano 

(EDU). [...] El Isvimed solamente se encargaba en ese proyecto de otorgar los subsidios de las familias que no 

le daba la unidad básica habitacional. En Colombia son objeto de subsidio las unidades familiares [...] y es el 

operador del reasentamiento quien le solicita al Isvimed la adjudicación del subsidio. Por eso es que, de una 

vez, inclusive se le genero que el sistema cable Picacho lo ejecutara directamente el Isvimed para evitar la 

intermediación porque cuando la EDU lo hace vuelve al mismo circulo. Si lo hace un operado privado es los 

mismo porque todos tienen que llegar al Isvimed. Entonces nosotros dijimos: "quites intermediarios y hágalo de 

una vez con el que tiene la capacidad subsidiaria para la generación de unidad básica habitacional". Esa fue 

otra de las razones de por qué el Isvimed, porque en Madre Laura fue un fracaso el tema de la EDU”. 
184 Original: “Hemos dado toda la información, pero ellos obviamente le ponen retrovisor. Porque Medellín ha 

tenido también experiencias de reasentamiento, unas exitosas y otras con unas dificultades y acciones para 

mejorar, con lecciones aprendidas también, que entre ellos generan desconfianza. “¡Venga, pero que a Madre 

Laura le toco!” Claro que a Madre Laura le toco porque la administración anterior de buena fe quería 

apostarle a atender a los arrendatarios. Y no lo logro porque no había recursos para poder construir las 

viviendas. Entonces esa situación vivida en el pasado ha generado mucho ruido en este proyecto”. 
185 Compensation that covers potential rent costs It lasts for 6 months in the case of residents that do not access 

the housing subsidy (special rules for housing subsidies and rent allowances are explained below). In 2018 the 

allowance increased to 600 thousand Colombian pesos (previously 380 thousand Colombian pesos before). 
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Madre Laura, instead of first relocating the people and then starting the works186 

(RES7). 

What will happen with the fellows from Puente Madre Laura? They have already 

spent six years without a house and without rent allowance. And because of this we 

do not accept the temporary rent allowance. Because I do not trust ISVIMED and you 

know that this has been public, because they don't pay the temporary rent. In addition, 

they do very low-quality works. And where are our homes going to be? If it is our 

patrimony, the only thing we have?187 (RES1). 

La Tranvía de Ayacucho 

The Tranvía de Ayacucho (Figure 51), constructed between 2012 and 2016, is a 4.3 km 

tram line connecting the central station of the metro (San Antonio) to the western part of the 

city (DUQUE et al., 2018), affecting the Comunas 8, 9 and 10. The Tranvía is connected to 

another two cable cars (Líneas M and H). Apart from the problematic situation with the citizens 

that were removed for the intervention, the operation of the tram generated structural problems 

to the houses in the areas surrounding the project. The technical predictions of the line were to 

transport 90 thousand people per day, which has not yet been achieved. According to one of the 

interviews, currently, 45 thousand people use the tram system daily (CC1).  

 
Figure 51: Tranvía de Ayacucho 

Source: Metro de Medellín (2016, p. 6). 

                                                      
186 Original: “Pensamos que la administración ha cometido una falla y es que si es un proyecto que estaba 

pensado realizarse desde tanto tempo atrás, por qué siempre caemos en el mismo problema de sacar las 

personas y que queden en el aire como con los del Puente de la Madre Laura, en vez de hacer primero la 

reubicación de las personas y de ahí empezar las obras”. 
187 Original: “Qué vá a pasar con los compañeros del Puente Madre Laura? Porque ya llevan seis años sin 

vivienda y sin arriendo. Y por esto no aceptamos el arriendo temporal. Porque el Isvimed me produce 

desconfianza y ustedes saben que esto há sido público, que no pagan el arriendo temporal. Además, hacen obras 

de muy baja calidad. Y en donde van a quedar nuestras viviendas? Si es nuestro patrimonio, lo único que 

tenemos?” 
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The main reasons why the Tranvía de Ayacucho is constantly brought forward are a) 

not all the affected residents were assisted; b) the project negatively impacted the local 

businesses; c) Luz Maria Múnera, the city councilor, was deeply involved in the situation before 

becoming elected. The city councilor stresses how the budget for the proper assistance of those 

affected by the Tranvía is already assigned, but yet no project has been delivered. According to 

her, this situation should have already been solved, the timeframe of this process has been 

increased. 

The urban redevelopment project of Naranjal and Arrabal 

Naranjal and Arrabal are two neighborhoods located near the political and 

administrative center of Medellín. These neighborhoods are located between the Alpujarra 

(City council, City Hall, the main building of Empresas Públicas de Medellín (EPM), and the 

Parque de los Pies Descalzos); and the Laureles neighborhood, where the Stadium is located. 

Naranjal and Arrabal are formed mainly by small garages and other small businesses (Figure 

52). A Partial Plan (Figure 53) was developed with the intention of renovating the area, as it is 

located in a strategic spot for urban condensation 

 

 
Figure 52: Urban conformation of Naranjal and Arrabal 

Source: Carvajal Capacho (2018, p. 90). 

Figure 53: Redevelopment project for Naranjal and 

Arrabal 

Source: Correa (2014). 
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This project is mentioned by the residents affected by the Metrocable Picacho for two 

reasons. The first reason relates to removing the poor people of Medellín from the privileged 

areas and providing these spaces for highly profitable projects conducted by investors and 

foreigners. Within this argument, the poorest ones are the ones who pay the price of the 

development, losing the right to the city that was initially built by them: 

But when these neighborhoods become attractive for other projects, where they are 

going to build several works to receive foreigners or people with high purchasing 

power - as happened in the case of Naranjal, where they expelled the people to make 

apartments which sell for three hundred, four hundred or five hundred million pesos 

- then what is ours worth, nothing. They take what is ours for these urban development 

companies to make it worth a lot. Other localities are going through the same process 

as Naranjal. Localities that will be sold because they are on valuable land. They will 

sell it, displace the people, to make apartment buildings, cultural centers for foreigners 

just like you 188 (RES2). 

The other reason is that the population of Naranjal filed a demand against the 

government and they won in the lower court, forcing the municipality to build social housing 

in the same area for the people that lived there before, maintaining their prior social stratum 

(fieldwork). Because of this victory, the residents of La Paralela requested the support of the 

same lawyer that Naranjal used:  

Something very important is that he has won a legal claim against the state, for the 

community of Naranjal, that was a community that was also displaced, that was 

uprooted from its surroundings and they searched for the lawyer, so he could follow 

this demand and he won. As I understand it, this is the first demand won in Medellín. 

This is the other thing that lifts my moral, you see. Because we have to start with 

something. So that's why we went to him 189 (RES10). 

The resistance of Moravia 

Moravia, Barrio Fidel Castro, is a neighborhood right in the middle of Medellín, near 

the Botanical Garden and the Parque Explora. It is also formed by low-income citizens. The 

first interventions in Moravia started when the municipality decided to install a local landfill in 

the region in 1974, which became a huge mountain of garbage. Thirty years later, the Ministry 

                                                      
188 Original: “Pero cuando estos barrios se vuelven atractivos para otros proyectos donde van a construir varias 

obras para albergar a extranjeros o personas con alto nivel adquisitivo - como paso en el caso de el Naranjal 

donde sacaron a las poblaciones para hacer apartamentos de trecientos, cuatrocientos o quinientos millones de 

pesos - entonces lo de nosotros no vale nada. A nosotros no lo quitan para que estas empresas urbanísticas lo 

hagan valer mucho. A otras localidades le va a pasar lo mismo que al Naranjal, dónde van a vender por ser un 

suelo tan bueno, van a vender, van a sacar a esa población, para hacer a apartamentos en edificios, centros 

culturales para extranjeros como usted (risadas)”.  
189 Original: “Algo muy importante es que el ya ganó un pleito jurídico contra el estado, por la comunidade de 

Naranjal que fue una comunidad que también fue desalojada, que fue desarraigada de su entorno. Y entonces 

ellos buscaron al advogado para que él ejecutara esa demanda y la ganó. Segun tengo entendido, es la primer 

demanda que se gana en Medellín. Que esa es otra de las cosas que a mi me da moral si me entiende? Porqué 

por algo se empieza. Entonces por eso fue que lo buscamos a él”.  
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of Environment obliged local governments to close and stop the activities of all open-air 

landfills. At that time, more than 14 thousand people lived in the region, including on the 

mountain of garbage (ZAPATA, 2015). The residents living on and near the landfill were 

transferred to a social housing project named Ciudadela Nuevo Occidente, in the setor Pajarito, 

located at the northeastern border of the city. In being moving from the central part of the city 

to the extreme eastern border (on the top of the hills), in addition to adjusting to live in a vertical 

building with no space for raising animals or vegetable gardens, many of these residents lost or 

diminished their possibility of income: 

It happened for example with Moravia, where all the families lived on the recycling 

issue. What happened there? Immediately people were transported with their carts, 

with their wheelbarrows, and it was in a flat sector. Today we have families living in 

the Nuevo Occidente citadel that recycle and have to travel 2, 3 hours with their carts 

and have a warehouse apartment. Why? Because we did not consider, for residents’ 

protection, we did not consider the scope. Right? See how the conditions differ!190 

(GOV3). 

The process of removing the citizens from the area of Moravia continued, but many 

resisted this process. The citizens from Moravia are part of the Mesa Interbarrial de 

Desconectados and of the Movimiento de Pobladores. They serve as inspiration and support to 

the residents of other areas, especially to some members that composed the veeduría of the 

Metrocable Picacho: 

It's that it's so complicated, because we don't have that experience. That is why we 

partner with the Movimiento de Pobladores. Because there is a person like John, who 

has been in the entire Moravia process. Then they already have, in fact they were 

building a route of attention at a certain time, so we have to do this if this happens, 

what we have to do if the other happens, if we get lawyers here, or we get this or this 

one191 (CS11). 

Because we with the Mesa Inter-Barrial, we started investigating... Then they told us: 

"Look, there is an organization that helps communities, they know a lot, they have 

lawyers." Then I said that I would go there. That's where I met John. Then John told 

us more or less how we were going to do it. Then we invited him when there were 

meetings with the Metro de Medellín, we invited him. Something that greatly 

                                                      
190 Original: “Nos pasó por ejemplo con el tema de Moravia, que las familias vivían de todo el tema del 

reciclaje. ¿Qué pasó con esto?. Inmediatamente las personas se transportaban con sus carretas, con sus 

carretillas y era en un sector plano. Hoy tenemos familias viviendo en ciudadela Nuevo Occidente que reciclan y 

que se tienen que transportar 2, 3 horas con sus carretas y tiene apartamento bodega. ¿Por qué?, porque no 

medimos, por protección a moradores, no medimos el alcance. ¿Cierto? Entonces mira cómo se diferencia las 

condiciones!” 
191 Original: “Es que es tan complicado, porque nosotros no tenemos esa experiencia. Por eso nos aliamos con 

el Movimiento de Pobladores. Por que allá hay una persona como John que ha estado en todo el proceso de 

Moravia. Entonces ellos ya tienen, inclusive ellos estaban construyendo una ruta de atención en determinado 

momento, ósea que tenemos que hacer si esto, que tenemos que hacer si lo otro, si aquí llevamos abogados, o 

llevamos a este o a este otro”.  
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displeased the councilors, they dislike him too much 192 (RES10). 

Box 15: The inspired and the civic logics working together 

Moravia provides some of the residents of La Paralela with inspiration and collective tools to 

fight for their houses. The leaders from Moravia embrace the part of the inspiration, straight 

from the inspired common world. These leaders are visionaries. They are passionate about the 

struggle, some of them have given up everything to devote themselves to this vocation: 

protecting their community. In many moments they let spontaneity guide them. They run a 

Carnival parade for their right to the city. They make the people from other worlds upset (as 

in the excerpt above). 

In addition, as they have been fighting for such a long time, they have also developed civic 

tools and instruments that give support to La Paralela and other neighborhoods, especially 

through the Mesa Interbarrial de Desconectados and the Movimiento de Pobladores. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

********** 

All these precedent cases in which the communities were affected by public projects led 

to the emergence of the “Residents and economic and productive activities protection policy”193. 

This public policy has been the center of several manifestations performed by these 

communities. Altogether, the cases raise some hope for the residents affected by Metrocable 

Picacho, as well as fears. The hopes are related to the possibilities of resistance and the judicial 

process. The fears, however, are that they become closer to people who have not received their 

compensation and aware of processes in which the promises made by the government were still 

not delivered – even after many years, making them distrust government. In addition, they see 

the possible impact that resettling will have on their lives, such as moving away from the 

community and diminishing or losing income. 

Telling the residents that these projects were different because of project implementers 

or because there is a new legal framework (fieldnotes) does not make them trust the process. 

They would need more material proof to start believing that their rights will be respected. 

                                                      
192 Original: “Porque nosotros con la Mesa Inter-Barrial, porque nosotros empezamos a investigar tan tan tan. 

Entonces nos dijeron: "vea hay una organizacion asi que le colabora a las comunidades, saben mucho, tienen 

abogados". Entonces yo dije que yo voy para allá. Allí fue donde yo conocí a John. Entonces John ya nos dijo 

pues más o menos como íbamos hacer. Entonces nosotros lo invitamos cuando había reuniones con el metro de 

Medellin, lo invitamos. Algo que le disgustó mucho a la concejales, demasiado les disgusto.” 
193 Residents and economic and productive activities protection policy (Política pública de protección a 

moradores y actividades económicas y productivas): it was established as a guiding principle in the POT from 

2014 (Acuerdo Municipal 48) to protect the rights of communities affected by public projects. The municipal 

public policy was developed between 2016 and 2018. Initially, a participatory process involving affected 

communities was coordinated by the Architecture Department of the Universidad Nacional, developing a 

diagnosis, and propositions (ALCALDÍA DE MEDELLÍN, 2017). These documents were followed up by the 

Administrative Planning Secretariat and became bill n. 169 in 2018 in the City Council, still under discussion at 

the time of the submission of this thesis. 
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6.4 The publics of the public arena 

In this section my intention is to present an analysis based on the different publics that 

formed the public arena around the problematic situation: those affected by the projects; those 

who are implementing the projects; and those in-between. 

In the appendixes there are different materials that characterize these publics: a 

comprehensive map of the actors that are involved is presented in Appendix 12; a brief 

description of the main actors, including the characteristics and responsibilities of each group 

is presented in Appendix 13. I recommend that the reader take a look at these materials to 

continue following the analysis. Differently from São Paulo, the project implementers did not 

release open information regarding the characteristics of the affected residents, so this 

information is not presented at this thesis.  

6.4.1 The affected residents and the resistance 

Many residents mention that the first they heard about the project was through City 

Councilor Fabio Rivera campaign in favor of the construction of Metrocable Picacho, many 

years ago. One of the residents of La Paralela, who is a poseedor, also shared that once they 

tried to conduct the processes to have legal ownership of the land and get land titles, but they 

were officially told that this would not be possible as that area was assigned for an infrastructure 

project. They realized the materiality of these possibilities in mid-2016, shortly after the 

Decreto 317 was published, and throughout the census that was conducted by Universidad de 

Antioquia (which was later revised by ISVIMED). The information came to the affected 

residents in pieces, from different actors and rumors, creating a feeling of insecurity. 

The Metro did not arrive directly, instead they hired the University of Antioquia to 

conduct a characterization of each family. Then the guys of the University of 

Antioquia had no idea of the technical answers of the project. Then the community 

begins to anguish like: "And what will happen here? No, this is to find out how you 

live, who you live with, how many live here”. Then the people ask: “Should I give the 

information? Or not?". Then of course, when we arrived, we arrived at a moment of 

uncertainty for the community. At the beginning of the anxiety, because there was no 

clear, concise, or concrete information. First comes the University of Antioquia, then 

come the social workers, and they begin to provide fragmented information. When 

the neighbors asked them something, they replied: "we cannot answer this, but we can 

take your concerns to another level". And it turns out that [when they came back with 

the answers] the answers were from something the residents had not asked194 (CS3). 

                                                      
194 Original: “No llega el Metro directamente, sino que contratan con la Universidad de Antioquia una 

caracterización de cada familia. Entonces los chicos de la Universidad de Antioquia no tenían ni idea de las 

respuestas técnicas de la obra. Entonces la comunidad empieza a angustiarse como: "¿y bueno acá qué va a 

pasar? no, esto es para saber usted cómo vive, con quién vive, cuántos viven, entonces la gente ¿será que doy la 

información? ¿será qué no?". Entonces claro, cuando nosotros llegamos, llegamos en un momento de 
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The census of the names, addresses, and document numbers from every resident affected 

by the project was published in the Gaceta Oficial 4448 in May 2017 (MUNICIPIO DE 

MEDELLÍN, 2017). The process of the census was unilateral, and I did not acknowledge an 

opening for social analysis, approval or changes in the census at any moment (the revision was 

conducted solely by ISVIMED). Actually, as mentioned, one of the complaints of the residents 

is that the census did not include all the residents: 

Well, the problem in La Paralela is that there are six hundred and eight homes, and of 

these they only have three hundred homes contemplated. What the community has 

told me, is that the others the first floor has nomenclature, but the second does not. 

And because of this they are considering it as only one house. And, paying them as 

only one house, these inhabitants do not receive the housing subsidy195 (RES1). 

According to the interviews, there was a division within the different neighborhoods 

about the conduction of the project. Project implementers mentioned that the majority of the 

affected residents expressed they wanted to leave the territory when resettled (GOV2). In Doce 

de Octubre, where the residents had land titles, it seemed that they were more resigned and 

some of them took this as an opportunity to build a new life somewhere else, as the following 

excerpts demonstrate: 

Well it almost seems that we are the only ones attached to this land. The vast majority 

of people say that nothing can be done, it is conformism, and everyone is very 

resigned. But that seems to be common from people, everyone says - yes very horrible 

- but to go beyond that, nothing196 (RES5). 

What I have seen from a distance is that people see leaving the neighborhood as a 

possibility of improving the quality of life. So, for example, they look for a better 

neighborhood, in a higher stratum, that offers other possibilities. Or they simply resign 

themselves to leaving. Or there are others who wanted to leave and see this as the 

possibility of "well, let's go now." As there are others like Olga and Alice who don't 

want to leave, they haven't agreed. But in the neighborhood, there is a tendency to 

conform: "Well, the project arrived, and they offered us this, because that is enough 

for me"197 (CS10). 

                                                      
incertidumbre para la comunidad. De un inicio la zozobra porque no había información clara, ni concisa, ni 

concreta. Primero llegan los de la Universidad de Antioquia, luego llegan las dos trabajadoras sociales, y 

empiezan a brindar también información fragmentada. Cuando los vecinos preguntaban algo decían "nosotros 

no podemos responder, pero llevamos las inquietudes a una instancia" y resulta que las respuestas eran de algo 

que no habían preguntado”. 
195 Original: “Bueno, la problematica en La Paralela es que son seiscientos y ocho viviendas, y de estas ellos 

solamente tienen contempladas trescientas viviendas. De lo que me ha contado la comunidad, resulta que el 

primer piso tiene nomenclatura, pero el segundo no. Y por esto lo están pagando como sólo una vivienda y, 

pagandolos como una vivienda, estos moradores no reciben el subsidio de vivienda”. 
196 Original: “Pues casi que parece que nosotros somos los únicos apegados a esta tierra. En su gran mayoría la 

gente dice que no se puede hacer nada, es el conformismo, todo el mundo muy resignado. Pero eso pareciera 

que es el común de la gente, todo mundo dice – sí muy horrible – pero de ahí para allá, nada.” 
197 Original: “Lo que yo he logrado ver desde la distancia es que la gente ve el salir del barrio como una 

posibilidad de mejorar la calidad de vida. Entonces, por ejemplo, buscar un barrio mejor, en un estrato más 

alto, que brinde otras posibilidades. O simplemente se resignan a que deben salir. O hay otros que hay se 
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Although this resignation was not generalized, in Doce de Octubre no relevant 

resistance initiative was carried out. In La Paralela, the residents were demonstrating their 

dissatisfaction with the project and having to leave the neighborhood. As mentioned, many 

residents felt they were being wronged because they were the ones responsible for building 

their own houses and the community. “I don’t want to have my house purchased. I want to 

remain here. I want to remain here in La Paralela with my people. Money does not work for 

me” (RES14), said a man on a video about memories of the neighborhood. On May 14, 2016, 

some of the residents of La Paralela formed a veeduría ciudadana198 to monitor the project, its 

effects, and to defend the rights of the residents. For some of the citizens, it was the first time 

they were dealing with politics and social struggle: 

Well, let's see we make up the veeduría, for the reason of the problem here. Even I 

had never participated or in politics in anything, never, never... But what happened? 

When we actually saw this project was legally going through, that it was going to be 

done because they already started with the University of Antioquia that came here to 

make the census - they told us that this land here was going to be used for a project. 

Then there we saw that it was the reality, that it was true that they were going to 

displace us. I have been living here for 25 years, and that is the time they are telling 

us that we are going to be displaced from here. When they came and did the census, 

we said they were going to take us out, so we started to investigate how we could 

defend ourselves. Because we already knew it is that here in Medellin - I don't think 

anyone knows - that people are always run over by these processes here. Then we take 

the attitude of looking for how to organize to defend ourselves. Because we already 

knew it was coming towards us, that's where the veeduría movement came from199 

(RES10). 

The residents who form the veeduría del Metrocable Picacho mention several 

capacities, abilities, and resources necessary to conduct the resistance process. For instance, the 

work of the veeduría is considered very time-consuming. One of the members stopped running 

their handicraft shop to be able to dedicate themselves more to these activities. Another invested 

a semester of university. The members that have full-time jobs could not engage as much. 

                                                      
querían ir y ven esto como la posibilidad de "bueno, vámonos ya". Como hay otros como Olga y Alice que no se 

quieren ir, no han estado de acuerdo. Pero en el barrio si hay esa tendencia a conformarse: "bueno llego el 

proyecto y nos ofrecieron esto, pues sí eso me alcanza"”. 
198 Registered under Personería de Medellín #453, on May 14, 2016. 
199 Original: “Pues, a ver nosotros conformamos la veeduría, por el motivo de la problemática acá. Inclusive yo 

nunca he participado ni en políticas en nada, nunca, nunca.. Sino que que paso? sino que, cuando ya en 

realidad pues si vimos que legalmente este proyecto si, si va, si ya se iba hacer porque ya empezaron la 

Universidad de Antioquia vino hacernos el censo - nos dijo que esto este terreno acá iba hacer pronosticado 

para un proyecto. Entonces ya ahí sí vimos que era  la realidad que ya era en verdad que nos iban a sacar. Yo 

llevo 25 años acá viviendo, y eso hace que nos están diciendo que nos van a sacar. Cuando ya vinieron e 

hicieron el censo ya dijimos que nos iban a sacar, entonces empezamos a investigar cómo hacemos para 

defendernos. Porque nosotros ya sabíamos es que aqui en Medellin - yo no creo nadie se sabe - que aquí a la 

gente siempre lo atropellan esos procesos. Entonces nosotros tomamos la actitud de buscar cómo cómo 

organizarnos para defendernos. Porque nosotros ya sabíamos que venía hacia nosotros, de ahí fue donde surgió 

el movimiento de la veeduría”. 
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Another necessary resource was financial. Even the basic activities, such as attending meetings 

outside the community, making posters, and video or audio recording meetings and events 

demanded financial resources (RES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10 & 11). 

The most cited capacities are using technology; knowing how to write official 

documents; dealing with the governmental actors; having legal knowledge; mobilization, and 

connections inside the community and with other communities. Intermediary actors supported 

the residents with these capacities, as will be demonstrated. However, the community lacked a 

coordinated strategy for it to endure long term. In the beginning, the veeduría was gathering for 

an internal meeting each week. Later, they stopped having the meetings and each of them acted 

according to their own perspective (most likely this was the main reason why they stopped 

having the meetings in the first place): “What happens is that it is complicated, because one 

thing is what is said in meetings, and another thing is what happens around us”200 (RES11).  

This lack of a common strategy was mixed with their different needs and anxieties. They 

could not agree on the common good they were fighting for, or on the path to achieving it. This 

generated two opposite sides. One of the sides understood the problematic situation as being 

involved in a context of house displacement throughout the whole city, due to the city model 

adopted. Therefore, it had to be a collective struggle with other communities. These members 

were involved in meetings with other resistance groups, planned collective demonstrations, and 

created ties throughout the city: “Because you know that we are working to make ties with all 

affected communities so that they support us, and we support them201” (RES10). 

On the other side, the members understood the struggle as private and local. Instead of 

cooperating, they were competing with the other communities – and within the community 

itself. They wanted to have private meetings with governmental agents to achieve special deals 

for the residents of La Paralela and maintained one-to-one conversations with specific agents. 

Box 16: The rise and fall of the civic common world 

The sense of justice of the civic common world is based on the pre-eminence of the 

collectives and superiority is reached when the beings surpass the individual interests: “they 

become worthy when they accede to the general state and make themselves the expression 

of a general will and the embodiment of a general interest” (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 

2006, p. 187). Although it was not an easy task and they did not have enough tools/capacities, 

some of the residents were trying to follow this path, cooperating with residents from La 

Paralela and from other affected communities. This connection to other communities also 

                                                      
200 Original: “Lo que pasa es que es complicado, porque una cosa es lo que se dice las reuniones, y otra cosa es 

lo que ocurre la vuelta”. 
201 Original: “Porque usted sabe que nosotros estamos bregando hacer vínculos con todas las comunidades 

afectadas, para que nos apoyen y nosotros apoyarlos”. 
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brought worthiness to these residents from a projects common world, as they were increasing 

their social capital, acquiring knowledge, and getting to know different communities.  

On the other hand, the residents that take on the competition perspective are actually entering 

the market common world and representing the fall and decadence of the civic common 

world: “Beings, when they are not strongly held together by bonds of solidarity, go astray 

and allow themselves to be led into deviations. They dissolve into subgroups, or, worse, into 

self-serving individualism” (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 193). In the view from 

the projects common world, the establishment of ties with the only purpose of having 

privileges also demonstrates corruption (BOLTANSKI; CHIAPELLO, 2009). 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

This led the group that was coordinating the resistance to break apart. Controversies 

related to religious beliefs, gender issues (Box 17), and potential co-optation of the residents 

by the government – subjects that were never discussed publicly or in the meetings, instead 

criticized in private and safe spaces – contributed to this rupture. It is important to emphasize 

that acknowledging they would be removed from their houses and community affected the 

residents’ lives in many forms. Most of the time, this was the sole subject they talked about. 

And in their very tight daily routines, they had to find time and energy to try and discuss the 

topic strategically. A very difficult task. It was common to see those affected talking together 

about what other people said, discussing rumors. I attended meetings that started with clear 

objectives and the residents discussed other subjects or assumptions for periods of 3 hours 

without reaching the objectives they had proposed for the meeting. 

Box 17: Religious beliefs and gender issues 

I was participating in a banner/posters workshop with the residents. While we were 

producing the posters for an important meeting with the government, the main discussion 

topic of the meeting was the expropriation, the relation with government officials and the 

meeting that would take place in the next days. A religious woman, during this time, spoke 

several times of God's power to get them out of this situation, that God solely had the power 

to make the members of the public administration more empathetic with the cause of the 

community. And she proposed a group prayer. Some of the people that were there mentioned 

that they had to work to realize the wills of God, that is, that God would not have any impact 

if they stopped their resistance activities. 

I remained quiet exercising my role of researcher and observer in this scene, understanding 

that, for some groups, religion can play a relevant role in collective action. I was fully 

engaged in this external role until one of the group leaders – who is also a priest – asked me 

if I believe in God. For 5 seconds I reflected on what I should say, especially not to lose their 

trust – and decided to tell the truth: that I do not believe in god. I explained to them my 

motives (colonial history, feminism, African and indigenous gods, etc.) with the greatest 

possible respect. 

It was almost the end of the meeting. Or at least the end of the discussion about the 

expropriation that all of them must pass in the coming months. From this moment on, the 

conversation was reversed to evangelize me (by some of the group members). That 
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regardless of what I believed, God would be looking after me and that deep down everyone 

believes in God. That they should thank the Spanish colonizers for bringing the word of God 

to Latin America. Telling me of all the people who do not believe in God but in a moment 

of despair, they come to believe. Of all the blessings that someone from their families had 

already received. A personal speech from someone who was burnt and did not feel any pain 

because he prayed. 

Then, the rest of the conversation was me trying to somehow make sure they did not lose 

trust in me because I did not share the same religion. When it was 10 pm, I left to take the 

subway. Some of them said goodbye, wishing me good night and that "God blessed me", 

with a smile on their faces. 

Some community members always bring up religious beliefs in meetings when they are 

discussing their situation regarding resettling. They mention some parables, share biblical 

passages of strength, and so on. My impression is that one of the community leaders always 

looks at me after bringing these examples, or they mention “I know Morgana does not 

believe this, but…”. Of course, as a researcher, I showed respect towards their religious 

beliefs, but I also realized that this issue bothered some of the other residents, as if they were 

being preached when they only wanted to talk about their houses. 

Gender relations were also an issue. In that same poster meeting, I was asked if I missed 

Brazil. I replied that I missed the people, like my mother and my boyfriend. And one of them 

asked me if my boyfriend allowed me to travel. Later they told me that I actually needed to 

find a “Colombian man” and asked me about this every time I was there. This is an anecdote 

of something that I felt as a female researcher doing fieldwork. But during this fieldwork, 

also for being a woman, other women shared with me events of chauvinism. For instance, 

having their opinions disregarded for being a woman, or even being propositioned by an 

intermediary actor to meet at a motel for a meeting. 

Source: Developed by the author 

The difficulties of their daily lives, the constant fear of when they would receive the 

notification, frightened by the possibility of having a really low evaluation for their houses, of 

not finding a proper house to move to, of not having a social housing project to accommodate 

them, and of not having a right answer on how to solve their problems led to this situation of 

division and rupture. Some of them demonstrate they would like to have someone else fighting 

for them, assuming their places. 

Intermediary publics of the arena exposed this as a demonstration of the general 

reduction in social ties and a social protagonist that took place in Colombia in recent decades. 

Interviewees pose different reasons for this reduction, as the control exerted by the State 

through contracts and participatory budgeting, co-opting civil society through financial 

resources. Literature also relates this shrinking in social ties and grassroots organizations to the 

armed conflict Medellín went through in the past decades:  

The presence of all these conflicts and the situations they create directly affect 

neighborhoods’ sociability. Since grassroots organizations are also resentful of threats 

to their leaders, generating their disintegration, the fear of participating or committing 
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to community work, which causes social projection activities to be restricted to 

minimum spaces. Organizational strengthening is restricted to what the  <territorial 

limits of war>  allow202 (BLAIR; HERNÁNDEZ; GUZMÁN, 2009, p. 45). 

6.4.2 The project implementers 

The construction of the Metrocable Picacho and all its implications are the responsibility 

of the Metro de Medellín. The funds for the Metrocable come from the City Hall (158.000 

million Colombian pesos), the State Government (Governación) (25.000 million Colombian 

pesos), and the National Government (50.000 million Colombian pesos). According to the 

Administrative Planning Secretariat, the project was budgeted at 280.000 million Colombian 

pesos, “for the part that involves electromechanics, civil work, resettlements and everything 

concerning the project in its urbanistic part” (Fieldnotes from the Session Plenaria held in 

2017). 

The construction of the Metrocable is the responsibility of POMA S&A, which was the 

winner of the bidding process in November 2017. Initially, the Metro de Medellín was 

responsible for the gestión predial, and meetings were being held with the residents (since 

2016). However, in 2017, this was subcontracted to ISVIMED, with a budget of 28.303 million 

Colombian pesos, and the first meetings with ISVIMED and the community were held in July 

2017. According to the Administrative Planning Secretariat, ISVIMED had all the resources to 

work according to the principles of the Política pública de protección a moradores y 

actividades económicas y productivas and to guarantee on-site resettlement: 

And that is why, since it was not only a voluntary alienation, but it had to comply with 

the residents’ protection principles, this is why the Metro decides to hire ISVIMED. 

Because it could have been done with any corporation, private. But due to the nature 

of protection to residents, it was suggested that it would be better with ISVIMED [...]. 

Because the areas of opportunity for resettlement on site are already identified. 

Because ISVIMED, directly with the resources of the municipality, can organize the 

subsidiary scheme. And ISVIMED can start building housing projects to tell people: 

"See, here in this lot, a hundred meters from where you lived." Then people will have 

greater peace of mind in resettlement203 (GOV1). 

                                                      
202 Original: “La presencia de todos estos conflictos y las situaciones que ellos crean afectan, de manera 

directa, las sociabilidades barriales, toda vez que las organizaciones de base también se ven resentidas por 

amenazas a sus dirigentes, generando su desintegración, el miedo a participar o a comprometerse con trabajos 

comunitarios, que hace que las acitividades de proyección social sejan restringidas a espaços mínimos. El 

fortalecimiento organizativo se constriñe a lo que permitan <los limites territoriales de la guerra>”. 
203 Original: “E por eso, como no era solamente una enajenación básica, sino que tenia que cumplir los 

principios de la protección a moradores, es por esto que el Metro decide contratar al Isvimed. Porque lo 

hubiera podido hacer con una corporación cualquiera, privada, pero por la naturaleza de protección a 

moradores se sugirió que fuera mejor el Isvimed [...]. Porque ya están identificados las areas de oportunidad 

para reasentamiento en sitio. Porque el Isvimed, directamente con los recursos del municipio, puede remediar el 

esquema subsidiario. Y el Isvimed puede iniciar obras de construcción de edificios para que le diga a la gente: 

"vea, acá en este lote a cien metro de donde usted vivía". Entonces la gente va a tener mayor tranquilidad de 

reasentamiento.” 
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The Metrocable Picacho project was predicted in the Medellín Transport Masterplan for 

2006-2030 and it was also advocated for some of the city councilors that came from that region, 

such as Fabio Rivera, since the construction of the Metrocable Santo Domingo – right in front 

of Picacho. The Metrocable Pichacho was also inserted in the PUI204 of the north-eastern region 

of the Comunas 5 and 6, which initiated during the administration of Alonzo Salazar in 2008 

and was still in action. According to government members, the PUI of that region was one of 

the most successful plans implemented in the city.  

In the Comunas 5 and 6, which are Castilla and Doce de Octubre, the PUI was almost 

completed by 90%. Very different from the east-center region. The PUI spatially 

organized around 20% to 30% of the space. It was not so blunt because it is a very 

large area. The previous government did not generate continuity of the project, there 

was not so much impact in the region, and this is the principle of the PUI.  On the 

other hand, in Comunas 5 and 6, the integrated project will be completed in 85%-

90%. What happened to this administration? When the PUI was inventoried, the 

communities were so advanced that they no longer needed a ground structure. […] 

Because it had already delivered 10-12 schools, 5 sports units, 3 health centers 

recovered, there were 3 kindergartens, two Unidades de Vida Articuladas (UVAs), a 

peripheral Centro de Atención Inmediata (CAI), around 27 parks. It is the most 

structured PUI of all205 (GOV1). 

On the other hand, according to Alejandro Echeverri – Director of Urbam, Center for 

Urban and Environmental Studies of the EAFIT University and former General Manager of the 

Urban Development Company (EDU) Municipality of Medellín 2004-2005 and Director of 

Urban Projects of the Mayor's Office of Medellin 2005-2008 – the integrated projects were 

discontinued by the last administrations (ECHEVERRI, 2019). He emphasized the current 

administrations focus on large infrastructure projects, disconnecting them from social purposes. 

In the previous years, the Medellín City Hall had shown the capacity to plan in medium 

and long terms and to implement urbanistic projects. For instance, the Metrocable Picacho was 

                                                      
204 Integrated Urbanistic Projects (proyectos urbanos integrales – PUI) is a methodology of urban intervention 

that aims to solve specific problems in territories characterized by high levels of violence and “marginality.” It is 

based on the principles of social urbanism, adopted during the government of Sérgio Fajardo (2004-2007), with 

the intention of embracing social, institutional and economic dimensions of urbanistic projects. The PUI 

methodology has changed over the years, although the integration of several components remains, understanding 

that the development in the region comes not from isolated infrastructure works, but from the integration between 

various public facilities capable of altering the living conditions of its inhabitants.  

 
205 Original: “En las Comunas 5 y 6, que es Castilla y Doce de Octubre, se termino casi en un 90% el PUI. Muy 

diferente de la centrooriental. El PUI llego de organizar espacialmente por aí de 20 a 30% del espacio. No fué 

tan contundente porque es una área muy grande. El govierno anterior no le genero continuidad al proyecto, no 

hubo tanto impacto en la region, que lo que es el princípio de los PUI. Cambio, em Comuna 5 y 6, el proyecto 

integrado va estar terminado en el 85-90%. Que pasó por esta administración? Que cuando se fué inventariar el 

avance del PUI, se encontro tanto avanzado las comunidades ya no neesitavam estructura de piso. [...] Porque 

ya se ha hecho 10-12 colegios, 5 unidades deportivas, 3 centros de salud recuperado, jardines infantiles fueran 

como 3, dos UVAs, un CAI periferico, como 27 parques. Es el PUI mas estructurado de todos”.  
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planned in the Transport Masterplan 2006-2030. Many of the interviewees said that there is a 

necessity of each mayor to leave an “infrastructure legacy,” that this not necessarily improves 

the lives of the citizens. The biggest example is the Parque Biblioteca España (España Library 

Park), which was built in 2006-2007, in the north-western region, where the first cable line was 

built. The library was closed to the public in 2013 due to structural flaws, and until June 2019, 

the restoration of the library was yet to begin (GONZÁLEZ, 2019; ORTIZ, 2018). 

In October 2019, the Infrastructure Secretariat presented to the City Councilors a 

panorama of the works that were conducted in the city during the administration of Federico 

Gutierrez. Highlighting this perspective of focusing more on infrastructure projects, it was 

presented that “For 3 years and 9 months, this administration has executed about 1,400 works, 

of which 80% have already been completed”206 (NOREÑA, 2019). In this meeting, the 

Secretariat presented that the Metrocable Picacho was 74% complete and that it would be 

completed in March 2020, a little bit later than planned. 

Regarding the gestión predial, ISVIMED affirms they are complying with national and 

municipal legislation. In fact, it is this legal background, that has become more robust in the 

past years, that guarantees the affected residents will be resettled properly. 

The veeduría asks the director of ISVIMED how they can trust an institution that has 

already done so many bad things. The director says that the guarantee they have is 

that the law now enforces them to have the budget. It was not like this before. He talks 

about the Ley de Transportes of 2016, and that this is the first time a project is run 

under this legislation (fieldnotes). 

During the project implementation, the director of ISVIMED was replaced, and this has 

been happening constantly in the past years. Residents and intermediary actors say this is a 

strategy. The possible failures of the institutions are considered the responsibility of the former 

directors, and all the relations that had been established with the director would have to be re-

established. As the relations tend to be personalized, instead of institutionalized, the change of 

directors represents a rupture in the process built with the residents and other publics that are 

involved in this problematic situation. 

We did not have an agreement, but planning. But this new government has changed 

three times the director of ISVIMED. The first one they set up was a public 

accountant, the first one with whom we started the process was an architect, lawyer 

and social manager, and he did understand the people and their context. So, the first 

one they changed was the accountant, the current one knows nothing at all. Last week 

                                                      
206 Original: “Durante 3 años y 9 meses, esta administración ha ejecutado cerca de 1.400 obras, de las cuales el 

80% ya fueron terminadas”. 
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we met with the new OPV207 director, and when I sat down with her, she told me to 

tell about the project because she was going to meet the technical team to find a 

solution. And I said yes. When I arrived there, there was no technical team, just a 

lawyer and a social manager and they wanted me to tell them the story. And they have 

a worklog and they don't check it. They wanted me to tell them because they were 

against the clock. What I realized was that they were just receiving the position208 

(CS1). 

We believe it is our obligation. When we ask, because we want to know what 

happened to that project. Because all this property issue of San Luis we did at a time 

when Dr. Humberto Iglesias was director of ISVIMED, they changed it, we had Mr. 

Sergio Gaviria, with whom we could not advance either on this issue, or on the topic 

of Cable Picacho. And now we have Dr. Manuela with whom we have not yet been 

able to speak because she has been appointed recently209 (CC3). 

Box 18: Resorting to the inspired common world – a fall in the industrial logic 

It is worth noticing that, even with the focus on legal and project structure, many times when 

talking to the population, arguments of another nature were used. These arguments would 

pose the projects with an inherent agency, almost in a religious way. Once, when asked about 

not having the social housing projects before the infrastructure works of the Metrocable had 

begun, someone from the ISVIMED replied: “Ojalá I could have delivered you the house, 

house by house. Ojalá, ojalá the infrastructure projects were like that, but they are not...” 210 

(GOV2). Ojalá is used in Colombia/Spanish language as a way of saying “I wish”, but the 

use of the word Ojalá brings a spiritual character of invoking orishas that is remarkable. This 

dislocates the perspectives of industrial construction and planning that emblematize the 

activity of the project implementers to a perspective of imagination, of something that is out 

of their hands, that cannot be controlled. Instead of being open about their incapacity or 

unwillingness to plan, these government agents resort to deities, to faith, as if it were 

something that is not done because of a supernatural force. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

6.4.3 The intermediary public 

The issue of being affected by infrastructure projects in Medellín is not new, and 

                                                      
207 Organizaciones Populares de Vivienda – OPV: community organizations that develop housing projects 

through self-management or communitarian participation systems, holding a relevant role for lower income 

citizens (VILLA, MARÍA LUISA CHIAPPE DE, 1999). 
208 Original: “Sí, nosotros hicimos no un convenio, sino una planeación. Pero este nuevo gobierno ha cambiado 

tres veces de director del Isvimed. El primero que montaron era un contador público, el primero que se tuvo con 

el que iniciamos el proceso era un arquitecto, abogado y gestor social, y él si entendía a la gente y su contexto. 

Entonces el primero que cambiaron fue contador, el nuevo no sabe nada de nada. La semana pasada nos 

reunimos con la nueva directora de OPV, y cuándo me senté con ella me dijo que le contara sobre el proyecto 

que porque ella iba a reunir el equipo técnico para encontrar una solución. Y dije yo que sí. Cuando llegue no 

había equipo técnico, solo un abogado y un social y querían que yo les contara la historia. Y ellos tienen 

bitácora y no la revisan. Querían que yo les contara porque estaban en contra reloj. Lo que me di cuenta era 

que apenas estaban recibiendo el cargo.” 
209 Original: “Creemos que es obligación de nosotros. Cuando pedimos, porque queremos saber que fue de ese 

proyecto. Porque toda esa cuestión predial de San Luis lo hicimos en un momento que estaba el Dr. Humberto 

Iglesias como director del ISVIMED, lo cambiaran, tuvimos al señor Sergio Gaviria, con quien no pudimos 

avanzar ni en este tema, ni en el tema del Cable Picacho. Y ahora tenemos la Dra. Manuela con la que todavía 

no hemos podido hablar porque ha sido nombrada hace poco tempo.” 
210 Original: “Ojalá pudiera haberle entregado la casa, casa por casa, ojalá, ojalá los proyectos de 

infraestructura fueran así, pero no son así..” 
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different groups have organized themselves in the past around this theme. For example, affected 

residents formed the Movimiento de Pobladores and the Mesa Interbarrial de Desconectados. 

The Personería de Medellín and the Architecture Department of the Universidad Nacional 

together formed the Observatório de Reasentamientos y Movimientos de Población. Other 

support groups have organized themselves around the problematic situation; a research group 

from the Architecture Department of the Universidad Nacional; a local group conducting the 

project Rostro Como Barrio de Ciudad; the Law Department of the Universidad Buenaventura, 

as well as other lawyers; the IBSER, a social organization conducting an impact assessment of 

the project. Sometimes, city councilors also put themselves in an intermediary position, instead 

of supporting the project implementers. 

As these actors are not affected by the Metrocable Picacho, neither are the implementers 

of the project, they assume different roles in mediating the problematic situation. The sense of 

mediating does not necessarily involve the facilitation of the process between these two publics 

(the affected and the implementers), but the interference in the process in different manners. 

From the analysis of these relations, these intermediary publics act on four fronts: a) 

complementing and increasing the capacity of the actors; b) expanding the perspectives of rights 

and compensations; c) cherishing memory and the notion of belonging and rootedness; d) 

questioning the notion of development and of city model. 

By complementing and increasing the capacities of the actors who are struggling in the 

territories, the intermediary actors support them with: a) legal knowledge (the lawyers that are 

hired by the residents to act on their behalf, the legal support that is provided by the universities 

and by lawyers from social movements and also by lawyers from City Councilors); b) mediatic 

knowledge and mediation, as the alternative media that is maintained mainly by social 

movements and university research groups, and City Councilors provide the support to reach 

regular media that; c) capacity to evaluate the impact of the project, given by IBSER, an 

association that is quantitively measuring the impact of the project ; d) measuring the houses 

and providing more accurate arguments to question a possible mistaken purchase notification. 

By expanding the perspectives of rights and compensations, these actors emphasize that 

other criteria must be taken into consideration beyond the commercial value of the residence. 

For instance, a group of professors that is also part of the social movements appropriated the 

idea of social evaluation of the houses, in which the history of the residents, the time invested 

in the houses, and the social ties are also considered for the evaluation procedures. Although 

this perspective of evaluation is not considered in the process, it was important for the residents 

to take into consideration that the immaterial relations are relevant. In addition, even if not that 
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connected to the case of Metrocable Picacho, these intermediary actors were involved in the 

initial development of the Política pública de protección a moradores y actividades económicas 

y productivas, which had an impact in the compensations received by the residents of this study. 

By cherishing the memory and the notion of belonging and rootedness, these 

intermediary actors gave attention to the histories that formed the neighborhoods. Again, the 

immaterially of the relations and of history was the center of attention. For these actors, to 

cherish the memories were not necessarily related to the compensation of the residents, but a 

way of honoring the lives of the people that produced the neighborhoods. These stories were 

also shared through social media (Figure 54). 

They have accompanied us throughout the process, in raising awareness that we were 

members of a community. Although for me it has always been clear, that I grew up 

here, and here I belong. But for the other people ... it seemed that roots were not very 

important. And also, that they have not done the analysis that I have. For example, 

security. I feel protected in this environment. So, they have made us a social 

accompaniment, in the belonging of the territory, in making the measurements of the 

houses, legally, making history, and videos. And that we remember what we were and 

what we are going to do, what we have and what will be lost. So, they have 

accompanied us well, unlike those of the Metro and ISVIMED211 (RES5). 

 
Figure 54: Story of an affected resident published online 

Source: “Barrio como rostro de ciudad” Facebook page. 

By questioning the notion of development and the city model, the intermediary actors 

focus on denouncing the perverse side of development. These arguments emerge concerning 

other actors, especially social movements. They are responsible for the turn in the self-

perception of residents from being pro-development to being against development. In one of 

                                                      
211 Original: “Nos han acompañado durante todo el proceso, en la concientización de que éramos pertenecientes 

a una comunidad. Aunque yo si lo he tenido claro, de que yo crecí aquí, y aquí pertenezco. Pero para la otra 

gente, pues como que pareció que el arraigo no fuera muy importante. Y también que no han hecho el análisis 

que yo he hecho. Por ejemplo, de la seguridad. Porque yo en este entorno me siento protegida. Entonces ellos si 

nos han hecho un acompañamiento social, en la pertenencia del territorio, en hacer las mediciones de las casas, 

jurídicamente, haciendo historia, videos y que quede en la memoria lo que fuimos y lo que vamos a hacer, lo que 

tenemos y lo que se va a perder. Entonces ellos nos han hecho muy buen acompañamiento, a diferencia de los 

del Metro y el Isvimed”. 
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the meetings that I attended of the Movimiento de Pobladores, one of the participants started 

saying, “we are not against development,” to which someone else promptly responded, “I am 

against it. It always comes with a price and we are the ones that have to pay it” (fieldnotes). 

Actually, there is a continuum that varies in three spectra (Figure 55).  

 
Figure 55: Positions regarding development 

Source: Developed by the author 

 

In the first spectrum, residents demonstrate that they are not opposing development, that 

they support the projects that are conducted in the city (focusing on the Metrocable Picacho). 

They used this argument to disconnect themselves from the image of being against the “urban 

development” process that the city went through in the past years and the government sees this 

as total support for the project development, in a sort of solidarity: 

The Medellin cable car is a very beautiful work and legally we do not oppose it. As 

we have always said, we have repeated it many times, that we are not against the work. 

Because for me, personally, it is a great work, which will benefit so many people. But 

not me. To me it is the opposite, it is displacing me212 (RES10). 

There is a very important phenomenon that must be seen, it is good that you keep it 

in mind: it is that the community has never opposed the project. This demonstrates a 

very large community solidarity content213 (GOV3).  

The community is not against the project, [...] the community said that the city must 

be developed and as such move forward214 (CC4). 

In the second and third spectra, the citizens expose that this “urban development” is 

being carried out at the expense of the poorest dwellers to bring profits for investors. They 

denounce the city that is being constructed for outsiders, the foreigners, and not for them. They 

expose the illnesses that are created by the development of the city of Medellín, of this city 

                                                      
212 Original: “El metrocable de Medellín es una obra muy bonita y legalmente nosotros no nos oponemos. Como 

siempre lo hemos dicho, lo hemos reiterados muchas veces, que nosotros no nos oponemos a la obra. Porque 

para mi, personalmente ,es una gran obra, en la cual va a beneficiar a demasiada gente. Pero a mi no. A mi eso 

al contrario, eso me está desplazando”. 
213 Original: “Hay un fenómeno muy importante que hay que rescatar, es bueno que usted lo tenga: es que 

siempre la comunidad nunca se opuso al proyecto. Y ahí hay un contenido de solidaridad comunitaria muy 

grande.” 
214 Original: “La comunidade no está en contra del proyecto, [...], la comunidade dije que la ciudad hay que 

desarrollarla y como tal para adelante”. 

"We are not oposing 
development" 

"The development of 
the city cannot come 

at our expenses"

"We are victims of 
development and we 

are against it"
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model, increasing the vulnerabilities of those who were already vulnerable. There is a gradation, 

though, that differs from the second and the third scale. In the second scale, the affected 

residents are not against the development, they do not want to pay the price for it, they do not 

want to be sacrificed for the development that will benefit others.  

As I understand it, they want to displace us because they are going to have more 

profits. And the truth is, you go to the center of Medellin and wherever you go, you 

see foreigners, groups here, groups there, you know what I mean? And at the end of 

the day, "well, man, it’s good to bring them here", I think, that foreigners also benefit 

the city, the nation and all that. Because they will come and contribute with their 

money and they are going to enjoy Colombia. It’s good that they enjoy it! Because 

that is what we want. [...] But this is not why the government, the municipality, should 

displace us, right? It has to be fair215 (RES10). 

And in fact, for example, I am not an opponent of progress, as long as it does not come 

to harm one's life. Because this affects us216 (RES5). 

In the third (more radical) scale, they pose as victims of every development process 

(Figure 56). In this perspective, they are against the development, because the cost of this 

development is always their sacrifice. They, the poor, are left behind and expelled from their 

territories and communities: “all at the expense of people, those who have few resources. 

Because these works do not happen in a place where people live well, but where there are the 

poorest people”217 (RES9). 
 

 
Figure 56: We are victims of the development and of this city model 

Source: personal files, 2018. 

                                                      
215 Original: “Segun tengo entendido, ellos nos quieren desalojar porque es que ellos van a tener muchas 

ganancias más. Y es que la verdad, usted va al centro de Medellín y por donde quiera que vaya ve extranjeros, 

grupos por aquí, grupos por allá, si me entiende? Y a la final de cuentas, "pues hombres está bien que traigan", 

que eso yo pienso, que también los extranjeros le dan beneficio a la ciudad, a la nación y todo eso. Porque ellos 

van a venir y van aportar su platica y si van a disfrutar a colombia. Que bueno que lo disfruten, porque eso es lo 

que queremos nosotros. [...] Pero no por eso tampoco el gobierno, el município, nos desplace a nosotros, si me 

entiendes? Es que debieron ser justos.” 
216 Original: “Y de hecho yo, por ejemplo, no soy una opositora del progresso, siempre y cuando no le venga a 

dañar a uno la vida. Porque esto a nosotros nos afecta.” 
217 Original: “Todo a costa de la gente, de los que tenemos pocos recursos. Porque esas obras no las hacen en 

una parte donde vive la gente esté bien, sino lo hacen donde haya la gente más pobre.” 
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Box 19: Questioning the connection of market, fame and projects logics to the city 

By demonstrating that they are victims of the development, the residents and intermediary 

actors question the connection of the market, fame, and projects logics that have been guiding 

the Medellín’s city model. They oppose the competition and value market that is prioritized 

over their own traditions (domestic common world). For this, they enroll in collective actions 

(civic common world) that could protect their communities and their own sense of local-

based “development”, one in which they can develop the city according to their own needs. 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

The relation of these intermediary groups with the residents is developed over time and 

demands nurturing trust and affection. 

At first the distrust was widespread, they confused us with those of the Metro, they 

confused us with everyone. We had to go there wearing university vests, so they could 

think something else [...] I think they still don't believe us much. But we have already 

won a certain degree of confidence. They let us into the house, let us measure the 

houses, ask us when we are going back, then there is already confidence. But it is very 

hard218 (CS2). 

Nonetheless, these relations are precarious. The intermediary actors also receive 

different critics from the residents, putting in check their relation. Some of them are accused of 

being co-opted by the government during the process. Others are accused of “not being there 

for them when they need the most” (fieldnotes), highlighting the expectations that the residents 

have towards these intermediaries and assuming a tone that they wanted someone else to be 

fighting for them. Some of these intermediary actors are accused of not delivering what they 

promised, what happened when one of the groups delayed giving the residents the houses 

measurements. And some of the residents only understand that these intermediaries are in the 

struggle together with them, but that this is a battle that is impossible to win (RES11). 

6.5 The courses of action 

Following the perspective of French pragmatism, in this section, I describe the courses 

of actions in which the actors engage within this public arena. These courses of action may be 

taken by the residents, by the government, by the civil society, or any other actor that is involved 

with the situation. A timeline of the main events that took place regarding the displacement due 

the construction of the Metrocable Picacho is presented in Appendix 14. Such material brings 

a clear visual demonstration of the events surrounding this problematic situation. 

                                                      
218 Original: “Al principio la desconfianza era generalizada, nos confundían con los del Metro, nos confundían 

con todos, teníamos que ir de chaleco de la universidad para que pensaran otra cosa [...] yo creo que todavía 

no nos creen mucho pero ya hemos ganado cierto grado de confianza, nos dejan entrar a la casa, nos dejan 

medir, nos dicen que cuando vamos a volver, entonces ya hay confianza pero es muy duro”. 
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6.5.1 The dispute for the truth 

The whole process is followed by a dispute to prove who is telling the truth. 

Communication, according to a city councilor, is the main reason for the success of these 

processes, and rumors that emerge may negatively affect the conduction of the gestión predial:  

The main thing is communication with you. Therefore, the association, the leaders in 

charge of this process must have direct communication. Because something that 

affects these types of projects are gossips. Please establish (ISVIMED) direct 

communication. Because in these processes as well as the well-intentioned people, 

there are the bad-intentioned ones, who distort information to generate additional 

situations219 (CC4). 

Actually, power relations are imbricated in communication processes, and the 

mechanisms adopted to make it difficult to understand the truth. For instance, the personalized 

communication that is held by ISVIMED with the residents, which is raised by the institution 

as a way to “guarantee personalized attention to avoid fuss and disinformation” (GOV2), 

according to the citizens is a big source of miscommunication. The socialization with families 

instead of the community and the privatization of the explanations worsen this situation of 

having someone to believe, as the following excerpts demonstrate: 

They expel people by sectors, to frighten, and they come and tell a neighbor one thing, 

to others they say something else, so they fight each other. And then there are quarrels. 

Because everyone is telling the truth, because everyone was told the truth. But they 

don't know between them. There are many neighbors who have remained enemies for 

these problems. I give glory to God because everything that has happened, I asked 

him not to let me be ashamed. The people who have already left realized that we never 

told them lies. But yes, they left, many angry220 (RES7). 

Because these people who work with the State work to misinform. That's why they 

do the work for family, they don't do work with the community. Because they know 

that if they work with the united community, it is their word against the word of a 

community. But if they start working for family, it is the word of this family against 

their word221 (RES11). 

On the other hand, Governmental institutions emphasize that community leaders are 

                                                      
219 Original: “Lo principal es la comunicación con ustedes. Por lo cual la asociación, los líderes que están al 

frente de este processo tengan comunicación directa. Porque si algo afecta este tipo de proyectos también son 

los chismes. Por favor establezcan (el Isvimed) comunicacion directa porque en estes processos como hay gente 

bien intencionada, hay la mal-intencionada, que distorsiona para generar situaciones adicionales”. 
220 Original: “Sacan a la gente por sectores para atemorizar, y vienen y le dicen a un vecino una cosa a otros le 

dicen otra, y a otros le dicen otro, para que entre ellos peleen. Y entonces hay peleas. Porque todos están 

diciendo la verdad, porque a todos le dijeron la verdad. Pero entre ellos no lo saben. Hay muchos vecinos que 

han quedado como enemigos por estos problemas. Yo le doy la gloria a Dios porque todo lo que ha pasado, yo 

le pedí a él que no me fuera a dejar avergonzado, la gente que se ha ido se dio cuenta que nunca les dijimos 

mentiras. Pero sí, se fueron, muchos enojados.” 
221 Original: “Porque estas personas que trabajan con el estado tratan de desinformar. Por eso hacen el trabajo 

por familia, no hacen trabajo con la comunidad. Porque ellos saben que si trabajan con la comunidad unida, es 

la palabra de ellos contra la palabra de una comunidad. Pero si empiezan a trabajar por familia, es la palabra 

de esta familia contra la palabra de ellos.” 
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telling lies and disinforming the population. This brings distrust to the community leaders and 

contributes to the division in the community as well. It is a way of demining their role. 

It is that you from the veeduría are misinforming, and do not start from the reality. 

Look what happened yesterday at the press conference. That is, you continue to 

misinform, and this hurts the community, not us. Because we continue with the 

process. But so many lies in territory damage trust and not even because we are doing 

things wrong. You turn a lie into true and that damages the processes222 (GOV2). 

We have never said that they can defend things. But yes, we strongly agree on the 

issue of misinformation. That is, yes, because you have that obligation when you 

become a community leader: to inform. And not misinform. Because look how those 

little misunderstandings things are very complex in the territory223 (GOV4). 

The following excerpt demonstrates this dispute for the truth: “so look who is the liar 

here, the liar is not the veeduría, the liar is the ISVIMED, who is aware and knows what we are 

going to lose but does not want to socialize with the community”224 (RES1). The community 

leaders then learned to use other artifacts to demonstrate that they are telling the truth: they 

record public and private events when possible, both in sound and in video; they use social 

media to publicize their version; they demand that all the promises or explanation must be 

delivered on paper and signed (which is not done by government agents). 

Two events were exemplary for me during the fieldwork. The first one regards the fear 

the community has of not being paid, even if they agree with the compensation amount. In some 

of the precedents, affected residents that had all the documents signed were not paid. In 

addition, residents do not share this information with the neighbors:  

Look at the situation that the people who are complaining about, who are not being 

paid, or are being paid in parts. Some say they were paid, others say they were not 

paid, so you do not know what is the true225 (RES9). 

To counterargue, ISVIMED agents say they advise the residents not to tell if they were 

paid, neither to share with the neighbors the amount they will receive as compensation, for 

                                                      
222 Original: “Es que usted de la veeduría están desinformando, y no parten de la realidade. Mira lo que pasó 

ayer en la rueda prensa también. O sea, ustedes siguen desinformando y esto le hace daño es a la comunidad no 

a nosotros. Porque nosotros continuamos con el proceso. Pero tantas mentiras en territorio dañan la confianza 

y no ni siquiera porque nosotros estemos haciendo las cosas mal. Ustedes una mentira la vuelven verdad y eso 

daña los processos.” 
223 Original: “Es que nunca hemos dicho que pueden defender las cosas. Pero sí, estamos muy de acuerdo es el 

tema de la desinformación. O sea, en eso sí, porque uno tiene esa obligación cuando se hace líder de una 

comunidad: informar. Y no desinformar. Porque mirá que de esos pequeños malentendidos se arman unas cosas 

en el territorio muy complejas.” 
224 Original: “entonces mire cuál es el mentiroso aquí, el mentiroso no es la veeduría, el mentiroso es el Isvimed 

que sabe y conoce lo que vamos a perder mas no lo quiere socializar a la comunidad”. 
225 Original: “Mire como va la situación que la gente que se están quejando, que no le están pagando 

cumplidamente, que le están pagando por partes, unos dicen que les pagaron, otros dicen que no les pagaron, 

entonces uno no saben cuál es la verdade”. 
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security reasons: 

Why do you think people in territory say, "they haven't paid me"? Because we are the 

ones who orient families not to tell. Because first, it is their security, "don't tell because 

that works to having relationships of an external trust with the other, lend me a 

milloncito that when you notify me, I pay you the milloncito back." And they start 

having conflict with their lifelong neighbors, right? You have every right. But what is 

our recommendation? Do not tell anyone you received money. Do not tell, because it 

is your negotiation, it is your safety, it is your peace of mind, no matter that we bear 

the stigma. Today they say we have not paid, but you know why, because we guide 

families and tell them not to tell, it is their money 226 (GOV2). 

When I asked this governmental agent about the payments, they showed me a 

spreadsheet with all the installments that had already been paid. I asked for another sort of 

official documents, and they said that it was forbidden by law to provide this sort of information, 

infringing the citizens’ right to privacy. This sounded peculiar, as in the census of the affected 

residents, full data about the residents were published (addresses, names, document numbers, 

family relations) (Figure 57). 

The other event was in relation to an arrest. In November 2018, I was informed that one 

of the community leaders had been arrested. The charges against her/him did not relate to the 

resistance process, but other community leaders believed that this was the reason behind it. 

These community leaders said that the arrest happened days after they had discussed the 

national elections with city councilors when this community leader emphasized s/he did not 

vote for Ivan Duque, because they voted for the left-wing, and the atmosphere of the meeting 

got really weird. In addition, these community leaders mention that then when they went to 

prison, police officers laid clues that this was actually retaliation. As this was a tough subject, 

it was only discussed privately. 

                                                      
226 Original: “Usted porque cree que la gente en territorio dice "no me han pagado"? Porque nosotros somos los 

que orientamos a las familias diciendo no cuenten. Porque primero es su seguridad, "no cuente porque eso se 

presta para tener relaciones de una confianza externa con el otro, présteme un milloncito que cuando me 

notifiquen a mí, yo le pago el milloncito". Y empiezan a tener conflicto con sus vecinos de toda la vida, cierto? 

Usted tiene todo el derecho, si considera. Pero cuál es la recomendación nuestra? No le cuente a nadie que 

recibió dinero. No le cuente, porque es su negociación, es su seguridad, es su tranquilidad, no importa que 

nosotros carguemos con el estigma. Hoy dicen no hemos pagado, pero sabe por qué, porque nosotros 

orientamos a las familias y les decimos no cuenten, es su plata”.  
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Figure 57: Part of the municipal official diary containing the result of the census 

Source: Municipio de Medellín (2017, p. 17) 
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6.5.2 The residents’ resettlement and compensations  

The resettlement and compensation of the residents affected by the projects is the main 

issue of this problematic situation. In their sense of what would be just, the residents mention 

aspects such as being resettled to a new house before the conduction of the project; receiving 

an amount as compensation that could fund the beginning of a new – and improved – life. And 

they wanted confirmation and proof to trust that the process would lead to these results. These 

perspectives of justice are related to the aforementioned precedents, which leveraged the fear 

of never having the new housing project developed, of receiving a lower amount than would be 

necessary to buy another house and reinstate their businesses, or of not receiving the 

compensation at all. Not leaving the house until they received all the compensation, according 

to some of the residents, would be the only way to fight – which goes against the legislation. 

When asked by the citizens why the resettlement was not done before the project took 

place, the ISVIMED answered that this was not their responsibility, that they followed what 

was in the contract. In addition, they added that their function was to make sure that the 

residents were relocated in the future, and because of this, they should not look to the past. 

According to the former head of the Planning Administrative Secretariat, it was not possible to 

resettle the residents before, because this would make the project of the Metrocable Picacho 

last longer than planned. For the community, this is seen as neglect in the projects developed 

by the government. The following excerpts were extracted from a notification meeting, and 

shows the dialogue between a resident from La Paralela and a government agent: 

 

RES15: Yes, I know, but I ask you, you knew they were going to get us out of La 

Paralela, you knew that, you say that it was being programmed ten years ago. 

GOV2:  I don't know if it was ten years ago, but I do know that there was a plan. 

RES15:  So, if you knew that you were going to get us out of La Paralela, you, then 

why didn't you also think about the project and started building the apartments? 

Therefore, you know what strikes me, that the government is the most brazen thing 

there can be, the government is accommodated, the government makes projects, earns 

money. [...] But, but, they didn't think about us the community, they never thought 

about us, the community227. 

 

                                                      
227 Original: 

RES15: Sí, yo sé, pero les pregunto a ustedes, ustedes sabían que nos iban a sacar a nosotros de La Paralela, 

ustedes eso lo tenían claro, ustedes dicen que eso hace diez años se estaba programando. 

GOV2:  No sé si hace diez, pero sí sé que había una planeación. 

RES15:  Entonces si sabían que nos iban a sacar de La Paralela, ustedes, entonces por qué no pensaron 

también en el proyecto y empezar a construir los apartamentos? Por eso, sabe que es lo que me choca a mí, que 

el gobierno, es lo más descarado que puede haber, el gobierno se acomoda, el gobierno hace proyectos, gana 

plata. [...] Pero, pero, no pensaron en nosotros la comunidad, nunca pensaron en nosotros la comunidade. 
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Following law 1682 from 2013, the prices that will be paid for the houses are assessed 

by an external evaluator. They were conducted by Lonja de Propriedad Raíz, hired by 

ISVIMED. This is a strategy to demonstrate the neutrality of the process, guaranteeing that the 

assessments will be developed according to market value, defining the amount that government 

has to pay for the real estate. In this sense, if the citizens receive an assessment that is below 

their expectations, the fault is the market, because this is the commercial price. In the following 

passage, from the notification meeting, the government agent “prepares” the resident to 

acknowledge a low compensation amount: 

I want to reinforce a little the issue of how the evaluation is done. That is, what they 

have in mind to make the evaluation of the houses. You are clear that you do not own 

the lot, that is to say that the evaluation takes into consideration the constructive 

improvements, what is inside your house, right? What you have invested in the 

conditions in which you are submerged. A value of an evaluation is different when 

the house is finished, when the floor is ceramic, when the kitchen is complete, when 

the bathrooms are tiled. When the house has had a considerable investment of course 

the appraisal is a little higher, right? Unlike when the house is small, right? That has 

to do with the value of the evaluation, if it is small, if it has no finishes, if it has other 

different physical conditions. Because of course the evaluation is not going to be 

superior, it will not have the value of a house that has had a slightly more substantial 

impression. I want you to keep this in mind, that is, the land is not valued, that is, the 

lot, because you are the owner of your improvements, that the value of the evaluation 

corresponds to the house physically as you have it today. Right?228 (GOV3). 

Continuing the meeting, the resident that is being notified of the purchase offer 

demonstrates how they were feeling mistreated, as the compensation amount does not 

correspond to the social value of the house. Alternatively, more generally, the amount does not 

correspond to the social value of a house in a safe area, of having somewhere safe to live, as 

they would not be able to buy another house in a similar place with the amount offered: 

You never think about us from the community, that with what you were going to give 

us we do not buy a house. My house is small, yes, I recognize that my house is small. 

But ask Joana how many people live in my house ... And there we settle, in my house, 

and my house is small, and there I settle with the four grandchildren and the three 

children and I. We are eight people. And we live where I live. And my house it hurts, 

it hurts, it hurts to leave it. Because my house is so small, but it is a healthy 

neighborhood, I have good neighbors, I have my subway in walking distance, I have 

buses in walking distance. Look how hot Robledo is, how hot the Comuna 13 is. 

                                                      
228 Original: “Yo quiero reforzar un poco el tema de cómo se hace el avaluo. O sea, qué tienen en cuenta para 

hacer el avaluo. Usted tiene claro que no es dueña del lote, o sea que el avalúo considera son las mejoras 

constructivas, lo que hay dentro de su casita, ¿cierto? Lo que le haya invertido en las condiciones en que esté 

sumergido. Es diferente un valor de un avalúo cuando la vivienda tiene acabados, cuando el piso es en 

cerámica, cuando la cocina es integral, cuando lo baños están enchapados, cuando la vivienda ha tenido una 

inversión considerable por supuesto el avalúo es un poco más alto, cierto? A diferencia cuando la casa 

demuestra, es pequeña, cierto. Eso tiene que ver con el valor del avalúo, si es pequeña, si no tiene acabados, si 

tiene otras condiciones físicas diferentes, pues por supuesto el avalúo no va a ser superior, no va a tener el 

valor que pudiera tener una casa que ha tenido una impresión un poco más sustancial. Yo quiero que eso lo 

tenga presente, o sea que no se valora el piso, o sea el lote, porque ustedes son poseedores de sus mejoras, que 

ese valor de avalúo, corresponde a la vivienda físicamente como hoy la tienes tú. Listo?” 
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Where are we going to live, I have a twenty-one-year-old son and three grandchildren. 

Where am I going to live? With the danger that exists, that is what the mayor, the 

governor, when they start a project, they never think that they are going to upset the 

community229 (RES15). 

After this, she/he had the option of applying for a subsidy, but the government agents 

could not tell when the new social housing project would be ready. The other option would be 

to buy a used house, but the subsidy goes to a certain amount and can only be used for specific 

houses (with land title, not located in risk areas or an area affected by public projects), which 

are hard to find near the project area (where they should be relocated to, according to the Plan 

de Ordenamiento Terrotirial - POT230). Then she/he was told to consider the possibility of 

joining her compensation amount with the compensation her/his ex-partner had received to buy 

another house jointly, and of not applying for the housing subsidy231 to be able to purchase any 

house (even with no land title). 

It is a principle of the POT and the Política pública de protección a moradores y 

actividades económicas y productiva that the citizens affected by urbanistic projects should be 

resettled near the project (in an area where they could take advantage of the benefits brought 

by the project developed) and in equal or better conditions. For government agents, these better 

conditions mean mainly that the citizens would have property titles and, if possible, to keep the 

same size house, as demonstrated in the following excerpts: 

 

GOV2: Today, we, the awareness we want to generate is that resettlement must be in 

equal or better conditions. In other words, let's try to restore these conditions that they 

have and not to decrease them. And better conditions because we want to search with 

this money that they receive, with the resources they receive they can invest in a house 

that is legalized, that they do not continue irregularly occupying the city with homes 

that only have purchase-sale agreements. What we want today is to be sure that they 

are going to have their home, with land deeds. 

                                                      
229 Original: “Nunca pensaron en nosotros la comunidad, con lo que ustedes nos iban a dar nosotros no 

compramos una casa. Mi casa es pequeña, sí, yo reconozco que mi casa es pequeña. Pero pregúntele a Joana 

cuántos viven en mi casa... Y ahí nos acomodamos en mi casa, y mi casa es pequeña, y ahí me acomodo con los 

cuatro nietos y los tres hijos y yo, somos ocho personas. Y vivimos donde yo vivo. Y yo mi casa me duele, porque 

me duele, me duele dejarla. Porque yo mi casa así sea pequeñita, pero es un barrio sano, tengo buenos vecinos, 

tengo mi metro al pie, tengo buses al pie. Mire usted lo caliente que está Robledo, lo caliente que está la comuna 

trece. Para dónde vamos a pegar, yo que tengo un hijo de veintiún años y llevo tres nietos hombres para arriba. 

Yo para donde voy a pegar? Con el peligro que hay, que eso es lo que el señor alcalde, el señor gobernador, 

cuando empiezan un proyecto, nunca piensan que van a desacomodar la comunidad”.  
230 The Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial (POT) is the municipal legislation that regulates urban matters, they are 

mandatory according to Law 152 from 1994 and Law 388 from 1997. POTs regulate the use, the occupation, and 

the provision of urban space. Medellín adopted a POT in 1999 (Acuerdo Municipal 62), another in 2006 

(Acuerdo Municipal n. 46) and the last one in 2014 (Acuerdo Municipal 48). The last two (Acuerdos 46 and 48) 

are considered revisions of the first. 
231 It is an option granted to family groups whose houses or improvements are affected by governmental projects 

and are evaluated at an amount lower than 70 minimum wages (for compensation purposes), listed in the census 

of the project. Other criteria as also required. More about housing subsidy is explained in the Appendix 10 – 

Glossary. 
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Myself: So the part of better conditions is for the people from La paralela, right? 

Because the ones from Doce de Octubre already have land titles.  

GOV2: In the Doce de Octubre, better conditions, obviously the houses that have land 

titles have a higher cost. And what do we seek? That they invest in a house in the 

same conditions that they have a deed. And that they can be in better conditions. For 

example, if I live in a house fifty square meters and if I can buy a house with that 

money that they gave me sixty square meters, do it. We have to ensure that you have 

the same or better conditions. In the same conditions it is that we do this exercise with 

them, we generate all this awareness, you live in a house fifty square meters - suppose 

- and received sixty million pesos and therefore with seventy million, we will try to 

find a house with the same square meters and in the same conditions.232 

 

The surroundings, proximity, and social ties are not considered under these “equal or 

better conditions.” Again, this is a fault of the market. Government agents affirm that there is a 

real estate bubble, for which they are not responsible, that makes it hard for the affected 

residents to buy houses in the proximities of where they are being removed. The following 

excerpts are from interviews conducted by me with two government agents: 

 

GOV5: Our intention is for the family to have a housing solution according to the 

needs of the home. What happens at that time of buying and selling with subsidies? 

Today we have a real estate bubble that make homes around the sector much more 

expensive to access with the subsidy. So if I have 56,600,000 (70 minimum wages), I 

will not find a house in La Toscana, which is the neighborhood next to La Paralela. 

The cheapest is worth one hundred, the cheapest, in not very favorable conditions, the 

square meter is worth a lot. If I have a subsidy and I want to access the house, then I 

will not be able to buy it. The family cannot intend to buy a house there. 

Myself: So there wouldn't be the same or better conditions? 

GOV2: You have to remember that we talked about the square meter. The family 

cannot intend, for example, “I have the house in one place, if they are going to buy 

me my house and I go to another place that is very expensive”, it is better conditions, 

but I have to start from a reality. 

[...] 

GOV5: That's why we have a commercial evaluation for this price. When they 

(residents) tell me not to send them to a hill, in very colloquial terms, we also told 

                                                      
232 Original: 

“GOV2: Hoy, nosotros, la conciencia que queremos generar es que el reasentamiento sean en iguales o mejores 

condiciones. Es decir procuremos restablecer estas condiciones que tienen y no desmejorarlas. Y mejores 

condiciones pues queremos procurar con esta plata que ellos reciben, con el recurso que reciban puedan hacer 

inversión de una vivienda que sea legalizada, que no sigan ocupando irregularmente la ciudad con viviendas 

que solo tengan compra-venta. Lo que queremos hoy es que se sintam seguros que van a tener sua casa, con 

unas escrituras legalmente. 
Myself: Entonces esa parte de los mejores es para la gente de La paralela? porque para los del Doce de octubre 

ya tienen la escritura?  
GOV2: En el Doce de octubre mejores condiciones que obviamente las viviendas tienen escritura y tienen un 

costo más elevado. Y nosotros que procuramos? Que hagan una inversión en una vivienda en las mismas 

condiciones que tengan una escritura. Y que pueden ser en mejores condiciones, por ejemplo si yo vivo en una 

casa de cincuenta metros cuadrados y si puedo comprarme una casa con esa plata que me dieron de sesenta 

metros cuadrados, que lo haga. Nosotros tenemos que garantizar que tenga las mismas condiciones o en 

mejores. En las mismas es que nosotros hacemos de este ejercicio con ellos, generamos toda esta 

sensibilización, usted vive en una casa de cincuenta metros cuadrados - supongamos - y recibió sesenta millones 

de pesos y por eso con setenta millones, vamos a intentar buscar una casa con los mismos metros cuadrados y 

en las mismas condiciones.” 
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them that these are the homes we have within the subsidy amount. Because, for us, it 

is not a hill, it is equal housing, which has land titles, located in the Plan Parcial 

Pajarito, and where today we have offers within the value of the subsidy. 

GOV2: But it doesn't mean that we don't have other subsidized houses in other places. 

Because the neighborhood where she wants the square meter is very expensive, a 

house is worth… 

Myself: There is no regulation? Do you grant housing with commercial value? 

GOV2: We have to buy the houses, it is a private person that is selling the property 

to us, we make a commercial appraisal according to the Lonja, because it is not the 

value that the seller says. It is the value that the evaluator gives to the house, which 

we are going to acquire in the project, an appraisal must be made, it may be sold in 

one hundred million, but we pay seventy. 

GOV5: If the home is worth seventy, we have to pay up to the value of the subsidy. 

We also guide the family and the motivation is not that they rent it, but that it is a city 

reality that today is out of the ISVIMED’s hands. That is a real estate bubble, that 

people put very expensive prices. So be it on the hill, even if it is removed, even if it 

is not in the area, it is a real estate bubble. 

Myself: It is out of ISVIMED’s hands and is in whose hands? 

GOV5: Of the private ones. I would not dare to go further, because I would not get 

into this matter, I do not know enough233. 

 

This means that the citizens who receive potentially good compensation for their house 

will not be able to purchase another one in the same neighborhood or nearby. The discourse 

from city councilors and other government agents is that “They could live in Patagonia if they 

                                                      
233 Original: GOV5: La intención de nosotros es que la familia tenga una solución habitacional conforme a la 

necesidad del hogar. ¿Qué pasa en esa hora de compraventa con subsidios?  hoy en día tenemos una burbuja 

inmobiliaria que nos ponen las viviendas alrededor del sector mucho más costosas para acceder con el subsidio, 
entonces si tengo 56.600.000 (70minimum wages) no voy a encontrar una casa en Toscana, que es el barrio 

contiguo a La Paralela. La más barata vale cien, la más barata, en condiciones no muy favorables, el metro 

cuadrado vale mucho. Si tengo subsidio y quiero acceder a la casa entonces no la voy a conseguir comprar. La 

familia no puede pretender comprarse una casa ahí 
Myself: ¿Entonces no serían iguales o mejores condiciones? 
GOV2: Es que te acuerdes que hablamos del metro cuadrado si. La familia no puede pretender, por ejemplo, yo 

tengo la casa en un lugar, si me van a comprar mi casa y me voy a otro lugar que es muy caro, es mejores 

condiciones, pero tengo que partir de una realidad. 

[...] GOV5: Por eso tenemos un avalúo comercial por este precio. Cuando me dice no me mandas para una 

loma, en términos muy coloquiales también le dijimos que estas son las viviendas que tenemos en el valor del 

subsidio. Porque para nosotros no es loma, es una vivienda igual, que tiene escritura en el plan parcial pajarito 

que está ubicado y donde hoy tienen ofertas del valor del subsidio. 
GOV2: Pero no quiere decir que no tenemos otras casas con subsidio en otros lugares. Porque el barrio donde 

ella quiere el metro cuadrado es carísimo, una casa vale… 
Myself: ¿No hay ninguna regulación? ¿Ustedes conceden la vivienda con el valor comercial? 
GOV2: Tenemos que comprar las viviendas, es un privado que nos está vendiendo el inmueble, le hacemos un 

avalúo comercial de acuerdo a la Lonja, porque no es el valor que dice el vendedor. Es el valor que dice el 

señor a esa casa, la que vamos adquirir en el proyecto hay que hacer un avalúo, puede que la venda en cien 

millones, pero le pagamos setenta. 
GOV5: Si la vivienda vale setenta, nosotros tenemos que pagar hasta el valor del subsidio. Nosotros igual 

orientamos la familia y la motivación no es que arrienda pero que es una realidad de ciudad que hoy sale de las 

manos del ISVIMED. Que es una burbuja inmobiliaria, que la gente pone precios muy caros. Así sea en loma, 

así sea retirada, así no esté en la zona, es una burbuja inmobiliaria. 
Myself: ¿Sale de las manos de ISVIMED y está en las manos de quién? 
GOV5: De los privados, el tema es lo siguiente, yo no me atrevería a ir más allá porque no me metería en este 

asunto no sé lo suficiente”. 
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wanted to” (fieldnotes), meaning that they could use their money wherever they wanted. My 

fieldwork did not encompass the analysis of where these citizens are now. The only family that 

took me with them while looking for possible houses was going to merge the different 

compensation amounts (parents’, two adult children’ and a small workshop) to buy only one. 

An organization that is conducting a formal impact evaluation of the process shared some non-

final information with me regarding this: 

We have already surveyed ten people that had to leave. And we have found that there 

are people who no longer live in Medellín and they had to go, for example: To Bogotá 

or Cali ... well they say they are at a friend, at a family member’s house. But that here 

could not find a place even with rent allowance. So, they had to leave town. I thought 

they would have to leave the neighborhood. But they had to go to other city and 

Bogotá is much more expensive than Medellín in many ways […] And there are many 

who are no longer in central Medellín but are in Copacabana. They had to go to 

municipalities of the Metropolitan Area, for example: to Barbosa, Copacabana, which 

are more distant from here. Well, here they were by the metro, so now they have to 

take one more transport to get to the metro, and from the metro here in Medellín, 

because it takes much longer. So, transportation costs have increased. What we were 

saying before, because we are seeing all that. […] Well, they are super affected 

because it is another transport, because the quality of life they get is much worse, 

much234 (CS5). 

6.5.3 The big confusion 

Together with the dispute for the truth, several aspects make the community confused 

during the whole process. This confusion does not help in understanding what “is the truth” or 

whom to trust.  Three main aspects that brought confusion and misunderstanding emerged from 

the fieldwork: actors and their roles; the legislation; and legal terms. 

Actors and their roles 

The quantity of actors that are involved in the problematic situation confuses the 

residents. The gestión predial started with the Metro de Medellín and then was subcontracted 

for ISVIMED. The rent allowances are paid by another subcontractor, la Corporación Ayuda 

Humanitaria. The assessment of the houses is conducted by Lonja de Propriedad Raiz. In 

                                                      
234 Original: “Ya hemos encuestado a diez personas de las que se tuvieron que ir. Y hemos encontrado que hay 

personas que ya no viven en Medellín y se tuvieron que ir, por ejemplo: A Bogotá o a Cali … pues ellos dicen 

que donde un amigo, donde un familiar pero que acá no se pudieron ubicar ni siquiera con arrendamiento. 

Entonces… No, se tienen que ir de la ciudad. Yo pensaba que se tenían que ir del barrio. Pero se tiene que ir a 

la ciudad y Bogotá es mucho más caro que Medellín en muchos aspectos [...]. Ha habido situaciones súper 

difíciles con ellos. Y hay muchos que ya no están en Medellín aquí cerquita, si no que están en Copacabana. 

Entonces han tenido que ir a municipios del Área Metropolitana, por ejemplo: a Barbosa, Copacabana, que 

quedan muchos más distanciados de lo que estaban acá. Pues, acá estaban ahí en el metro, entonces ya tiene 

que coger un transporte más para llegar al metro y del metro para acá para Medellín pues se demoran mucho 

más. Entonces los costos de transporte se han incrementado. Qué era lo que decíamos antes, pues todo eso lo 

estamos constatando [...] Pues están súper afectados porque es un transporte más, pues la calidad de vida si se 

les empeora mucho, mucho mucho.” 
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addition, the personalized attention from the government – which sends different groups of 

social workers and lawyers to socialize the project with different blocks – as residents receive 

information from different actors; and the changes of directors of government institutions also 

contribute to this confusion. 

The confusion is also related to previous situations. For instance, project implementers 

mention that the affected residents by the construction of Metrocable Picacho should not take 

the situation of Puente Madre Laura into consideration, because who was responsible for the 

gestión predial for was the Empresa de Desarrollo Urbano (EDU). This time it would be 

different because it is the ISVIMED who is taking care of this process (while ISVIMED had 

little responsibility in the Puente Madre Laura). For the residents, this does not make a 

difference in organizing the information, because they are being removed from their properties 

by the actor of one actor: the municipality. 

The legislation 

The second perspective that confuses residents is the amount of legislation that 

addresses their problematic situation. While hearing a phone call between a community leader 

and a government agent235 about a meeting that would be held in the community, the advice 

given to the leader was: “You should not come with nonsense questions to waste our time. You 

have to base your questions on the decrees and laws that refer to the process you are dealing 

with”. And, in a tone of sarcasm, the coordinator went on suggesting that as the community 

does not understand anything about legislation, they were not legitimate to talk (fieldnotes). 

Also, one of the arguments used to tranquilize the community is that legislation has 

changed in the past years, making the process friendlier to the population. This is a very ethereal 

argument to be accepted by the communities. They see that the legislation satisfies the needs 

of the state to achieve their objectives, without space for contesting, an instrument of power 

that benefits only one of the sides:  

Of course, I said at school that we earn nothing by being here all day. People do not 

know what is not happening, because we are fighting against someone very big. That 

is someone very powerful, who has all the tools in the world, that is, all the laws they 

want 236 (RES10). 

(when asked about a meeting held with a group of lawyers with the intention of 

explaining the legislation for the community) Honestly, I left unmotivated from there. 

                                                      
235 This phone call was held on viva-voice, so everyone that was with the community leader could listen to. 
236 Original: “Claro, es que yo digo en la escuela que nosotros nada nos ganamos con estar reunidos aquí todo 

el día. La gente no sabe que no está pasando, porque es que estamos luchando contra alguien muy grande. Ósea 

alguien muy poderoso que tiene todas las herramientas del mundo, ósea todas las leyes que usted quiera”. 
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Because he talked to us about things as they are, we left crushed, because if that is the 

truth, he spoke to us as they say, you know the truth ... we left very upset, my friends 

and I left crushed, without hope for anything237 (RES9). 

In 2018 a judicial public action was held by the residents against Medellín City Hall. 

During the interrogatories for this judicial process, the residents were questioned by the judge 

about legislation and if they knew specific terms, such as “contencioso administrativo” (RES3). 

In addition, I had access to the notification of the evaluation and the proposal of the 

acquisition of one of the residents from La Paralela. The proposal has 47 pages in total, 

containing five different documents: a) An introduction (1 page); b) The agreement to the 

proposal (1 page); c) The resolution SEC – N. 201850006628 de 01 de febrero de 2018 (27 

pages); and d) The explanation of the compensation amount for the house (18 pages). In the 

document, there are references to: 14 leyes, the Constitution (named differently – Constitucion 

Política and Constitucion Nacional), the Código de Procedimiento Civil, one acto legislative, 

a sentence from the Corte Constitutional, three convênios and one Fondo, nine resoluciones, 

two Acuerdos Municipales, and five Decretos. The map presented in Figure 58 brings the 

legislation mentioned in the document, with all the articles and legislation changes (which also 

integrate the document). 

This complexity makes it hard for the residents to engage in the struggle. It makes them 

need a lawyer on their side and, as they do not comprehend the legislation, they sometimes do 

not trust the lawyer either.    

Legal terms 

In addition to the difficulties with the legislation, specific terms of the legislation also 

confuse the process. The terms that cause the biggest misunderstanding are: socialization; 

voluntary alienation; negotiation; and equal or better conditions. The content of these terms is 

not determined by the legislation, opening room for the creation of meaning and expectations 

by different actors as well as for the fixation of the meaning by the most powerful actors in the 

specific situations. These actors do not necessarily evoke a meaning that could relate to the 

intentions of the legislator. One interviewee mentioned, for instance, that the Política pública 

de protección a moradores y actividades económicas y productivas would not make any 

difference in the conduction of the process, because the meaning of the terms remained open. 

                                                      
237 Original: (cuando se le preguntó sobre una reunión celebrada con un grupo de abogados con la intención de 

explicar la legislación para la comunidad) “Sinceramente yo salí desmotivada de allá porque él nos habló las 

cosas como son, salimos fue como aplastadas, porque si esa es la verdad, él nos habló como dicen, ustedes 

saben la verdad…salimos muy aburridas, mis compañeras salimos como aplastadas sin esperanzas de nada”. 
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Figure 58: Legislation map of a purchase notification 

Source: elaborated by the author 
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i. Socialization 

While the community expects socialization of the process that is collective and 

participatory, government agents understand socialization as making the residents aware of the 

project. The community leaders constantly complain that no socialization was conducted, and 

government agents reply that this is only a matter of form because they have held the 

socialization (GOV2). 

ii. Voluntary alienation 

The term “voluntary alienation (enajenación voluntária)” brings the impression that the 

residents are voluntarily selling their houses to the government. In meetings, the residents 

emphasized that there is nothing voluntary in this process. As mentioned, they are afraid of the 

expropriation threat. In interviews held with government agents, the voluntariness of the 

process is somehow brought to light: they understand that if the resident accepts the purchase 

offer, they feel satisfied: “Maria, I think she accepted it. If she accepted, it is because she feels 

better”238 (GOV3). 

iii. Negotiation 

Another term that causes this confusion is “negotiation.” There is a constant dispute as 

to whether it is a negotiation (and what this means). “Negociación directa” is the legal term to 

represent the period of 15 working days after the notification to either accept or decline the 

purchase offer: 

Once the purchase offer is made, it is understood that the direct negotiation stage has 

begun, in which the registered owner or poseedor will have fifteen (15) business days 

to express their will in relation to it, either by accepting it, or by rejecting it239 

(COLOMBIA, 2014, p. n.a) 

Although the same legislation predicts that “It is understood that the owner or poseedor 

of the property renounces the negotiation when: b) Within the term to accept or reject the offer 

no agreement is reached”240, in fact, there is no possibility for negotiation. Corrections regarding 

the size of the house may be requested, but the price of the evaluation made by the Lonja de 

Propriedad Raíz will not be changed. In the notification meeting that I participated, the term 

was used by a government agent in a different way: 

 

GOV5: ... in the case of Doña Maria, if you waive the subsidy, you start with the 

                                                      
238 Original: “María creo que aceptó. Sí aceptó es porque se siente mejor”. 
239 Original: “Una vez notificada la oferta se entenderá iniciada la etapa de negociación directa, en la cual el 

propietario o poseedor inscrito tendrán un término de quince (15) días hábiles para manifestar su voluntad en 

relación con la misma, bien sea aceptándola, o rechazándola”. 
240 Original: “Se entenderá que el propietario o poseedor del predio renuncian a la negociación cuando: b) 

Dentro del plazo para aceptar o rechazar la oferta no se logre acuerdo”. 
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direct negotiation... [...] 

GOV2: This is when it is in direct negotiation ... right? When it is in direct 

negotiation, when you decided not to receive this money. Is it okay so far? Do you 

have doubts? It doesn't matter if I have to repeat it, it doesn't matter, was it clear to 

you? 

RES15: Yes, what will you give me then, if I decline the subsidy, I'm going to buy... 

GOV2: ... Directly. 241 

 

Here, the legal term is used in another sense. It represents the situation in which the 

resident had accepted the purchase offer and directly receives the compensation amount from 

the ISVIMED (that is, the ISVIMED will not triangulate the purchase relation of another house, 

which only occurs when a resident applied for subsidy and opted for vivienda usada). So, the 

“negociación” connects only the ISVIMED and the resident. 

The confusion with the residents exists because they understand negotiation through its 

popular meaning. It is an expectation they create that they will be able to set the price for their 

real estate (especially because they are being obliged to sell). In a meeting between government 

agents and the community leaders, a government agent says that “There are negotiations, but 

the rent allowance is not negotiable” (that is, there is no possibility the residents will be resettled 

llave-por-llave) (fieldwork). While in an interview, another government agent openly says that 

it is not a negotiation, because the general interest is prioritized over the particular: “Because 

in projects, when there are works of general interest, one does not negotiate. The rule does not 

say so. We are not negotiating; we are acquiring it. It is not a negotiation, because we are 

acquiring it”242 (GOV2).  

iii. Equal or better conditions 

Item 3 of article 573 from the POT is summarized as “equal or better conditions”: 

Article 573. Protection of residents and productive and economic activities. 3. 

Restoration of initial conditions: Interventions in no case may deteriorate the initial 

conditions present at the time the proceedings begin. This means that the economic, 

social and cultural activities present must maintain or improve the level of income and 

stability of the inhabitants. In no case may it be impaired.243 

                                                      
241 Original: 

GOV5: ... en caso, Doña Maria, de que usted renuncie al subsidio, usted pasa al proyecto a hacer negociación 

directa... [...] 

GOV2: ¿Esto es cuando es en negociación directa... listo?, cuando es en negociación directa, ¿cuándo usted 

decidió no recibir esta platica... hasta ahí vamos bien? ¿Tienes dudas? ¿no importa si lo tengo que volver a 

repetir, no importa, te quedó claro?   

RES15: Si, que lo que me dan ahí, es si renuncio al subsidio, si voy a comprar ...  

GOV2: ... Directamente 
242 Original: “Por que en los proyectos, cuando hay obras de interés general, uno no hace procesos de 

negociación. La norma no lo dice así. Es que usted no está negociando usted está adquiriendo. No es una 

negociación, por que tu estas adquiriendo”. 
243 Original: “Artículo 573. Protección a moradores y actividades productivas y económicas. 
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For the residents, being in equal or better conditions refer to having the same material 

and social proximity conditions they have now. It refers to being close to the transport system 

(metro and buses), being in a safe part of the city, being near the highway, being close to schools 

and grocery stores. Their social ties concern being close to the people they have established 

bonds with over a long time and their own families. This proximity is also related to material 

conditions. For instance, as they know the owner of the grocery store for such a long time, they 

can buy on credit. Taking care of the children is a task often undertaken by the grandparents 

that live in the up/downstairs house.  

As mentioned in subsection 6.3.3, for government agents, being in an equal or better 

condition relates to a formal perspective of having land titles, so they “do not continue to occupy 

the city irregularly”244 (GOV2); “If you have a land title, you are no longer illegal, let us say it 

between quotation marks”245 (GOV5). Government agents raise other material reasons as the 

size of the house, the possibility of applying for higher loans from banks (due to the land title) 

and having access to piped water; but these aspects are brought up as residual ones. As in 

response to all these potential benefits of having land titles, one affected resident mentioned in 

a meeting: “If you buy a house with land title, they can expel you again. The land title does not 

matter, they will kick you out anyway” (Fieldwork). 

********* 

 
A summary of the public arena of the urban conflict presented here is presented in Figure 

59, following the same parameters of the provisional analytical framework.

                                                      
3. Restablecimiento de condiciones iniciales: Las intervenciones en ningún caso podrán desmejorar las 

condiciones iniciales presentes en el momento en que se inician las actuaciones. Esto significa que las 

actividades económicas, sociales y culturales presentes, deben mantener o mejorar el nivel de ingresos y 

estabilidad de los moradores. En ningún caso podrá ser desmejorado” 
244 Original: “no sigan ocupando irregularmente la ciudad”. 
245 Original: “es que ya usted tiene una escritura pública, pasó por de la ilegalidad, digamos entre comillas”. 
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Figure 59: Displacement and evictions caused by the construction of the Metrocable Picacho under the analytical framework 

Source: elaborated by the author.
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7 BRINGING THE ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK TO THE GROUND 

After presenting the two case studies, in this chapter, I connect them to the analytical 

framework developed in chapter 2, to understand how the fieldwork corresponds to the 

theoretical construct. I address questions that emerged from the combination of the sociology 

of public problems and the right to the city. The presentation of this chapter follows the 

analytical framework, passing through the analysis of the problematic situations, their 

publicization, the public involved, and the courses of action undertaken. The discussion 

regarding the common worlds – that summarizes the logics of engagement, coordination, and 

justification in these urban conflict cases – is presented during the chapter, and the conclusion 

summarizes the common worlds and how they are used in problematic situations. 

7.1 Problematic situation 

Problematic situations take place when the habitual reactions of an organism to the 

demands of its environment no longer provide the satisfaction of its needs and desires (CEFAÏ, 

2017a). For the sociology of public problems, the functioning of society resides in cooperation 

processes among organisms, and between organisms and the environment. When these 

cooperation processes are no longer in tune, the organisms experience conflict that is not 

organically solved. The right to the city adds a critical perspective to the analysis of problematic 

situations. Is there a cooperation process between organisms and the environment? Or are 

organisms and the environment functioning in a competitive process that is led by and towards 

capital accumulation? The connection of both paradigms, in the analytical framework, discloses 

the possibility of having problematic situations that organisms experience in different ways, 

which are: the elites that hold hegemonic power to produce and reproduce the city according to 

their interests; and the counter-hegemonic forces. The problematic situations emerge from how 

these organisms and the environment cooperate. 

In both cases – in São Paulo and Medellín – the problematic situation was analyzed 

according to the perspectives of these two publics: the implementers of the interventions (that 

possess hegemonic power to do so) and the affected residents (the counter-hegemonic forces). 

From the viewpoint of the project implementers, the first topic to address is that these groups 

frame the interventions inside a public interest domain. In São Paulo, the public interest relates 

to “the affected citizens should not be living in those conditions; we must bring life back to the 

region; the drug traffickers must be taken out of the area; Cracolândia must come to an end." 

In Medellín, the public interest refers to “massive and improved transportation; 
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environmentally friendly transportation system; to the city of innovation and the laboratory 

city.” Relating to Boltanski & Thévenot (2006), these actors are raising public justifications on 

why these interventions should be implemented.  

Although these justifications and the logics behind them are in constant dispute, there 

is a relation between the government actions and the civic common world, which considers 

justice as the representation of a collective good. One of the problematic situations for these 

actors is not understanding why the affected residents resist the interventions. The hegemonic 

actors are imbued with the common interest justifications that support their projects, and 

resisting the public good that is being developed through hard work (industrial common world) 

comes as a shock. Some of them understand that the residents are struggling for their rights, but 

that the individual rights should not prevail over the collective good. 

The other problem is that this resistance may lead to a delay in the chronogram of the 

project (industrial common world), postponing the delivery of the public good. Following the 

law may also cause this delay. In these cases, legal subterfuges could be taken to speed up the 

process. Specifically, in São Paulo, where the national and local legislation had been approved 

as a result of strong pressure from social movements, such subterfuges were adopted. This case 

is a good example to understand the right as a beginning, the opening of a possibility for the 

right to the city, and not the materialization of this right (PURCELL, 2013a). That is, the 

legislation openly established that no intervention could be taken without the conformation of 

a Conselho Gestor, and the residents (with the support of other groups) used this requirement 

as a political statement to take part in the problematic situation. 

According to the analytical framework, there are hypothetical situations that could 

hinder the elite that holds hegemonic power in producing and reproducing the city according to 

their interests: competition with other elites and the resistance from counter-hegemonic groups. 

In the two cases, the elite are not fighting over the largest share in the accumulation process. 

Instead, they seem aligned and cooperating. The problematic situations emerge from the actions 

of the counter-hegemonic forces, the constantly marginalized groups. In São Paulo, there was 

a dislocation moment that exposed the contingency and precariousness of the hegemonic order 

(KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018; LACLAU; MOUFFE, 2015). This dislocation moment was the 

violent event of the demolition of houses with people inside, which brought the attention of 

different publics to the area, leveraging the irruption of a counter-hegemonic movement (that 

did not reach hegemony, as violent acts in the region are ongoing). However, this dislocation 

enabled the emergence of new elements to the chain of equivalence (such as participation, 

rights, ZEIS, rent allowance, among others). In Medellín, there was no dislocation moment. On 
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the contrary, there was a continuous flow of the hegemonic orders (fame, market, industrial, 

and projects common world) that was able to absorb the critics and respond to some of them 

(BOLTANSKI; CHIAPELLO, 2009). The hegemony remains so strong that it is hard for 

counter-hegemonic forces to emerge. 

The affected residents feel the problematic situation is a decrease (or a potential 

decrease) in their quality of life (even if their life quality is already low). In Medellín, the threat 

was subtler, as the residents were slowly displaced from the neighborhoods that they had built 

according to their needs and constraints, with no sight of resettlement. Previous experiences 

evidence that this process would indeed lead to a worsening of living conditions. In São Paulo, 

for some, the deterioration of living conditions materialized early in the process, with the police 

expelling people from their houses, leaving them unassisted and, according to the testimony of 

residents, with no furniture or documents. Others, who had no previous reason to believe that 

their rights would not be granted, took longer to see the displacement as a threat to their physical 

survival. 

In both situations, some residents just resigned. Cefaï (2017a) shows there is a passivity 

dimension in the constitution of problematic situations. For these residents, “there was nothing 

else to be done; it was nonsense to think it was possible to struggle, resisting will not lead us 

anywhere." It is important to mention that, for some, the situation did not emerge as a problem. 

These residents just wanted to leave their houses and used the situation as an opportunity to 

build a future somewhere else. However, the others, who saw the decrease in quality of life as 

a potential threat, were willing to fight for their right to the city (although not using this term): 

“In the end, I wanted to be part of the Conselho Gestor, so I did not have to give up my future, 

my dreams, in the hands of anyone else. If you want something, you must go after it”246 

(SP.RES1); “because I have to fight for this because it is the only thing I have. And if they take 

this away from me, I stay in misery”247 (MED.RES10). 

7.2 Publicizing the problematic situation 

It was mainly the materialization of the threat that made the marginalized groups 

perceive that the responses from the environment were leading them to a worse living condition. 

However, the support to turn this into a fight came from external groups. These external groups 

                                                      
246 Original: “No final das contas eu quis ser conselheira para não deixar o meu futuro, os meus sonhos nas 

mãos de qualquer pessoa.  Se você quer, você tem que ir atrás”. 
247 Original: “Porque yo tengo que luchar por esto, porque es lo único que tengo. Y si me quitan eso yo me 

quedo en la miseria”. 
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– whom I call intermediary – brought new vocabulary, new technologies, and instruments for 

these citizens to fight:  

The first time that I heard the expressions "key-to-key," I did not know what it meant. 

[...] She told us: “Guys, you cannot leave, you have to keep strong. You need to push 

for key-to-key”. And no one knew what that meant. No one wanted to ask. We were 

all staring at each other. I was sitting there and saw everyone whispering: “What is 

key-to-key? Ask her”. Then I took the initiative: “Excuse me, may I ask you a 

question? Can you explain something? I’m sorry for my ignorance, but what does the 

expression key-to-key mean?” And she told me: “You will only leave your house 

when you enter another house. You hand in the keys to your house – be it an ocupação, 

be it a shack, be it a cart. You only give your keys if they are putting you inside another 

house, got it?” And I did not know that 248(SP.RES1). 

These other actors only show up when the problematic situations are made public. 

According to Cefaï (2017, p. 194), “the public problem only starts to truly exist when it becomes 

a collective experience.” Not all problems in which government institutions are involved are 

public problems. Governmental involvement does not necessarily mean that the problem will 

be dealt with collectively. For example, the institutional advances against gender violence in 

Brazil have led to cases of domestic violence being dealt with by specific groups (the victims, 

perpetrators, and judiciary system). It was very different from when Maria da Penha249 led a 

collective effort to have this problem recognized as a public and governmental problem. A 

parallel could be made with the collective crusade motivated by Natalia Ponce de León, in 

Colombia, against acid attacks (REDACIÓN JUDICIAL, 2019). 

Publicizing a problem means removing the problematic situation from the shadows of 

specialized groups and driving it to be recognized, discussed, and potentially solved by different 

groups of actors (CEFAÏ, 2017a). It is the field of collective experience that enables the 

emergence of common knowledge and shared vocabulary, connecting different arguments that 

will frame the situation as a problem. Such collective experiences existed in both cases, and 

different publicization devices ignited them. In São Paulo, it was the combination of state 

                                                      
248 Original: “A primeira vez que eu escutei a expressão “chave a chave”, eu não sabia o que era. [...] Ela falou 

pra gente “Gente vocês não podem sair, vocês têm que fazer ponta firme lá. Vocês têm que fazer uma pressão 

para vocês terem chave a chave.” Ninguém sabia o que era isso. Ninguém queria perguntar. Tipo, todo mundo 

olhou um pra cara do outro e começou. Eu estava sentada em uma cadeira e você só via o pessoal: “O que é 

chave a chave? Pergunta.” Então eu fui lá “Me desculpa...Posso fazer uma pergunta?  Você pode me responder 

uma pergunta? Me desculpa pela minha ignorância, o que significa a expressão chave a chave?” E ela me falou 

“Você só sai da sua casa se você for entrar em uma outra.” Você entrega a chave da sua casa, que seja 

ocupação, que seja em barraco, que seja de uma carroça. Se a pessoa for te colocar dentro de outra casa, 

entendeu? E eu não sabia”. 
249 Maria da Penha was a victim of gender violence that fought to institutionalize a legal system in Brazil to 

protect women in this situation and to increase perpetrators' sentence. In 1983 Maria da Penha's husband tried to 

murder her, and she developed paraplegia. Her case was solved in 2002 after the Brazilian State was considered 

guilty for omission and negligence by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights. In 2006 Federal Law n. 

11.340 was approved, known as "Lei Maria da Penha." 
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violence, the territory’s materialist and symbolic aspects, and the non-compliance with the rule 

of law that enabled the publicization of the problematic situation lived by the residents from 

Blocks 36, 37, and 38 of Campos Elíseos. In Medellín, it was the work of the City Council (and 

specific City Councilors), of alternative and social media and of public demonstrations that 

supported the publicization process of residents from La Paralela and Doce de Octubre. 

According to the sociology of public problems, some devices may support the 

publicization of the problematic situations. In the analytical framework, I presented and 

discussed some of these possible devices, under the perspective of the right to the city. The 

possibilities were that the proximity ties of the territory, the awareness about the problematic 

situation, symbolic slogans, the legal background, and alternative media could help to promote 

the publicization of these problematic situations. Table 16 explains the devices that were used 

in São Paulo and Medellín cases, with specific features that are relevant to take into 

consideration. 

Table 16: Devices that support the publicization of the problematic situations 

Devices Features 

City council and other state 

institutions that protect 

low-income populations 

and connected to social 

movements 

  

Institutions prompted to protect rights of low-income 

populations; 

City councilors that are related to social movements and left-

wing (and not the connection to the territory); 

Involvement is stronger in case of violence. 

Existing legislation as 

instruments that support 

the struggle and not 

instruments that suppress it 

Existing legislation that are products of social movements’ 

demands; 

Legislation is not used actively by the project implementers, 

rather are a reactive instrument to be used (specially by the 

intermediary public). 

Precedents – material and 

symbolic identities of a 

territory 

Learning from precedent cases: the current threat and 

collective experience; 

The protection of a territory: material and symbolic identities. 

Mass media (violence) and 

alternative media channels 

Traditional media channels attracted to violence or tragedies; 

Alternative media channels and social media are used, with 

limited audiences. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

These devices tend to be more effective when they interlink. That is, if the legislation 

brings more power to the affected residents and is not followed by the project implementers, 
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the public defenders and city councilors will have more power to publicize the problematic 

situations, instilling the interest of media channels. 

In these situations, checks and balances from the legal system, state institutions, city 

councilors, and the media can play a role in counterbalancing the power of the executive 

branches. The publicization of the problematic situation by counter-hegemonic actors is only 

possible if there is no absolute power, as the existence of absolute power leaves no space for 

counter-hegemonic forces (KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018; LACLAU; MOUFFE, 2015). 

Legally, the expropriation in order to develop public projects is an act that highlights the state’s 

extreme power. There is little space for negotiation and no space for resistance through 

permanence. Because of this power, the publicization of the problematic situations is always 

precarious. Attempts to maintain the problematic situations as private problems, or issues that 

will be “solved” by specific groups, are ongoing. Several devices and arguments are put in place 

by different publics to avoid the publicization of the problematic situation, as demonstrated in 

Table 17. 

Table 17: Devices and arguments used to keep the problematic situations private 

The publics Devices and 

arguments 

How they are used 

The ones 

affected by 

the projects 

Unwilling to 

be part of a 

collective 

The conception of a rights ladder produces citizens that are 

more entitled to rights than others. In general, this does not 

seem to be only related to rights, but rather to moral 

superiority. In this sense, there were individuals unwilling 

to share the situation that they were living with others, as 

they considered themselves superior. Sharing the same 

problems would mean that they were part of the same 

public, something that would not be acceptable by those 

who believe they are at a higher part of the rights ladder. 

To secure 

individual 

personal rights 

In situations when no rights are granted for the citizens, 

the ones who believe they are higher on the rights ladder 

insist on private measures to access these rights. This 

makes them feel entitled to more rights, and private 

measures mean they do not have to confront other 

residents they consider lower on the rights ladder. 

Privatization is also necessary because the situation of 

these residents differs from residents that are in worse 

conditions, and it would be hard to publicize the situation. 

Try and secure 

personal gains, 

competing 

with other 

Regular residents – not seeing themselves in a different 

position on the rights ladder – would rather not publicize 

the problematic situation to obtain gains and personal 

advantages. In this sense, they are not cooperating with 
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actors other actors, but are competing for scarce resources that 

could come to them – if they are close enough to decision-

makers on the situation. 

Project 

implementers 

As a promise 

to secure 

everyone’s 

individual 

rights 

Project implementers use this strategy of privatizing the 

problematic situation to (according to them) guarantee that 

each affected resident will have their rights granted 

according to their individual situation. They say that each 

citizen holds a different right, therefore such rights should 

only be discussed privately. 

Not to generate 

commotion  

There was an appeal not to generate collective commotion 

around the problematic situations, as this would diminish 

their rational aspect. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

Keeping the problematic situation private goes in the opposite direction to the right to 

the city. Although called "a right," the right to the city overcomes the construction of 

individualized rights in a liberal democracy paradigm. While Lefebvre sees the right to the city 

as a “superior form of right,” other authors have discussed what kind of right it would be 

(ATTOH, 2011; HUCHZERMEYER, 2018). Evoking radical democracy, or hyper 

democratization, the right to the city it is not an incremental improvement to the current 

paradigm. It is the exercise of a collective power, a social transformation conquered by political 

struggle, through which the inhabitants claim, organize, and transform capitalist processes and 

the very role of the State (gradually diminishing its role) (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016; HUCHZERMEYER, 2018; PURCELL, 2013a; SOUZA, 2010). Therefore, 

the intention to keep the problematic situations private diminish the possibility of creating 

relations that would entail a new perspective for urban production under the right to the city. 

7.3 The publics of the public arena 

In both cases, the actors could be separated according to their relation to the intervention 

projects: either they are the public affected by the intervention; they are the implementers of 

the project; or they act as an intermediary group of actors. The actors that are part of these 

different publics, with different capacities and being constitutively diverse, may change their 

point of view throughout the process. For instance, actors that are affected by the intervention 

project may adopt the same or similar arguments as the implementers.  

The ones affected by the intervention project, considering the division of the 

modernized production relations brought by Marcuse (2009) and used in the analytical 

framework, are part of the “excluded," of the “working class" and the "small business people.” 
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They are materially deprived (the ones excluded are always materially deprived) or are in a 

constant insecure position (working class and small business people). From the analytical 

framework, emerged the question if there could be different degrees of marginalization that 

could fragment the deprived and the discontent into smaller, competitive groups. The answer 

that came from the field is that yes, there are different degrees of marginalization that fragment 

the deprived and the insecure actors into rival groups. 

As a characteristic of the affected public, there is a fragmentation related to the ladder 

of rights. The ones with property titles believe that they are more citizens than the ones who are 

poseedores or squatters, and so on. It seems that this fragmentation and sense of insecurity 

(which promote competition) are strategically and increasingly used, so everyone is concerned 

about securing individual minimum living conditions, which diminishes the possibility of the 

collective struggle. It turns into a quest to access the scarce resources that are available for this 

population. The demand posed on individuals that, to reach the right to the city, they “have to 

go beyond the desires and the consumption patterns imposed on collective life under capitalism 

to seek alternatives inspired by the concept of utopia (Lefebvre, 2013 [1974])” (BELDA-

MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; FREDIANI, 2016), seems a very severe and unrealistic task for 

this moment. 

Even though the historical absence of the state in these territories is continuously 

perceived as a lack of access to specific rights or meaning that the state is present particularly 

as an oppressing force, the omission of the state and capital led the local actors to develop the 

territory independently. In this self-construction process of houses, community facilities, and 

ocupações, people have built their environment according to their necessities and limitations. 

Their lives were ongoingly materialized through their capacity for resilience. It is the fear of 

(even more) precarious living conditions that may conduce them to act or not (and how to act).  

This possible action is guided by social ties – internal or external to the "community," 

and sometimes through the public arena – and according to capacities. The first and foremost 

capacity refers to the possibility of keeping living conditions even after displacement. The other 

capacities refer to having time and resources to acquire knowledge, participating in the 

collective events, and mobilizing more citizens (who are in the same situation). This is highly 

connected to the civic common world, as the worth of this group “depends on its capacity to 

bring its members to the general state by mobilizing them around a common interest” 

(BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 187). 

In both cases, the project implementers belong to different departments of the municipal 

and state Executive Power, companies that are hired to develop the project, and some actors 
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from the Legislative and Judiciary powers. In the characterization of Marcuse (2009), they are 

part of the gentry, the capitalists, and the majority of the politically powerful. From a cultural 

perspective, they are underwriters and beneficiaries of these models of urbanist production. 

This public has common features in both cases. They focus on developing intervention 

projects, which leads them to increase their capacity to implement such initiatives. They are 

highly oriented through the project and industrial logics and are aligned with the market one. 

On the other hand, they have not developed the capacity to deal with the residents affected by 

the interventions. This lack of capacity, in some situations, could undermine the project 

implementers' ability to develop the intervention – but this was not the case in the problematic 

situations analyzed. As the focus lied on demonstrating the benefits of the interventions, the 

problematic situation lived by those affected is taken as a residual aspect. It is the price to pay 

for such benefits. Furthermore, this is where the idea of "public interest" and "common good" 

resides. 

This public's actions are led according to chronograms and budgets – inside an industrial 

logic – according to how the market will be involved in the interventions. The interests of the 

market shape the rights of the affected citizens. This goes hand in hand with the 

commodification of the city and quality of life (DIKEÇ, 2001). Rationality gains prominence 

when following the industrial and market perspective. Emotions (part of the inspired common 

world) are not welcome because they would destabilize logics that demand “emotional distance 

between the situation and oneself, control with respect to one’s own emotions” (BOLTANSKI; 

THÉVENOT, 2006). Perspectives of social justice do not resonate with these logics, as they 

are based on solidarity and the aspiration of social rights (civic common worlds). 

The intermediary public, conformed by actors that are neither affected by these specific 

interventions nor implementing them, plays a relevant role in both problematic situations. From 

the perspective of modernized production relations (MARCUSE, 2009), they belong to 

different groups. Some are part of what could be called an anti-establishment intelligentsia250, 

that is, a group of academics, artists, and other professions that are active in the ideological 

aspect of the production process, leading to a counter-hegemonical process of urban production. 

Some are part of a minority of politically powerful, which, because they are a minority, do not 

hold as much power as majoritarian groups. Another group comprises the excluded and the 

                                                      
250 Marcuse (2009) describes a pro-establishment intelligentsia, one that is active in the ideological aspect of the 

production processes and mentions a "left-intelligentsia," that is speaking to itself, trying to understand how deep 

the crisis is. Here, I assume that there is an anti-establishment intelligentsia, that is actively trying to promote a 

different production process.  
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working class from other localities, especially the ones who have already been affected by other 

interventions and now integrate social movements or groups denouncing the effects of the 

development process. Within the cultural terms (MARCUSE, 2009), the excluded and the 

working class from other localities are part of the directly oppressed population that are willing 

to struggle for a problematic situation other than their own. The other actors are what Marcuse 

(2009) calls the alienated, a group that resists the dominant system, as this system is preventing 

them from achieving the satisfaction of their human needs.  

These intermediary actors can achieve more when they have the power to 

counterbalance the project implementers. For instance, in São Paulo, the Public Defender’s 

Office and the Public Ministry were able to suspend the demolition of blocks 37 & 38 and force 

the implementation of the Conselhos Gestores. These public authorities were able to act 

because of their constitutional responsibilities and because the project implementers were not 

abiding by the law, specifically regarding participation, demonstrating again the relevance of 

the legislation that resulted from the pressures of social movements. 

Even when not able to suspend the government’s action, these intermediary actors are 

important because they increase the capacities of the people affected and stand out by 

questioning the model of development taking place. They are the ones who tell the affected 

people that they are citizens with rights and that, if development comes at this price, they should 

be against development. They are also insisting on the collective approach to the problematic 

situation, both for the struggle and for solutions – solutions should embrace the collective and 

social ties of the affected residents. By doing so, this public promotes two relevant aspects that 

are paramount for the right to the city. One of these aspects is the comprehension of the city 

(and house) as the living space that is formed by social relations, and the other is the 

prioritization of the use-value of the space instead of the exchange value (SANTOS JÚNIOR, 

2014). 

Also, in São Paulo, due to the capacities of the intermediary public, this group was able 

to develop a participative designed project. The interviewees mention that participation 

happened with constraints – both from the intermediary and the affected public – but with a 

willingness to understand and accommodate the needs of the different actors from Blocks 36, 

37, and 38 of Campos Elíseos. The support of these intermediary groups was crucial to attract 

the attention of the traditional media and the little (if any) space of alternative media. 

Lefebvre (2008) considers that “the imagination and transformation of the city cannot 

be entrusted to ‘civil servants, experts or specialists’” (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016): 
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Finally, a transformation process led by these groups cannot be imposed or instigated 

by a vanguard. On the contrary, the majority of society––inhabitants of different 

classes, and not only the working class––should progressively and spontaneously 

assume control (Lefebvre, 2009) of processes that are built from below, without the 

need for guidance from a revolutionary elite (BELDA-MIQUEL; PERIS BLANES; 

FREDIANI, 2016, p. 325). 

However, in both problematic situations analyzed, the intermediary actors take on the 

big responsibility of giving support to the affected residents. In cases of conflict where there is 

a strong possibility of worsening the living conditions and increasing precarity, it seems quite 

a utopia to believe that such a process will be spontaneously originated from below. The 

situation already demands extra resilience from affected residents, struggling to guarantee 

material survival. 

There were other actors that I did not consider intermediary in the problematic 

situations, but they were involved in the cases in different ways. The first actor that is in the 

spotlight in São Paulo is drug trafficking. As mentioned, the different publics deal differently 

with the presence of drug trafficking. Its presence subjectively gives the State permission to use 

violence and abuse power in the region. On the other hand, the affected residents also feel 

threatened, mentioning the "human's court," which can "put you in a situation in which you 

could lose your life" (SP.RES1). 

Regarding the right to the city, this shows it is not solely the perspective of liberal 

democracy and the rights granted by the state that must be surpassed to walk the path towards 

this horizon (PINDER, 2015; PURCELL, 2014). The presence and action of other actors that 

unlawfully hold local territories and pose threats using violence hinder the possibilities of 

expanded participation and appropriation. Connected to the pragmatic sociology, these actors 

adopt a mercantile logic of justice, incurring extra risks (which include acting illegally) to 

extend power in the territory and increase accumulation possibilities. They add another 

impediment to the process of the emancipation of the affected residents. 

The other actor that I do not consider intermediary in the problematic situations, but that 

is continuously part of the process, with different connotations, is religion. For the group of 

affected residents, religion is seen as the last resort to have their rights granted: “God will fill 

the hearts of the ISVIMED agents with mercy, and they will treat us right" (MED.RES16, from 

fieldnotes); or “Those without money, will never live there (referring to the PPP buildings). 

Just by a miracle from God. And I told God: if it is Your will, I will live in one of these 

buildings. But it’s only God who knows”251 (SP.RES3). The aspect of civic justice is held upon 

                                                      
251 Original: “Um absurdo que eles tão cobrando desses prédio aí [da PPP], só mora ali quem tem condições, 

quem tem dinheiro. Quem não tem nunca vai morar ali, só um milagre de Deus. Ali, todo dia, eu tô ali embaixo, 
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the grace, mercy, or miracle that will be given by a deity. 

On the other hand, public implementers also use the inspired logic to say that they 

wished something was different, especially regarding something that they cannot deliver within 

the industrial and project common worlds. This is interesting, as they pose the responsibility of 

changes in these different realms also on a deity. In the first scenario, while the citizens do not 

see themselves represented by the public agents and need religion to intervene, government 

agents place the responsibility on god for something that is their responsibility. It is not a 

compromise between civic and inspired logics or between industrial, projects, and inspired 

logics. The inspiration of religion is still related to mystery, to what is graceful, to something 

that will not be delivered by mundane logics – as the civic, industrial, and projects common 

worlds. 

7.4 The courses of action 

Cefaï et al. (2011) define the public arena as a multitude of courses of action, involving 

conflict, cooperation, negotiation, problems, and possible solutions. The different actors who 

conform to this arena may engage in several courses of action, in which they submit themselves 

to moments of tests and situations of proof, being publicly judged. On the other hand, Marcuse 

(2009) describes major possibilities of action within the right to the city perspective, embracing 

only the paths towards this horizon. These possibilities are expanded participation, 

appropriation, political learning, class alliances, and the struggle. 

The main course of action taken by the actors (considering the problematic situation 

from the perspective of the affected residents) lies in the discussion of the resettlement process 

and the possible solutions. In São Paulo, after the involvement of the Public Defender’s Office 

and the Public Ministry, the discussion of these possibilities took place during the Conselhos 

Gestores’ meetings – a free space where affected citizens, the government, and civil society 

interact. Although the Conselho Gestor provides an aura of expanded participation and possible 

appropriation of the intervention plan, in reality, it is only able to partially halt actions and 

decisions that would lead to other vulnerabilities and adopt previously made decisions. 

In Medellín, this discussion took place in some meetings in the City Council and in 

meetings in La Paralela. Instead of being a discussion for possible solutions, these meetings 

were presentations about the paths that would be taken. For instance, in November 2018, in La 

Paralela there was a 3-hour meeting to explain the different measures and techniques used as 

                                                      
eu tô namorando o terceiro andar desse prédio virado pra cá. Porque eu falei pra Deus: se for da vontade do 

senhor, eu vou entrar num prédio desse aí. Mas só Deus que sabe, né.” 
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inputs for the calculus of the evaluation amount, with little time for the residents to present their 

concerns. From the whole explanation, little was absorbed by the population. But relevant 

information remained, such as: “the older our houses are, the less they will pay us” (field notes).  

What both cases have in common is the view of participation and imbrication of the 

market logic in the proposed solutions. Participation, instead of expanding and fostering 

appropriation, is considered by the project implementers in a narrow and restrictive way: "the 

doors are open for them," "we want to receive the demands already organized," excluding the 

actors and imposing barriers instead of including them. At most, this is seen as “passive” 

participation, in which project implementers wait to see if someone will actively participate – 

instead of assuming the coordination of an active participation process. When such an active 

process exists, only a few people can participate (the representatives), in a pre-established way, 

limited to providing opinions on pre-made decisions. This corroborates with the theoretical 

aspect of the right to the city, denouncing that the expanded participation and appropriation will 

not happen under the perspective of liberal democracy and centralized power. The possibility 

of participation increases – even if only inside a pre-shaped representative democracy format – 

only through legislation approved with the pressure of social movements. 

There is dislocation from the sense of housing as the place of production and 

reproduction of domestic logic, with social ties and traditions, to the sense of housing as 

community, solidarity, collective life lived and shared by many, for an extended period: “I don’t 

want them to buy my house. I want to stay here. I want to stay here in La Paralela, with my 

people. I don’t want them to buy my house. Money doesn’t work for me. No money that they 

give me will work for me”252 (MED.RES14). This dislocation drives the sense of housing to the 

market common world. The solutions are presented in a way that either serves the market (as 

the Public-Private Partnerships) in São Paulo or is submissive to the market (as not guaranteeing 

the “equal or better conditions” resettlement in Medellín, because these conditions depend on 

the market). 

This involvement of the market and private capital in the transformations of the urban 

space is presented as one of the characteristics of neoliberalism: 

The first (characteristic) is the concern on the part of the business sectors to stimulate 

the role of the market and private capital in the development of the configuration of 

the cities through the conflictive - “but necessary” - (spatial) construction of public-

private partnerships. This consolidates the utopia of real estate promoters (Harvey, 

2012), where every wave of public inversion is guided by private interests, creating a 

                                                      
252 Original: “Yo no quiero que me compren. Yo quiero que me dejen aqui. Yo quero que me dejen aqui en La 

Paralela con mi gente. Yo no quiero que me comprem. A mi no me sirve plata. A mi no me sirve ninguna plata 

que me deen”. 
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scheme from which the first take the risks and the second absorbs the benefits, 

reinvesting its surplus capital in the urbanization process253 (SCHIAVO; GELFUSO; 

VERA, 2017, p. 302–303). 

One point that encompasses both the narrow view of participation and the market 

imbrication relates to legislation terms, even when legislation is approved considering the 

affected residents. The meanings regarding participation and use-value are harder to fix under 

the liberal democracy realm. So, as these signifiers remain open in the legislation, their 

meanings will be fixed by the public with more power. In both cases, the meanings were fixed 

by the project implementers (for instance, the meaning of “equal or better conditions” in 

Medellín; and the perspective of approval of the intervention plan in São Paulo). 

Another relevant perspective for these public arenas is that the public events that work 

as tests are based on the constant dispute for the truth. They are platforms that serve as power 

disputes to gain trust or to diminish the trust in someone else. Part of the fight of the affected 

residents and intermediary actors is trying to demonstrate that the project implementers are not 

complying with the law or that they will not deliver what is being promised. By doing this, the 

residents express that they cannot trust the project implementers regarding civic logic (as the 

implementers are not worried about the collective and the legislation does not bring any 

guarantee for the affected citizens). The residents also consider them unreliable from an 

industrial perspective, as they cannot assure when the social housing projects will be completed, 

failing to predict the future. A worthy being from an industrial common world assumes 

responsibility for the production and has control over the future (for instance, when the housing 

projects will be delivered) (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). 

The attempts to develop bottom-up projects, embracing the needs of the affected 

residents, came from intermediary actors in São Paulo, who held meetings and workshops with 

the residents to understand their needs in a very precarious scenario, and from the residents of 

La Paralela. In São Paulo, as the intermediary actors had more strength and capacity to dialogue 

with the government, some of the solutions were brought to the governmental arena and may 

be implemented – if not in this problematic situation, perhaps in others: “We had a meeting 

with the head of the Housing Secretariat to talk about this project. Recently they have been 

reviewing the Operação Urbana Centro. They are using the Campos Elíseos Vivo project as 

                                                      
253 Original: “La primera (característica) es la preocupación por parte de los sectores empresariales por 

estimular el papel del mercado y del capital privado en el desarrollo de la configuración de las ciudades 

mediante la conflictiva – “pero necesaria”– construcción (espacial) de sociedades público-privadas. Se 

consolida así la utopía de los promotores inmobiliarios (Harvey, 2012), donde cada nueva oleada de inversión 

pública es orientada por los intereses privados, creando un esquema donde el primero asume los riesgos y el 

segundo absorbe los beneficios, a la vez que reinvierte su excedente de capital en el proceso de urbanización”. 
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input”254 (SP.CS6). In Medellín, the attempt did not reverberate inside the governmental agenda. 

The veeduría developed and discussed this plan when the responsibility for the resettlement 

process went from the Metro de Medellín to the Isvimed. These institutions did not embrace 

the bottom-up discussion of the population's needs. 

In the end, any given possibilities of housing and resettlement are accepted. The affected 

residents are eager to see a way out of this imbroglio, they are afraid of their worsening living 

conditions and are tired of fighting/waiting. In Medellín, just receiving the payment 

installments will be enough. There is the possibility that residents even renounce access to the 

subsidy, as this would take longer for them to get a house. In São Paulo, the residents settle for 

financial instruments (the Public-Private Partnership and the letters of credit) in which they will 

have to pay for a mortgage for the next 25-30 years. 

From this overview, it is possible to identify courses of action that strengthen the right 

to the city (MARCUSE, 2009) and courses of action that go in the opposite direction of the 

right to the city, fostering the individualization and commodification of the problematic 

situations and their possible solutions. These courses of action are presented in Table 18. 

Table 18: Courses of action and their relation to the right to the city 

Relation to 

the right to 

the city 

Course of action How they are experienced 

Courses of 

action that 

strengthen 

the right to 

the city 

The collective 

struggle 

Meetings, workshops, and plenaries to openly discuss the 

problematic situation experienced by the residents. 

Bottom up 

idealization 

The idealization of projects from a bottom-up perspective 

happened in the two problematic situations. However, they 

were conducted differently, by actors with distinct 

capacities, leading to contrasting results as well. 

Inclusion in the 

public arena and 

political learning 

There is a combined effort to open spaces for inclusion and 

to emancipate the citizens for participation (being citizens 

of rights) (MARICATO, 1982). It concerns emancipation 

and empowerment of the citizens that are engaged or will 

engage in the collective struggle. Political learning is 

mainly regarding the concept of development, the 

perspective of rights and on how to deal with 

governmental agents. 

Relationships 

with other actors, 

The affected residents establish relationships with other 

actors that are essential for the struggle. Following 

                                                      
254 Original: “A gente conseguiu reunião com o Secretário de Habitação para falar sobre esse plano. 

Recentemente eles estão revendo a Operação Urbana Centro. E aí usando como base o ‘Campos Elíseos Vivo’ 

também”. 
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part of the 

intermediary 

public 

(MARCUSE, 2009), these relationships happen in 

different forms:  

- As forums and assemblies: sympathetic groups 

come together to exchange experiences and debate. 

This type gained relevance for sharing the 

experiences of previous problematic situations 

involving other neighborhoods. 

- As coalitions: temporarily coming together around 

specific issues that developed between some of the 

actors. For instance, the research projects 

developed in Medellín regarding the displacement 

conducted by Metrocable Picacho.  

- As alliances: a more permanent coalition. In 

Medellín, it was hard to perceive alliances being 

established, especially due to the fragmentation of 

the community itself. In São Paulo, there was an 

alliance formed with the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz 

(several actors have connections with this group, 

but since the beginning, there is a core group of 

actors). 

- As a movement: “less organized, less clear in its 

ultimate goals but very clear in its solidarity and 

concerned with multiple issues” (MARCUSE, 

2009, p. 192). Movements did not form around 

these problematic situations, rather some of the 

affected residents engaged in the activities 

conducted by movements.  

The relations established with these actors, even if not 

part of a class-alliance, were essential to support 

political learning, the collective struggle, the bottom-

up idealization, and the inclusion in the public arena. 

Courses of 

action that 

weaken 

the right to 

the city 

horizon 

The 

individualization 

of the rights 

The attempt to keep the conflicts private, through 

competition between citizens and communities and 

through the personalization of gains and rights in the 

process. This involves establishing alliances and 

cooperation with the implementers to achieve “better 

rights”, that is, personal advantages. It is also a reason not 

to generate a public commotion. 

Different time 

perspectives 

under very 

different 

material needs 

The ones with greatest material difficulties have different 

relations with time than the ones who have a material 

security. Objectively, usually moving around the cities 

takes a longer time for the ones with lowest incomes. 

Subjectively, they have difficulty in controlling their own 

time, as the material production is commanded by other 

actors. The perspective of “a future” is also intrinsically 

different. 
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Narrow 

participation 

When existing, the participatory spaces are usually pre-

shaped and restrictive. Participation is restricted to 

“representatives” of the affected residents and usually only 

open to discuss and decide on techniques and decisions 

that were already taken. 

Exclusion of the 

public arena 

Symbolic, material, legal and administrative exclusion of 

the affected actors from the public arena involving the 

urban conflict situations. Such exclusion is intrinsically 

related to the different time perspectives, the material 

needs and the narrow view on participation. 

Source: elaborated by the author 

7.5 Engagement regimes: the common worlds mobilized 

As the common worlds and their relations with the different situations are discussed in 

this and in the chapters in which the cases are analyzed, Table 19 summarizes the presence of 

these common worlds in the cases. 

Table 19: Common worlds mobilized in the public arenas 

Common 

worlds 

Elements that emerged from the field 

Inspired The possibility of having a right granted or social justice through the mysterious 

actions of deities. Deities are used as resorts for not achieving superiority in the 

industrial, civic and market worlds. The emotions of the inspired logic are 

conflictive with the industrial, market and project logics. 

Domestic The responsibility to take care of the family members, providing for the inferior 

members. Tradition, ties and the affective memory of the neighbourhoods. The 

veeduría coordinator having a paternalistic relationship with the other residents 

and the tensions in the role of the veeduría within the community (the wiser 

providing for the inferior). Existing gender conflicts and chauvinism. 

Fame International awards granted for the cities, the city of innovation. The 

willingness to respond to the popular will. Journalists and press conferences. 

Civic Participatory spaces, election, representativity, struggle. Understanding the 

rights as collective, breaking down the isolation and unifying the residents. 

Legislation to protect collective rights. The worth of the residents who struggle 

and of the intermediary publics depends on the capacity to mobilize members. 

Social evaluation (compromise between the civic and the market common 

worlds). Public demonstrations as peak moments (compromise with the fame 

common world). 

Industrial Chronogram, efficiency, capacity to deliver the project. The proper functioning 

of beings extends the presence into a future (forecasting of the housing projects). 

Project implementers not being capacitated or professionals. 
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Market Public private partnership and letter of credit as possible solutions. Market 

evaluation / compensations. Rights as commodities and property titles (exchange 

value) of the houses. The necessity of emotional distance (as with project 

common world) – the house is a product and not an artefact of affection. Self-

serving individualism, in competition with other residents and also with other 

communities. Purchase offer, sell the houses (but no negotiation involved, which 

is a contradiction). 

Projects Social capital of the affected residents and the knowledge they acquire with the 

articulation with other residents and groups. The global network of cities. The 

stations and projects as hubs of several solutions and activities. 

 

What is important to consider from the common worlds is that the development of the 

critiques and tensions regarding the multiplicity of logics within a situation, specifically in the 

definition of the worthiness beings and in test moments, is flawed. Mostly, individuals have 

difficulties in understanding the different logics that are mobilized in the courses of actions and 

accept them. But, in what regards the market and industrial logics, they assume hegemony in 

both cases. Therefore, critiques raised against these logics do not resonate in spaces beyond the 

events mobilized by the affected or intermediary actors.  

To conclude, Chiapello and Boltanski (2009) develop the understanding that capitalism 

evolve over time, embracing the opposing criticisms. Two aspects emerge from this: one is the 

time perspective of this process (subjectively perceived by actors with different material 

resources); and the other is that this movement hampers the emergence of counter-hegemonic 

logics, leading to commodified solutions (LACLAU; MOUFFE, 2015) 

********* 

A summary of the learnings from the two urban conflicts is presented in Figure 60, 

following the same parameters of the provisional analytical framework. This summary already 

answers the research question of this thesis, unveiling the interactions held by the actors in 

situations of urban conflicts and how these interactions relate to the right to the city. 

This figure contains the elements that emerged from both case studies, but it is important 

to keep in mind that these elements can change when the framework is applied to other conflict 

situations. What remains the same, independent of the case under analysis are the categories 

and the conflicts between the courses of action that strengthen or weaken the right to the city; 

and the attempts pro or against the publicization (that are intrinsically connected to the right to 

the city as well). Moreover, from the empirical research emerged components that were not 

covered by this current analytical framework. These components are the subject of Section 4 of 

this thesis.
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Figure 60: Analytical framework combining the learnings from the two urban conflict situations 

Source: elaborated by the author 
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SECTION 3  
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8. TEMPORAL AND EMOTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF THE PUBLIC ARENAS 

 

In the last section, I presented the cases that I analyzed under the perspective of the 

framework displayed in the first section. In chapter 7, both cases were combined to discuss how 

the empirical situations contributed to the discussions of the problematic situation, its 

publicization, the publics involved in the public arena, the courses of action taken by these 

publics and the regimes of engagement that permeate such arenas. From this discussion, the 

relation between the right to the city and the devices and courses of actions taken by the publics 

emerged. In addition, the section demonstrated that the structure of the analytical framework 

enables a thorough description and a profound discussion regarding the public arenas of the 

urban conflicts. 

Having the above in mind, I believe that the research question that guides this thesis was 

already been responded to. Indeed, through the cases and framework the interactions of the 

actors were identified and how prone to the right the city they were. Nonetheless, from the 

fieldwork, elements that deserved more attention were also identified. Elements that were 

preeminent in both cases and that were not yet covered by the analytical framework. This meant 

that the provisional analytical framework presented in chapter 2 has room for improvement and 

that, to comprehend and analyze the urban conflicts, other components are fundamental. 

Such elements are presented in this section, in what I believe are germinal discussions. 

I use this chapter to present and debate two dimensions that – as it will be seen - improve the 

analytical power of the framework: the temporal and emotional dimensions of the public arena. 

8.1 Temporal dimension 

Before, after, in a month, after six months, tomorrow, when?, in 1982, in 1953, soon, 

until 2065, in five working days… These are frequent terms in the documents, interviews and 

other materials that form the research corpus of both cases, and they all relate to a temporal 

perspective. “Time” was one of the emergent codes that I created for both projects during the 

coding process (MILES; HUMBERMAN; SALDAÑA, 2013)255. Combined, more than 150 

excerpts were allocated to this code. After a second cycle of coding, these excerpts demonstrate 

different perspectives and relations to the temporal component of the problematic situations 

during the courses of action.  

In addition, there were specific codes for the months and years, which led to the 

                                                      
255 For more on this, go to the 3.5 Data Coding subsection in chapter 3. Methodological path. 
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development of the timelines of each case (Appendixes 9 and 14). These timelines expose a 

chronological sequence of the courses of actions in each problematic situation. Within these 

chronological sequences it was possible to see how the different actors engaged while time 

elapsed. Within the timelines, time is “constant, external, and objective” (REINECKE; 

ANSARI, 2017, p. 402). It demonstrates the passage of the hours, days, weeks, months and 

years that control the calendar of the lives of everyone involved in the problematic situations. 

Nonetheless, the excerpts categorized under “time” demonstrate that time is also 

experienced and used in different manners, according to the actors, their conditions, constraints 

and situations. Instead of constant, external and objective, these excerpts bring up a temporal 

perspective that is irregular, internal and subjective (REINECKE; ANSARI, 2017). From the 

second cycle of coding, it emerged that the interventions implementers and the affected 

residents appropriate differently and make distinct use the temporal component.  

For both publics, time is an essential resource. As a resource, it is grasped differently 

by these publics (for instance, for the project implementers it is the time taken by the various 

actors to materialize the project; while for the residents time is a necessary resource for 

guaranteeing the material conditions, being then a motive for disputes when related to collective 

struggle). However, they are much more than resources. These different appropriations and uses 

are not autonomous, rather they dialogue with each other and have effects on the perceptions 

of others. Such perspectives are presented below. 

8.1.1 Temporal tactics under the perspective of the interventions implementers  

Project implementers handle the temporal element in three different ways: by 

manipulating the velocity of the interventions, by making timebound promises and using time 

as an excuse; and by dictating rules and threats.t 

Manipulating time: accelerating or slowing the interventions 

One way that time is adopted by the project implementers is to express the celerity and 

the slowness of the interventions. More than following a process, time brings the perspective 

of velocity. This velocity is measured according to established timeframes, which can be 

objectively defined, as part of a chronogram that involves resources and budgeting (the politics 

dimension); or subjectively defined, considering the terms, mandates and political horizons (the 

polity and policy dimensions) (HOWLETT; GOETZ, 2014). Both dimensions are expectations, 

but the objectively defined timeframe is usually bounded by contracts or other instruments. The 

excerpt below, extracted from a journalistic article, demonstrates that these actors understand 
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they have the power to accelerate the projects in progress. The same would be implied if there 

was a need to slow down the intervention: 

Spokespersons of the Metro socialized the advances of the Metrocable del Picacho 

for the City Councilors of Medellín. Until now it was reported that the work is 

progressing by 45%. The Councilors manifested that it is necessary to move quickly 

in the development of the project, to deliver it to the citizenships in the established 

times 256(JIMÉNEZ, CAROLINA, 2019). 

To emphasize how the imaginary of velocity is important, during the campaign for 

mayor of São Paulo, João Doria adopted Acelera SP (Accelerate SP) as slogan (Figure 61). The 

use of the slogan was suspended by the justice because the same slogan had already been used 

by the São Paulo State Government to promote a project within the Economic Development 

Secretariat in 2011-2012257. 

 

 
Figure 61: Acelera SP – on top the slogan used by state government and below João Doria’s campaign slogan 

Source: Amorim (2016). 

The expectations of celerity or slowness are used as justifications for decision making. 

The selection of instruments, mechanisms and actions that will be taken during the course of 

action are determined according to these expectations. For instance, the celerity in which the 

housing projects will be delivered in the future is the main argument used by the government 

agents in São Paulo to adopt Public-Private Partnership as mechanism. Because of this, the 

PPPs are prioritized over other possible mechanisms, such as the possibility presented by Fórum 

Mundaréu da Luz to build the housing projects using the legal instrument of PEUCs258 and 

                                                      
256 Original: “Ante los concejales de Medellín, voceros del Metro socializan a esta hora el avance del 

Metrocable del Picacho. Por ahora se informó que la obra avanza en un 45 %.  Los corporados manifestaron 

que es necesario avanzar con celeridad en el desarrollo del proyecto para entregarlo a la ciudadanía en los 

tiempos estabelecidos”. 
257 The usage of symbols that could associated a candidate with governmental programs already implemented is 

forbidden by national electoral legislation. 
258 Compulsory parceling, building and use of property is an instrument predicted in the 2014 Masterplan of the 

city, in order to enforce the social function of property. Further explanation in Appendix 1. 
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progressive taxation in idle properties: 

There is a discussion as to why SEHAB thinks about using the PPP to design the 

solution proposal. Well, the fundamental thing is that the municipality receives a large 

subsidy with the service it is indicating for the demand. And second, it is the time, 

because SEHAB wants a resolution that does not take 4 or 5 years to be implemented. 

And there is an estimate of the units construction resolution in less than half the period 

than if SEHAB or COHAB were to develop the project, if they were to hire, were to 

bid the project, which would take, in the best scenario, twice the time259 (Minutes of 

the 9th meeting of Conselho Gestor from Blocks 37 and 38). 

And they proposed an intervention to start only with the space voids, where there are 

no people living today. And then, when the housing units were ready, they would do 

the interventions. This has two implications; you can't do it using PPP as a financing 

mechanism. That would be very difficult because of the logic and the speed with 

which they operate. It is a more industrial thing, the other would demand a tailormade 

intervention. The advantage is that we solve the problem in a much shorter time260 

(SP.LG1). 

In Medellín, the same takes place. One of the interviewees declared that s/he used to 

work for another institution that was responsible for the “gestion social” of the infrastructure 

projects in the city, but the contract was discontinued as they used to “take a long period to get 

the territory empty” (MED.CS7). For this reason, this responsibility was bestowed upon 

ISVIMED. 

In Medellín, there was an expectation that the Metrocable Picacho would be delivered 

within the mandate of the mayor Federico Gutierrez: “The project is going to start at last and it 

is one of the mayor's major projects that has to be concluded before this administration is 

over261” (Sessión plenária, July 2017). After all, the project was not concluded within his 

administration. However, already in 2017, the former head of the Administrative Planning 

Secretariat of Medellín explained that the main reason why the resettlement did not take place 

before the infrastructure works started was it would take longer to deliver the project: 

 

Myself: Does it mean that there is a possibility that people will be resettled before the 

work? 

MED.GOV.1: No, it's going to be done in parallel. They had the intention of resettling 

                                                      
259 Original: “Há uma discussão de  porque SEHAB pensa em utilizar a PPP do Estado para fazer a  proposta 

de solução, pois, o fundamental é que o município receba um subsídio grande com o atendimento que está 

indicando para a demanda e segundo, é o tempo, pois SEHAB quer  uma resolução que não demore 4 ou 5 anos 

e há uma estimativa de resolução da construção das unidades em menos da metade do prazo do que se SEHAB 

ou a COHAB fosse desenvolver  o projeto, fosse contratar, fosse licitar a obra, o que demoraria  na melhor das 

hipóteses o dobro do tempo.” 
260 Original: “E eles propunham uma intervenção de começar só com os vazios espaciais, onde não tem gente 

morando hoje. E que depois, na hora que tivessem prontas as unidades habitacionais, faria as intervenções. Isso 

daí tem duas coisas, não dá pra fazer usando a PPP como mecanismo de financiamento. Isso seria muito difícil 

pela lógica e pela velocidade com que eles operam. É uma coisa mais industrial, isso daí seria uma alfaiataria 

de intervenção. A vantagem é que a gente resolve o problema num prazo muito menor.” 
261 Original: “el Proyecto va a empezar por fin y es uno de los grandes proyectos del alcalde que tiene que 

acabar antes de que se acabe esta administración.” 
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them first and then make the cable, but they are not going to, because instead of being 

a two-year project it  will become a four-year project.262 

 

The celerity or slowness of the processes spills over the decisions made by the ones who 

are affected by the projects. In São Paulo, the residents support the argument of velocity and 

approve solutions that may even be exclusionary or take them to further away areas. In 

Medellín, the social housing projects are not seen as attractive alternatives by the low-income 

residents because the projects take a long time to be delivered. Therefore, they prefer to receive 

the compensation for their houses, even if they fit all the criteria to access housing subsidy: 

“MED.LG1: If you want, you can wait for the new housing project that you had demonstrated 

interest in. MED.RES15: I see this project is too far (in time perspective).” 

By this, government can use the strategy of delaying the construction of housing 

projects, so the residents will “voluntarily” prefer to receive the compensation amount. This 

would save the project implementers money and time. Hence, time as velocity is also as a tactic 

to gain support in the adoption of certain decisions, strategies or instruments. 

One of the residents in Medellín, complaining about the delay on receiving the payment 

installments, denounced that: “The conflict that is happening at the moment is that the Isvimed 

and the municipality take the time they want to do the paperwork” (MED.RES16). By saying 

this, he is denouncing a deliberate usage of time to negatively affect the ones who are being 

removed by the project. 

Making temporal promises and excuses 

To nurture a vision of a possible future for the ones who are affected by the project, the 

implementers make promises that are timebound. These promises create a vision of a potential 

future when the ones affected by the project will have their rights fulfilled and their material 

needs satisfied. Such promises are illustrated with the following excerpts: “[to deliver the new 

social housing projects] soil studies must be made, which will be ready in January. After that, 

the design of the project must be developed. The houses will be delivered in 22 months” 

(MED.LG6); “the city councilor and the mayor said that we would be in better conditions, and 

that in six months they would have the apartments for us” (MED.RES15); “the secretary 

complemented that after having the approval of the Conselho Gestor and of the legal authorities, 

                                                      
262 Original: “Yo: ¿Ósea que si hay la posibilidad de que las personas sean reasentadas antes de la obra?  
MED.GOV.1: No, va a hacer en paralelo, ellos habían pretendido que los reasentáramos primero y después se 

hace el cable y no, no porque en vez de ser un proyecto de dos años se convierte en un proyecto de cuatro 

años.” 
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the deadline to deliver the project is from 12 to 18 months” (Minutes from the 4th Conselho 

Gestor of Blocks 37 and 38 Meeting).   

Such promises are mostly made as open statements – what led some of the residents to 

request them through written and official documents, what was not agreed upon by project 

implementers. When complaints were posed for not having the promises materialized, project 

implementers use temporal justifications as reasons for them not being delivered. These 

justifications are illustrated in the following excerpts: “He said he wanted to perform llave-por-

llave, but the budget for the project only arrived now” (fieldwork); “He  said that he had 

problems with the certificate from Empresas Publicas de Medellín […], but there is also a 

technical explanation of why the paz y salvo from EPM takes such a long time [to be issued]263” 

(MED.LG2); “She emphasizes that the (longer) time was due to the delivery of the requested 

documents by the residents, taking longer to release the (rent subsidy) payments”. 

When asked about conforming the Conselho Gestor of Block 36 before removing the 

residents, the head of the Health Public-Private Partnership of the State of São Paulo said that 

“When we started the judicial suits to remove the citizens, the area was not yet defined as a 

ZEIS”. Although the area was already categorized as a ZEIS3 at that time, the government was 

using time as the reason why not to concede rights for the population that lived in the area. 

In addition, project implementers make use of the notions of past, present and future to 

divert attention from promises that were not delivered, or past activities that did not follow legal 

procedures. That is, these project implementers suggest they must look to the future, have the 

future in mind instead of the past, because the intervention will not step back: 

But the invitation that I have been doing [to the affected residents] is: “Hey, let's not 

put a rearview mirror on the subject. Let’s look forward to what we can do. You have 

to be resilient”. This is the reality. So, let’s see how we reposition ourselves in this 

reality. “Yes, the state smeared because it did not build the housing project before?” 

Yes, we agree with it. But the whole project will not stop because the housing project 

was not built. This is the reality264 (MED.LG2). 

The member from the Conselho Gestor representing the civil society raised the 

discussion that the Conselho Gestor did not deliberated about the evictions that were 

conducted in Block 36 (that had already happened), and that this  was prior to all of 

the processes that  were being discussed at the meeting. The responsible from the 

Housing Secretariat replied that now it is their responsibility to build the possibilities 

for the future (Fieldnotes from the 2nd meeting of the Conselho Gestor block 36, that 

                                                      
263 The proof of statements of no balance due with the Empresas Publicas de Medellín is a necessary document 

for receiving the payment regarding the compensations installments. 
264 Original: “Pero la invitacion que tengo hecho es: “Hey, no le pongamos el retrovisor al asunto. Miramos 

para adelante que podemos haer. Tienes que ser un ser resiliente”. Esa es la realidad, miramos como entones 

nos reponemos frente a esta realidade. Yaa. “Que el estado le embarró porque no construyó los proyectos 

antes?”. Si, estamos de acuerdo, pero eso es la realidad. Y ahora no se va a parar porque el proyecto no se 

construy, el habitacional, esto es una realidad.” 
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happened on 24/05/2018) 

I think ... mainly the performance, despite the rigidity of civil society entities, 

sometimes they are ... sometimes they are even aggressive, you know, with their 

postures, like: 'yeah, you went there and ... you displaced everyone, you are outlaws', 

ok. Although they have a certain reason, but ... sorry, let's equalize everybody. Now 

the situation is like this, this is it. Shall we try to do better from now on? Than to keep 

on harping on the same string, come on. This had to be done before, and it wasn't265. 

(SP.SG2) 

From the previous subsection, project implementers praise the velocity and the capacity 

to control time and chronograms. By presenting temporal justifications as excuses, the capacity 

to control time is presented as limited and contingent. Nonetheless, it is still a power relation. 

The affected residents, for instance, are not entitled to use the same excuses in case they do not 

comply with their obligations. 

Dictating temporal rules and threats 

By the power imbued of conducting urban policies, the project implementers in both 

cases have the possibility of removing the residents from their houses, even using police forces. 

Nonetheless, they should follow a timeframe established by legislation, when existing.  

In Medellín, this timeframe exists and is presented in Appendix 14. This legislation 

enforces sanctions when not followed: if the residents do not agree to the purchase offer in 15 

working days, they will be administratively expropriated and will only be entitled to a certain 

amount of compensations. Inside this perspective, time is taken as a process that is established 

by legislation: 

Oh look, I was talking about the time. We have fifteen business days to accept or 

reject the purchase offer. What if Dona Maria goes with the document and says "no, 

I'm going to think about it" and Dona Maria keeps silent? That is a no for the process. 

Even so, the process continues, because we are under a project that cannot stop and 

will continue with another procedure that the lawyer will explain right now266 

(MED.LG2). 

One of the lawyers providing support for the residents in Medellín mentioned that this 

legislation has changed over the years. When it was approved, in 1997, Ley 388 established 30 

business days for accepting or rejecting the purchase offer, and that later this period was 

                                                      
265 Original: “Eu acho que... principalmente a atuação, apesar da rigidez das entidades da sociedade civil, às 

vezes eles são... às vezes até agressivos, né com as posturas, tipo: 'é, vocês foram lá e... tiraram todo mundo, 

vocês são fora da lei', né. Apesar que eles têm uma certa razão, mas... desculpa, vamos equalizar todo mundo. 

Agora a situação é agora, é esta. Vamos tentar fazer melhor de agora em diante? Do que ficar ali batendo 

naquela tecla que, poxa vida. Isso tinha que ter sido feito antes e não foi.” 
266 Original: “Ah vea, le estaba hablando de los tiempos, tenemos quince días hábiles para aceptar o rechazar la 

oferta de compra. Qué pasa si doña Gloria usted va con el documento y dice "no, yo lo voy a pensar" y Doña 

Gloria se quedó callada? eso es un no para el proceso. Aun así el proceso continua, porque estamos bajo un 

proyecto que no puede parar y continua con otro trámite que ahorita el abogado le explica.” 
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diminished to 15 working days. According to this lawyer, such movement has as its only 

purpose the increase “in the general productivity, in efficiency”, but is not concerned with the 

families (MED.CS7). 

In this sense, time is a binding rule and its enforcement is used as a threat against the 

population (and it is also perceived as a threat by the residents). Moreover, there are other 

temporalities used as threats (that do not necessarily come from the legislation) to obligate 

certain attitudes to be followed or to recognize or deny certain rights. In São Paulo, for instance, 

threats were being posed in case the population did not leave their houses in a specific time: 

residents from Block 37 and 38 denounced that the police used of violence to make the residents 

live their houses early in the morning on May 17th 2017; and the police force was also used as 

a threat to “encourage” residents to leave Block 36 before April 16th 2018 (the day established 

by justice for the repossession): 

The people from CDHU passed by my house a couple of days before to offer carton 

boxes so we could start packing, and they offered a truck to carry our belongings, and 

I asked: what do you mean by “leave”? And they replied: “If you want to leave in 

good conditions, it will be until Sunday – and that was Friday – if you don’t leave, it 

will be with brutality. Then on Monday the police will be here to kick you out267 

(SP.RES2). 

Also, in São Paulo, the amount of time that the residents were living in the blocks was 

taken as a criterion by the Housing Secretariat to select who would be entitled to housing 

subsidies: 

And I think, in my view, I find it extremely arbitrary, extremely arbitrary, which is 

the criterion that the City Hall decides to adopt. For this reason, I also think that they 

are unprepared. That some criteria emerge from the drain. It is not written anywhere. 

Like, 'you have to be living there for a year'. No, no. First, it’s not written anywhere. 

Second, it does not match the reality of that territory, which is a territory of passage, 

where people arrive, and leave, and return. It is the dynamics of that space. So, it 

doesn't match, it's completely wrong. And, in the midst of moments of tension, these 

criteria appear268 (SP.CS5). 

It is possible to say that time as a threat is the other side of the coin of time as a velocity. 

                                                      
267 Original: “Aí o pessoal da CDHU foi uns dois dias antes lá em casa oferecer caixa de papelão pra gente ir 

empacotando as coisas, e ofereceu o caminhão pra gente sair, eu falava: como assim sair? Vocês, se quiser sair 

numa boa, vai ser até domingo, isso na sexta-feira, se vocês não for sair, for sair na base da brutalidade, aí na 

segunda-feira a polícia tá aí pra tirar vocês.” 
268 Original: “E eu acho, aí um pouco na minha visão, extremamente arbitrário, extremamente arbitrário, que é 

o critério que a prefeitura toma assim. Por isso eu acho também que eles são despreparados. Que surgem uns 

critérios do ralo. Não está escrito em lugar nenhum. Do tipo: 'tem que estar morando lá há um ano'. Não, não. 

Primeiro que não está escrito isso em lugar nenhum, segundo que não condiz com a realidade daquele 

território, que é um território de passagem, onde as pessoas chegam e saem e voltam. É a dinâmica do espaço 

aquele. Então não condiz, está completamente errada. E, no meio de momentos de tensão, surgem estes 

critérios.” 
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8.1.2 Temporality under the perspective of the affected residents 

Affected residents use and perceive temporality in three different ways: time as memory 

and the construction of affective ties; time as a resource; and time as future (un)predictability. 

Nurturing past memories and current affective ties 

Time emerges in the interviews conceded by the affected residents and by the 

intermediary publics as collective memory and the construction of affective ties. To honor the 

memory of the residents in the neighborhood was the objective of one of the projects led by the 

one of the intermediary groups in Medellín, specifically in Doce de Octubre neighborhood: 

Dec. 2nd, 2017. “My neighborhood room”. Socialization of the “Rostro de mi barrio” 

Project, with around 30 people from the neighborhood. It was a project to safeguard 

the memory of the population, as a certificate of the life that the residents lived here 

and that they built this neighborhood. The researchers share everything that was done, 

a) the construction of the gatherings (based on what they were leaving in the 

neighborhood and the collective memories); b) they made a neighborhood album with 

a page for each family; c) they also did interviews with each neighbor, asking what 

they think of the Metrocable project. And the videos will all be posted on the internet. 

While they showed the videos, many people cried: "The stories you have, this the 

metro cannot take away" (Fieldnotes). 

It is possible to develop a correlation with the work of Ocejo (2011), in which the author 

argues that nostalgia narratives are used in such situations to create collective identities. In 

2016, a documentary entitled “Memories from Paralela” was released. In this documentary, 

several ancient inhabitants of the neighborhood share their life stories and the relations that they 

developed in the neighborhood: 

I do not want them to buy it from me. I want to remain here. I want to remain here in 

La Paralela with my people. I do not want them to buy it from me. Cash doesn't work 

for me. No cash that they give me is going to work for me. What would be much 

better, it would be if they legalized the La Paralela neighborhood. That they legalized, 

that they gave us land titles or whatever. Hopefully they will legalize us. Because this 

neighborhood is one of the best in Medellín. You want to know the best thing that has 

happened here in La Paralela? Well, it’s living together. This is the best thing that 

happened to me here in this neighborhood 269 (MED.RES14) 

In São Paulo, even if Campos Elíseos is considered more of a crossing territory, the 

oldest residents shared stories related to the memories and affections they nurtured with the 

neighborhood: 

                                                      
269 Original: “Yo no quiero que me compren. Yo quiero que me dejen aqui. Yo quero que me dejen aqui en La 

Paralela con mi gente. Yo no quiero que me comprem. A mi no me sirve plata. A mi no me sirve nenhuma plata 

que me deen. Lo que seria mucho mejor, que nos legalizaran realmente el barrio de la paralela. Que 

legalizaran, que nos dieran escriptura o como fuera. Pero que ojalá nos legalizaran. Porque este barrio es lo de 

los mejores que hay aqui en Medellín. Lo mejor que ha pasado aqui en la paralela? Pues, en la convivencia. En 

la convivencia. Este es mejor que me ha pasado aqui en este barrio.” 
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So, she lived there. I met her there at the B&B, riding a bicycle in the square, when 

we were playing late until night. I met her there in 1973, riding a bicycle, she started 

to ride on my back, and we were riding, talking, playing. And by that statue that we 

have today in the middle of the square, we were sitting there, it was about nine, ten 

o'clock at night, and there we started dating, by that statue270 (SP.RES2). 

Life memories and time passage are also emphasized in a less romantic way, assuming 

a productivist perspective, especially regarding to the businesses that developed in the region. 

For the owners or workers of small shops and businesses, it took them a long time to build their 

clientele: 

That is also a robbery. Why is it a robbery? Because I have my business here, see I 

have my workshop here, I live from this! I have been living from this for 14 years. 

It’s been 14 years that I have been working with this, you know? So if they take me 

out of my house without money, then, in 6 months, how could I reorganize it again? 
271 (MED.RES10). 

In such perspective, time is also related to the aging signs, scars and pains that the older 

residents bring up during the interviews. 

In what regards the construction of affective ties, this has a relevant meaning when the 

residents are dealing with the intermediary publics. It is the time spent together that created 

such ties and enabled trust: “‘Ah, Ann, my neighbor is not understanding something, would 

you come over here? Right sure!’ So, there I went. Then I would go there and sit at some diner 

with some resident” (SP.CS5). This excerpt demonstrates how important it is the time spent 

together to generate trust in the governmental institutions (in this case, in the Public Ministry): 

I really appreciate what the public prosecutor is doing for us. S/he is the only one that 

assists the population, the social movements. […] S/he comes here every meeting. We 

invite her/him, and s/he comes. S/he comes, s/he speaks. I like her/him because of 

this, because s/he is transparent. I had never seen a public prosecutor that, when 

invited by a social movement, s/he shows up272 (SP.RES4). 

Investing time for the collective struggle 

Time is an important resource for the affected residents. It is also for the project 

                                                      
270 Original: “Então, ela morou ali. Eu a conheci ali na pensão, andando de bicicleta na praça ali, quando a 

gente ficava jogando até altas horas da madrugada. Eu a conheci ali em 1973, andando de bicicleta, ela 

começou a andar na minha garupa e fomos andando, conversando, brincando. E naquela estátua que tem hoje 

ali no meio na praça, a gente sentado ali, era mais ou menos umas nove, dez horas da noite, e ali nós 

começamos a namorar, naquela estátua.” 
271 Original: “Que eso es también un robo. Porque es un robo? Porque yo tengo mi negocio aquí, vea yo tengo 

mi taller aquí, de esto vivo! Hace 14 años vivo de esto. Y hace 14 años estoy trabajando con esto, si me 

entiendes? Entonces si me sacan de mi casa sin plata, entonces, dentro de 6 meses, yo en donde me he vuelto a 

reorganizar?” 
272 Original: “Agradeço a ele/a o que está fazendo por nós. Que é o/a único/a promotor/a que atende a 

população, os movimentos... [...] Ele/a vem aqui quando tem reunião. Nós convida ele/a. Ele/a vem, fala o que 

acontece. Eu gosto dele/a por isso. Por que ele/a é transparente. Eu nunca vi um/a promotor/a quando nós 

convida, do movimento social, está junto.” 
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implementers, as they are speeding or slowing the processes within the established timeframes. 

But, for the residents, time is a resource that they need to opt to invest or not in the struggle 

process. Different than to project implementers, the time for struggling against the interventions 

or for securing their rights is not included in the residents’ working hours. 

According to the interviews, the possibility of dedicating time to the struggle is 

interrelated with the possibility of securing enough for the living conditions in the other periods 

available. On the other hand, having time available does not necessarily means that one person 

will engage in the struggle: time is a necessary but not a sufficient condition. And it is a trade 

off with something else taking place in life. For instance, in La Paralela one of the residents 

who got involved very early in the process had trouble in completing her undergraduate studies 

because she started to attend all the meetings (fieldnotes). 

Under this perspective, as time is a resource that people can opt to invest, the ones who 

invest it may feel they should have more advantages in the process or they can feel that the 

other ones are taking advantage of them – as if the other residents were free riders of the benefits 

that they may acquire: “Myself: Do you think people are facing difficulties for coming for the 

Conselho Gestor’s meeting? Because they are living further away? SP.RES3: No. There is no 

difficulty. The problem is that people do not show up because they are lazy”. 

In Medellín, many mentioned that the existing conflicts amongst the members of the 

veeduría emerged because of disparities in the time invested by each of them: 

Each person in the veeduría works according to their ability, their time and way of 

thinking and seeing things. And that brings certain difficulties, there are people who 

work too much, I understand that sometimes they work so hard, that they run out and 

let's say they have lost their spaces. And then there is so much accumulation of 

tiredness, of work, that it will affect them, and there comes a point when they say: 

'No, I am working too much, and the others do not work so much. Then that is where 

they have to see their availability, the time they have. Because there are people who 

work and do not have time273 (RES.MED11). 

Projecting (un)predictable futures 

The last perspective of temporality for the affected residents is time as (un)predictability 

of the future. In the description of the cases, the threat and fear of worsening living conditions 

in the future were the reasons why the eviction process was a problematic situation for the 

                                                      
273 Original: “Cada persona en la veeduría trabaja de acuerdo a su capacidad, su tiempo y forma de pensar y 

ver las cosas. Y eso trae ciertas dificultades, hay personas que trabajan demasiado, yo entiendo que a veces 

trabajan tanto, que se agotan y digamos que han perdido sus espacios. Y entonces es tanta la acumulación de 

cansancio, de trabajo, que eso los va a afectando, y llega un punto que dicen: 'no, yo estoy trabajando 

demasiado y los otros no trabajan tanto. Entonces allí es donde tiene que ver uno la disponibilidad, el tiempo 

que tiene usted. Porque hay personas que laboran y no tienen tiempo.” 
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residents. Such fear was potentialized because of the precedent eviction cases that were carried 

out in both cities, as many of the affected residents were not assisted or had to wait a long time. 

In Medellín, as the eviction was slowly conducted over a period of time, the residents 

were afraid of the future. Actually, they demonstrated they were afraid of leaving the place that 

they built for the past decades behind – and part of this involved building second floors so the 

families could rent it and secure retirement in old ages – and heading for an insecure future. For 

this reason, delaying the project implementation was reported, by the members of the veeduría, 

as one of their successes. This unpredictability was also worsened because of the promises that 

were made but not delivered, especially regarding the social housing project, and because of 

the delays reported in the payment of the installments. 

In São Paulo, as the evictions were conducted in a shorter period of time, for many it 

was not a threat, but an actual materialization of the worsening of the living conditions. So, the 

future possibility was the concretization of the right. As one of the residents mentioned: “At the 

end, I wanted to be part of the Conselho Gestor so I would not let my future, my dreams, at the 

hands of any person” (SP.RES1). For this reason, the affected residents would respond 

positively to the attempts to speed up the process, as mentioned in the velocity subsection.  

8.1.3 Time for urban conflicts. What does it mean? 

The attempt of this subsection is to provide some glimpses regarding the relation of 

temporality with urban conflicts and the interaction of the actors in the public arenas. From the 

literature, three main topics come up as relevant for such discussion. 

The first topic relates to temporality in public policies. Urban policies are extremely 

interconnected with temporality issues, especially regarding the timing of interventions and 

their continuation over time. For such reason, Burte (2018) suggests that such policies should 

not be conceived only regarding its spatial perspective, but should also be conceived in its 

temporal perspective. This would only be possible through a more realistic and comprehensive 

understanding of the context of the intervention, and participation and integration would 

contribute to nurturing such comprehension. Goetz (2014) mentions that temporality issues 

within public administration have note received much empirical attention. Howlett (2019), 

pointing out that the focus has laid mainly in time as a contextual variable that affects 

instrumental choices, proposes the adoption of procedural policy tools as a way to design 

policies for resilience and robustness. 

Howlett and Goetz (2014) bring the angle of power when studying temporality within 

public organizations. The control over time is intrinsically related to power dimension  inside 
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organizations: “The distinction between organizational ‘time-setters’ and ‘time-takers’ is 

fundamental in this respect, and attempts to exercise power by timetable” (HOWLETT, 2019, 

p. 578). Yet, such authors are concentrating on time and temporality regarding organization or 

public policy, but not analyzing how such elements interact with the lives of the citizens. 

In both cases, temporality interfered in how the publics perceived the problematic 

situations. It is possible to say that time issues are a constitutive part of urban conflicts, 

especially considering the time discrepancies experienced by the publics: in one hand, there is 

time as process, velocity and as rules and threats; and in the other hand time is experienced as 

the construction of a memory, as affection, and as the hope or hopelessness regarding the future. 

From the perspective of Economies of Worth, time is appropriated differently by 

common worlds. The feature of controlling time and, hence, controlling the future, is one of the 

worthiness of the industrial world. Assuming no control or providing temporal reasons as 

justifications for not delivering promises or rights means announcing a worthless state inside 

such logic. However, from a civic common world – although not emphasized much in the 

seminal book – time is a necessary element to construct solidarity and the collective body. As 

the time for nurturing such bonds is much more subjective than the time established by an 

industrial chronogram, Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) expose time as one of the conflictive 

elements within situations when these two common worlds coexist. 

Further contributions regarding temporal element were brought in The New Spirit of 

Capitalism. Adkins (2014) notices that while “On Justification” operates within a synchronic 

model of time, the appropriation of the different critiques against the capitalist system by 

capitalism itself is explained through a diachronic approach.  In this last perspective, as time 

passes by, “contestation is disarmed by its effective integration into systems of domination” 

(DAUDIGEOS et al., 2019). 

In such scenario, where critiques can be made without becoming a real threat for the 

dominance of the powerful, in the adaptive common world of projects or networks, two 

opposite alternatives for subjective temporal perceptions emerge. From one pole, the 

individuals who achieve a superior level have a lack of time – but they have a perspective of 

future. From the other pole, the individuals who cannot achieve worthiness within this logic 

also have a lack of time, which is increased by weakened contract jobs, but they do not have a 

perspective of future. It is not only a material dispossession; it is a dispossession of a future: 

[…] in contemporary post-crisis and recessionary post-Fordist capitalism, critique 

does not take the form of demands for the authentic, for difference, or for 

demassification, but rather demands for time itself, and more particularly demands for 

a future. Thus, contemporary critique demands not a different time but the right to 
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time itself (ADKINS, 2014, p. 526) 

For Berardi (2011, p. 23), this collapse of the future is an effect of the colonization of 

temporality, as contemporary capitalism entails an “acceleration of psychic and cognitive 

rhythm”. Individuals must act in accordance to digital capitalism era, demanding an 

acceleration of time that comes followed by different devices, subjects and structures for the 

moments of tests. 

Lefebvre had already conceived that everyday life is “subordinated to productivism, but 

remains resistant to it, and is therefore both a realm of alienation and the site of a possible 

‘disalienation’” (WILSON, 2013, p. 371). The abstract space, for Lefebvre, designates the 

abstraction of modernity, conceiving homogeneous and divisible notions of time and space in 

a technocratic rationality (WILSON, 2013). As brought by Goswami (2004, p. 35): “the 

formation of a global abstract space” is linked to its dialectical twin “empty, homogeneous 

time”. The notion of abstract space – in opposition to the maximal differential space274 – is also 

used by other authors to expose the colonial ideology and how colonial legacies still reverberate 

in space reproduction (KIPFER; SABERI; WIEDITZ, 2013). 

Such debates open a path for the discussions of colonization and decolonization. 

Kowarick (1985, p. 50), for instance, allocates the formulation of urban society as part of the 

modernization theory, which opposed “the pace and dynamics of urban life, the notion of time 

as a rare and economically useful value, to the ‘slow’ pulse of rural and pre-urban forms of 

existence” Santos, Araújo and Baumgarten (2016) highlight the monoculture of the linear 

temporality as one of the legacies of colonialism, and the ecology of temporalities demonstrates 

that there are many other possible: “the indigenous world does not conceive of history as linear” 

(CUSICANQUI, 2012, p. 96) 

Such literatures nurture the understanding of the cases as urban conflicts. Temporality 

is taken as a central element of the problematic situations because for the implementers, time 

is taken as a control mechanism and seen as the objective and linear construct present in the 

chronograms of the projects. For them, time as a collective construct, as the building of social 

ties, as a collective memory, has no validity. The power of controlling time is also perceived 

by the residents as a threat, a threat of having a hopeless future, a no-future. To avoid this, the 

                                                      
274 “Territorial autogestion, the politics of difference, and the transformation of everyday life, in opposition to 

alienation, homogenization, and the domination of lived experience by technocratic abstractions. Finally, it is 

important to emphasize that while differential space would necessarily be a postcapitalist space, it would also be 

a postprodutivist space (Lefebvre, 1973/1976, p. 119, 1974/1991, p. 422), as the reductive instrumental 

rationality through which everyday life is subordinated to the productivist imperative would otherwise imply the 

continued domination of society by abstractions” (WILSON, 2013, p. 373) 
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residents hold on to promises and to solutions that can provide them with any perspective of 

future. 

8.2 Emotional dimension 

Elements involving emotions permeate the public arena – and private arenas – of the 

problematic situations under analysis in this thesis. Emotional speeches, cries, demonstrations 

of affection and of contempt, anger, fear, inconformity, and laughter were part of the research 

corpus of both cases, playing a fundamental role regarding the interactions amongst the publics. 

The coding of excerpts that demonstrated emotions was also an inductive process 

(MILES; HUMBERMAN; SALDAÑA, 2013)275, and the quotes allocated in such categories 

went through a second cycle of coding. The findings from the analysis are presented below, 

split in two subsections:  negative and positive emotions. I base such categories in the 

typologies presented by Thompson and Hogget (2012), in a simplified structure276. Although 

the division of feelings and emotions may be relevant for other authors (SHOUSE, 2005)277, in 

this work I follow the line of Fortier (2016) and conceive affects and emotions as entangled.  

These emotions are entangled to each other and they are relational. Although these are 

features of all emotions, they became even more apparent when I was analyzing “hope and 

hopelessness”. For this reason, hope and hopelessness deserved a discussion on their own. 

What is important for this analysis is that instead of personal, individual and private, 

such emotions and feelings are not only felt by the actors. Rather, they have repercussions in 

the public arena. The first repercussion comes from its collective facet: “Affect and emotion 

shape the structure and texture of society at its various levels, from the family group, through 

to organizations and beyond to the wider social movements in civil society” (THOMPSON; 

HOGGET, 2012, p. 5). The second repercussion is that emotions lead to actions: “emotions do 

things” (AHMED, 2004, p. 26), by mediating the relation between the individual and the 

collective. These are the reasons why emotions and feelings are a valuable dimension of my 

analysis. 

                                                      
275 For more on this, please go to the 3.5 Data Coding subsection in chapter 3. Methodological path. 
276 I grouped the typologies “positive moral emotions”, and “positive feelings (of attraction)”, brought up by 

Thompson and Hogger (2012) in the category “positive emotions”; while grouping the typologies “negative 

moral emotions”; “negative feelings (of repulsion)”; “feelings associated with loss”, “feelings associated with 

injustice”; and “feelings associated with hurt”, brought up by the same authors, in the category “negative 

emotions”. 
277 Shouse (2002) defines affect as being pre-personal, outside of consciousness; feelings as being personal, as a 

sensation that develops with the experiences; and emotions as being social, they are the projection or display of a 

feeling. It is possible to have feelings (personal) that are not demonstrated to others, which would be the place of 

emotions. Other authors, as Fortier (2016), criticize such division. 
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8.2.1 Negative emotions 

The affected residents express several negative emotions when discussing about the 

eviction and displacement process. In fact, negative emotions are the common place for this 

public. The sentiment that most residents mention when asked how they feel about leaving their 

houses is sadness, and this can be related to melancholy, to a nostalgia that is not revealed in a 

cheerful way, to a perception of loss.  

In meetings and events, many residents started to cry when describing their lives in the 

neighborhood, or when reporting how they built their houses along the years. Such sadness is 

interlinked with the anxiety the residents report for having to leave their houses and not 

knowing what comes next. The anxiety is exacerbated by the sense of insecurity and by the fear 

of leaving the area that they already knew and helped build in the past decades (in the case of 

Medellín). These emotions are expressed in the following excerpts: 

[How did you feel when you got to know about the project and that you would have 

to leave your house?] Sad, because this is a very sound neighborhood. Here our 

daughters were conceived and born. You get attached. You imagine what it will be 

like to live elsewhere. What will it be like? Because we already know how to live 

here, the neighbors, the transport we use that is really good, so close, so safe. It will 

be hard 278 (MED.RES9) 

So, we were so close that sometimes we did not know what belonged to whom. We 

were really united, really close. When we had to move away, it was something very 

sad and painful for all of us, because we didn’t know where we were going to.279  

(SP.RES2) 

In addition to the sadness associated with loss, the affected residents also demonstrate 

feeling resentful and angry, associated with injustice, for having been treated unfairly. These 

feelings are exposed when the affected residents are mentioning how they were taken out of 

their houses with no or short time notice (as it was in São Paulo) or for being taken out of the 

neighborhood they have built in the past years (as it was in Medellín). The excerpts below 

illustrate such feelings: 

My son, angry ... he ripped out all the tiles from the bar. All the tiles were Portuguese 

style. The boxes full of tiles are still here. He told me: “Wherever you go, in the 

laundry, somewhere, you put a box of these tiles on the wall. In the laundry, in the 

garage. You put some of the tiles in one side of the wall, some on the other side, so 

you have a souvenir, since you want this souvenir. If it were for myself, you would 

                                                      
278 Original: “Triste, porque este es un barrio muy sano. Aquí hicimos y nacieron las hijas. Uno se apega. Uno 

se imagina que como será ir a vivir a otra parte. ¿Cómo será? porque uno ya enseñado al barrio de uno, los 

vecinos, el transporte que nosotros utilizamos que es tan bueno, tan cerca, tan seguro. Es muy difícil”.278 
279 Original: “Então, era assim uma união que às vezes uma pessoa nem sabia o que era um dos outro, de tão 

juntos, de tão coisa que ficavam, quando foi a separação, foi uma coisa muito triste e dolorosa para gente, que 

a gente não sabia para onde íamos.” 
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get rid or everything that is here” 280(SP.RES2) 

Expressions of anger also emerge in moments when affected residents talk about the 

police violent actions. The excerpt below illustrates how one of the residents felt about the 

intervention of May 2017: 

The [police] operation was sad. They arrived putting the gun on everyone's head. My 

boys were all asleep and woke up with guns pointed at their heads. They went inside 

all the tenement houses. My boys were all asleep and woke up scared with the gun at 

their head. I even commented there, I said that I did not accept this, that this was a 

very wrong thing ... And there were people from the government who supported me: 

“No, they can't keep doing this. You're right. Complain. Complain.” I went to Geraldo 

Alckmin [former governor of the State of São Paulo], I got him and told him lots of 

stuff. Then he was quiet, he didn't answer me. He and João Dória, that bastard, 

scoundrel.281 (SP.RES4) 

Such anger and revolt are accompanied of a constant feeling of being humiliated, of 

being dehumanized. Expressions like “we feel like garbage” and “we felt so humiliated” come 

up demonstrating how the affected residents feel, as expressed by this resident of Block 36 in 

Campos Elíseos to Folha de São Paulo: “I have lived in the region for 35 years, since I was 

born, since the old bus station was here. They ran to get everyone out of here and now the work 

[of the hospital] stopped. We feel like garbage, it's inhuman, it’s a lack of respect” 282 

(AMÂNCIO, 2018). The following excerpts also express the feeling of being dehumanized: 

Those gentlemen come to take the people out of their places, as who says: “I do not 

like these shoes, let's throw them away”. Because that is what they are doing. Like 

who says: “I don't like this”. They put on a pair of shoes or blue jeans and said: “Ah 

and I don't like this anymore, let's throw them away”. That's how they are doing.  283 

(MED.RES10). 

The feeling of being humiliated and dehumanized is relational to the frequent disgust 

                                                      
280 Original: “o meu filho, com raiva... arrancou todo o azulejo do bar, que é um azulejo assim, estilo português. 

Tem até aí no fundo as caixas de azulejos. Aonde o senhor for, aonde for a lavanderia, alguma coisa, o senhor 

monta um quadro ali desses azulejos. Na lavanderia, na garagem. Nem que não seja azulejo na garagem, o 

senhor põe um módulo de um lado, doutro, da parede, pra ficar uma lembrança, ainda, já que o senhor quer 

essa lembrança toda. Por gosto da gente o senhor se desfazia de tudo isso daí...” 
281 Original: “A operação foi triste. Chegou botando a arma na cabeça de todo mundo. Meus meninos estavam 

tudo dormindo e acordaram com uma arma na cabeça. Entrou em tudo é pensão. Meus meninos estavam tudo 

dormindo e acordaram assustados com a arma na cabeça. Eu até comentei lá, falei que eu não aceitava, que 

isso era uma coisa errada... E teve gente do governo que me apoiou: “Não, não pode ficar fazendo isso mesmo. 

Você está certo. Reclamar. Reclama.” Peguei o Geraldo Alckmin, que ele achou bonitinho, peguei ele e falei um 

monte para ele. Aí ele ficou quieto, não me respondeu nada. Estava ele e o João Dória, aquele safado, 

ordinário.” 
282 Original: “Moro na região há 35 anos, desde que nasci, desde que era a antiga rodoviária. Correram para 

tirar todo mundo daqui e agora a obra para. A gente se sente um lixo, é uma desumanidade, uma falta de 

respeito.” 
283 Original: “Para que esos señores vengan a desacomodar uno, como quien disse: ‘No me gustan estos zapatos 

tirémoslo a la basura’. Porque eso es lo que están haciendo. Como quien diss: ‘Esto a mí no me gusta’. Se 

pusieron un par de zapatos o un blue jeans: ‘Ah ya esto ya no me gusta, tirémoslo’. Así están haciendo” 
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and loathing that are publicly expressed about the population that inhabit such areas. This 

sentiment is mostly present in São Paulo, specifically regarding Cracolândia. As already 

brought up in the presentation of Campos Elíseos case study, right after the police intervention 

of May 2017, the recent elected mayor said: “Cracolândia is over”; in addition, he had said in 

a TV show: “This is a shame. It’s a shame. […] This is a ghetto in the city. It will end, it causes 

me a huge repulse.”. Such feelings are used to gain support from the interlocutor. For instance, 

while I was conducting the interview with one government agent, she – in an attempt to make 

me “take her side” in the process – asked me:  

Apart from that, the homes of these families are ... They are not good places to live. 

Be honest, would you like to live in a tenement house? I am not saying anything about 

the tenement ... In a tenement, precarious ... One that has no reform, that is not in any 

program. Do you prefer to live in a tenement house, or do you prefer to live in a 

housing project that has two bedrooms, living room, kitchen and bathroom; ... so you 

could feel like you have a home? Now I'm interviewing you.284 (SP.LG1) 

One of the Public Defenders mentioned, moreover, that disgust, loathing and an 

additional fear that government agents hold against this population – the poor population – lead 

to an incapacity to develop plans from bellow. Residents identify such feelings of disgust and 

accuse these government agents of being arrogant: “To see the head of the Housing Secretariat 

like that, you know? It was surreal. Because he is prepotent, he is arrogant, a stuck-up. 

Nowadays, when I see him on TV, I know who he is. He is an inhuman person”285 (SP.RES1); 

and “I wanted to speak, to demand the attention of the mayor, because he is horrible, he is an 

envious person”286 (SP.RES3). 

The fear expressed by the residents is not only related to the insecurity about their future. 

Some of them also mention a generalized anxiety regarding joining the struggle and being 

punished for this. As I usually held interviews with the residents that were part of the collective 

struggle, the fear of being punished was mainly used as a motive why other residents would not 

become part of the resistance group. The only time that I witnessed such fear was when an 

elderly woman, affected by the project, invited me for a coffee in her house (she seemed excited 

that I was a foreigner). At her place, when I asked her if I could record an interview regarding 

                                                      
284 Original: “Fora isso, os domicílios dessas famílias eles são... Eles não são lugares bons de se viver. Seja 

sincera, você gostaria de morar num cortiço? Não falando nada do cortiço... Num cortiço, precário... Um que 

não tenha reforma, que não esteja em nenhum programa. Você prefere morar num cortiço ou você prefere 

morar em um empreendimento habitacional que tenha dois quartos, sala, cozinha e banheiro; que te dê uma... 

Que você sinta que tem uma casa? Agora eu estou entrevistando você”. 
285 Original: “Ver o Secretário de Habitação daquele jeito foi assim, sabe? Fora do sério. Pela prepotência, 

arrogância que ele tem. Pro narizinho empinado que ele tem. Hoje em dia quando eu vejo ele na televisão, eu 

sei quem é ele. Ele é uma pessoa desumana”. 
286 Original: “E eu queria falar … exigir a atenção do prefeito, porque ele é horrível, é um recalcado”.  
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the project, she discontinued the conversation and later mentioned she preferred not to. She did 

not mention she was afraid, but it was something that I could grasp from the situation 

(fieldnotes). 

In addition to mentioning fear as something that others feel during the process: “The 

community wants to be participative, but if they participate, they generate more problems, so 

they keep quiet”287 (MED.RES1). The affected residents who are part of the collective struggle 

and intermediary actors allege that such emotion is deliberately stimulated by practices of the 

project implementers. For instance, such emotion is stimulated when the project implementers 

ask the residents if they joined the public demonstrations (and the residents feel threatened by 

such question), or when outsiders (specially infrastructure workers) start to arrive in the 

neighborhood, as demonstrated by the excerpts below: 

A very clear example of how they run over someone was when there was the plantón, 

and the families were asked if they had been in the plantón, as if to say: "Tell me if 

you were there so we can decide how much we will pay you". Then people got scared. 
288 (MED.RES8)  

And that is how the state begins to arrive [in the neighborhoods]: little by little. How 

people send Isvimed first, then the Metro, then carried documents so that people got 

more scared. Then someone visits you, and if you are the last families, there will be 

so many people there that you feel strange to be in your own neighborhood. Well, it's 

like a mechanism, of fear. State generates fear. And a lot of social control. Yes, it is 

pure social control, and yes people want to leave right away.289 (MED.CS5) 

Trust – or, in this case, lack of trust – is also an important emotion within the public 

arena. Some affected residents express lack of trust towards every public: project implementers, 

intermediary actors, and other residents. Against the project implementers, the lack of trust 

comes from the precedent cases of urban interventions and an unwillingness – by the 

implementers on those occasions – to provide the residents with more guarantees that they 

would have their rights fulfilled. Against the intermediary actors, the lack of trust was expressed 

by the residents in different situations, as such: when residents expected to have the presence 

of intermediary actors in some event, but no one showed up; when the residents heard rumors 

that such actors were coopted by government; when the intermediate actors had proposals that 

                                                      
287 Original: “La comunidad quiere ser participativa pero pero si ellos participan te van a generar mas problemas, 

entonces ellos y se quedan quietos” 
288 Original: “Un ejemplo muy claro de cómo ellos lo atropellan a uno fue cuando hubo el plantón, a las 

familias les preguntaron que si habían estado en el plantón, como quien dice: "dígame si estuvo en el plantón 

para yo saber cuánto le pago". Entonces la gente se asustaba”.  
289 Original: “Y es cómo empieza el estado a llegar: de a poquito. Cómo manda primero gente del Isvimed, 

después del Metro, después lleva documentos como para que la gente se asuste más. Después te visita alguien y 

después ya lo último te ponen un montón de gente ahí que te sientes extraño de estar en tu propio barrio. Pues 

es como un mecanismo ahí, de miedo. Estado genera miedo. Y mucho control social. Sí es puro control social, y 

sí la gente ya se quiere ir ya.” 
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were not aligned with the immediate interests of the residents. This lack of trust externalized 

disappointment. 

Such distrust was also directed towards other residents, generating internal conflict. The 

feeling was exacerbated when the residents decided to enroll in different strategies for the 

struggle, more specifically when some of the residents generated closer ties to government and 

project implementers.  

[Do you think it would be better if you stayed together or is it better not to have the 

Veeduría?] At this time, as we have been working, it is complicated. Because I say 

that for someone to work well, they need to have full confidence in the whole group. 

Trust, respect for the partner, and have the ability to collaborate and help solve 

difficulties. But much have been lost. Now, as I say, trust has been lost and that is the 

main reason, distrust.290 (MED.RES11). 

The distrust amongst the residents is also denounced as the result of a strategy developed 

by project implementers to break the collective ties during the urban conflict situation. As 

discussed in the subsection “Dispute for the truth”, in Chapter 6, government agents in Medellín 

accused the veeduría of spreading unrealistic information. And the veeduría alleged that 

government agents spread information to break such trust ties: “They say something to a 

neighbor, and something else to another and other, so they [the neighbors] fight between 

themselves”291 (MED.RES7). 

Nonetheless, even if the affected residents and intermediary actors could identify and 

denounce such strategy, they did not demonstrate a willingness to fight it. Many episodes of 

distrust and revolt against peers and supporters (intermediary actors) continued to emerge 

during the fieldwork. In my fourth fieldtrip to Medellín, I volunteered to facilitate a meeting 

with the objective of discussing the problems that the veeduría members had against one 

another. That happened after the group coordinator decided to resign. And the veeduría 

coordinator did not accept to participate of such meeting (fieldnotes). 

The residents and the ones who assume a more active role in the process complain about 

being emotionally exhausted. They also establish connections between such feelings and 

corporal illnesses, as expressed in the following excerpts: 

 [...] for the world to realize that in Colombia, the projects being developed, they will 

cost a lot of tears and more poverty. And many people get sick, there are people who 

                                                      
290 Original: “¿Crees que sería mejor que ustedes se quedaran juntos o es mejor no tener la Veeduría? 

Ya en estos momentos, como estamos trabajando, es complicado. Porque yo digo que para uno trabajar bien 

tiene que tener plena confianza en todo el grupo que tiene.  Una confianza, respeto por el compañer,o y tener la 

capacidad de colaborar y ayudar a solucionar dificultad. Pero esto, ya son cosas pues, se han perdido mucho. 

Ahora, como le digo, la confianza se ha perdido mucho y ese es el principal motivo, la desconfianza.”.  
291 Original: “le dicen a un vecino una cosa a otros le dicen otra y a otros le dicen otro, para que entre ellos 

peleen” 
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have had a heart attack because of that. People do not sleep; they are not resting. It is 

a thing that is not the same because one does not tell everything, all the feeling, it is a 

huge pain292 (MED.RES9) 

The intermediary actors – because of empathy and compassion, positive emotions that 

will be discussed below – also express feeling negative emotions. Part of these emotions is 

related to being outraged or even surprised by the violence and attitudes taken by project 

implementers. Others mention that experiencing the pain and living conditions of the affected 

people also make them feel uncomfortable, questioning their own privileges – exactly how I 

felt and described in the item 3.8 of the Reflexivities subsection in the methodological chapter. 

The excerpts below demonstrate such emotions: 

Before, I was going alone at night ... It wasn't very nice ... And it was a daily job. 

There was a certain moment that it started to affect me too much. I tried to get a bit 

distant. It affected me emotionally… that's it… As I lived very close, I left there 

[Campos Elíseos]… there was no time for a walk, for breathing… I was already at 

home. And then, to leave a totally precarious environment for my house, which is 

brand new and such, this was killing me. I felt tired of being there too. All the 

precariousness ... All the contradiction of the situation. And then I ... we slowed things 

down a bit. Then the expropriation of block 36 began. And then again, every day I 

was there. It affected me in several ways, including at home, in my relationship. 

Because I went there [to Campos Elíseos] on Saturdays, on Sundays, I went every 

night. There wasn't much time, right? And now I think I know how to deal with it a 

little better, but it affected me in every way293 (SP.CS5) 

Sometimes I feel like I am working with a tragedy, like investigating the tragedy and 

somehow adding more wood to the fire. Of course, that is not without tears. 

Sometimes I wake up as without any guts, like "no, let's leave things like that! Let’s 

just let things happen!". I’ll go away and come back when the thing is done, that is 

supremely painful. Also, because one knows that it is painful, but it is not my problem. 

I pay rent in a house and there I am fine, comfortable, at least in the next year I know 

that I will not leave. And in the extreme case I return to my mother’s house, I will 

always have my room there. But they [the residents] don't!294 (MED.CS3) 

                                                      
292 Original: “[…] para que el mundo se diera cuenta que Colombia con los proyectos que hace va a costar 

muchas lágrimas y más pobreza. Y se queda mucha gente enferma, que les ha dado infarto debido a eso. La 

gente no duerme, no está descansando. Es una cosa que no es lo mismo porque uno no cuenta todo, todo el 

sentimento, es un dolor muy grande” 
293 Original: “Antes eu estava indo sozinha à noite… Não estava muito legal… E era um trabalho diário. Aí 

chegou um determinado momento que começou a me afetar demais. Ai eu tentei dar uma afastadinha. Me afetou 

emocionalmente … é isso… Como eu morava muito perto, eu saia de lá… não dava aquele tempo de uma 

caminhada, de respirar… Eu já estava na minha casa já. E aí você sai de um ambiente totalmente precário para 

a minha casa, que é novinha e tal. Isso foi acabando comigo. O cansaço de estar lá também. Toda a 

precariedade… Toda a contradição da coisa. E aí eu… a gente deu uma seguradinha, assim. Aí começou a zona 

da remoção da quadra 36. E aí de novo assim, todo dia lá. Aí afetou em vários sentidos, inclusive dentro de casa 

no meu relacionamento. Porque eu ia sábado, domingo, ia todo dia à noite. Não tinha muito horário, né? E aí 

agora eu acho que eu estou sabendo lidar um pouco melhor com isso, mas afetou em todos os sentidos” 
294 Original: “Yo me siento a veces como trabajando con la tragedia, como investigando la tragedia como de 

cierta manera echándole mas leña al fuego. Claro eso no está exento de lágrimas, yo a veces amanezco como 

sin ánimos, como “no, dejemos las cosas así!, que pase lo que pase!”. Me voy lejos y vuelvo cuando la cosa este 

ya hecha, y tampoco es el hecho, eso es supremamente doloroso. Además porque uno sabe que es doloroso pero 

no es mi problema. Ósea yo pago arriendo, en una casa y ahí estoy bien, cómodo por lo menos en el próximo 
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Some governmental actors also demonstrate the feeling of being hurt, especially by 

street level bureaucrats. These actors mentioned they felt disrespected by intermediary actors, 

because they (SLBs) were also putting an effort to guarantee the affected citizens would have 

their rights granted. According to one of the government agents, she decided to work for the 

government to implement better policies, and the social movements are very harsh with her 

(fieldnotes). Such feeling is also complemented by a sense of incapacity, as they are limited in 

what they can implement: 

At Blocks 37 and 38, they are still waiting for what will happen, so the demands are 

related to “when it will be, how it will be”. And then we are a little limited, because 

we are depending on the work of the secretariat, because we are not the ones going to 

... we are not doing the project, that's what I mean295(SP.LG3). 

In Medellín, one government agent expressed in different situations that the spread of 

negative emotions amongst the citizens should be controlled or managed. To an elderly woman 

who cried in a meeting with ISVIMED (fieldnotes), a government agent suggested her not to 

let herself be contaminated by the negative feelings of others: 

 [...] but part of the anguish you feel ... you live full of anguish because the 

emotionality has been handled collectively. The emotions of one, of the other, you let 

yourself be absorbed and that is what we ... Come, let us accompany you so that you 

realize that it is not easy, but do not let yourself be filled with the emotionality of the 

other, that is like a magnet, when the other is bad emotionally and everyone gets 

together, and it becomes a circle296 (MED.LG1). 

On the other hand, the participatory development of the Política pública de protección 

a moradores y actividades económicas y productivas took into consideration the emotions of 

the citizens that were affected by infrastructure projects, as mentioned: 

That was done with the actors from the territories, those already affected and those 

potentially affected. It was very important to talk with them about their fears regarding 

these interventions and new projects. And then there was a meeting where everyone 

gathered. And then there was the part of identifying the problematic, we identified it 

as the psychosocial part. They [residents] identified effects on the individual, family 

                                                      
año se que no voy a salir. Y en el caso extremo vuelvo donde mi madre que allá siempre tendré mi habitación. 

Pero ellos no!”. 
295 Original: “A 37 e 38, eles estão ainda na expectativa do que vai acontecer, então a procura mais é isso, 

‘quando vai ser, como vai ser’. E aí a gente fica um pouco limitado, porque nós estamos dependendo do próprio 

trabalho da secretaria, porque não somos nós que vamos... não somos nós que estamos fazendo o projeto, é isso 

que eu quero dizer”. 
296 Original: “[…] pero parte de la angustia de... ustedes viven llenos de mucha angustia es porque la 

emocionalidad la han manejado en colectivo. Las emociones del uno, del otro, ustedes se dejan absorber y eso 

es lo que nosotros ... Venga, permítanos acompañarlos para que se den cuenta que no es fácil, pero no se dejen 

llenar de la emocionalidad del otro, eso es como un imán, cuando el otro está mal emocionalmente y todos se 

juntan, eso se vuelve uma bola” 
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and territory 297(MED.CS4) 

8.2.2 Positive emotions 

The public arena of urban conflicts cannot be subsumed to the negative emotions. 

Different positive emotions and feelings were expressed or demonstrated by the publics 

throughout the fieldwork, and these emotions seem to have a relevant role for the collective 

struggle. For the affected residents, such emotions involve a sense of positive nostalgia; a 

perspective of hope and optimism (discussed in the following subsection); the comfort 

generated by the struggle; the demonstration of affection, admiration, friendship and trust 

towards other actors; and a feeling of being content. 

The sense of positive nostalgia298 comes up when the affected residents are sharing 

stories about their lives in the neighborhood: 

So, she lived there, I met her there at the house, riding a bike in the square, we used 

to play late at night. I met her there in 1973, riding a bicycle, she started to ride on my 

back, and we were walking, talking, playing. And by that statue that we have today in 

the middle of the square, we were sitting there, it was about nine, ten o'clock at night, 

and there we started dating, by that statue.299 (SP.RES2) 

Such nostalgia is mostly related to ties of affection or of solidarity shared by the 

residents in that space. However, such positive recollection turns into the sadness and fear 

regarding the future as described in the subsection above. 

Residents who assume a proactive role in the struggle mention that they are comforted 

by the feeling that they are struggling. They would be restless if they had resigned to the 

process: “But my peace of mind, my satisfaction, is that I did not resign”300 (MED.RES1); “But 

imagine Morgana! How can I be happy if I know a family, and the family is there crying, the 

lady there crying: “Please, do not leave me homeless”301 (MED.RES10). The process of 

collective struggle also brought happiness and satisfaction to some of the residents, especially 

                                                      
297 Original: “Esto fue con los actores territoriales, los ya afectados e con los potencialmente afectados. Con 

ellos era muy importante conversar sobre cuales eran sus miedos y temores frente a esas influencias y nuevos 

proyectos. Y después hubo un encuentro donde se juntaron todos. Y entonces hubo toda esa parte de identificar 

esa problemáticas, nosotros la identificamos como la parte psicosocial. Ellos identificaron afectaciones en el 

individuo, la familia y el território” 
298 Ocejo (2011) describes how a narrative of nostalgia can be used to construct the identity of a locality and 

promote collective action against gentrification. 
299 Original: “Então, ela morou ali, eu conheci ali na pensão andando de bicicleta na praça ali, quando a gente 

ficava jogando até altas horas da madrugada, eu a conheci ali em 73, andando de bicicleta, ela começou a 

andar na minha garupa e fomos andando, conversando, brincando, brincando e naquela estátua que tem hoje 

ali no meio na praça, a gente sentado ali, era mais ou menos umas nove, dez horas da noite, e ali nós 

começamos a namorar, naquela estátua”. 
300 Original: “Pero a mí la tranquilidad que yo tengo, la satisfacción es que yo  no me entregue”. 
301 Original: “Porque Imaginate, Morgana, como yo voy a venirme contento si yo voy y  acompaño una familia y 

la familia allí llorando, la señora llorando allí triste: “no, me van a dejar sin casa!” 
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when they worked together and achieved something important: 

And the approval was incredible. João arrived and he liked what we had done. Maria, 

Fernanda and I were always together. We sat, talked, discussed what it was and what 

it   was not. I went to do a search of the families, families the City Hall could not find. 

We found them, took them to the meeting. We showed that the family existed, that 

they lived in the block. Our joint work was incredible!302 (SP.RES3) 

Ties of affection, friendship, admiration and trust also develop inside these public 

arenas, especially with the intermediary actors. Such feelings are related with the time that is 

spent together, a presence of that specific person in the lives of the affected ones (as describe 

in the subsection “8.1.2 Nurturing past memories and current affective ties”, in this same 

chapter); an admiration towards the person; and trust. In São Paulo, the attention given by other 

actors – in relationships that involved the construction of affection – made the residents feel 

encouraged to resist the process. The following excerpt is by an affected resident who is part of 

the Conselho Gestor of Block 36 and in this quote s/he expresses her/his opinion about the Civil 

Society members of the same institution: 

So, regarding the Conselho Gestor, I honestly couldn't be in hands ... Not only myself, 

the whole Block 36 couldn't be in better hands. […] They have a purpose and they are 

managing to put that purpose inside me every day. So, it's a very important role that 

they have. Not only in the Conselho Gestor, but in my life, as well as for many people. 

There are people who said, “Ah, but what's up? How is the Conselho Gestor? What 

will happen? I said: “Calm down people, have confidence, because the team of 

Conselheiros you have, the Brazilian soccer team falls way behind. Their efficiency, 

for God's sake, is something303 (SP.RES1) 

Intermediary public and some government agents demonstrate empathy and compassion 

towards the affected residents, what is also categorized as positive emotions. By demonstrating 

empathy, they make the residents feel “humans” (in opposition to the disgust and 

dehumanization emotions discussed above). 

Project implementers recognize that trust is an important asset for such interventions, 

and they constantly express the attempt to build trust between implementers and affected 

residents, or even a strategy to gain trust, something that was not achieved, as recognized by 

                                                      
302 Original: “E foi daora a aprovação, o João chegou, sabe, gostou do que a gente tinha feito. E era direto, eu, 

a Maria e a Fernanda, a gente sentava, também, conversando, discutindo o que é o que não é. Eu fui fazer uma 

busca das famílias, que a prefeitura não tava encontrando, a gente encontrou, levou pra reunião. A gente 

mostrou que a família existia, tava ali na quadra, morava na quadra. Então isso foi daora, esse nosso trabalho 

conjunto.” 
303 Original: “Então em relação o conselho sinceramente eu não podia estar em mãos... Eu não, a quadra 36 

não poderia estar em mãos melhores. [...] Eles têm um propósito e estão conseguindo todos os dias colocar esse 

propósito dentro de mim. Então é uma função muito importante que eles têm. Não só na quadra, como na minha 

vida, assim como para muitas pessoas. Tem gente que falava “Ah, mas e aí? Como que é o conselho. Como é 

que vai ficar?” Eu digo “Gente calma, tenha confiança porque o time de conselheiro que vocês têm, seleção 

brasileira fica longe. Que a eficiência deles, pelo amor de Deus, é uma coisa” 
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some actors:  

There is still distrust because there is a precedent, because there are some projects to 

which someone looks backwards. […]. We want to welcome that negative that has 

happened in these public projects, to be able to somehow transcend them into positive. 

That is, try to regain confidence. The team is focused on trying to regain confidence, 

fulfilling [their roles]. What does it mean to fulfill? It is not to leave the families 

adrift.304 (MED.GOV2) 

I think that the Housing Secretariat had some difficulty in being able to give peace of 

mind to these families, that no one would be taken out of their homes without an 

alternative to housing assistance 305(SP.LG1) 

Some residents also express feeling content or the expectation of feeling content. Such 

expression emerged when the residents were mentioning the stories of neighbors that were 

satisfied with the compensation amount and left the neighborhood. 

8.2.3 The balance between hope or hopelessness 

Feelings of hope and of hopelessness are, respectively, part of positive and negative 

emotions. But they are so imbricated to each other, in a relational perspective, that I was not 

able to discuss them separately. Certainly, such emotions can exist individually in each actor. 

Hope, for instance, was demonstrated in situations when residents expressed trust in the project 

implementors, when they demonstrated to have faith that deities would transform the situation, 

or when they expressed a belief that the collective struggle could exert pressure against project 

implementers. The feeling of hopelessness, on the contrary, was manifested when 

understanding the regulations (as in the excerpt below), when residents were discussing other 

displacement cases in which the citizens were not resettled yet; or when debating about the 

compensation amount, payments and the possibilities to buy a definitive  house. 

What emerged from the analysis was that the possibility of collective struggle only 

exists when both feelings are balanced. When the citizens believe that everything will be fine, 

they are less likely to be part of the collective struggle. On the other hand, if the citizens are 

certain that everything will go wrong, there is no point in joining the collective struggle. Hence, 

there is an attempt to keep an “attractive” balance between these two poles. 

The two excerpts below demonstrate such effort. The first is a passage from a 

                                                      
304 Original: “Todavía hay desconfianza porque hay un precedente, porque hay unos proyectos, que uno mira 

hacia atrás históricamente.[…] Nosotros queremos acoger eso negativo que ha pasado en estos proyectos de 

obra pública poder de alguna manera pues como trascenderlos en positivo. Es decir, procurar recuperar la 

confianza. El equipo está concentrado en tratar de recuperar la confianza, cumpliendo. ¿Qué es cumplir? es no 

dejar las familias a la deriva”. 
305 Original: “Eu acho que a Secretaria de Habitação ela teve certa dificuldade de conseguir passar uma 

tranquilidade para essas famílias, de que ninguém ia ser tirado das suas casas sem uma alternativa de 

atendimento habitacional” 
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conversation held between two affected citizens in Medellín, after a meeting with lawyers who 

explained the legislation to the affected citizens. One of the residents was part of the veeduría 

(MED.RES1): 

 

MED.RES9: I honestly left there unmotivated, because he spoke things to us as they 

are. We left and we were crushed. Because, yes, that is the truth. He spoke to us as 

they say: 'you know the truth'… We left very upset, my mates left crushed, without 

any hope. 

MED.RES1: I apologize because maybe you became demotivated. But it was 

necessary for the community to know what is happening. And the more knowledge 

you have, the better, because you already know how to act on this problem, it was 

necessary.306 

 

The following excerpt expresses a moment in which a member of the Conselho Gestor 

of Block 36 in São Paulo shared with the other residents the news about receiving the letters of 

credit for them to purchase definitive housing: 

It is very clear; they have to know exactly what is going on. The day I made the letter 

of credit announcement [to the other residents] ... wow, it was a joy! However, I said: 

Wait, but we are going to bring here the commercialization team so they can talk about 

the rules. You will have to pay, do you understand? You will have to pay, you will 

have to be able, you will have to present your ... prove your income, you will have to 

have your documentation up to date, right?307 (SP.RES1) 

The emotions are contingent and relational. They can change for multiple reasons and 

are not fixed according to the ties established in the past. 

8.2.4 Emotions for urban conflicts. What does it mean? 

In the past years, social sciences have experienced an emotional or affective turn. This 

turn has reached human geography (DYCK, 2007) and contemporary political studies 

(THOMPSON; HOGGET, 2012). Such turn emerges as a critique against rationalist paradigms, 

emphasizing that emotions and feelings matter in how individuals experience and interpret the 

                                                      
306 Original:  

“MED.RES9:  Sinceramente yo salí desmotivada de allá, porque él nos habló las cosas como son. Salimos fue 

como aplastadas. Porque sí esa es la verdad. Él nos habló como dicen: 'ustedes saben la verdad'…Salimos muy 

aburridas, mis compañeras salimos como aplastadas, sin esperanzas de nada. 

MED.RES1: Yo les pido disculpas porque quizás salieron desmotivadas. Pero era necesario que la comunidad 

sepa lo que está pasando. Y cuanto más conocimiento tengan mucho mejor, porque ya ustedes saben cómo 

actuar ante esta problemática, era necesario." 
307 Original: “É muito claro, eles têm que saber o que está acontecendo claramente. No dia que eu fiz o anúncio 

das cartas de crédito... nossa, foi uma alegria! Assim, porém, eu falei: Peraí, mas nós vamos trazer aqui a 

equipe da comercialização que vai falar quais são as regras. Vocês vão ter que pagar, entendeu? Vocês vão ter 

que fazer, vocês vão ter que estar aptos, vocês vão ter que apresentar seus... comprovar suas rendas, vocês vão 

ter que ter sua documentação em dia, né?” 
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world. In what regards politics and democracy, the perspective is that political life is much more 

entangled with affections than it is usually considered, challenging the rational feature of 

contractualism: “communities founded on the tacit rational consent of citizens is at worse a 

myth and at best only a part of the story” (DI GREGORIO; MEROLLI, 2016, p. 935). 

The provisional framework here developed does not contemplate emotions or affections 

in a way that they represent the same emphasis they have in the field. I must admit that this was 

partially my fault, as the background theories do involve emotional aspects. I believe it is only 

partially my fault, because the studies involving emotions and feelings still reach little 

repercussion and did not emerge in my theoretical review. 

Cefaï (2017) already predicted that they are part of the public arena, influencing directly 

in the publicization of the problematic situation, in the capacity of the situation to attract or 

repel more actors. As the focus relies on the courses of action and on the disputes, and, as 

written above, “emotions do things”, such emotions should also be taken into consideration 

when analyzing the public arena. 

Emotions are intertwined with the actions and attitudes of the actors, serving as 

motivations and justifications for decision making. Di Gregorio and Merolli (2016), in this 

direction, point that emotions play a role in the enactment of regimes of inclusion and exclusion. 

For this reason, they could be understood as part of the common worlds, as regimes of 

engagement (what is already contemplated in the framework). In Economies of Worth 

(BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006), emotions  are taken as part of the inspired world. 

The compromise between the inspired and the civic worlds brings up emotions as 

constitutive elements of protests and collective actions. Considering an immanent sense of 

justice, people can demonstrate “manifestations of indignation or anger in the face of injustice 

and especially in the face of the unjust character of judicial decisions” (BOLTANSKI; 

THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 298). In the same direction, the attainment of worthiness in the market 

common world demands a control of emotions or, better saying, an emotional distance, an 

emotional blockage. Although not mentioned by the authors, the same could be applied to the 

industrial common world, as absorbing emotions would shrink forecasting and controlling 

capacities. 

What emanates from the cases is that emotions play a role in attracting support from 

other actors and in the unfolding of the collective action. Residents focus on emotional aspects 

to attract support through the compassion of others to their pain, framing their experience 

according to the feelings associated with their loss, with hurt and with injustice (THOMPSON; 

HOGGET, 2012). They expect that external actors will show empathy towards their cause. At 
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the same time, internal distrust, anger and a disbalance in the feelings of hope and hopelessness 

can extinguish the possibility of collective action. Project implementers also use emotional 

mechanisms to gain external support for their cause and try to obstruct emotions felt by the 

affected residents to avoid collective action, imposing an industrial rationality. 

Within the discussions of the right to the city, Duff (2017) suggests that the 

materialization of this horizon is inextricably related to the “affective occupation of urban 

spaces”. The author advocates   this pursuance also requires “a shift from a juridical conception 

of the right to the city to an affective one, more accommodating of the social and material 

contexts in which this right is enacted” (DUFF, 2017, p. 516). As presented in the first chapter 

of this thesis and sustained in the analytical framework, the process that enact the right to the 

city involves and requires the engagement of a collective struggle, and, as it emerged from the 

cases, the collective struggle is interweaved with emotions – feeling them, dealing with them, 

exposing them, framing them and “balancing” them.  

As posed by literature, emotions have the capacity to pull individuals towards something 

or to push them away, what can also be used as a mechanism. Signs of disgust, for instance, 

“produces the effect of rejecting, of expelling, or creating distances” (LOPES, 2018, p. 116). 

This author, who studies affects and gentrification in the center of São Paulo, relates the 

attachment of sticky signs of disgust to the historical development and transformation of 

Campos Elíseos into Cracolândia (described in subsection “5.3.2 – Materiality and symbolism 

of the territory”). In her findings, the gentrification is a cleansing process that removes such 

disgust sights: “The crackers308, together with the poorest residents and frequenters of the city 

center, need to be transferred to another place that is out of sight, out of any contact zone for 

the people who feel disgusted (LOPES, 2018, p. 121). In such way, exacerbating disgust is used 

as a mechanism to increase support for the displacement. 

A last aspect that I would like to emphasize, that may be useful for understanding the 

relation  between urban conflicts and emotions, is the concept of ethical-political suffering, that 

comes from social psychology and evolved from the interconnection between Marxist studies 

and psyche studies (SAWAIA, 2009). For such stream, “social inequality is characterized by a 

constant threat to existence. It retrenches the experience, the mobility, the will and imposes 

several forms of humiliation” (SAWAIA, 2009, p. 369). The ethical-political suffering emerges 

as a differentiation from the suffering to which all human beings are subject. Such 

differentiation is essential for a twofold reason. The first comprises the process of denunciation 

                                                      
308 Homeless individuals who make use of crack. 
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of suffering and mobilization. Using the Bourdiesian concepts of generic alienation (general 

suffering) and specific alienation (related to ethical-political suffering), Boltanski (2004, p. 63) 

suggests that: 

[…] Collective mobilization presupposes that the division between generic alienations 

against which it is pointless to revolt and social alienations to which a remedy can be 

brought by political action is internalized by each of those who are dominated and 

who, avoiding acceptance of their condition as an ineluctable destiny, find a motive 

for action in the hope of change. 

The division between generic and specific alienations, according to Boltanski (2004), is 

not fixed. The attempt to fix such borderline is part of the denunciation practice. The second 

reason relates to the idea of hope towards the right to the city. For Sawaia (2009), in the passage 

for a society where there is an active appropriation, there is a need to act on the ethical-political 

suffering. 

8.3 Going back to the analytical framework  

The public arena that unfolds around a problematic situation can be defined as the 

interactions and actions taken by the publics in a certain time and space. As the arena 

corresponds to the amalgam of these interactions and actions, they always represent the current 

stage of “conflict, of cooperation and competition, of the invention of solutions and problems, 

of collective convention negotiations and is composed of multiple rationalities”(CEFAÏ; 

VEIGA; MOTA, 2011, p. 35). The arena is always transforming. 

As described in the subsections above, temporal and emotional elements affect the 

interactions and the actions of the publics. “Emotions do things”, as exposed by Ahmed (2004, 

p. 26), and the temporal perceptions and tactics also influence the decisions taken by the actors. 

The temporal and the emotional dimensions are also intrinsically related. For instance, time as 

memory and the construction of affective ties can nurture a mix of positive friendship and trust 

and negative anger and fear that may influence collective action. Time as rules and threats may 

turn into anger and generate action or resignation. The disgust towards specific parts of the city 

and their residents can generate support from a part of the population, which would agree that 

government must accelerate the interventions. 

Both dimensions can be interlinked through the Durkheimian concept of anomy309. 

                                                      
309 Durkheim distinguishes between different types of suicide: egoistic, altruistic, fatalistic, and anomic. […] The 

term anomie—literally translated, without law—signifies a state of normlessness, irritation, confusion, and 

breakdown. Durkheim assumes that anomie will be found in times of increased social change when traditional 

values no longer have their binding authority and the new norms do not yet have enough power to guide human 
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Boltanski and Chiapello (2009), writing about the development of capitalism, expose that the 

indicators of anomy have grown since the second half of the 1970s, period when the common 

world of projects start to emerge. In this sense, the exacerbation of the anomy indicators is not 

only a result of precarity and misery:  

But also as a mark of the disappearance of the points of attachment that people may 

have about their social environment, with a resulting weakening of the belief that they 

may have about the future, as a vanishing point capable of guiding the action and, 

therefore, of giving some meaning to the present, by retroaction (BOLTANSKI; 

CHIAPELLO, 2009, p. 420). 

Thus, according to this literature, the unpredictability of the future and the break of the 

ties – that were developed in the past, and that give meaning to present and future – can generate 

fear and hopelessness. Negative emotions (as hopelessness), if not balanced with an appropriate 

amount of positive emotion (as hope), will hinder the emergence of collective struggle. 

Going back to the research question – how do different actors interact to change urban 

practices? – the different actors interact and negotiate based on different temporal perceptions 

and possibilities; and such interactions are based and transformed by the emotions of the 

different publics. Considering the provisional framework developed, I argue that the temporal 

and emotional dimensions: 

- Transform the perception about the problematic situation: the understanding of 

what is considered problematic is based on the emotions experienced and shared by the 

different publics. Actors frame the emotions as being associated with injustice, hurt and 

loss to demonstrate how they are negatively affected by these interventions. In both 

cases, the temporal perspectives were also fundamental for the perception of the 

problematic characteristic of the situation. For project implementers, the delay of the 

interventions was taken as a problem; while the hurry of expelling the citizens and the 

unreliability of what will happen in the future are reasons why the affected residents see 

the situation as problematic. 

- Have a repercussion in the publicization of these situations and in the devices used 

to publicize and to keep the arena public: The constant tensions between privatization 

and publicization of the arena around the problematic situations are abounding with 

emotional and temporal elements. For instance, not embracing emotions – especially 

the negative ones – so they will not irradiate to other actors can be used by project 

implementers as a strategy to keep the arena private. On the other hand, affected 

                                                      
behavior. People will commit suicide more often in such a state of depression because they do not know what 

way their life is going (NOLLMANN; STRASSER, 2007, p. 20). 
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residents frame emotions and use them in public manifestations to attract external 

attention. The emotional aspects of injustice, hurt and loss are central for public 

demonstrations and for mediatic attention. Intermediary actors are more interested in 

such cases if they somehow feel empathy and compassion for the affected residents. 

The temporal element is also used as an argument to keep the arena private: the 

individualized discussion of rights and resettlement will fasten the process. In São 

Paulo, time was also used as an excuse not to publicize the arena310. Moreover, as the 

publicization of the arena is always precarious, different actors must invest time and 

keep the necessary levels of emotional involvement to maintain the arena public. 

- Modify the instruments used and activities performed during the courses of action:  

temporal and emotional dimensions plaid a substantial role in the decision of the 

individual actors to be part or not of the public arena, that is, to conduct or not the 

collective struggle (one of the possible courses of action). The balance between hope 

and hopelessness regarding the future, the feeling of nostalgia that evolved within time 

as memory, anger, trust, the affective ties with other actors and time availability may 

influence the actors to engage on the struggle. On the other hand, situations when time 

is a scarce resource, when there is extreme hopelessness and resignation, fear of being 

punished (increased by time threats) and distrust are strong stimuli not to engage. The 

relationship with other actors, that evolved with time, also nurture the emotions of hope 

and trust and bring other capacities that are useful for the collective struggle. 

Having this in mind, temporal and emotional dimensions must be taken into account 

when analyzing the public arena that evolves around urban conflicts. Embedding these elements 

within the analytical framework developed, some possibilities can be considered: in addition to 

the courses of action, the courses of emotions and affects can also integrate the analysis; 

emotions and time mechanisms can be interpreted as publicization devices of the 

problematic situation; the emotional and temporal dimensions of each public must be depicted 

for a full comprehension of the problematic situations, that is, emotional and temporal 

dimensions are constitutive elements of the problematic situations. 

Some elements that were raised in the discussions of temporal and emotional 

dimensions in urban conflicts guide to the last chapter of this thesis: the debate about 

                                                      
310The coordinator of the Health Public-Private Partnership argued that by the time the expropriation process 

started, the area was yet not categorized as ZEIS3, therefore, he would follow the previous legislation. As 

mentioned in chapter 5, the area was categorized as ZEIS3 in the 2004 by the municipal Land Use Act and the 

expropriation processes started in 2013, therefore invalidating the argument. 
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colonialism and decolonialism. Under the temporal dimension, the analysis regarding the 

dispossession of future, the homogeneous and accelerated time under modernization theory and 

the monoculture of linear temporality guide for discussions regarding relations of power, 

poverty, and the imposition of one singular development model (including the model of city) 

that are typical for Latin American realities. From the emotional dimension, the attempts to 

deny or to suppress some kind of emotions, the competition and distrust amongst actors, and 

the concept of ethical-political suffering emphasize the need to enter this debate. 
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9. THE DELINEATION OF A NEW POLITY: THE COLONIALIST COMMON 

WORLD 

9.1 Theoretical gap: the limitation of the so far identified common worlds 

As presented in Chapter 8, the cases studied in this thesis are situations in which the 

several common worlds – inspired, domestic, fame, civic, industrial, market and of projects – 

coexist (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). However, as much as the combination of the 

common worlds helps to understand the urban conflicts, it does not provide a full 

comprehension of relevant elements that were identified in the fieldwork. I propose that some 

of its elements – such as the violence toward the residents and their invisibilization, the 

difficulties in publicizing these problematic situations, the attempts to keep the problems 

private, the citizenship related to properties, the discrepancies and blockages of temporalities 

and emotions – are part of another logic. A logic that is not of justice, rather of domination. 

The connection of the pragmatic sociology with the right to the city emphasizes the role 

and impact of the industrial and market common worlds in the urbanization process, specifically 

the space homogenization and commodification. Regarding this, I follow Galès (2016) and 

Parnell and Robinson (2012) in the proposition that while neoliberalism may be the cause of 

many urban issues, it is not enough to explain the totality of these issues. I add Gómez (2017, 

p. 31) to this argument, who suggests that the insistence of neomarxists in three hierarchies311 

to explain how political economy inequalities and power disbalances contributes to the 

invisibilization of other forms of hierarchies. I also mobilize Blauner (1969, p. 394), who 

emphasizes that class analysis and economic factors are not sufficient to explain issues as “race 

and racism in America”. 

I propose in this chapter the delineation of a colonial polity and its respective common 

world as a relevant ‘engagement’ regime that partially coordinates the urban conflicts 

analyzed. While the colonization process per se ended with the independence of the countries 

at the beginning of the XIX century, the colonialism as a social, economic and political system 

has been circumscribing everyday lives for the past centuries (BLAUNER, 1969; SODRÉ, 

1965). Coloniality and internal colonialism are concepts in use to express colonial social 

practices that outlived the classical colonialism, denouncing the imposition of a single 

development model and defining not only the rhythm of what is modern, but also what is 

considered as a valid form of knowledge and rationality, invalidating other plural forms that 

                                                      
311 International division of labor, the hierarchy of social classes and the global interstate system 
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could involve emotions and affections (ASSIS, 2014; BALLESTRIN, 2014; CUSICANQUI, 

2012; GROSFOGUEL, 2006; QUIJANO, 2005). 

For such endeavor, I attempt to follow the path taken by Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) 

in the development of the common worlds. This leads this chapter to have the following 

structure: first I explain the imperative of justification, the identification of polities and the 

possibility of having polities that are not under the justice realm; second I expose colonialism 

as an ideology, a polity based on different pillars and that still perpetuates in Latin America; 

third I oppose the axioms of the justice polities against the colonial polity; fourth I develop the 

categories of the colonial common world, presenting elements from the two analyzed cases; 

and fifth I propose that the struggle to the right to the city, in societies that were colonized and 

where colonized and colonizers share space, is intrinsically related to decolonial practices. 

9.2 Beyond the imperative of justification and the identification of justice polities 

In the book ‘On Justification: Economies of Worth’, Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) 

suggest that society is organized through an imperative of justification. According to this 

imperative, agreements and disagreements amongst actors are necessary aspects for the 

conduction of everyday life. Such practices (agreements and disagreements) are based on 

justifications that are intrinsically mobilized by the actors and are contingent to the 

circumstances. In regular everyday situations, such justifications can be exposed or not. When 

actors are involved in public quarrels, however, the criticisms that are part of the public arena 

play a relevant role. Hence, the legitimacy of the choices and actions taken depends on these 

justifications, that are then commonly exposed. Criticisms and justification are the two sides of 

the same coin: the imperative of justification. 

At every need of justification or critics, the actor is being tested to deal with the 

disagreements regarding their arguments and practices. The contribution of Boltanski and 

Thévenot, in this spectrum, are twofold.  On one side, they identify that such justifications are 

much more plural than the constant duality between an individualistic cost-benefit agency and 

a structural determinism. On the other side, they identify that these justifications are not infinite, 

that they come from specific common places. Such common places are called polities or cites, 

and they are orders of worth that guide ordinary senses of what is considered just, according to 

different higher common principles: “The behavior of persons can thus be viewed as 

reasonable, coherent, and justifiable according to a principle that is known and acknowledged 

by all” (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006, p. 43). Each polity entails a higher common 

principle that influences the actions and justifications. The Economies of Worth, thus, is 
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inserted in a paradigm of collective action that emphasizes the rules and conventions built in 

the relation between actor and structure (KRIEGER; ANDION, 2014). 

In the process of understanding the imperative of justification, Boltanski and Thévenot 

focused on principles of justice – justesse – that may bring disputes to an end: “Justice handles 

disputes by relating them to a principle of general equivalence and by subjecting the parties to 

a test defined with reference to that equivalence” (BOLTANSKI, 2012, p. 91). In Economies 

of Worth, Boltanski and Thévenot (2016, p.71), in addition to explaining the foundations of the 

theory, present six higher common principles, that “people resort most often in order to finalize 

an agreement or pursue a contention”. The authors resort to canonical texts to describe the 

principles of these polities. The chosen texts are widely known and were used for the set-up of 

political systems and for the construction and justifications of political instruments: Inspired, 

based on ‘The city of God’[written from 413 to 426], by Saint Augustine; Domestic, based on 

‘Politics drawn from the very words of holy scripture’ [1709], by Bossuet; Fame, based on 

‘Leviathan’ [1651], by Hobbes; Civic; based on ‘The social contract’ [1762], by Rousseau; 

Market, based on ‘The wealth of nations’ [1776], by Adam Smith; and Industrial, based on ‘De 

la physiologie sociale’[1832],  by Saint-Simon. 

Later, other polities were identified, and these were not based on canonical works. 

Boltanski and Chiapello (2009), using a corpus formed by management texts from the 1990s, 

identified the polity of Project; Lafaye and Thévenot, based on the impact of the 

environmentalist movements from the 1980s and 1990s, have identified the emergence of a 

Green Polity; and Thévenot, based on the growing influence of quantitative social research 

regarding and orientating public policies, identified an Informational Polity (BOLTANSKI; 

CHIAPELLO, 2009; BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006; LAFAYE; THÉVENOT, 1993; 

THÉVENOT, 1997). 

Although the framework developed on ‘Economies of worth’ sets the stage for polities 

of justice, in “Love and Justice as Competence”, first published in 1990, Boltanski (2012) 

reckons that social phenomena cannot be reduced to the question of justice: “Actors are not 

always oriented towards justice and not all situations are subjected to the same degree to an 

imperative of justification” (BOLTANSKI, 2012, p. 37).  The author identifies possibilities of 

situations when the principles of justice are not followed: the ones in which critiques are not 

possible; the ones in which the persons do not feel (or are not) obliged to explain themselves; 

or situations in which the actors do not have to respond arguments with other arguments, but 

can use forms of violence and threats as response. Boltanski and Thévenot (2006, p. 38) 

understand that, in situations of violence, “the process of justification has been set aside”. 
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Based on such elements – the non-reductionism of social phenomena to matters of 

justice; the impossibility of critiques in different situations; the non-necessity to justify; or even 

the capacity to justify with violence – I propose the delineation of a cité that is prone to the side 

of  tyranny and domination: the colonial polity. The next subsections, different from what 

Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) understand, evince that situations of violence and domination 

are still based on the imperative of justification, as different reasonings have been developed to 

justify such actions. In Economies of Justification, the authors situate these six principles in 

space and time: when they say “In France today”, they mean that these principles of justice are 

not exhaustive and that others may emerge from different contexts. I believe that, being from a 

colonized country, and living with many of the effects caused by such system enabled me to 

see the existence of different categories that could not be explained by the existent polities. 

9.3 The polity of colonialism 

Colonialism started with the colonization process, meaning “the establishment of 

domination over a geographically external political unit” (BLAUNER, 1969, p. 395), but it did 

not end with that moment of history. Such domination entailed a social, political and economic 

system that endured even after the “mother-nations” “left” the colonized countries. I add 

emphasis to “mother-nation”, a term that brings to mind that the colonizing countries brought 

to life/civilized the other lands through the colonization process; and to “left”, because despite 

the independence declarations, the rationality put in place to justify such processes perpetuates: 

“In effect, a common factor in the post-colonial theories is the complaint about the persistence 

of the colonial and imperial rationale of Western modernity” (BALLESTRIN, 2014, p. 214). 

In the past decades, different authors have been denouncing that colonialism still affects 

social relations in societies that were colonized. Two important, although different, concepts 

that express such continuity are “internal colonialism” and “coloniality”. These concepts are 

part of what have been called the decolonialist turn, assuming a radical perspective regarding 

post-colonialism for Latin America social sciences. Such turn had as sources the works of Aimé 

Césaire, Franz Fanon and the productions regarding the pedagogy of the oppressed; the 

philosophy of liberation and the dependence theory (BALLESTRIN, 2013; RESTREPO; 

ROJAS, 2010). 

The initial discussions about internal colonialism emerged in the 1960s, with the 

pioneering work of Fausto Reinaga and Pablo González Casanovas312 (CUSICANQUI, 2012). 

                                                      
312 In fact, the first author to use the term was Charles Wright Mills, in 1963 (CASANOVA, 2007) 
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The concept expresses how inhabitants of a former colonialized country continue exploiting 

members of the same society, even in democratic scenarios. The studies involving this concept 

emphasize the systemic mechanisms put in place to continue the colonial social reproduction 

and highlight how capitalism and imperialism are combined with racism and colonialism to 

continue exploring and oppressing groups that are not in power (CASANOVA, 2007; 

GALDINO; RAUFFELT, 2003). 

The concept of coloniality was coined by Aníbal Quijano313 in the 1990s 

(CUSICANQUI, 2012), as a logic that reproduces national and international injustice and 

inequality. It evolved to the “coloniality of power” perspective, which: 

refers to a crucial structuring process in the modern/colonial world-system that 

articulates peripheral locations in the international division of labor with the global 

racial/ethnic hierarchy and Third World migrants´ inscription in the racial/ethnic 

hierarchy of metropolitan global cities (BALLESTRIN, 2014, p. 220). 

The scholars in this area denounce the imbrication of the ideals of modernity with 

colonialism, reiterating that colonialism is the hidden agenda of modernity, that is: “coloniality 

is constitutively of modernity – there is no modernity without coloniality” (MIGNOLO, 2017, 

p. 2). Hence, coloniality – the inequalities, suffering, forms of forced labor, etc. – are not side 

effects of the modernity, they are a vital part of modernity.  Thus, the authors put in check the 

hegemonic European narratives of modernity and development, which  would have the 

intention of universalizing the once localized ways of life (POZZEBON; FONTENELLE, 

2018; RESTREPO; ROJAS, 2010). Such critiques are also directed to the US imperialism that 

prevailed in the world-system. 

The focus of this subsection is to describe colonialism as a polity, focusing on the 

colonial systems imposed in Latin America. Although different systems were adopted by Spain 

and Portugal (FIELDHOUSE, 1982; HOLANDA, 2010), there were shared features and there 

are common effects that continue to haunt the continent. Blauner (1969), in his analysis of 

ghettoes and internal colonialism in the United States, identifies four components that form the 

colonization complex (BLAUNER, 1969, p. 396): a) the constraint, transformation and 

destruction of indigenous values and ways of life; b) the involuntary and forced entry of other 

racial groups in the dominant society; c) racism as a principle of social domination, in which a 

group considered inferior because of biological characteristics is exploited, controlled and 

                                                      
313 Quijano was one of the founders of the Modernidade/Colonidade Group at the end of the 1990s, composed by 

Latin American intellectuals. The first meeting that resulted in the constitution of the group was held in 1998 in 

Venezuela, with the support of CLACSO, uniting Edgardo Lander, Arthuro Escobar, Walter Mignolo, Enrique 

Dussel, Aníbal Quijano and Fernando Coronil (BALLESTRIN, 2013) 
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oppressed by a group considered superior; and d) members of the colonized group are 

administered by representatives of the dominant power. 

Such components are used as foundations of my exposition of colonialism as a polity. 

However, I combine two of them (b and c), which I substantially complement with the analysis 

of other authors. Moreover, I add a fourth component to this amalgam: the access to land. 

Although access to all resources is controlled by the system, how the access to land was 

distributed brings perverse effects to this day (MARTINS, JOSÉ DE SOUZA, 2010). 

9.3.1 Beyond mercantile relations: the constraint, transformation and destruction of 

indigenous values and ways of life 

The colonization processes did not have the only intent of generating profits for the 

colonizing countries. As denounced by Chico Buarque and Ruy Guerra in the Fado Tropical 

lyrics, - “Ai, esta terra ainda vai cumprir seu ideal/Ainda vai tornar-se um imenso Portugal!314” 

- obtaining the rewards was indeed a very important part of the colonization, but the political 

power of the sovereign was prominent and there was always the intention of reproducing the 

metropolitan “civilization” (FIELDHOUSE, 1982). While describing that “In Brazil she 

[Portugal] created the first 'plantation' colony, in which a small European minority settled 

permanently and tried to reproduce their metropolitan civilization, as the Spaniards did in 

'mixed' colonies” (FIELDHOUSE, 1982, p. 11), the author subjectively induces the idea of 

civilization and the civilized colonizers vs the uncivilized, the savage natives. 

In an analysis regarding the achievements of the colonial system, comparing Portugal 

and Spain, Fieldhouse (1982) says that it is not possible to “reach any verdict” on the impact of 

the policy that Spain held over the native population: 

In view of such contrasts it is impossible to reach any verdict on Spanish native policy 

and its impact on Amerindian peoples. At its best it was enlightened and offered 

them the advantages of being members of a Europeanized Christian society. At 

its worst it reduced them to helots. In either case it shared with all colonial regimes 

the defect that it ended the natural evolution of native society (FIELDHOUSE, 1982, 

p. 24 emphasis added). 

Although Fieldhouse tries to balance the positive and negative outcomes for the native 

population, in his book the author emphasizes the figures of metals, profits and taxes that were 

sent to the metropolises. On the other hand, there is no figure regarding the number of natives 

that were murdered in the process. Such figures from the Spanish colonization are exposed by 

                                                      
314 Translatio: Oh, this land will still fulfill its ideal / It will still become an immense Portugal. This is an excerpt 

of the lyrics of Fado Tropical, writen by Chico Buarque in 1972-1973. 
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Galeano in many excerpts, being these two illustrative of the genocide that was undertaken: 

Three years after the discovery Columbus personally directed the military campaign 

against the natives of Dominican Island. A handful of cavalry, 200 soldiers, and a few 

specially trained dogs decimated the Indians. More than 500, shipped to Spain, were 

sold as slaves in Seville and died miserably (GALEANO, 1979, p. 24). 

In 1581 Philip II told the audiencia315 of Guadalajara that a third of Latin America’s 

Indians had already been wiped out, and that those who survived were compelled to 

pay the tributes for the dead (GALEANO, 1979, p. 49). 

The same had happened in Brazil. For instance, in the first two centuries after the 

Portuguese  arrived, the indigenous population that lived in the Brazilian coast  had already 

vanished (CRESSONI, 2013). Restrepo and Rojas (2010) mention that, for Césaire and Fanon, 

the colonialist system was not only composed of administrative and military structures, which 

enabled physical domination, but according to these authors, colonialism was also constituted 

of the assimilation of the inferiorization discourse against the colonized peoples. Hence, racism 

- “a principle of social domination by which a group seen as inferior or different in terms of 

alleged biological characteristics is exploited, controlled and oppressed socially and psychically 

by a superordinate group” (BLAUNER, 1969, p. 396) - is one of the fundamental components 

of the colonial imposition. 

Christianism played a big role in the colonization process and in the transformation and 

destruction of indigenous ways of life. Crowley (2015, p. 41) correlates the Portuguese sea 

expansion to the crusades. Being “warriors of Christ”, the catholic monarchs obtained 

concessions from the papacy to explore lands: “The crusading remit from Rome was ‘to invade, 

search out, capture, vanquish and subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and other 

enemies of Christ…and to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery’”. The orbis christianus 

notion was put in place by the powers of the Pope and of the King and led the catechization of 

the indigenous population, imposing a new set of culture and extinguishing habits that were not 

related to christianity (CRESSONI, 2013; PAIVA, 2000). 

Césaire and Fanon raise the perspective that the enunciation of the “bright” side of the 

colonization – the enlightenment and offering of becoming members of a Europeanized 

Christian society – relates to an objectification of the colonized populations (RESTREPO; 

ROJAS, 2010). Such objectification exhibits one definition of what is accepted as progress, of 

what are considered advances in living standards. By stablishing a comparative to the genocide 

of the indigenous populations, many authors consider this an epistemicide (SANTOS, 

                                                      
315 An audiencia was a judicial district as well as a judicial, administrative, and advisory body. In Mexico, it was 

the supreme court of administration and judgment. 
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BOAVENTURA DE SOUSA; ARAÚJO; BAUMGARTEN, 2016): “In this case, the strong 

race does not destroy the weak by weapons, it suppresses it by civilization” (CUNHA, 2008, p. 

116). 

Colonialism, hence, was based on an antagonistic relation, in which the presence of the 

colonizers did not allow the native societies to be themselves (BALLESTRIN, 2013; LACLAU; 

MOUFFE, 2015). The presence of the colonizers to the native populations was a total social 

fact, enforcing new religious, political and economic orders (PAIVA, 2000). Such endeavor 

had the intention of producing “docile bodies and subjectivities to the accumulation of wealth” 

(RESTREPO; ROJAS, 2010, p. 44), as the inferiorization was a necessary step to submit 

individuals and groups to servitude. Here lies the connection with modernity: the imposition of 

one single development model also does not allow other models to emerge. In addition, this one 

model of modernity and development was achieved through the subjugation of other societies. 

This leads to the next component. 

9.3.2 Exploitation of forced work, dehumanization and racism 

The work force of two groups was coercively exploited during the colonization process.  

In the Spanish side, natives were  kept in compulsory labor, but from a legal standpoint,  they 

could not be enslaved, as “Spanish native policy assumed that natives were equal to settlers” 

(FIELDHOUSE, 1982, p. 22). However, the legal system faced difficulties in being enforced: 

The Compilation of the Laws of the Indies abounds with decrees establishing the equal 

right of Indians and Spaniards to exploit the mines, and expressly forbidding any 

infringement of Indian rights. Thus formal history – the dead letter of today which 

perpetuates the dead letter of the past – has nothing to complain about, but while 

Indian labor legislation was debated in endless documents and Spanish jurists 

displayed their talents in an explosion of ink, in Latin America the law “was respected 

but not carried out” (GALEANO, 1979, p. 51). 

Later, the Spanish created legal stratagems to enable compulsory labor, as the 

encomienda, the mita, and the debt peonage. Galeano (1979) presents several stories regarding 

the compulsory labor established by the Spanish. One of them regards  Potosí, a Quechuan 

name meaning “the mountain that eats man”(GREENFIELD, 2016): 

In three centuries Potosi’s Cerro Rico, according to Josiah Conder, consumed 8 

million lives. The Indians, including women and children, were torn from their 

agricultural communities and driven to the Cerro. Of every ten who went up into the 

freezing wilderness, seven never returned (GALEANO, 1979, p. 59) 

The Portuguese side, according to Fieldhouse, did not have the same luck in adventuring 

the d’além-mar lands. No metals were discovered in the colonized territory until the end of the 
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XVII century. In addition, “the indigenous population proved useless as a labor force”, the new 

land “lacked a docile indigenous labor force”.  For this reason, Portugal “had to improvise. They 

brought sugar canes from their Atlantic islands, which in turn derived from earlier sugar 

plantations in the Mediterranean, and negro slaves from Africa” (FIELDHOUSE, 1982, p. 29). 

It is estimated that, from 1501 to 1866, 5.848.266 enslaved individuals  were taken from 

Africa to Brazil and 1.061.524 were taken to Spanish colonies (SLAVE VOYAGES, [S.d.]). 

By the use of great amount of violence, these individuals were forced to an involuntarily entry 

in other countries (BLAUNER, 1969). This deserves special attention, because descendants 

from other groups (specially Europeans and Asians), who migrated to these countries, compare 

the difficulties faced by their ancestors to the suffering the enslaved individuals from Africa 

faced when “arriving” in the new continent. 

Racial superiority theories – as Georges Lapouge’s  social Darwinism; Edmond 

Demolins’ idea of Anglo-Saxon superiority ; Arthur de Gobineau’s  ideas of moral and 

intellectual diversity of races, used as a fundament  for racial separatism in the United States, 

among many others – were developed and spread to legitimize this process (DÓRIA, 2017; 

GAHYVA, 2011; SCHWARCZ, 1994; SODRÉ, 1965). 

These theories, that dehumanized specific groups of people according to biological 

characteristics, were successful in Europe around the mid XIX century, and in Brazil they were 

influential from 1870 until 1930 (SCHWARCZ, 1994). Sodré (1965), for instance, in his book 

about the ideology of colonialism, identifies how the colonial arguments and symbols are 

appropriated by Brazilian authors. His analysis of Oliveira Vianna’s works identifies the 

opposition of the distinct character of the Aryan race noble superiority against the inferior 

morality of the ignorant plebs. Oliveira Vianna was a Brazilian jurist, sociologist, professor and 

historian, who held several positions in government, including being part of the Special 

Constitution Review Commission  between 1933 and 1934, holding an important position in 

the Estado Novo government established by Getulio Vargas (SODRÉ, 1965). 

Sodré (1965) brings an interesting point that such poverty and inequalities that used to 

be based on social Darwinism arguments, are now explained by other factors, specifically 

economic.  

Nowadays, it is already difficult to disseminate theories about race superiority, 

regarding climate, geography position. The resistance these theories face have grown 

in such a way that they have lost effectivity, they ceased to be useful for the purposes 

for which they were intended. It became imperative to replace them with others, 

particularly in the economic field (SODRÉ, 1965, p. 15). 

Apart from Haiti, slavery in Latin America came to an end without any reparation or 
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policy oriented to solve the inequalities inherited by such groups. Quite the opposite, in Brazil, 

European migrants were given incentives to come to Brazil in the XIX and XX centuries to 

serve as labor force instead of the now freed enslaved persons. The end of slavery did not mean 

the end of racism. Actually, structural racism is one of the features of the continent: “Whether 

as vulgar or cultural racism, racism is not a phenomenon of individuals with moral deviations, 

which at some point would be overcome, but is constitutive of colonial social formations on 

both the side of the colonized country and the colonizer” (RESTREPO; ROJAS, 2010, p. 48). 

It is important to emphasize that such historical moment did not go through without any 

revolt, riot or attempt to resist. Both indigenous population and the Africans brought to the 

continent did not accept such situation pacifically (FAUSTO, 2012). Quilombo and Palenque 

are two very similar institutions that still exist in Brazil and Colombia, respectively, and served 

as locations of resistance of Africans that escaped from slavery316 (Silva, 2012). Usually, the 

attempts were violently repressed and there were social rules in place to avoid uprisings.  

Such feature cascades its effects until the current times. Afro descendants are 2.5 more 

likely to live under chronic poverty than the white and mestizo population (Figure 62) and 

although the continent has a high rate of irregular settlements, the majority of the population in 

this situation is Afro descendant (Figure 63) (THE WORLD BANK, 2018). Homicide rate 

amongst Afro-descendants, specially the figures regarding homicide committed by the police 

forces, also expresses this feature (REDAÇÃO, 2019). 

 

Figure 62: Poverty in 2015, by race (US$ 5.5 a day, 2011 PPP) 

Source: The World Bank (2018, p. 22). 

                                                      
316 Many others existed in Latin American countries, as Cimarron in Cuba; Cumbes in Venezuela; and Maroons 

in Haiti, Jamaica and other Caribbean islands (SILVA, VERA REGINA RODRIGUES DA, 2012). 
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Figure 63: Share of urban population living in slums, by race 

Source: The World Bank (2018, p. 21). 

To add another layer to this, legislation from different European countries establish that, 

if certain criteria are met, European descendants that were born in other countries are entitled 

to a dual citizenship. In Brazil, in the past decades, the numbers of Brazilians with dual 

citizenships has risen: from 2002 to 2017, the number of European passports conceded to 

Brazilian increased in 800%. In these years, 170.187 Brazilians were granted the European 

passports317 (REDAÇÃO, 2020). On the other hand, Afro-descendants from enslaved ancestors 

have neither genealogical records nor had any reparation from the countries or companies that 

profited from the enslaved people commercialization. This creates another citizenship division 

in Brazil: the ones who can scape to Europe and benefit from the wealth “conquered” in the 

past centuries and the ones who do not even have the right to personal history. 

Poverty data regarding indigenous population was harder to find. In 2007, a World Bank 

report denounced that more than 80% of indigenous population in Bolivia, Peru, México, 

Guatemala  and Ecuador lived in poverty situation (GARCEZ, 2007). In 2010, data 

demonstrated that 38% of indigenous populations in Brazil lived below the poverty line 

(BRUNO, 2011). I make a reservation regarding this data: most likely, the way to measure 

poverty is intrinsically related to modernity concepts and might not represent the ways of life 

of these different nations. Particular data from Brazil reflects such dehumanization better: the 

absolute number of homicides of the indigenous population has been systematically increasing 

                                                      
317 The four countries that most issued passports for Brazilians were: 32% to Portugal, 17,8% to Italy; 15,63% to 

Spain; and 7,83% to Germany 
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in the past 15 years (CONSELHO INDIGENISTA MISSIONÁRIO, 2018). 

9.3.3 Colonized groups are governed by representatives of dominant power 

One of the features brought by Blauner (1969) is that power relations in colonialism 

developed in a way that the colonized groups are/were governed by representatives of the 

dominant power. Such characteristic was a mix of brutal imposition with cultural socialization 

of the elites: 

The colonizers use their culture to socialize the colonized elites (intellectuals, 

politicians, and middle class) into an identification with the colonial system. Because 

Western culture has the prestige, the power, and the key to open the limited 

opportunity that a minority of the colonized may achieve, the first reaction seems to 

be an acceptance of the dominant values (BLAUNER, 1969, p. 401). 

Fieldhouse (1982) emphasizes the intention of imitating state institutions from Europe 

in Latin America and how these institutions were restricted to Europeans and their descendants. 

Hence, native nations were bound by the legislation developed and applied by the people in 

power. The vastness of the territories and the distance to the controlling groups created an 

inefficiency in legislation enforcement and served as incentive to abuse of power. 

The two colonialism components already discussed (the constrain and destruction of 

indigenous values and ways of life; and forced labor, dehumanization and racism) are related 

to the maintenance of power in the hands of white Europeans descendants. Hesketh Prichard, 

for instance, in 1900, published a book about his adventures in Haiti entitled “Where Black 

Rules White: A Journey Across and About Hayti”, which he concludes by saying: “Can the 

negro rule himself? Is he congenitally capable? […] To-day, as the matters stand, he certainly 

cannot rule himself” (PRICHARD, 2018, p. 283–284). 

Oliveira Vianna, mentioned in the subsection above, defended racism as a selective 

mechanism to keep white people in power, thus denying “inferior races” the access to become 

part of the dominant classes: 

And all this, Oliveira Vianna not only exposes, but applauds: ‘The prejudices of color 

and blood [...] therefore have a truly provincial function. They are admirable selective 

devices, which prevent the ascension to the ruling classes of these lower mestizos, 

who tingle in the sub-layers of the population  (SODRÉ, 1965, p. 188). 

The effects of this component in Latin America remain to the present day: Afro 

descendants and indigenous populations are politically under represented. In 2014, the 
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indigenous candidacies in Brazil represented only 0,34%318 of the total number of candidates 

for municipal government (both executive and legislative powers). The first and only 

indigenous to assume an institutional representation in Federal Government was Juruna, a 

congressman from 1983 to 1987 (MAÍRA, 2018). As I write this thesis, the current Brazilian 

president said on a video published in his social media: “The indigenous have changed, they 

are evolving, more and more they are human being like us”319 (G1, 2020). Even more, a former 

evangelical missionary was appointed as coordinator of the policy for isolated indigenous 

populations protection inside  Funai (Fundação Nacional do Índio - Indigenous National 

Foundation) (FELLET, 2020; PHILLIPS, 2020). 

Although precarious and localized, some advances were achieved in the past decade. 

For instance, Evo Morales, member of the cocalero social movement (CASTILLO; DURAND, 

2008), was acclaimed in 2006 for being the first indigenous president of Bolivia320. In addition, 

Bolivia became known for its 2009 Constitution that recognized Bolivia as a Plurinational 

country and the subsequent creation of the Viceministerio de Decolonización. The Bolivian 

constitution also embraces the concept of ‘suma qamaña’(buen vivir), an Aymara term that 

expresses an indigenous perception of development (questioning the homogeneous and hegemonic 

colonial model) (CAMARGO, 2014). This term is also embodied in the 2008 Ecuadorian 

Constitution (SILVA, KLAUS PEREIRA DA; GUEDES, 2017). 

The juridical systems of Portugal and Spain also reverberates in Latin America. I will 

not focus on this subject here, but Fieldhouse (1982) mentions two topics caught my attention. 

The first one regards the quantity of legislation pieces: around 1700, Spain had at least 400,00 

regulations that had legal forces on the colonies and, after a recompilation, these were reduced 

to 11,000. This caught my attention because the quantity of legislation that regulates the urban 

conflict of Medellín is one of the issues that brings confusion to the affected residents (as 

mentioned in the section “6.5.3 – The big confusion”). 

The second topic is the difficulty faced by Portugal “to ensure that colonial officials 

obeyed” these regulations (FIELDHOUSE, 1982, p. 18). This resonates the division in 

Brazilian legislation system regarding the legislation that catches on (lei que pega) and the ones 

that do not (lei que não pega). That is, there are some laws that are enforced while others are 

                                                      
318 The saddest part is that this is similar to the percentage of the indigenous population in Brazil: out of the 

approximately 180 million inhabitants of the country, only 817.963 declared themselves as indigenous (“IBGE | 

Indígenas | gráficos e tabelas”, [S.d.]) 
319 Original: “O índio mudou, tá evoluindo, cada vez mais é um ser-humano igual a nós”. 
320 Such affirmation was counterargued and even declared racist by Mario Vargas Llosa, in an opinion article 

published after the fall of Evo Morales from the government in 2019 (LLOSA, 2019). This opinion article by 

itself could render an interesting analysis. 
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just empty written documents. From the legislations that were written and not enforced during 

the Brazilian slavery period, remains the “lei para inglês ver”321 institution, that is, bills that are 

approved to create a good image and settle agreements with other countries, but that hold no 

internal validity. This also resonates in the cases. 

9.3.4 The access to land: the poverty of man as a result of the wealth of the land322  

Certainly, the distribution of all resources is based on the aforementioned power 

relations and inequalities (KOWARICK, 1985). However, even though not brought up by 

Blauner (1969), the access and ownership of land were and are fundamental components of the 

colonial system, still presenting their effects today: 

I say that the house is perhaps one of the most valued assets for a dispossessed, and 

not only in Colombia but perhaps in Latin America. Due our colonial past, Due our 

political processes, from Mexico to Patagonia, through the entire Caribbean. And this 

has its anchor in the colonial process. Here, in the colonial period, señor was called 

the one who had land, had slaves, was a white man and, above all, had property, a 

house. Well, with the dynamics of Latin American politics [...] let's say that this 

imaginary was here and let's say that with the dynamics of the Latin American 

"modern city". The popular struggles for housing in Latin America are impressive, 

they are almost struggles anchored in the revolutionary fights. And when I say 

revolutionary, they are the proposal of a structural change of the forces of the state. 

Hence, we are not talking about a small-scale symbol. A symbol that mixes not only 

with the physical device, but with all its symbolism and its cultural valuation. Then, 

of course, when a dispossessed person seeks to be someone in the world, the first link 

to that recognition is the house323 (MED.CS3).  

Signed in 1494, in the Treaty of Tordesillas “Portugal had recognized Spain as owner 

of all the Americas west of the agreed longitudinal line of demarcation - that is, of all except 

Brazil” (FIELDHOUSE, 1982, p. 11–14). Although through different perspectives, Spain and 

                                                      
321321 Literally, “law for English man to see”. This expression comes after the Lei Feijó was approved in 1831. 

The British Crown established the end of slavery as criteria for the recognition of Brazilian independency. This 

led to the approval of the bill, which established that every enslaved person that entered the country would be 

declared free was approved, but such law did not have practical implications (SANTOS, CLEYTON 

RODRIGUES, 2010). Another law was approved in 1850 with the same written purpose, but only had the effect 

of doubling the market price of enslaved persons (MARTINS, JOSÉ DE SOUZA, 2010) 
322 This is the title of the first part of “Open veins of Latin America” (GALEANO, 1979) 
323 Original: “Yo digo que la casa es quizá uno de los patrimonios mas valorados para un desposeído, y no 

solamente en Colombia sino quizá en América Latina, por nuestro pasado colonial, por nuestros procesos 

políticos, desde México hasta la Patagonia, pasando por todo el Caribe. Y eso tiene su anclaje en lo colonial. 

Aquí se le decía señor en el periodo colonial a aquel que tenia tierra, tenia esclavos, era hombre blanco y sobre 

todo tenía propiedad, una casa. Entonces la casa siempre ha sido como un símbolo de arraigo, de 

reconocimiento. Pues con las dinámicas propias de la política latino-americana [...] digamos que ese 

imaginario quedo aquí y digamos que con la dinámica de la “ciudad moderna” latinoamericana, eso 

permaneció. Las luchas populares por la vivienda en América Latina son impresionantes, son casi luchas que se 

anclan en las peleas revolucionarias. Y cuando digo revolucionarias son la propuesta de un cambio estructural 

de las fuerzas del estado, entonces no estamos hablando de un símbolo de poca monta que se mezcla no solo con 

el dispositivo físico, sino con toda su simbología y su valoración cultural. Entonces claro cuando un desposeído 

busca ser alguien en el mundo el primer eslabón para ese reconocimiento es la casa”. 
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Portugal acted as owners of the lands. 

The Spanish model focused on the establishment of large population centers,  and was 

“the most decisive instrument of domination known” (HOLANDA, 2010, p. 95). These centers 

had the same design, following the Ordenanzas de descubrimiento nuevo y población, from 

1563: the main centers, current capitals of the countries, were located in higher altitude areas, 

with similar weather to Europe, and were designed in rectilinear forms with the church and 

plaza mayor as starting points (HOLANDA, 2010). A 1770 Medellín’s map illustrates this 

drawing (Figure 64). 

Such attempt resulted in a planned central area of the cities occupied by Spanish 

colonizers, while the other parts were mainly self-constructed by the local population. This trait 

is still shared by Latin-American cities: “Acknowledging the differences between countries 

such as Chile and Mexico, Argentina and Peru, or Brazil and Venezuela, certain practices such 

as the (illegal or informal) occupation of land and vacant housing have until recently been 

central to the material production of urban space” (JANOSCHKA; SEQUERA, 2016, p. 4).  

 

 
Figure 64: 1770 Medellín's map 

Source: (LÓPEZ, 2019) 

Gabriel García Marquez, making use of his magical realism, depicts such scenario in 

his book “Love in the time of cholera”, in two interesting passages that oppose the two realities 

inside the same city (Cartagena): 
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And so the very life of the colonial city, which the young Juvenal Urbino tended to 

idealize in his Parisian melancholy, was an illusion of memory. In the eighteenth 

century, the commerce of the city had been the most prosperous in the Caribbean, 

owing in the main to the thankless privilege of its being the largest African slave 

market in the Americas324. It was also the permanent residence of the Viceroys of the 

New Kingdom of Granada, who preferred to govern here on the shores of the world’s 

ocean rather than in the distant freezing capital under a centuries-old drizzle that 

disturbed their sense of reality. Several times a year, fleets of galleons carrying the 

treasures of Potosí, Quito, and Veracruz gathered in the bay, and the city lived its 

years of glory (MÁRQUEZ, 1985, p. 16). 

Unlike the city of the Viceroys where the houses were made of masonry, here they 

were built of weathered boards and zinc roofs, and most of them rested on pilings to 

protect them from the flooding of the open sewers that had been inherited from the 

Spaniards. Everything looked wretched and desolate, but out of the sordid taverns 

came the thunder of riotous music, the godless drunken celebration of Pentecost by 

the poor (MÁRQUEZ, 1985, p. 13). 

In Brazil, Portugal implemented a different system, named plantation. As mentioned 

previously, according to Fieldhouse (1982), the system is the result of “improvisation” due to 

the hostile conditions colonizers dealt with in the new land. Such system was based on different 

monocultures - as crops, tobacco, coffee, cocoa, cotton, but, mainly, sugar cane – and on a 

specific social arrangement: “The ‘big house’, slave quarters, chapel, cane fields, sugar mill 

and accommodation for free servants and other residents -- was a closed world ruled by 

patriarchy” (LANDIM, 1993, p. 2). In Brazil, the amalgam formed by forced labor, the 

plantation system and its latifúndios with, and the abuse of forms of violence erupted in a 

society formed by verticalized and hierarchic social relations:  

In it, social and intersubjective relations are always realized as a relationship between 

a superior, who commands, and an inferior, who obeys. Differences and asymmetries 

are always transformed into inequalities that reinforce the command-obedience 

relationship. [...] Finally, when inequality is very marked, the social relationship takes 

the bare form of physical and / or psychic oppression (CHAUÍ, 2000, p. 89–90). 

At some point in history, both colonization systems adopted structures linking access 

and ownership of land to financial and family or social ties conditions. For instance, the 

Brazilian territory was first divided into 12 hereditary captaincies, and the captains to whom 

land was assigned could sell smaller plots called sesmarias to people with high acquisitive 

power that assumed the responsibility of cultivating the land: “The richer planters, closely 

related by marriage with each other and with the merchants, professional men, shipowners, and 

ecclesiastics who dominated the towns, constituted a semi-feudal oligarchy” (FIELDHOUSE, 

1982, p. 30). 

Galeano connects the origins of the colonial plantation system to the unequal access to 

                                                      
324 In fact, Brazil was the country that received the largest number of enslaved people. Salvador and Rio de 

Janeiro were the ports with higher commercialization figures (SLAVE VOYAGES, [S.d.]).    
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land and the perpetuation of large country estates: 

Subordinated to foreign needs and often financed from abroad, the colonial plantation 

evolved directly into the present-day latifundio […] The latifundio as we know it has 

been sufficiently mechanized to multiply the labor surplus, and thus enjoys an ample 

reserve of cheap hands. It no longer depends on the importation of African slaves or 

on the encomienda of Indians; it merely needs to pay ridiculously low or in-kind 

wages, or to obtain labor for nothing in return for the laborer's use of a minute piece 

of land. It feeds upon the proliferation of minifundios – pocket-sized farms – resulting 

from its own expansion, and upon the constant internal migration of a legion of 

workers who, driven by hunger, move around to the rhythm of successive harvests 

(GALEANO, 1979, p. 72). 

Although the Spanish did not adopt a plantation system, the result in land distribution 

up to the current days is the same: Latin America is the region with the highest inequality in 

land distribution of the world. Combining the countries, more than half of the productive lands 

is in the hands of 1% of the owners. Paraguay, Chile, Colombia, Venezuela, and Brazil are the 

most unequal countries in what regards distribution of productive land. In Colombia, 67% of 

productive land is concentrated by 0,4% of owners and 80% of small owners concentrate less 

than 4% of productive land. In Brazil, 45% of the properties are in the hands of 1% of the 

owners (OXFAM AMERICA, 2016). 

The Brazilian urbanization process happened later than in Spanish Latin America. 

Although conducted in the XX century, the urban space production kept many of the traces 

from the patrimonialism and colonialism  of previous centuries (MARICATO, 2000). The 

juridical aspects mentioned above also bring consequences for the urban fabric, creating the 

legal and the illegal urbanities and increasing urban inequalities. For instance, 45% of real estate 

in the city of São Paulo is in the hands of 1% of owners (BURGARELLI et al., 2016). 

As in the model of the rectilinear urban centers designed by Spanish colonizers, the legal 

city is increasingly the space of a minority. And the legal city condensates the capitalist real 

estate market as well as concentrates public investment (MARICATO, 2000). The proposal of 

microcredit325 as a solution for improving housing and urbanistic conditions of irregular 

settlements is an example of how capital is imbricated with Latin America colonial inheritance 

(ROLNIK, 2019) 

In this scenario, Latin America’s urban poor have to compete for urban space: “The city 

                                                      
325 In the past years, capital market, through microcredit, has been reaching irregular urban settlements in Latin 

America. Such provision is being incentivized by The World Bank, Usaid and UN-Habitat, with the ideal of 

being a solution for improving housing and urbanistic conditions of these areas. In reality: 

“In addition to being the expression of another highly exploitative form of subprime loan, the small scale and 

nature of most housing microfinance programs prevent such programs from addressing issues such as tenure 

security, the location and availability of services and infrastructure” (ROLNIK, 2019, p. 135). 
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as a contested space becomes a contest for the city” (JONES, 1994, p. 2). Guaranteeing survival 

in this inferior circuit of urban space (SANTOS, MILTON, 1982) demands “an everyday fight” 

against this contested city: a fight to find jobs and income, to live, to access basic resources, to 

express their culture, to move around the city, etc. Hence, self-construction, resilience and 

solidarity bonds are necessary features of such urban space. 

9.4 The axioms that guide this new polity 

The models of the justice-based polities are grounded on a set of axioms that are central 

for comprehending the polities presented in Economies of Worth. The most relevant of these 

axioms implies that, in a justice perspective, all the individuals are recognized as human beings. 

Therefore, such polities exclude political constructs that incorporate subhuman situations – as 

slavery, racial and gender differences. 

Modes of action that are not based on justice do not follow the same axioms 

(BOLTANSKI, 2012). In “Distant Suffering: morality, media and politics”, Boltanski (2004) 

presents the “politics of pity”, based on Hannah Arendt’s “On revolution”. This polity has as 

main feature the distinction between those who suffer and those who don’t, promoting a 

worldwide spectacle of suffering. Two domains – related to the axioms – differ the polity of 

pity from the polities of justice: a) instead of being divided into the meritocratic perspective of 

the great and small; the polity of pity orders worth according to the fortunate and the 

unfortunate; b) while in justice polities the great and small statuses are related to the investment 

made by the individuals, being fortunate or misfortune is a matter of destiny and can be attached 

to groups. Hence, the politics of pity does not follow the same axioms of the politics of justice. 

The polity of colonialism, as it is not based on justice (nor on pity), also does not follow 

the same axioms. In the Table 20 I present how these different axioms differ from one set of 

polity to another.
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Table 20: Axioms of justice and of domination polities 

Axioms Polities of justice Colonial polity – a domination polity 

Common 

humanity 

Members of the polity share a common humanity, what 

makes them able to reach agreements on the same grounds. 

These polities recognize that all individuals are human beings 

and exclude political constructs that incorporate subhuman 

situations (such as slavery, racial or gender differences).  

In this political order, polity members do not share common 

humanity. Thus, they are unable to reach agreements for the same 

reasons. This cité is based on political constructs that incorporate 

subhuman situations, such as slavery, racial and gender differences. 

Differentiation 

principles 

It assumes that members can achieve at least two different 

levels of worthiness within a polity. It preserves individual’s 

particularities, assuming that, in a polity, there can be as many 

levels as there are members, and that these levels may change. 

There are at least two different levels of worthiness. In fact, society 

is highly stratified, a verticalized society (CHAUÍ, 2000). However, 

individuals' access to different levels of worthiness is restricted. 

Common 

dignity 

It assumes that everyone has equal power to access all levels 

of worthiness within a polity. 

Just as there is no common humanity, neither can exist a common 

dignity. People do not have the same possibility to access all levels. 

Ordering The levels within the cities are ordered, and such order is 

necessary to coordinate actions and justify distributions of 

resources. The ordering is expressed through a scale of values 

of the goods or the happiness conferred at each level. 

 

Despite the differences in the previous axioms, this axiom is the 

same for justice and domination polities: levels are also ordered. 

This ordering has the same function as justice-based policies: 

coordinating actions and justifying distributions. Disputes only 

come to an end when the different levels of worthiness are ordered 

(BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). In this policy, as the 

ordinances are not aligned with a principle of justice even when the 

levels of greatness are ordered, there can be disputes. 

Investment 

formula 

Not all members of a polity are at the highest levels (these are 

the individuals to whom a greater degree of happiness is 

conferred, considering the idiosyncrasies of the polity).  

The benefits of the highest levels are linked to a cost or 

sacrifice that is required to access such level. The investment 

Not all members of a polity are at the highest levels (these are the 

individuals to whom a greater degree of happiness is conferred, 

considering the idiosyncrasies of the polity).  

But the benefits of higher levels are not necessarily linked to a cost 

or sacrifice required to access such level. Moral, scientific and 
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formula regulates the tension between the axiom of common 

humanity and the axiom of the ordering of states. 

economic arguments have been and are developed and used to 

stabilize the differences between the different worth levels. The 

possible investment - but extremely precarious and contingent - is 

based on the approximation with who belongs to the highest levels. 

Inferior groups: most of the time, the investment formula will not 

take the person to a higher level, but it will prevent him/her from 

being in a worse position (for instance, suffering violence). 

There is an exceptionality here: the existence of investment 

formulas gives an aura of justice to the colonial polity. Such aura 

makes individuals want to access higher levels and makes 

individuals tolerant with the existence of the lower levels (or 

individuals even criminalize the ones who are in the lower levels).  

Common good This axiom connects the individuals from different levels in a 

group, through hypothetical goods and happiness conferred to 

each level. The happiness that increases as a person increases 

his/her level, is seen as a benefit for the whole polity – 

therefore, a common good. The more the individual 

contributes to the common good, the “happier” he/she will be, 

and will be considered as in a higher order of worth. Such 

happiness is not related to self-centered pleasure, that must be 

sacrificed to achieve a greater state of greatness. Common 

dignity becomes the equal capacity of individuals to achieve 

the common good.  

The common good in the colonial polity has the same function: the 

level of happiness increases as a person increases in level and this 

is a benefit for the polity as a whole. The common good is opposed 

to self-centered pleasure that must be sacrificed to achieve a greater 

state of grandeur. However, only a part of the population can access 

this increase in the “level of happiness”. The others must sacrifice 

themselves so society can achieve a greater level of worthiness, but 

they cannot benefit from it. Such sacrifices and (limited) benefits 

are, again, justified by moral, scientific and economic arguments. 

 Arguments, such as perversity, futility, jeopardy326 are used to 

guarantee the stability of the common good (Hirschman, 1992). 

Source: elaborated by the author, based on Boltanski and Thévenot (2006). 

                                                      
326 These arguments were identified by Hirschman by the oppositionists of the achievement of political and social rights. The intention of these arguments is to dissuade from 

attempted social transformations by arguing that these transformations: will lead to the inverse results of what was expected (perversity); will not lead to any result (futility); 

will jeopardize other achievements (jeopardy). Such analysis was presented in the book The Rhetoric of Intransigence (HIRSCHMAN, 1992) 
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9.5 The delineation of a colonial common world 

In Economies of Worth, Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) first explain the polities, the 

cités. But the model is only complete when they develop a framework that enables the passage 

from the metaphysical aspect of each polity to how they are experienced by individuals in 

everyday life. From this passage, the polities are given a different name that expresses the 

connection to the concrete situations: they become the common worlds.  

The framework is composed of several categories that, when aligned, indicate the 

existence of a common world in a practical situation. To illustrate what this means, I will use 

one practical situation: the process of becoming a PhD. 

The defense of a thesis is understood as moment of peak within the industrial common 

world. It is the moment when a PhD candidate presents the work she/he has developed in the 

past years to a group of experts (subjects). The PhD candidate is being tested (moments of peak 

are also called moments of test) and, according to the verdict of the committee, she/he will be 

part of the group of hierarchically superiors as well (form of judgement). The committee of 

superiors will analyze the thesis quality and the PhD performance (higher common principle) 

and if the work is reliable (state of worthiness). The work that was devoted for the thesis is 

taken into consideration (dignity). The thesis must contain the methods, the resources, it must 

achieve a task – and must be material, written (objects). The PhD Candidate has worked for the 

past years to materialize such work (investment formula) with the support of a supervisor who 

most likely guided and controlled the development of the research (relationships).  

These categories, according to Boltanski and Thévenot’s conception, are presented in 

Table 21. In this table I also bring examples of the industrial common world, as an illustration 

of these categories (it is important to remind that all the common worlds are described using 

such categories, as they constitute the passage from the metaphysical polities to the everyday 

situations). 

Table 21: Categories of the common worlds 

Categories 
Description according the common worlds based 

on justice 

Industrial common 

world 

Higher common 

principle 

Principle of coordination that characterizes a polity 

and is the convention used to establish equivalence 

between beings. People only make the higher 

principle explicit as a last resort in the justification 

process. 

Efficiency, 

performance, 

future 

State of Way in which the various states of worth are Efficient, 
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worthiness (and 

the state of non-

worthiness) 

defined in each common world. The most valuable 

beings are guarantors of the common superior 

principle and serve as reference and contribute to 

the coordination of the actions of others. The state 

of worthiness varies from the worthiest to the least 

worthy. 

functional, reliable, 

operational 
 

Inefficient, un 

productive, not 

optimal, inactive, 

unreliable. 

Human dignity 

It is the collective capacity to seek the common 

good. The specific characteristics of human dignity 

in each policy must be inscribed in human nature 

and they must anchor the order of worth through an 

attitude unleashed by human beings. 

Work, energy 

List of subjects 

List of subjects that are part of each specific 

common world. These subjects are qualified by 

their state of greatness. 

Professionals, 

experts, specialists, 

person in charge, 

operator 

List of objects 
objects are the elements that help to objectify the 

worthiness of the people involved in a situation.  

Means, tools, 

resource, method, 

task, plan, 

probability, 

average, standard 

Investment 

formula 

It combines access to the state of worthiness with 

a sacrifice, a burden.  

Progress, 

investment, 

dynamic 

Natural relations 

amongst the 

beings  

It is the relations between individuals and the 

objects of the specific common world that must be 

in harmony with their respective worthiness, 

according to the relations of equivalence and order 

established by politics  

Control, put to 

work,  

Harmonious 

figures  

The harmonious distribution of states of 

worthiness is a distribution in accordance with the 

investment formula. 

Organization, 

system 

Moments of 

tests and 

judgements 

Peak moments, situations in which members have 

to present their justifications, acts and objects 

proving they belong to the higher levels of the 

common world (such “belonging” to higher levels 

only exists in the colonial world).  The judgment 

ratifies the test and is expressed. 

Moments of test: 

Trial, launching, 

setting up, 

achievement 

Judgement: 

effective, correct, 

functioning 

Estate of 

deficiency and 

fall  

It demonstrates the fall of the common world. It is 

not only the negation of the polity, it reveals a 

worthiness of another nature, a nature that was first 

denounced and denied.  

Instrumental 

action, treating 

people as things 

Source: elaborated by the author, based on Boltanski and Thévenot (2006). 
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Using these same categories, I attempt to delineate a first design of a colonial common 

world. Such development is still precarious, as it is based on the urban conflicts analyzed in 

this thesis, and I believe that many other situations can be further incorporated to consolidate 

the common world. Such attempt is presented in Table 22, which contains a) how they are 

expressed in the colonial common world; and b) through excerpts from the data, how these 

categories are reflected in the cases under analysis. 

Some of the categories, as common dignity and investment formula, must be analyzed 

and combined with Table 20 (axioms). 

Table 22: The colonial common world 

Categories 
Colonial 

common world 
How they reflect on urban conflicts 

Higher 

common 

principle 

Civilization. 

Modernity. 

Exploration 

and 

exploitation, 

Conquest, 

Domination. 

“João Doria: We have to end this. Putting these people in 

mandatory hospitalization, yes, to have a chance of life, of 

survival. Datena: Of course, this also helps a lot to make 

downtown São Paulo a pigsty ... João Doria: A deteriorated 

place. Datena: In major cities of the world, usually the city 

center, downtown, is a beautiful place, preserved ...”327 

 “What one sees is that most (affected residents) begin to 

accept. There is always someone resisting. But none of our 

cable works, extensions of tracks, trams, have been left 

undone”328 (MED.CC1). 

 

State of 

worthiness 

(and the 

state of 

non-

worthiness) 

 

 

 

Colonizer, 

explorer, 

conqueror, 

owner, 

modern, 

civilized, 

European/ 

white/Aryan. 

“And there are the urbanism projects, those beautiful 

things, with puppies. The buildings. Everything beautiful. 

They presented at the meeting. They are interested in 

making a passage, a walkway from Estação da Luz to Sala 

São Paulo. They want to create a boulevard.”329 (SP.CS7) 

“ After 15 years of innovating with the first cable to be 

used as a mass transportation system in the world, Medellín 

will achieve another milestone with its urban transport: it 

will have the cable that can move more people per hour”330 

(JIMÉNEZ, JUAN DIEGO ORTIZ, 2019) 

                                                      
327 Original: “João Doria: Nós temos que acabar com isso. Colocar essas pessoas com internação obrigatória 

sim, para ter uma chance de vida, de sobrevida Datena: E é isso. É claro que isso colabora muito para que o 

centro de São Paulo seja uma pocilga. João Doria: Deteriorado! Datena: Todo mundo, em grandes cidades do 

mundo, geralmente o centro da cidade, o downtown é um lugar bonito, preservado”. 
328 Original: “Lo que uno ve es que la mayoría empieza a aceptar. Siempre queda alguien haciendo resistência. 

Pero ninguna de nuestras obras de cables, de ampliaciones de vías, de tranvía, se han quedado sin hacer”. 
329 Original: “E aí os projetos de urbanismo, aquelas cosias lindas, com cachorros. Os prédios. Tudo lindo. 

Apresentaram na reunião. Tem o interesse em fazer até uma passagem, uma passarela da Estação da Luz para 

Sala São Paulo. Eles querem criar um boulevard”. 
330 Original: “Después de 15 años de innovar con el primer cable en ser utilizado para alimentar un sistema 

masivo de pasajeros en el mundo, Medellín logrará otro hito con su transporte urbano: tendrá el cable que 

podrá mover más personas por hora”. 
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Vassal, 

excluded, 

colonized, 

illegal, old/not-

modern, 

uncivilized, 

non-

European/non-

white, 

clandestine. 

"John says that 60% of Medellín’s land are invasions. 

Felipe argues that where they live is not an invasion, but a 

possession. Because otherwise they would not have streets 

or highways that were built by government” (MED.RES11 

and RES7. Fieldnotes) 

“Real estate demolition begins in Cracolândia with 3 

injured and under criticism. For the City Hall, the incident 

was "unusual”, and the wounded were "clandestine". 

(HISAYASU et al., 2017) 

“Because people are afraid. They sell something to us, that 

in the communities there are only dangerous people, you 

know? So that's what was sold. So, the first issue, everyone 

is afraid, everyone. The architect, the defender, not to 

mention the judges! They have no idea what it is, what it is, 

no idea. They can't even imagine it. And the City Hall also 

has no such expertise, no such experience, no 

preparation”331 (SP.EJ1) 

“The homes of these families are ... They are not good 

places to live. Be honest, would you like to live in a 

tenement house?”332 (SP.LG.1) 

Human 

dignity 

The need for 

civilization 

leaves no room 

for human 

dignity. 

"From my point of view, they will implement the Master 

Plan at the expense of anything” 333 (MED.CS5) 

 “Those gentlemen come to take the people out of their 

places, as  if to say: “I do not like these shoes, let's throw 

them away”. Because that is what they are doing. Like 

someone who says “I don't like this”. They put on a pair of 

shoes or  blue jeans and said: “Ah and I don't like this 

anymore, let's throw them away”. That's how they are 

doing.”334 (MED.RES10). 

 “My theory is that certain territories are so stigmatized that  

they constitute a real state of exception where no type of 

legislation needs to be complied with. It is no different to 

enter Cracolândia demolishing a house, than to enter a 

favela shooting and killing without a warrant or anything. 

And of course, calling it Cracolândia, the war on drugs, 

the war on drugs justifies this intervention and turns these 

                                                      
331 Original: “Vendem uma coisa pra gente que nas comunidades estão só tem gente perigosa, né, então é isso 

que foi vendido. Então a primeira questão todo mundo tem medo, todo mundo. O arquiteto, o defensor, o juiz 

nem se fala, não tem noção do que é isso, do que é, não tem noção. Não consegue nem imaginar, e a prefeitura 

também, não tem essa expertise, não tem essa experiência, não tem um preparo”. 
332 Original: “os domicílios dessas famílias eles são... Eles não são lugares bons de se viver. Seja sincera, você 

gostaria de morar num cortiço? Não falando nada do cortiço... Num cortiço, precário... Um que não tenha 

reforma, que não esteja em nenhum programa. Você moraria num cortiço?”. 
333 Original: “A mi modo de ver ellos van a desarrollar el plan de ordenamiento territorial a costa de cualquier 

cosa”. 
334 Original: “Para que esos señores vengan a desacomodar uno, como quien disse: ‘No me gustan estos zapatos 

tirémoslo a la basura’. Porque eso es lo que están haciendo. Como quien diss: ‘Esto a mí no me gusta’. Se 

pusieron un par de zapatos o un blue jeans: ‘Ah ya esto ya no me gusta, tirémoslo’. Así están haciendo”. 
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subjects into killable, eliminable subjects” 335 (SP.CS3). 

“I must repeat, let the ideology go, move away from these 

discourses of black, white, poor, rich. We need to move 

forward on what the recently consulted population wants. 

And the population consulted responded around 80% in 

favor of this type of intervention. That the city needs to 

act”336 (SP.LG4). 

List of 

subjects 

Worthy 

beings; The 

powerful that 

are above the 

law. City Hall, 

Police, Owners 

Less worthy 

beings: 

Favelados,  

domestic 

servants,  

Ocupadores – 

poseedores, 

nóias 

“We did not think it was an urbanistic intervention. There 

was no lawsuit, no notification, no decree, there was 

nothing. It is hard to imagine that all of a sudden, the City 

Hall intervenes in an area with nothing337 (SP.EJ1) 

“They don't look at the poor. The City hall doesn't want to 

know about the poor, they just want to know about the 

rich”338 (SP.RES4) 

“Look, I was evicted, I walked out with my son. My house 

was completely destroyed by the police. My neighbors too, 

they lost everything, we lost everything. There are 85 

evicted families” 339 (SP.RES6) 

List of 

objects 

Objects 

attached to the 

worthy beings: 

“Lei que não 

pega”, “Lei 

para inglês 

ver”, property, 

violence, law, 

bureaucracy, 

“We are fighting against someone very big, very powerful, 

who has all the tools in the world, that is, all the laws they 

want 340 (MED.RES10). 

And, in a tone of sarcasm, the coordinator went on 

suggesting that, as the community does not understand 

anything about legislation, they were not legitimate to talk 

(fieldnotes from Medellín).  

“Because there came a time when we couldn't talk about a 

proposal as the next block was being demolished. It had no 

                                                      
335 Original: “A minha teoria é que determinados territórios, eles são tão estigmatizados que se constitui um 

verdadeiro estado de exceção. Aonde nenhum tipo de legislação precisa ser cumprida, então não é diferente 

entrar na Cracolândia derrubando casa, do que a PM entrar em uma favela atirando e matando sem mandato 

ou sem porra nenhuma. Matando civil [...]  Então isso foi muito importante para nós ali, aí como sacar também 

esse espaço. E claro, chamar de Cracolândia, a guerra às drogas, a guerra às drogas justifica, fundamenta essa 

intervenção e transforma esses sujeitos em sujeitos matáveis, elimináveis”. 
336 Original: “É preciso, repito, que se deixe a ideologia, que se afaste estes discursos de preto, branco, pobre 

rico. É preciso que avancemos sobre o que a população, consultada recentemente, deseja. E a população 

consultada respondeu em torno de 80% favorável a este tipo de intervenção. Que é preciso que a Prefeitura 

aja.”. 
337 Original: “[Nós] não achava[vamos] que era uma nova intervenção. Até então porque não tinha nada. Não 

tinha processo, não tinha notificação, não tinha decreto, não tinha nada. É difícil imaginar que de um dia pro 

outro, uma prefeitura, faz intervenções sem nada”. 
338 Original: "Eles não olham para os pobres. Prefeitura não quer saber de pobre, só quer saber de rico". 
339 Original: “Oh, eu fui despejada, saí com meu filho. A minha casa foi totalmente destruída pela polícia. A era 

minha vizinha também, perdeu tudo, nós perdemos tudo. Nós temos 85 famílias despejadas”. 
340 Original: “Claro, es que yo digo en la escuela que nosotros nada nos ganamos con estar reunidos aquí todo 

el día. La gente no sabe que no está pasando, porque es que estamos luchando contra alguien muy grande. Ósea 

alguien muy poderoso que tiene todas las herramientas del mundo, ósea todas las leyes que usted quiera”. 
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documents 

 

 

 

 

 

Objects 

attached to the 

less worthy 

beings: Favela, 

ocupação, 

tenement 

house 

(cortiços), 

lodgings, 

posessión 

place. Or, another day we had ... we were going to have a 

meeting and there was a police action, and everyone was 

there. There was no way to talk about a proposal when 

there was a bomb exploding”341 (SP.CS5) 

“How is it possible, 6am on a Sunday morning, the police 

come into our house, breaking down the door, breaking 

everything, removing family with child. A police officer 

broke down my door and asked me to leave. I did not want 

to leave. He said he would plant drugs in my house and 

take my son away. They took my two babies from my 

arms. He told me that if I didn't leave, he'd shoot rubber 

bullet against my legs.342 (SP.RES6). 

"The judges analyze and judge all the cases. They don’t 

know what are ZEIS (Special Zones of Social Interest), 

what is PEUC (mechanism to induce compulsory land use, 

attached to the social function of property), what is 

conselho gestor. For them, the property right always 

prevails”343 (SP.CS2) 

Investment 

formula 

Superior 

groups: they 

do not need to 

sacrifice to 

achieve higher 

levels 

Inferior 

groups: They 

must recognize 

themselves as 

non-deserving 

or non-victims. 

They have to 

“act as if they 

were 

“When we arrived at that ocupação there was a police 

officer. She told us not to leave a vagabond or drug users 

(nóia) get in there, so it did not become a drug dealer point. 

That is how she said. And she said, “It's great to know 

there are families here.” And left. I think it was the only 

cop who had the decency and the ability to treat us like 

families the way we were. Real families”344 (SP.RES1). 

One of the residents said that police officers went to the 

plantón, that the residents talked to them, gave them 

refreshments. The resident suggests that the police were 

not worried about them: the residents would not harm or 

cause any damage (fieldnotes). 

“As we have never been involved with the police, not with 

anything, and we are not people of making scandals, we 

agreed to leave”345 (SP.RES2). 

                                                      
341 Original: “Porque chegou um momento que a gente não conseguia falar de proposta sendo que a quadra do 

lado estava sendo demolida. Não tinha cabimento. Ou então, outro dia, a gente ia fazer reunião e teve uma ação 

policial e estava todo mundo lá. Não tinha como falar de proposta com bomba estourando”. 
342 Original: “Como que pode, 6 horas da manhã de um domingo, policiais entrarem dentro da nossa casa, 

arrombando porta, quebrando tudo, retirando família com criança. Um policial arrombou minha porta e pediu 

pra mim sair. Eu não queria sair. Ele falou que iria plantar droga na minha casa e ia levar meu filho embora. 

Tiraram meus dois filhos dos meus braços. Ele disse pra mim que se eu não fosse embora, ele ia dar dois tiros de 

bala de borracha nas minhas pernas”. 
343 Original: “Agora, os juízes julgam todos os casos. Eles não sabem o que é ZEIS, o que é PEUC, o que é 

conselho gestor, para ele é o direito de propriedade que sempre prevalece.” 
344 Original: “Eu me lembro que quando a gente chegou naquela ocupação teve uma policial [...] Ela pediu para 

a gente não deixar vagabundo, nóia, para aquilo ali não virar um ponto de tráfico. Que aquilo ali não virar uma 

referência dos nóias. Dessa maneira que ela falou. E ainda falou assim “Muito bom saber que aqui tem famílias.” 

Foi embora. Acho que foi a única policial que teve a decência e a capacidade de nos tratar como famílias da 

maneira que nós éramos. Famílias mesmo.” 
345 Original: “Como a gente nunca foi envolvido com polícia, nem com nada, a gente não é uma pessoa de fazer 
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civilized”. 

They can get 

closer to the 

superior 

groups (either 

in social ties or 

in habits) 

Common 

expressions 

are: “pobre 

limpinho”; 

“negro 

bonito”; “any 

ethnical 

minority- 

trabalhador”. 

“But I will tell you something, I am better than many 

people out there. It's not because I want to, it's because I 

need to. I need to be better than people twice, three times. 

First, come on: I'm poor. Second, I have dark skin. I'm 

black. Third, I am poor again. Fourth: I have no study. I am 

a woman. There's another one, I'm a mother. There is 

another one, I lived in the favela for a long time. There's 

another one, I lived in ocupações...”346 (SP.RES1) 

Natural 

relations 

amongst the 

beings  

 

 

 

Authority - 

Give orders 

and obey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Favors 

 

 

“Because at any moment, and indeed that was said by the 

coordinator of the Conselho Gestor, with a poker face that I 

thought very crazy, that anytime they would feel like 

bombarding us during the decision making, they would.”347 

(SP.CS5) 

“If you want to leave nicely, it will be until Sunday. If you 

do not leave, if you want to leave under brutality, then on 

Monday the police will be here to remove you”348  

(SP.RES2). 

 

“What do you think MED.LG1 achieves by maintaining a 

close relationship with you (MED.RES7)? They avoid 

demands; they fasten up the process. Let’s say, an Isvimed 

social worker will run over you, we know that everything 

is money, imagine you are offered eighty million, but in 

reality, your house is worth one hundred and sixty million. 

You do not agree with the amount because it lacked fifteen 

meters to be taken into account. If they fix this, you get 

twenty million pesos more and become happy. And 

MED.LG1 gets happy too, because the rise of the other 

twenty million is justified, in addition to that you would no 

                                                      
escândalo, nem... a gente concordou em sair”. 
346 Original: “Mas eu vou falar uma coisa pra você, eu dou baile em muita gente por aí. Não é porque eu quero, 

é por que eu preciso. Eu preciso ser melhor do que as pessoas duas/três vezes. Primeiro, vamos lá: eu sou 

pobre. Segundo, eu tenho a pele escura. Eu sou preta. Terceiro, eu sou pobre de novo. Quarto: eu não tenho 

estudo. Eu sou mulher. Tem mais outra, eu sou mãe. Tem mais outra, eu morei em favela durante muito tempo. 

Tem mais outra, eu passei por ocupações” 
347 Original: “Porque em qualquer momento, e isso inclusive foi dito pelo coordenador do conselho, numa cara 

de pau que eu achei muito louca, que a horas que eles quiserem atropelar na votação, eles atropelam”. 
348 Original: “Vocês, se quiser sair numa boa, vai ser até domingo, isso na sexta-feira, se vocês não for sair, for 

sair na base da brutalidade, aí na segunda-feira a polícia tá aí pra tirar vocês”. 
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Prejudice 

 

 

 

 

Solidarity 

 

longer sue Isvimed, so the demand is closed”349 

(MED.RES7) 

 

“I am discriminated from the moment I say that I left an 

ocupação, you know. If I say that I have three children and 

I'm a single mom, I’m screwed”350 (SP.RES.1) 

“When the technicians leave, the engineers, security 

guards, builders treat people [residents] as if they were all 

crack users”351 (Minutes of the 2nd meeting of Conselho 

Gestor Block 36). 

 

“Then they asked, ‘are you in a good place?’. I'm in a good 

place, but thanks to the people I know. If it were for me, I 

would have no opportunity for that. My brother-in-law 

gave it to me”352 (SP.RES1) 

Harmonious 

figures  

 

Relation 

metropolis-

colony / 

centre-

periphery 

 

“During the weekdays, the poor build the city for the rich. 

And at night and on weekends, we [the poor] build our own 

city”353 (MED.CS14, from fieldnotes) 

“It is a model of city that ignores the citizen who lives 

there. The idea is really to destroy the history of that place 

and the place itself. It is bringing a new concept of city that 

is a business city. So, it is a city that is available for 

business and for other people. It is a project that ignores 

this low-income population that lives there. And there is a 

speech that the central area is emptied. There is an 

invisibility discourse regarding the use of the central area 

that is just not true”354 (SP.CS10). 

Moments of They are “If you have a land title, you are no longer illegal, let us 

                                                      
349 Original: “¿qué piensas que logra Mónica al mantener una relación cercana con ustedes?  Evitar demandas, 

agilizar, por decir algo, una social del Isvimed la va a atropellar a usted, sabemos que todo es dinero, que a 

usted le ofrecen ochenta millones por su casa, pero en realidad su casa vale ciento sesenta millones, usted no 

está de acuerdo porque le faltaron quince metros para medir, si a usted le ratifican eso y le suben veinte 

millones más usted quedaría contenta y ella también porque justifica la subida de los otros veinte millones, 

además de que usted ya no demandaría, ahí ya hay un pleito prácticamente cerrado” 
350 Original: “Eu sou discriminada desde o momento que eu falo que eu saí de uma ocupação, entendeu? Se eu 

falar assim ‘Eu tenho três filhos e sou sozinha’. Já era”. 
351 Original: “Quando os técnicos vão embora, os engenheiros, seguranças, construtores, tratam as pessoas 

[moradores] como se fossem todos usuários de crack” 
352 Original: “Aí falaram assim “Está num bom lugar?” Estou num bom lugar graças às pessoas que eu 

conheço. Mas, se fosse por mim? Eu não tenho oportunidade para isso. Quem me deu foi o meu cunhado, o meu 

parente”. 
353 Original: “Os pobres durante o dia constroem a cidade dos ricos. E à noite e em fins de semana, construímos 

a nossa própria cidade” 
354 Original: “É um modelo de cidade que ignora o cidadão que ali mora. Porque a ideia é realmente destruir a 

história daquele lugar e aquele lugar. É trazer um novo conceito de cidade que é uma cidade negócio. Então é 

uma cidade que está disponível para o negócio e para outra população. É um projeto que ignora essa 

população de baixa renda que mora lá. E que tem um discurso de que a área central é esvaziada. Tem um 

discurso de invisibilidade do uso da área central e que isso não é verdade” 
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tests and 

judgements 

decisive 

moments to 

include or 

exclude the 

population 

For the ones 

who are not 

part of the 

elites, these 

tests mostly do 

not refer to 

ascending to a 

higher level. 

Rather, passing 

the test means 

that someone 

will not lower 

the level. 

For instance: 

being able to 

use the letter 

of credit, 

signing a rent 

contract, being 

expelled from 

their houses, 

prove 

attachment to 

the territory to 

have access to 

rights, the 

possibility of 

living in a 

place or not. 

say it between quotation marks”355 (GOV5). “If you buy a 

house with land title, they can expel you again. The land 

title does not matter, they will kick you out anyway” 

(Fieldwork). 

“The rent contract is in his name [referring to her brother-

in-law]. It's not in my name. It's in his name. Because it 

can’t be in my name, you know? How can a person give 

me credit? When he rented this for me, I was doing 21 

house cleanings per month, for R$ 150 each. I earned a lot 

more than a lot of people. But I don't have a job contract, I 

am a single mother, because I don't have a male presence at 

home, because I am not educated, I have never finished 

high school…. [these are the reasons I cannot sign a 

contract to rent a house]”356 (SP.RES1). 

“It is like this, they proved a connection to the territory, 

right? And brought these documents and we registered 

them. The social workers also have this perspective, right? 

They can detect if the person is really telling the truth, if 

something needs extra documents. This is needed even for 

a report, for a case study regarding the families”.357 

(SP.LG1) 

“’Look, if many difficulties come up, if you have many 

problems, then we will have to do something else. And 

then you will not be assisted.’ This makes the residents 

fight to each other. And I think, from my perspective, it is 

extremely arbitrary, extremely arbitrary, that it is the 

criterion that the City Hall decides. That’s why I also think 

they are unprepared. Some criteria just emerge from the 

drain. It is not written anywhere. Like, "(to receive 

assistance) the person has been living there for a year." No, 

no! First, this is not written anywhere. Second, it does not 

match the reality of that territory, which is a transit 

territory, where people arrive and leave and return. It is the 

dynamics of the space. So, it doesn't match, it's completely 

wrong358” (SP.CS5) 

                                                      
355 Original: “es que ya usted tiene una escritura pública, pasó por de la ilegalidad, digamos entre comillas”. 
356 Original: “Está no nome dele o contrato de locação. Não está no meu nome. Está no nome dele. Por que eu 

não posso né? Como que uma pessoa vai me dar crédito pra mim? Quando ele alugou isso daqui pra mim, eu 

fazia 21 faxinas a 150 reais, eu ganhava bem mais do que muita gente. Mas pelo fato de eu não ter a carteira 

assinada, pelo fato de eu ter filhos sozinha, de eu não ter uma presença masculina em casa, de eu não ter estudo 

– que eu não tenho o segundo grau completo” 
357 Original: "Então assim, elas comprovaram vínculo com o território, né? E trouxeram esse documento e a 

gente efetivou o cadastro. Então, o assistente social também tem muito esse olhar né? Ele consegue detectar se a 

pessoa realmente está dizendo a verdade. Tem que ser algo documentado. Até para embasar um relatório, um 

estudo de caso do próprio assistente social” 
358 Original: “’Ah, se tiver muito problema, se arranjar muito problema, a gente vai ter que fazer outra coisa, e 

aí você vai perder o atendimento’. E isso daí faz com que eles comecem a brigar entre eles. E eu acho, aí um 

pouco na minha visão, extremamente arbitrário, extremamente arbitrário, que é o critério que a prefeitura toma. 

Por isso eu acho também que eles são despreparados. Que surgem uns critérios do ralo. Não está escrito em lugar 

nenhum. Do tipo, "tem que estar morando lá há um ano". Não, não! Primeiro que não está escrito isso em lugar 
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“Here in the building I cannot even mention I came from 

an ocupação, everybody stares at me. The doormen told 

me not to tell anyone. He came from an ocupação 

himself”359 (SP.RES1) 

Estate of 

deficiency 

and fall of 

the common 

world 

The polity of 

other, of 

difference 

Pluriverse 

Polity of 

subversion and 

contestation 

 

“In my opinion, what would be fair is a series of proposals 

that actually met [the residents’ needs]. There is no recipe 

solution, you know? I think it would be fair to understand - 

there are not that many families - so it would be to 

understand as much as possible what these families want. 

And I think it is possible to build on this path, to build 

several proposals, for various needs. I think that would be 

fair”360 (SP.CS5) 

 “We were betting that this process would be built together 

with the residents, but suddenly we realized that the level 

of humiliation and vulnerability, of inhumanity that is 

already there, that it was impossible to immediately leave 

this level to a level of purposeful, protagonist subjects. We 

said: well, then, ‘we are going to launch the hypotheses, It's 

not ready but still we need it... let's try ourselves to build a 

proposal’”361 (SP.CS3). 

 “When the neighborhood was ugly, we could fit here. Now 

that the neighborhood has public services, has parks, why 

we no longer fit in? Where is it written that the poor cannot 

enjoy development?”362 (MED.CS12) 

“The development trap in Medellín. We tell them: no to the 

temporary support rent and yes to decent and definitive 

housing!”363(MED.CS13) 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

                                                      
nenhum, segundo que não condiz com a realidade daquele território, que é um território de passagem, onde as 

pessoas chegam e saem e voltam. É a dinâmica do espaço aquele. Então não condiz, está completamente errada. 

E, no meio de momentos de tensão, surgem estes critérios. E a prefeitura dá show de despreparo nestas horas.” 
359 Original: "Aqui no prédio eu não posso nem falar que eu vim de ocupação, os olhares são todos tortos. Quem 

me falou isso foi um porteiro que ele já veio de uma ocupação”.  
360 Original: “Ah, se tiver muito problema, se arranjar muito problema, a gente vai ter que fazer outra coisa, e 

aí você vai perder o atendimento”. E isso daí faz com que eles comecem a brigar entre eles. Eu acho que o justo 

seria uma série de propostas que de fato atendessem. Não tem uma solução receita, sabe? Eu acho que o justo 

seria entender - não são tantas famílias assim - então seria entender o máximo possível o que estas famílias 

querem. E eu acho que é possível construir neste caminho assim, construir várias propostas, pras várias 

necessidades. Eu acho que isso seria o justo” 
361 Original: “A gente estava apostando que esse processo ia ser construído em conjunto com os moradores, mas 

de repente a gente sacou que o nível de humilhação e de vulnerabilidade, de desumanidade que já tem lá, que 

era impossível imediatamente sair desse patamar para um patamar de sujeitos propositivos, protagonistas, a 

gente falou: bom, então, vamos nós lançar as hipóteses, não é porque isso não está pronto que não precisamos... 

vamos tentar nós, propor”. 
362 Original: “Quando nosso bairro era feio, nós cabíamos no território. Agora que tem serviços públicos, que 

tem parques, porque não cabemos aqui? Onde está escrito que os pobres não podem aproveitar do 

desenvolvimento?” 
363 Original: “La trampa del desarrollo en Medellín, le dicen: No al arriendo temporal y si a la vivienda digna y 

definitiva!” 
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Of course, the situations faced by the different publics in the urban conflicts analyzed 

are not only related to the colonialist common world. As mentioned in Chapter 8, the other 

common worlds coexist in such urban conflicts. 

One interesting step to further continue the development of the colonial common world 

is to unfold the conflicts generated when the colonial common world coexists with the others; 

as well as the compromises that are established with these other common worlds to reach a 

precarious composite common good. For instance, there is a compromise between the colonial 

and the market common worlds, consolidated in the “colonial-capitalism” formula. According 

to this formula, both common worlds cross nurture themselves. I will not pursue such 

development in this work, but I believe that such endeavor will make it clear how other logics 

also contribute to the perpetuation of colonial common world in Latin America. 

9.6 The fall of the colonialist common world: a decolonial right to the city. Or “a 

manifesto pro conflict” 

The final proposition of this thesis is that the right to the city, within its radical 

perspective and radical democracy horizon, will not be reached unless we cultivate decolonialist 

practices of urban production. The debate about southern urbanism is not new (PARNELL; 

OLDFIELD, 2014; SCHINDLER, 2017), neither is the analysis of urban policies under a 

colonialist perspective (JACOBS, 1967; MARICATO, 2000). However, for the international 

discussion about the right to the city, it is important to emphasize that diminishing the power 

of the state or the market (HUCHZERMEYER, 2018; PURCELL, 2014, 2016; SOUZA, 2010) 

will not lead to the expected expanded participation and appropriation of urban space. 

At least in Latin America – and I dare say that most likely in all societies that were 

colonized and where colonized and colonizers share space – social practices based on colonial 

power will continue reinventing themselves through other mechanisms. Segregation and 

inequalities will continue to plague. Dependency theory highlighted how Latin American 

political and economic elites played a role in defending the dependence, as they were harvesting 

benefits from the relationship maintained with the center (POZZEBON; FONTENELLE, 

2018). I add to this by saying that the existence of investment formulas provides the necessary 

aura of justice for this colonial common world, and this aura is what keeps individuals wanting 

to access higher levels of worth and diminishing (or even criminalizing) the ones from lower 

levels. 

But this thesis cannot finish with such a pessimistic approach. Although being the 

representation of “human suffering caused by capitalism, colonialism and by the patriarchate”, 
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this does not define the identity of the population. “Resistance to these forms of oppression” is 

also a constituent part of these identities (SANTOS, BOAVENTURA DE SOUSA; ARAÚJO; 

BAUMGARTEN, 2016, p. 16). Indeed, several devices used to publicize the public arenas and 

courses of action taken in both cases represent attempts of collective resistance. Such resistance, 

nevertheless, only became possible when the affected residents were aware that they were being 

victims and that they could find ways to resist. Bringing the Ethics of Liberation to this 

composition, the ethical-critical awareness of being a victim is the first step towards a full and 

positive cultural affirmation (DUSSEL, 2012). 

Assuming a decolonizing approach, I propose conflicts – urban conflicts in specific – to 

be understood as mechanisms towards this full and positive cultural affirmation: “if we are 

going to swing with these revolutionary times and at least respond positively to the anti-colonial 

movement, we will have to learn to live with conflict, confrontation, constant change, and what 

may be real or apparent chaos and disorder” (BLAUNER, 1969, p. 408). 

When conflict is understood from a conflict value perspective, that is, when different 

values and interests clashes, remedies for conflict could take three forms: reaching consensus; 

trading (bargain, a trade of values); and naked power (when the group with the most power 

wins out) (RUBINGTON; WEINBERG, 2011). Towards a decolonialized city production, 

these remedies do not seem enough. Naked power was used as a remedy many times in the 

cases analyzed and it ended up worsening the living conditions of the affected citizens. 

Consensus and bargaining, in a scenario of resource scarcity and future unpredictability, will 

most likely not change urban production. 

What is left then? To find ways to keep the conflict until something new – a decolonial 

common world – can be created. Taking into consideration that counterhegemonies are only 

able to emerge with dislocation events, that is, events that expose the contingency and 

precariousness of the hegemonic articulation, then generating dislocation events is a necessary 

step (KRIEGER; LEBLANC, 2018; LACLAU; MOUFFE, 2015). 

For Dussel (2018, p. 422), the victims are the ones who are going to suffer the effects 

of a valid agreement that was hegemonically reached. To be able to comprehend that they are 

the victims of a problematic situation – which involves several regimes of engagement, 

including the colonial common world (more a regime of domination than engagement) – 

citizens must be able to understand these different logics, must be willing to open their eyes 

towards the tests and judgments that are excluding them, and must have material and emotional 

conditions to exercise criticism (BOLTANSKI; THÉVENOT, 2006). Conflict is then, a path 

towards the eye opening, a way to an ethical-critical awareness. 
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The triangulation of the understanding of two authors that are relevant for this thesis – 

Dewey and Lefebvre – brings a relevant synchronicity for this closure. From this concurrence, 

I want to emphasize two aspects. The first is the comprehension that democracy – and the right 

to the city – are not forms of government or legislation bodies. Rather, they are “a continuous 

project by people to choose the kind of life they want to live together” (PURCELL, 2017, p. 

496). They are the very own struggle and practice of expanded participation and appropriation 

of the urban space. Because of this, it is crucial to follow the courses of actions of a public 

arena, including their temporal and emotional dimensions. It is important to emphasize that 

such synchronicity is consonant with Paulo Freire’s ideas, one of the authors used as foundation 

for the decolonialist turn, as he dialogued with the work of Dewey364 (MURARO, 2013). 

Second, the agonism, the not consensual, the struggle; they are essential for such path. 

“They are sources of enrichment for democracy” (PURCELL, 2017, p. 499). And, in this 

scenario, they are paramount for the denunciation of practices attached to the colonial common 

world, the unfair practices that come from impositions of the civic common world, the 

homogenizing urban practices from the industrial world, and the commodification of space 

from the market world. The space for maximum differentiation – as said by Lefebvre – holds 

the potential of embracing the pluriverse. This demands the recognition of the other as an 

autonomous being and able of dissent (DUSSEL, 2012). 

All along the development of this thesis, conflict is placed in the center of the ethical-

political awareness process. And the final framework developed (Figure 65) is beneficial for 

identifying the devices for publicization and courses of action that serve as inclusion or 

exclusion apparatus. By using the terms of the Ethics of Liberation, such framework contributed 

“to understand the mechanisms that exclude subjects, as well as render their voices silent” 

(COUTO; CARRIERI, 2018, p. 632). 

As subjects urging for emancipation, our role – as researchers and practitioners – is to 

create and strengthen existing devices that enable the publicization of problematic situations; 

to bolster the courses of action that represent the paths and the practices of the right to the city; 

and to shorten the devices and courses of actions that lead society for more totalizing and 

abstract space production. It is through conflict – and its full comprehension – that we might 

pave the way towards building who we really are. Through conflict we will nurture the steps 

towards a positive affirmation of our own culture.

                                                      
364 Such dialogue was enabled by the friendship with Anísio Teixeira, considered the founder of public education 

in Brazil, who translated the works of Dewey to Portuguese. 
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Figure 65: Final analytical framework 

Source: elaborated by the author.
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FINAL REMARKS 

Context 

During the process of making this thesis, many other urban conflict situations emerged 

or continued. There were other evictions and displacement taking place, repossessions, urban 

projects that were conflictive with the interest of the communities, the occupation of schools 

by students, conflicts happening because of environmental catastrophes, police violent and 

abusive interventions in many areas, and so on. Members of social housing movements were 

arrested in São Paulo for over 100 days. A 24-floor Ocupação in São Paulo centre was ruined 

by fire. Arson also affected the residents of Moravia, in Medellín. Marielle Franco, a City 

Councilor that was monitoring the military operations in Rio de Janeiro, was brutally murdered. 

During the process of making this thesis, we went through relevant back falls in Brazilian 

democracy, the election of a president in Colombia that was putting in check the peace process, 

and street demonstrations, riots and coups that happened in Venezuela, Chile, Bolivia and 

Colombia. In Brazil, we also faced a “war against academia” or “war against science”, 

potentialized by the Education Ministers chosen to be part of Bolsonaro’s government. In 

Colombia, students and professors carried out massive strikes, because the funding allocated 

for higher education was also being cut. 

With so much going on, keeping the focus to write this thesis was a hard task. At the 

same time, much of this increased the tenacity to carry on. I kept a strong commitment with the 

belief that being a researcher in Brazil, working with sciences – specially with social sciences 

–, is a political statement and demands resilience. Despite the lack of basic resources and the 

attacks, we – situating myself in the Brazilian body of scholars – still manage to conduct 

research, to publish our works in national and international journals, to enhance our capacity to 

understand and deal with wicked problems and to heighten the general level of knowledge in 

society. 

Such introduction to these final remarks is necessary to situate the reader in the broader 

context of this work. A context that is not intrinsically related to the cases under analysis or did 

not happen while conducting the fieldwork, hence, is not so present through the chapters. Yet, 

these circumstances affected the continent as well as my own development as a researcher 

during this period. The emotions and anxieties of living in this context (or of being apart from 

it and suffering from distance) are interwoven with the previous chapters. 

Conducting research on issues involving politics, democracy, inequalities and conflicts 

among different publics, in such scenario, poses other challenges, and this was the path taken 
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by me in the materialization of this thesis: understanding the interactions of actors during 

situations of urban conflicts, intending to analyze if these interactions were leading towards the 

right to the city, in its critical and radical assumptions and possibilities. 

Debrief 

In the first section of this thesis, the goal was to develop an analytical framework that 

would enable me to analyze such interactions and to demonstrate the methodological path that 

was followed to operationalize the framework.  So, I started with a broader reading about urban 

conflicts in academic literature, which shed light to important issues in urban conflicts: the role 

of government and of urban planning in the creation and solution of conflicts; the demand for 

more bottom-up and radical democratic experiences as a way to produce urban space; and the 

market interests in the emergence of these conflicts. I mobilized critical urbanism – specifically 

the concept of the right to the city – to be part of the analytical framework.  

The right to the city, as emphasized in the first chapter, has both a critical/conceptual 

interpretation and an empirical/claiming implication. In its critical radical perspective, the 

concept evokes the collective struggle, the expanded participation and the appropriation of 

space as processes as well as conditions for the development of the right to the city. The 

literature of right to the city has been the target of relevant critiques, especially regarding the 

deradicalization of the term, that is connected to its institutionalization in legal apparatus; the 

lack of comprehension  about the different interests and fragments of society leads to an 

unrealistic homogenization of social demands, and the focus  on denouncing the effects  of 

capitalistic interests in the urbanization process may lead to turning the right to the city into a 

cliché, instead of bringing practical knowledge to the concept. 

In order to advance on some of these points, the literature of collective action is 

mobilized. From this very broad literature, the sociology of public problems, part of the French 

pragmatism, is assembled to the analytical framework. French pragmatic sociology and 

pragmatism – in its different approaches – have already been used to analyze urban situations. 

For instance, the use of Economies of Worth as a theoretical lens to understand urban issues 

led to a comprehension of the different logics that are mobilized by the actors to legitimize 

certain options. Other actors make use of the sociology of public problems to analyze the 

trajectories of different actors that conform the public arenas. The main contributions of such 

analysis are the comprehension of the fragmented and plural interests of different actors, 

beyond the individualistic or the structural perspectives; the relevance given to in situ analysis, 

fostering analysis that understand the experiences of actors and their courses of action in a 
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public arena; and the relevance given to the processes – of mobilization and demobilization, of 

negotiations, of tests, or learning – that the actors go through to develop any collective 

endeavor. 

Such connection – of the right to the city and the sociology of public problems – 

developed the construction of a provisional hybrid analytical framework. Such development 

had the ideal of creating an analytical structure in which both theoretical backgrounds could 

cross-fertilize, and, more important, had the intention of providing a relevant tool to analyze 

the phenomena of urban conflicts. The provisional analytical framework developed proposed a 

systematic examination of the following aspects: the problematic situation; their publicization 

devices; and the actors, courses of actions and logics of coordination that are present in the 

public arena. Each of the background theories gave relevant hints for the content of these 

categories and these hints were investigated during field research. 

The methodology chosen to “test” the analytical framework was multiple case study – 

being one in São Paulo and another in Medellín – following the principles of Stake (1998; 

2006). The two cases were instrumental, that is, they were chosen because they could provide 

relevant knowledge for other cases of urban conflicts and combined several features to attend 

the following criteria:  a) the possibility of observing and following the actors in situ; b) the 

similarities shared by the cases; c) the diversity across contexts; d) and the accessibility to the 

field, to follow the public arenas. Data for both cases was collected from May 2017 until 

November 2018, resulting in a comprehensive corpus conformed by interviews, observation 

and documents. After a deductive and inductive coding process, critical hermeneutic was used 

to conduct the analysis of the cases.  

A set of criteria was selected to support the evaluation of the quality of this research, 

adapted from Klein and Myers (1999) and Pozzebon and Petrini (2013). Following the 

hermeneutic circle, the first criterium is contextualization, which entails that the analysis must 

comprehend the iteration between the micro and the macro, contextualizing the situations and 

the actors with the whole they form. The second criterium is a genuine interaction with the 

field, granting authenticity to the study. The third criterium is a disciplined attempt to account 

for the different perspectives the actors could have around the conflicts, considering the 

possibility of multiple interpretations and narratives. As in hermeneutics “the meaning of a text 

emerges through a conversation between the interpreter and the text” (PRASAD, 

ANSHUMAN, 2002, p. 19), the final criterium is the reflexivity of the researcher, which 

involves “the comprehension of how the process of conducting an investigation is strongly 

related to the design of its results” (POZZEBON; PETRINI, 2013, p. 16). 
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In the second section I present the analysis of the case studies. First, demonstrating the 

magnitude of evictions and displacement processes worldwide, I emphasize the relevance of 

such phenomena. According to the Observatório de Remoções, between January 2017 and June 

2019, over 28 thousand households were displaced in São Paulo metropolitan area, while over 

170 thousand households are under eviction threat. Professors from the Universidad Nacional 

estimate that, if all the projects from the Medellín Masterplan are carried out, there will be over 

60 thousand persons displaced in the years to come (fieldwork). According to the Housing and 

Land Rights Network Violation Database, from January 2010 until October 2014, 238 eviction 

cases happened all over the world, that altogether displaced over 49 million individuals 

(HOUSING AND LAND RIGHTS NETWORK, 2014). These numbers express that – although 

I am looking at only two very representative case studies – they are part of a much larger pool 

of cases. 

The first case presented was the one in São Paulo and it consists of the eviction of 

residents from three blocks of Campos Elíseos neighborhood, a central area of the city. One of 

the blocks was used for the development of a state government public hospital; and the other 

two blocks started to be demolished because of a combined local and state government security 

policy that had the intention of expelling drug traffickers from the region. The problematic 

situation, from the project implementers perspective, was the delays in the project and the lack 

of trust that were hindering the implementation of such projects that, according to them, were 

necessary for public interest. According to the ones affected by the public projects, on the other 

hand, the situation was understood as problematic because of the worsening of their living 

conditions, the exclusion from the initial discussions for the intervention, all of this 

potentialized by an emancipation process that was carried along with the support of an 

intermediary public (scholars, researchers, public defenders and prosecutors). 

The situation was made public specially after the violent police intervention carried out 

in May 2017. Specifically, the demolition of houses injuring residents was taken by the media 

and other publics (intermediary publics already mentioned) as an abuse and many of them 

started to orbit around the situation, conforming a public arena. The materialism and symbolism 

of the territory combined with the non-compliance with the rule of law by local and state 

government boosted the publicization of the problematic situation. The public arena of this 

urban conflict was filled with attempts to exclude the citizens; with attempts to empower and 

emancipate; and the perspective that any given solution would be accepted by the affected 

residents: for people expecting nothing, anything will work. 

In Medellín, the case comprises the eviction of residents from La Paralela and Doce de 
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Octubre neighborhoods, in the northwestern region of the city, because of the construction of a 

new cable car in the direction of the Picacho Hill. The situation, by the project implementers, 

was not taken as problematic: “el proyecto o vá, o vá”. But the resident saw the situation as 

problematic because they were deeply connected to the neighborhoods they have built in the 

past decades and were frightened by the possibility of worsening their living conditions.  

The problematic situation was publicized with the support of City Councilors, of 

alternative and social media and of minor public demonstrations. The precedent eviction and 

displacement cases caused by the conduction of urbanistic projects were helpful for publicizing 

the problematic situation. However, the mainstream, was to let the situation private, 

personalizing the rights and hindering the possibility of collective struggle. The public arena 

unfolded with three main courses of action: a constant dispute for the truth, the resettlement of 

the families, and major confusions regarding actors and responsibilities, legislation and legal 

terms. 

Findings 

The combination of both cases and the comparison to the analytical framework led to 

interesting remarks, presented in Chapter 7, and some of these deserve to be acquainted here. 

The first one is the recognition of the problematic situation by the publics, which identifies that 

different groups may conceive the situation differently. For some, the situations are not even 

considered problematic, as they manage to carry out the project implementation. Second, the 

problematic situation, even if it has the involvement of government agents, is not necessarily 

publicized. This brings an instigating conception that the action of government does not 

implicate in public – or publicized – problems. Even when government agents are involved, 

there were constant attempts to keep the problematic situations held to a private realm, instead 

of engaging in a collective process for solving the conflictive aspects. Such endeavor, of 

keeping the arenas private, instigate competition amongst the affected residents and goes 

against the purpose of the right to the city. 

Because of this, several devices are used to publicize the arenas, such as the engagement 

with the media (large media is mainly involved in cases of violence), especially social media 

and alternative channels; the support of City Councilors that are related to social movements 

and the openings achieved through legislation that were accomplished by pressures from civil 

society; and the narratives of the precedent cases of eviction and displacement, along with the 

materialism and symbolism attached to the territories analyzed. A special remark goes to the 

role of legislation – an enduring debate within the right to the city literature. Here, instead of 
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being a transformation, or the materialization of the right to the city, the legislation can provide 

the affected residents with a possibility to struggle. The support of intermediary publics, in 

special the ones from institutions that are essential to justice (as public ministry and public 

defender’s office), is paramount to channelize the possibilities brought by the legislation. 

Instead of being an instrument that the project implementers actively follow, it serves as a tool 

to block some of the interventions that go against the legal principles. 

Third, three main publics emerged from the fieldwork: the project implementers, the 

affected residents and the intermediary publics. Actors could transit amongst these different 

publics, as they can exhibit different arguments and actions than the group that they would 

initially be allocated in. The intermediary publics demonstrate to be of fundamental importance 

in this process. Mostly, they question the model of development, demand the conduction of the 

collective process, and provide the residents with different competences. The relationship 

amongst these different actors is conflictive and trust varies along the course of the public arena. 

Other publics emerged as relevant in the development of the public arena, as the presence of 

traffickers and religion. 

Fourth, different courses of action were followed during the public arena. Some of them 

strengthened the perspective of the right to the city: the collective struggle, the political 

learning, the bottom-up idealization that was developed by the Fórum Mundaréu da Luz, and 

the relationships with actors of the intermediary public. On the other hand, courses of action 

that go in the opposite direction of the right to the city were also identified. These courses of 

action – as the narrow view of participation, the individualization of rights, the exclusion of 

non-rational or legal modes of interaction, and the exclusion of the public arena – foster the 

individualization and commodification of the problematic situations and their possible 

solutions. 

Fifth, different common worlds were mobilized and constitutive of the coordination of 

these problematic situations: the inspired, the domestic, the world of fame, the civic, the market, 

the industrial and the world of projects. In the development of the solutions for the situations, 

market and industrial logics collide with domestic and civic rationale. What is important is that 

the development of the critiques and tensions regarding the multiplicity of logics within a 

situation, specifically in the definition of the worthy beings and in test moments, is flawed. 

Mostly, individuals have difficulties in understanding the different logics that are mobilized in 

the courses of actions and accept them, but in what regards the market and industrial logics, 

these logics assume hegemony in both cases. Therefore, critiques raised against these logics do 

not resonate in spaces beyond the events mobilized by the affected or intermediary actors, 
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hampering the emergence of counter-hegemonic logics, leading to commodified solutions. 

Despite the advances and comprehension enabled by the provisional analytical 

background, there were elements that emerged from fieldwork that deserved more attention, 

presented in the third section of this thesis. These elements constitute dimensions that are 

paramount for the development of a last version of the analytical framework. These dimensions 

are the temporality and the emotions that cross the public arenas. Such dimensions, as 

described, affect the understanding of the situation as being problematic or not; alter the 

possibilities of publicizing the arena, and impact in the courses of action that are taken by the 

different publics. Following the Economies of Worth background, the delineation of the 

colonial polity and respective common world is presented as the last necessary perspective for 

the development of the final analytical framework. This common world presents the logic of 

the colonial system as perduring in the essence of social conflicts – including urban conflicts – 

until the present times.  

Limitations 

Many were the limitations of this work. The first limitation comes from the 

interdisciplinarity of the research and my limited background. I am certain that relevant 

theoretical elements could have been further elaborated, as the concept of space and even the 

concept of urban production. What makes urban conflicts unique is presented, but not in 

comparison to other possible conflicts. Such differentiation could have been relevant for the 

development of the thesis. 

Another limitation comes from the focus on urban conflicts. Urban scenario in Latin 

America presents a handful of complexities and is intrinsically conflictive. However, at the 

same time, other realities – as rural and environmental – also bring several conflicts and 

complexities. By focusing on the urban, this thesis has no intention of creating a rank of 

conflicts that are worth of being studied.  In fact, the transposition of the analytical framework 

for rural and protected areas could be a nice topic for further research. 

Regarding the urban conflicts analyzed, there was no intention of conducting an 

evaluation of impact. This also brings limitation, as a bigger clarity regarding what happened 

to every resident, a census, would benefit the research. Despite this not being the objective of 

the thesis, it would be hard to conduct such endeavor alone as a researcher. Conducting the field 

research in two different localities was already a big challenge on its own. 

The analytical framework developed also presented a limitation, as it does not induce 

the researcher to search for the citizens that decide not to engage in the collective struggle. 
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Although hints that can explain the inaction of some citizens emerge from the active ones, the 

reasons for resignation or acceptance of the interventions could be better clarified. 

A last element that can be presented as a limitation – specially for the ones who are 

more positivist – regards the element of “truth”. The thesis presents the subjectivities, the 

relations established, the conformation of a public arena. I am not entering in the discussion of 

the existence of a single truth or not. However, as it was clear through the presentation of the 

cases, the actors provided many conflicting information and perspectives. In many situations, I 

did not have the resources – as time, knowledge, or personal network – to collect extra 

evidences to try and come up with a “potential truth”. In many others, this would have been an 

impossible task. It is important to consider the dispute for the truth is a constant element of such 

conflicts. 

Main contributions 

Even with these limitations, the thesis advanced in relevant contributions. Although 

theoretical, I expected that these contributions may also be useful for the publics that are involve 

in the urban conflicts. The first contribution is the development of the hybrid framework for the 

analysis of urban conflicts. In a more general perspective, it is a framework that can be used to 

analyze the public arenas that evolve around a problematic situation. By connecting the 

literature of the right to the city to the pragmatist approach, the theoretical framework developed 

has the potential of enriching both theories: the possibilities and limitations of the right to the 

city perspective may be understood from actors’ daily practices; and a critical approach focused 

on urban studies will be designed to the pragmatic sociology and pragmatism. Considering that 

problematic situations are at the center of discussions regarding collective action and public 

policies, such framework can be adopted to analyze situations in both backgrounds. 

The second contribution is the analysis of the problematic situation and the unfolding 

of the publica arena, which enabled the identification of publicization devices and courses of 

actions from the perspectives of the different publics involved. Such identification provides an 

understanding of how the devices and courses of action can strengthen or restrain the 

perspective of the right to the city. With this, it answers the main research question disclosing 

the interactions of actors in the course of urban conflicts and if these interactions are favorable 

or hinder the emergence of new forms of urban production more related to radical democracy. 

The third contribution is the identification of temporal and emotional dimensions as 

constitutive parts of the urban conflicts. From this analysis, it was possible to understand that 

these dimensions have effects on the perception of the problematic situation by the publics 
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involved; on the publicization of the problematic situation; and on the courses of action taken 

by the publics in the public arena. They are dimensions that have practical consequences. 

The last contribution is related to the regimes of engagement and the common worlds. 

Although the logics identified by Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) coexist in the urban conflict 

situations (inspired, domestic, of fame, civic, market, industrial and of projects), they were not 

sufficient to explain many aspects that emerged from the empirical research. Circumstances 

such as the invizibilization of residents, the use of violence, the negligence regarding urban 

legislation, the attempt to keep the problems private and have personal favors, and the 

citizenship connected to land titles led to the identification of the colonial polity and its 

respective common world.  Through the unveiling the ideology of the colonialist system, it is 

possible to identify how the urban production in both cases is still based on colonial practices. 

With such analysis, it rests clear that the possibility of the right to the city is not only constrained 

by the existence of the market and the capitalism system neither by the centralization of the 

State regarding urban planning: unless a decolonized urban production system takes place, the 

right to the city will not be achieved by all the users of the urban space. 

Further research 

This research opens the way for a variety of studies. First, there is the possibility of 

using the analytical framework to analyze other urban conflicts. The cases chosen for this thesis 

were instrumental (STAKE, 1998), therefore, they were representative of many other cases. 

Nonetheless, other conflict situations can always expose new singularities and improve the 

framework. Second, the framework could be adapted to other scenarios, as the analysis of rural 

and environmental conflicts. Third, the discussions of public problem and the publicization of 

the problems also deserves attention, as it advances on the common perception that the 

involvement of government is the main component for publicizing problematic situations. 

Fourth, the temporal and emotional constructs deserve more attention – specially more 

theoretical analysis – within urban conflicts. To conclude, more can be thought and developed 

about the horizon of the right to the city and the decolonialization of urban practices. 
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APPENDIX 1: GLOSSARY TO UNDERSTAND THE CONFLICT OF BLOCKS 36, 37 

AND 38 IN CAMPOS ELÍSEOS, SÃO PAULO 

Favela do Moinho: is an informal settlement in the central region of São Paulo, also located 

in the Campos Elíseos neighborhood. Some of the residents living in Cracolândia were victims 

of fires in Moinho in the last years. 

Fluxo: is the informal name given to the group of homeless in the area, as they conform the 

“flow” of drugs and people in the public space. 

Housing Public Private Partnerships (Parcerias Público-Privadas – PPP): Federal 

legislation opens the legal possibility of the participation of private organizations in the 

modeling/developing of public services. The housing PPP for the center of São Paulo was the 

first state project to use this instrument to provide social housing (PEREIRA, ALVARO LUIS 

DOS SANTOS; PALLADINI, 2018). 

Letter of credit (Carta de crédito): is an instrument of credit given to specific residents by the 

government, granting them with credit to search for regularized real estate (used or new). With 

this letter of credit, the real estate will be purchased by the government, receiving the amount 

back in installments paid by the resident over a period of 25-30 years. The amount of the 

installments is calculated according to the income of the family group. To access the letter of 

credit, the resident must fit the criteria related to minimum income. Letters of credit can be 

given with different amounts. In this project, the amount is R$ 150.000,00 (one hundred and 

fifty thousand Brazilian Reais).  

Ocupação: consists of taking possession of buildings and idle land, whether public or private. 

In many cases, members of the housing and homeless movements settle in the buildings and 

constitute temporary housing there while waiting for assistance in housing programs. […] The 

novelty of ocupações in the central area of São Paulo in the 1990s lay in the fact that they 

constituted coordinated, organized and continuous actions, with a predefined agenda of 

demands” (NEUHOLD, 2016, p. 29–30).  

Parcelamento, Edificação e Utilização Compulsórios (PEUC): Compulsory parceling, 

building and use of property is an instrument predicted in the 2014 Masterplan of the city, in 

order to enforce the social function of property. This instrument is also predicted by federal law 

(Constitution and City Statue). Once the owners of non-used or underused365 property is 

notified, they will have one year to present a project to parcel, build or use the real estate. After 

being granted formal authorization, the owner has 2 years to start implementing the project and 

until 5 years to concluded it. In case these obligations are not followed, the property will be 

progressively taxed, until the limit of 15% of the venal value. After 5 years of progressive 

taxation, the property can be expropriated through government bonds (PREFEITURA DE SÃO 

PAULO, 2017a). 

PCC: The “Primeiro Comando da Capital” (PCC) started in 1993 as an organization of 

prisioners to struggle against violence perpetrated by the State. Holding to this discourse and 

organized around illegal activities, it has developed as a relevant social and political actor with 

                                                      
365 Legal concepts: Non-edified property is the one with an area superior to 500 m2 that does not have any 

building. Underused property is the real state that has an utilization coefficient lower that what is determined in 

the legislation as the minimum utilization coefficient. Non used property is that, even if it reaches the utilization 

coefficient, has at least 60% of its built area unoccupied for more than 1 year. 
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whom the State must deal with (ALVAREZ; SALLA; DIAS, 2013). It is known for controlling 

the area called Cracolândia. 

Redemption Program (Programa Redenção): program began in 2017, at the beginning of the 

administration of João Dória (PSDB), to replace the “De Braços Abertos” program. With the 

involvement of the Municipal Secretariats of Health, Human Rights, Education, Assistance and 

Social Development, Labor, Urban Security, Culture, Communication, Urbanism and 

Licensing, and Sports, the program was proposed to “diagnose, treat and prevent” the problem 

of drug abuse in São Paulo, with greater attention to the so-called Cracolândias, focusing 

mainly on abstinence and hospitalization. The hallmark of its creation was the police 

intervention in Campos Elíseos in May 2017.  

Rent allowance (Auxílio aluguel): the rent allowance in a temporary financial support given 

to family groups whose houses were affected by natural damage or by urban interventions. And 

a specific regulation of the Municipal Secretary of Housing establishes that the families that 

have been displaced by public projects must receive R$ 400 per month as rent support. 

Restart Program (Programa Recomeço): program from the State Government of São Paulo, 

offering social assistance and medical treatment to psychoactive substance dependents, their 

families and the community. The program was created in 2013 to promote, articulate and 

implement actions in five main thematic areas: prevention, treatment, social reintegration and 

recovery, encompassing family and community attention and productive inclusion, control and 

requalification of degraded territories and access to justice and citizenship.  

Special zones of social interest (Zonas especiais de interesse social - ZEIS): Provided in 

Federal legislation (BRASIL, 2001, 2009, 2017), ZEIS is a political and juridical instrument to 

determine urban areas that are destined preponderantly to low income populations, being 

subjected to specific rules for land use and occupation (BRASIL, 2017). São Paulo’s 

masterplans of 2002 and 2014 designate ZEIS as: parts of the territory located in the urban area 

that are predominantly intended for decent housing for the low-income population through 

urban improvements, environmental restoration and land regularization of precarious and 

irregular settlements. They are also destined for the provision of new Social Interest and Popular 

Market Housing and must be equipped with social facilities, infrastructure, green areas and 

local businesses and services (SÃO PAULO, 2014b). 

Urban consortium operation (Operação urbana consorciada): is an urbanistic instrument 

provided in the City Statute (BRASIL, 2001). In São Paulo, the urban consortium operations 

were already part of the city masterplan of 1985 and five operations were approved in the 1990s: 

Anhangabaú, Faria Lima, Água Branca, Centro and Água Espraiada (ALVIM; ABASCAL; 

MORAES, 2011). As an urbanistic instrument, the urban consortium operations promote a set 

of measures for urban space transformation – involving infrastructure, social and environmental 

improvements – coordinated by the public administration and developed by a private initiative 

– owners and private investors, residents and others. Special instruments are put in place to 

raise funds for the operations. The results of the operations are controversial. 

“With Open Arms” Program (Programa De Braços Abertos): A program launched in 

January 2014 under Fernando Haddad's administration, proposing a harm reduction and 

voluntary adherence approach to address the issue of drug addiction, specifically to the central 

area of São Paulo. The program aimed to socially rescue crack users through paid work, food 

and decent housing with non-violent intervention guidance. The program was conducted in an 
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integrated manner between the Municipal Secretariats of Health, Assistance and Social 

Development, Development, Labor and Entrepreneurship, Urban Security and Human Rights 

and Citizenship (PREFEITURA DE SÃO PAULO, 2015). An external evaluation conducted 

during the first half of 2015 shows that the program is “[...] mostly well evaluated by its 

participants and that, in fact, the governmental offer of work, food and housing resulted in the 

improvement of objective and subjective conditions in the lives of these people and in the 

general decrease of the problematic crack consumption (SOTERO; OLIVEIRA; LOTTA, 2019, 

p. 15). A considerable reduction in the number of thefts in the region has also been reported: 

50% in vehicle theft and 30% in possession theft (SECRETARIA ESPECIAL DE 

COMUNICAÇÃO, 2015). 

ZEIS3: São Paulo masterplans (2002 and 2014) conceive 4 types of ZEIS. Specifically, areas 

categorized as ZEIS3 are the ones with idle, underused, unused, or deteriorated real estate, or 

with tenement houses, located in regions with urban services, equipment and infrastructure, 

good job offers, where there is public or private interest in promoting social housing. The 

promoting agent must prove that housing is being provided to social interest housing according 

to income brackets (art. 44 § 2º). In ZEIS3, there must be a minimum of 60% of Social Interest 

Housing #1 (Habitação de Interesse Social – HIS1): directed to families with a maximum of 3 

minimum wages per capita; HIS2 is allowed (directed to families with a maximum of 6 

minimum wages per capita); and a maximum of 20% of the “popular market” housing (income 

per capita between 6 and 10 minimum wages). Gatti (2015) considers ZEIS3 as a relevant 

device in the urbanistic regulation, as it considers not only the right to habitation of low-income 

population in the periphery of the city, but also in central areas, which are already endowed 

with infrastructure and are attractive for real estate. It is an incentive to the development of 

well-located social habitation. In case of demolition, residents must be primarily located in 

housing projects within the area.  

 
Figure 66: ZEIS 3 areas in the city center 

Source: Prefeitura Municipal de São Paulo (2020). 

ZEIS3 Participatory council (Conselho Gestor): When inhabited by low-income populations, 

Conselhos Gestores must be constituted in the ZEIS3. Conselhos Gestores are mandatory 

participatory instances for ZEIS3, composed of representatives of the residents, the executive 

power, and civil society organizations. The group is formed to participate in the development 

and implementation of the interventions in the areas. The constitution of the Conselho Gestor 

must be prior to the development of the urbanization plan, as this must be discussed and 

approved by the Conselho.
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APPENDIX 2: URBAN PROJECT AND PLANS DEVELOPED FOR SÃO PAULO’S CENTRAL AREA 

Table 23: Urban projects and plans developed for São Paulo's central area 

                                                      
366 96% of the investment for the transformation of the Julio Prestes Station into the Cultural Complex, including the construction of Sala São Paulo were governmental. 

Private initiative contributed only with 4%, under tax incentive laws. 

Years Project/Plan Mayor Project/plan description 

1974-1979 
Urban Renewal 

Plan 

Miguel Colasuonno 

(1973-1975) and 

Olavo Setúbal 

(1975-1979) 

Developed along with the land use legislation of 1972, with the aim of changing 

the occupation of the area. The plan followed a functional perspective and 

believed that the change of legislation would suffice the necessities of the 

territory, as the private initiative would spontaneously attend the demand (which 

was not the case) (MOSQUEIRA, 2007). 

1984 and 

1986 
Luz Cultural 

Mário Covas 

(1983-1985) and 

Jânio Quadros 

(1986-1988) 

Developed by the Secretariat of Culture of the City of São Paulo, identifying 63 

areas of cultural interest in the region. The project aimed at changing the social 

life of the area, with the expectation that this changes would later reflect on the 

spatial level, even without any large infrastructure work (MOSQUEIRA, 2007). 

Mid 1990s Polo Luz 

Paulo Maluf (1993-

1996) and 

Celso Pitta (1997-

2000) 

Marta Suplicy 

(2001-2004) 

José Serra (2005-

2006) 

Project based on the idea of developing projects that could turn Luz into a diffuser 

pole of urban development. This ideal integrated the investment of State 

Government in buildings in the region, the connection of different transportation 

modals and the Line 4 – Yellow of the metro to the Luz Station, and the 

development of a cultural project named Polo Luz by the Viva o Centro 

Association. The remarkable interventions of this period were the renewal of the 

Pinacoteca do Estado and the opening of the Complexo Cultural Julio Prestes. 

This cultural complex is the house of the Symphonic Orchestra of the State of 

São Paulo and has a high-class concert hall (Sala São Paulo)366, inaugurated in 

1999. Minor interventions in other cultural and public spaces were conducted 

during this period and in 2006 two big equipment were inaugurated: the Museu 
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da Língua Portuguesa (in Luz Station) and the Station Pinacoteca (in the older 

São Paulo Railway company and DOPS building) (MOSQUEIRA, 2007). 

1993 

Programa de 

Requalificação 

Urbana e 

Funcional do 

Centro de São 

Paulo – 

PROCENTRO 

(Urban and 

Functional 

Rehabilitation 

Program of the 

Center of São 

Paulo) 

Paulo Maluf 

(1993-1996) 

Developed in partnership with sectors of civil society, specifically entrepreneurs 

from the Viva o Centro Association, the program aimed to reverse the process of 

abandoning the center, seeking rehabilitation, but with an elitist character. The 

commission responsible for its implementation consisted of the business 

community (Associação Viva o Centro) and representatives of outside 

advertising companies. The main results were the creation of the Urban Central 

Operation (Law 12.349/1997) and the Facades Law (Law 12.350/1997) 

(NOBRE, 2009). 

1997 

Operação Urbana 

Centro (Urban 

Central 

Operation) 

Celso Pitta (1997-

2000) and 

Marta Suplicy 

(2001-2004) and 

José Serra (2005-

2006) and  

Gilberto Kassab 

(2006-20012) and 

Fernando Haddad 

(2013-2016) 

 

Successor of the Urban Operation Anhangabaú, the Urban Operation Center was 

conceived with the objective of promoting the revaluation of the center and 

reversing its process of "deterioration and abandonment", seeking to attract real 

estate, tourism and cultural investments in the regions of the "Centro Velho", " 

Centro Novo ”, Glicério, Brás, Bexiga, Vila Buarque and Santa Ifigênia. The law 

established several tax incentives and the incidence of financial compensation in 

order to increase housing in the central region. Interventions pertaining to 

Operation Urban Center were carried out during the municipal administrations, 

among which we can mention the expropriations of Praça das Artes and Nova 

Luz, and the project of redevelopment of Parque Dom Pedro. It is worth 

mentioning that the operation does not have a previous program of works and 

services, the application of the funds raised being decided by the Executive 

Committee of the Urban Operation Center. The 2014 Master Plan determined the 

need to revise the law. 
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367 Although 103 private buildings were identified as potential to the project, only two of them were part of the Programme: Edifício Santa Josefa and Colégio Santa Inês. 

According to Mosqueira (2007), this happened as most of the buildings were not occupied by their owners, several are in land tax debt with the City Hall, or are under 

inheritance processes. 

2001 

Plano Reconstruir 

o Centro (Rebuilt 

the Center Plan) 

Marta Suplicy 

(2001-2004) 

The project was conducted by the Regional Administration of Sé together with 

Procentro, in order to revitalize the districts belonging to the historic center. The 

plan had strong government action, through public policies focusing on eight 

basic programs: 1) Walk in the Center; 2) Living in the Center; 3) Work at the 

Center; 4) Discover the Center; 5) Preserve the Center; 6) Invest in the Center; 

7) Take care of the Center; and 8) Govern the Center (NOBRE, 2009). 

2002 
Monumenta 

Programme 

Marta Suplicy 

(2001-2004) 

Created through a partnership between São Paulo municipality and the Ministry 

of Culture, it was developed to bring resources to the Historical Set of Luz 

Region, through the InterAmerican Development Bank. This set of 9 buildings 

had been defined as historical heritage by the National Historical and Artistic 

Heritage Institute in 2000 and Monumenta destined US$ 1.5 million to each of 

them, focusing on four areas: heritage renewal, requalification of urban space, 

financing for private real state renewal and heritage education. The total budget 

of the project was invested in 15 heritage sites, in urban space requalification and 

in some private buildings367. 

2003 

Programa de 

Reabilitação da 

Área Central – 

Ação Centro 

(Program for the 

rehabilitation of 

the central área) 

Marta Suplicy 

(2001-2004) 

José Serra (2005-

2006) 

Launched by the Municipal Urbanization Company, based on the “Reconstruir o 

Centro” plan and funded by the IDB, the program proposed an integrated action 

to rehabilitate the central area in a plural way. The action would take place on 

two main fronts: social, through the implementation of ZEIS-3 and the Morar no 

Centro Program; and the economic front, by attracting business and small 

services to the center due to the encouragement of tax incentives. The program 

was criticized for its breadth and antagonistic proposals, proposing the attraction 

of investments, leading to real estate appreciation, and at the same time social 

housing and inclusion programs (NOBRE, 2009). 
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Source: developed by the author, based on  Gatti (2015), Mosqueira (2007), Nobre (2009) and Prefeitura de São Paulo (2017b). 

2005 Nova Luz Project 

José Serra (2005-

2006) and Gilberto 

Kassab (2006-

2012) 

The project is based on the Programa de Reabilitação da Área Central, which was 

redirected to the light region under the guise of concentrating resources on one-

off action, given the scope of the previous project. The proposal  forecasted 

massive demolition, expropriation and the re-creation of a part of the district  to 

promote urban renewal (GATTI, 2015; NOBRE, 2009). Through the 

mobilization of Santa Ifigênia traders and local residents organized around the 

Conselho Gestor of one of the ZEIS, the project was stopped in court. The project 

was also considered economically unviable by the Haddad administration, thus 

deciding to abandon it. 

2016  Rio Branco 
João Doria 

(2016-2018) 

Project part of the PIU Centro, on the perimeter of Operation Urban Centro, along 

the bus corridor of Avenida Rio Branco, with the main purpose of housing 

densification. The project was suspended in 2018. 

2017 

Urban 

Intervention 

Project (PIU) 

Centro 

João Doria (2017-

2018) and 

Bruno Covas 

(2018-atual) 

Developed by the Municipal Secretariat of Urbanism and Licensing, through São 

Paulo Urbanism, the project seeks to address failures of Urban Consortium 

Operation Centro, in particular through a structuring project for the expanded 

central area. The operating perimeter covers the areas of Operation Centro and 

neighboring sections of the districts of Consolação, Liberdade, Belém and 

Mooca. Among the points of action are the population increase, by encouraging 

the offer of jobs and services, reducing social vulnerability by applying policies 

aimed exclusively at the homeless population, preservation of buildings of 

historical interest, population and constructive densification by means of 

transportation, improvement of walking, qualification of public spaces and 

increase of green areas. 

2017 

Urban 

Intervention 

Project (PIU) 

Campos Elíseos 

João Dória 

Not yet developed, is part of a long term plan inside Redenção project– the City 

Hall project for the area, that replaced “De Braços Abertos” (PREFEITURA DE 

SÃO PAULO, 2017b) 
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APPENDIX 3: MAP OF ACTORS INVOLVED IN THE URBAN CONFLICT ARENA IN SÃO PAULO 

 
 

Figure 67: Actors around the urban conflict of Blocks 36, 37 and 38 

Source: Developed by the author
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APPENDIX 4: LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTORS INVOLVED IN THE 

URBAN CONFLICT SITUATION IN SÃO PAULO 

State government actors  

Health department: is responsible for the project of the public-private partnership that 

will develop the public hospital in the region (more specifically, in Block 36). 

Hospital Pérola Byington: is an already existing public hospital that will be brought to 

the central region of the city. Currently, it works in Avenida Brigadeiro Luís Antônio 

683. 

Construcap: is the company that won the bidding process for the public-private 

partnership. Construcap was announced as the winner in 2013 and the initial project was 

expected to complete the works within 36 months.  

Urban and Housing Development State Company (Companhia de Desenvolvimento 

Habitacional e Urbano do Estado de São Paulo - CDHU): responsible for providing 

housing solutions for the ones directly affected by the project in Block 36. 

Military police: police institution controlled by the State government. It was involved in 

the intervention that happened in May 2017.  

Municipal Government actors 

Municipal Secretariat of Housing: responsible for the constitution of the Conselhos 

Gestores and for providing housing solutions for the ones affected by the project in Blocks 

37 and 38. 

Diagonal: is a company contracted by the Housing Department that gives support to the 

cadaster of the ones who are directly affected by the projects. 

Coordenação de Trabalho Social: Social work coordination, responsible for planning, 

guiding, coordinating, establishing guidelines, monitoring, evaluating and 

operationalizing the social work concerning housing. Also, part of ZEIS’ Conselhos 

Gestores and involved in the development of urbanistic projects for these areas 368 

DTS-Centro: regional division of the CTS, responsible for the central area of the city 

(Regional City Halls of Sé, Mooca, Lapa and Pinheiros). 

COHAB: is responsible for the expropriation of the properties in Blocks 37 and 38. This 

expropriation involves filing the lawsuit in the State Court. In case the Public-Private 

partnership for housing does not work in the future, COHAB can also be responsible for 

providing housing solutions for the residents affected by the projects. 

Metropolitan Civil Guard: is responsible for surveillance of public property and 

collaborates with State Military Police in security. This involves controlling public 

spaces, protecting public properties and protecting homeless citizens. The Metropolitan 

Civil Guard is very active in the region of Campos Elíseos, due the Cracolândia in the 

                                                      
368 https://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/cidade/secretarias/habitacao/cts/index.php?p=236891 
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territory. In the intervention of May 2017, the Metropolitan Civil Guard was one of the 

police forces in the region. 

City councilors: legislative local power. Organized the public hearings about the police 

intervention of May 2017. More specifically, Eduardo Suplicy organized an open meeting 

in the City Council in May 2017 and the Health Commission summoned a public hearing 

in June 2017. In addition, Eduardo Suplicy and Police Neto attended the launch of the 

Campos Elíseos Vivo Project and Eduardo Suplicy was in the territory during the 

displacement of Block 36, which happened in April 2018. 

Institutions considered essential for justice 

Public Ministry: Supports residents and files charges against violence and abuse 

situations performed by the government.  

Public defender’s office: government agency that provides legal representation to low 

income populations. It gave support to the residents and filed charges against violence 

and abuse situations performed by the government. Its Housing Nucleus specifically 

acted on the demolition of the houses and later on monitoring the displacement of the 

Bloc 36 residents. 

Civil society actors 

Fórum Mundaréu da Luz: Group of several institutions and individuals who are willing 

to give support to the ones who inhabit the area. It was formed in the 2nd semester of 

2017, after the police intervention in Cracolândia. It is composed of 26 organizations 

from academia (participatory urban research groups from USP and Mackenzie) and civil 

society (such as damage reduction organizations; artists; architect associations). 

Scholars, universities and research groups: LabCidade – FAU/USP; LabJuta – 

UFABC; Observatório das Remoções; Mosaico – Mackenzie; Vulnerability and Violence 

Research Group – Mackenzie 

Groups that are directly affected: very diverse group, formed by squatters, 

proprietaries, tenants and local businesses, with different interests, characterized in 

Appendix 8.  

Shop owners/workers:  According to the characterization developed by Fórum Mudaréu 

da Luz, around 30 commercial places and services were found in the region, such as 

restaurants, bars, diners, hotels, lodgings, grocery stores and beauty parlors. Half of the 

businesses are related to low-cost hotels and lodgings. The activities conducted within 

these commercial establishments are the main source of income for the ones who live in 

the region. 93% of them rent the places of work and they live there; and the average 

operating time is 12 years (considering that there are businesses that have been running 

for over 30 years). In addition, at least half of them would not mind changing the activities 

undertaken if they did not have to move out of the neighborhood (FÓRUM ABERTO 

MUNDARÉU DA LUZ, 2018a).
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APPENDIX 5: CONFORMATION OF THE CONSELHO GESTOR FROM BLOCK 36 

Conselho Gestor Block 36 was constituted in the same period when the evictions were undertaken. The Conselho Gestor of Block 36 is composed 

of 12 members, 6 from government and 6 from civil society (Figure 68). 

 
Figure 68: Conselho Gestor Block 36 

Source: elaborated by the author 
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APPENDIX 6: CONFORMATION OF THE CONSELHO GESTOR FROM BLOCKS 37 AND 38  

Conselho Gestor of Blocks 37 and 38 was constituted after the intervention of May 2017, by demand of Public Ministry and Public Defender’s 

Office. It is composed of 20 members, 10 from government and 10 from civil society (Figure 69). 

 
Figure 69: Conselho Gestor Blocks 37 and 38 

Source:  elaborated by the author.
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APPENDIX 7: CHARACTERIZATION OF CITIZENS AFFECTED IN BLOCKS 

37 AND 38 

Table 24: Characterization of citizens affected in Blocks 37 and 38 

The group is composed of 190 family units, 

corresponding to 387 family members 

Number of family members Total 

1 97 

2 36 

3 27 

4 17 

5 9 

6 or more 4 

Total 190 

185 family units are exclusively for residential 

purposes, while 5 are mixed use (residential and 

commercial). 

 

 

The family members are composed of different 

ages and gender, according to the table below: 

Years 

old 

Feminine Masculine 

 Total % Total % 

0 to 5 21 11.3% 17 8.5% 

6 to 14 34 18.3% 25 12.4% 

15 to 

18 

8 4.3% 6 3% 

19 to 

25 

10 5.4% 20 10% 

26 to 

39 

54 29% 43 21.4% 

40 to 

59 

46 24.7% 63 31.3% 

60 or 

above 

10 5.4% 25 12.4% 

No 

info 

3 1.6% 2 1% 

Total 186 48.1% 201 51.9% 

 

 

 

 

The timeframe of the families in the territory varies 

from less than 1 year to more than 30 years, 

according to the table below: 

Timeframe Total % 

Less than 1 year 14 7.37% 

From 1 to 3 years 73 38.42% 

From 4 to 6 years 31 16.32% 

From 7 to 9 years 24 12.63% 

From 10 to 15 years 27 14.21% 

From 16 to 20 years 13 6.84% 

From 21 to 30 years 6 3.16% 

More than 30 years 2 1.05% 

 

Family income varies from families without income 

to families with income higher than 6 minimum 

wages, as it demonstrates in the table below:   

 

Minimum 

wage 

Total % 

No income 4 2.11% 

Less than ¼ 1 0.53% 

From ¼ to ½ 7 3.68% 

From ½ to 1 46 24.21% 

From 1 to 2 78 41.05% 

From 2 to 3 28 14.74% 

From 3 to 6 25 13.16% 

Above 6 1 0.53% 

 

Working status also varies from non-workings to 

formal workers. The majority is formed of 

“autônomo”.  

Minimum 

wage 

Total % 

Formal 

worker 

72 

25.26% 

Informal 

worker 

24 

8.42% 

Autônomo 132 46.32% 

Does not 

work 

57 

20.% 

Total 285 100.% 
 

Source: elaborated by the author, based on data provided by the Municipal Housing Secretariat.
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APPENDIX 8: CHARACTERIZATION OF CITIZENS AFFECTED IN THE 

BLOCK 36 

Table 25: Characterization of citizens affected in the Block 36 

The block is composed of 198 buildings, 

inhabited by 170 family units, corresponding to 

387 family members. 

Building use Total 

Residential 93 

Mixed-use 2 

Non-residential 9 

Absent 82 

Empty 12 

The non-residential buildings are bars, diners, 

stores and parking lot. 

 

Number of family members Total 

1 33 

2 20 

3 20 

4 10 

5 8 

6 and more 4 

Total 95 

185 family units are exclusively for residential 

purposes, while 5 are mixed use (residential and 

commercial). 

 

 

The family members are composed of different 

ages and gender, according to the table below: 

Years 

old 

Feminine Masculine 

 Total % Total % 

0 to 5 9 7.69% 18 15.00% 

6 to 14 24 20.51% 19 15.83% 

15 to 

18 

5 
4.27% 

7 
5.83% 

19 to 

25 

17 
14.53% 

20 
16.67% 

26 to 

39 

36 
30.77% 

23 
19.17% 

40 to 

59 

20 
17.09% 

21 
17.50% 

60 or 

above 

2 
1.71% 

6 
5.00% 

No 

info 

4 
3.42% 

6 
5.00% 

Total 117  120  
 

The timeframe of the families in the territory varies 

from less than 1 year to more than 30 years, 

according to the table below: 

Timeframe Total % 

Less than 1 year 18 18.9% 

From 1 to 3 years 37 38.9% 

From 4 to 6 years 19 20% 

From 7 to 9 years 8 8.4% 

From 10 to 15 years 10 10.5% 

From 16 to 20 years 1 1.1% 

From 21 to 30 years 0 0 

More than 30 years 2 2.1% 

 

Family income varies from families without income 

to families with income higher than 5 minimum 

wages, as it demonstrates in the table below:   

 

Minimum 

wage 

Total % 

No income 1 1.05% 

Less than ¼ 5 5.26% 

From ¼ to ½ 4 4.21% 

From ½ to 1 29 30.53% 

From 1 to 2 34 35.79% 

From 2 to 3 15 15.79% 

From 3 to 5 6 6.32% 

Above 5 1 1.05% 

 

Working status also varies from non-workings to 

formal workers. The majority is formed of 

“autônomo”.  

Minimum 

wage 

Total % 

Formal 

worker 

23 
14.65% 

Informal 

worker 

11 
7.01% 

Autônomo 77 49.04% 

Retired 4 2.55% 

Does not 

work 

41 
26.11% 

Business 

owner 

1 
0.64% 

Total 157 100% 
 

Source: elaborated by the author, based on data provided by the Municipal Housing Secretariat.
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APPENDIX 9: TIMELINE OF THE BLOCKS 36, 37 AND 38 URBAN CONFLICT 
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Figure 70: Timeline of the urban conflict involving Blocks 36, 37 and 38 of Campos Elíseos 

Source: elaborated by the author. 
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APPENDIX 10: GLOSSARY TO UNDERSTAND THE CONFLICT OF 

METROCABLE PICACHO 

Avalúo catastral: the avalúo catastral of real estate is the amount over which the 

government charges the territorial taxes. It usually represents around 30% of commercial 

evaluations. 

Comunas: The urban area of Medellín is divided into 16 comunas (Figure 71) and 275 

neighborhoods. The interventions of Metrocable Picacho will take place in Comunas 5 

and 6. 

 
Figure 71: Comunas from Medellín 

Source: Alcaldía de Medellín, 2014 

Compensation or indemnities: are amounts paid to residents that have real estate 

affected by infrastructure projects, in addition to the amount they receive for their houses 

or improvements. They are only paid in the case of enajenación voluntária. The owners 

of businesses will receive for ceaseless profit, for economic impact, for losses due to the 

termination of contracts and the family groups will receive rent allowance.  

Declaratoria de urgencia manifiesta: it is the administrative act that “freezes” the areas 

that will be affected by the project. After this act is published, there can be no negotiation 

can be done with real estate in the area. 

Development plans (planes de desarrollo): are the plans established by each 

administration and approved by the legislative bodies, with a 4-year duration. They are 

institutionalized by the National Constitution of Colombia since 1991 and regimented by 

National Law 152 since 1994. These plans are mandatory for the national and territorial 

levels (COLOMBIA, 1991, 1994). 

Forma de pago: The payments are made in three installments, the first is 10 days after 

signing the enajenacion voluntária contract; and second and third payments are made 

after the residents have left the house and have presented documents confirming public 
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services were terminated and no debts are outstanding. The full picture of the resettlement 

process is presented in Appendix 10. 

Housing community organizations (Organizaciones Populares de Vivienda – OPV): 

community organizations that develop housing projects through self-management or 

communitarian participation systems, holding a relevant role for lower income citizens 

(VILLA, MARÍA LUISA CHIAPPE DE, 1999). 

Integrated Urbanistic Projects (proyectos urbanos integrales – PUI): methodology of 

urban intervention that aims to solve specific problems in territories characterized by high 

levels of violence and “marginality.” It is based on the principles of social urbanism, 

adopted during the government of Sérgio Fajardo (2004-2007), with the intention of 

embracing social, institutional and economic dimensions of urbanistic projects. The PUI 

methodology has changed over the years, although the integration of several components 

remains, understanding that the development in the region comes not from isolated 

infrastructure works, but from the integration between various public facilities capable of 

altering the living conditions of its inhabitants.  

Judicial or administrative expropriation (Expropriación por via administrative o 

judicial): administrative or judicial process that initiates when the owner or poseedor of 

affected real state does not agree with the purchase offer made by the government. The 

police may intervene to evict the residents from the real estate, and the presence of public 

defenders is obligatory to guarantee the protection of human rights (Ley 1682 from 2013). 

Masterplan (Plan de Ordenamiento Territorial - POT): municipal legislation that 

regulates urban matters, they are mandatory according to Law 152 from 1994 and Law 

388 from 1997. POTs regulate the use, the occupation, and the provision of urban space. 

Medellín adopted a POT in 1999 (Acuerdo Municipal 62), another in 2006 (Acuerdo 

Municipal n. 46) and the last one in 2014 (Acuerdo Municipal 48). The last two (Acuerdos 

46 and 48) are considered revisions of the first. 

Municipal housing subsidy: it is an option granted to family groups whose houses or 

improvements are affected by governmental projects and are evaluated at an amount 

lower than 70 minimum wages (for compensation purposes), listed in the census of the 

project. The subsidy can be granted in two different forms: a) the family receives rent 

allowances until they are relocated to a public or communitarian housing project (vivienda 

nueva, constructed as a Priority Social Internet Housing - Vivienda de Interés Social 

Prioritaria); b) the family opts to buy an old house (vivienda usada), that must have a 

land title and not be located in a high-risk area or area affected by public projects. For 

this house, the government will subsidize the remaining amount to a maximum of 70 

minimum wages and the family will receive rent allowances for 8 months. As it is 

optional, the families can waive the subsidy and receive the amount of compensation for 

the property/improvements (MEDELLÍN, 2013). 

Criteria for accessing municipal housing subsidies: in addition to the criterium 

of having the real estate with an assessment lower than 70 minimum wages, the 

family must conform to the following requisites when applying for the subsidy 

(MEDELLÍN, 2013): 

a) Eligible: the head of the household must be an adult (over 18 years 

old); with an income that is equal or lower than 2 minimum wages. The 
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head of the household must have been living in Medellín for at least 6 

years. 

b) Non-eligible: if any of the family members possess another property, 

unless: a) the house was destroyed or inhabitable due disasters; b) it is 

located in a risk area or areas destined for the development of general 

interest project; c) they left the house due to forced eviction or greater 

force or fortuitous event; d) any of the family members received 

subsidy for definitive housing; e) the family member has been selected 

to receive housing subsidy from any state institution. 

Notification: it is both the name for the meeting and for the document that is delivered 

to the resident during the meeting. The meeting is individual with the legal owner or 

poseedor of the real estate. After the meeting, the residents have 5 working days to file 

any complaints regarding the offer and an extra 10 working days to accept or refuse it (15 

working days in total). If they do not accept it, residents will be evicted and receive only 

the value of the catastro. 

Poseedores: are the residents who, in good faith, hold the buying and selling receipt of 

real estate. As they are not the owners of the land, they do not have land titles and usually 

only have precarious documents such as purchase and sale contracts (compraventa). 

When affected by infrastructure projects, they are considered residents and are entitled to 

compensations. The commercial evaluation of the real estate will only consider the 

building, the improvements that were built (mejoras), not the price of the plot of land. 

Residents and economic and productive activities protection policy (Política pública 

de protección a moradores y actividades económicas y productivas): it was established 

as a guiding principle in the POT from 2014 (Acuerdo Municipal 48) to protect the rights 

of communities affected by public projects. The municipal public policy was developed 

between 2016 and 2018. Initially, a participatory process involving affected communities 

was coordinated by the Architecture Department of the Universidad Nacional, 

developing a diagnosis, and propositions (ALCALDÍA DE MEDELLÍN, 2017). These 

documents were followed up by the Administrative Planning Secretariat and became bill 

n. 169 in 2018 in the City Council, still under discussion. 

Rent allowance (arriendo temporal): compensation that covers potential rent costs It 

lasts for 6 months in the case of residents that do not access the housing subsidy (special 

rules for housing subsidies and rent allowances are explained below). In 2018 the 

allowance increased to 600 thousand Colombian pesos (previously 380 thousand 

Colombian pesos before). 

Socioeconomic stratification: is the classification of the residential real estate in 

Colombia. The residencies are categorized according to their physical characteristics; the 

availability of public services; the infrastructure (including roads and public 

transportation), green zones and recreational facilities in the surroundings. This 

stratification does not include income. The fares of residential public services vary 

according to this socioeconomic stratification. That is, public services fares for residents 

located in stratum 1 are much lower. This classification also serves as an input for social 

programs and the definition of urban policies. The legislation provides six strata: 1) bajo-

bajo (low-low); 2) bajo (low); 3) medio-bajo (medium-low); 4) medio (medium); 5) 
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medio-alto (medium-high); 6) alto (high) (DEPARTAMENTO ADMINISTRATIVO 

NACIONAL DE ESTADÍSTICA, 2015). 

Veeduría ciudadana: it is the democratic mechanism that enables citizens or community 

organizations to monitor government (including the different powers) or governmental 

projects (even if developed by private organizations). Locally, the veedurías are 

organized under the Personería, which are the local agencies of Public Ministry 

(COLOMBIA, 2003). 

Voluntary alienation (enajenacion voluntária): takes place when the owner or poseedor 

of real estate affected by a public infrastructure project accepts the purchase offer. This 

means that the real estate is being sold to the government institution (Ley 1682 de 2013). 
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APPENDIX 11: RESETTLEMENT PROCESS FLOWCHART 

 
Figure 72: Resettlement process flowchart 

Source: developed by the author 
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APPENDIX 12: MAP OF ACTORS INVOLVED IN THE URBAN CONFLICT ARENA IN MEDELLÍN 

 
Figure 73: Map of actors involved in the urban conflict arena in Medellín 

Source: Developed by the author
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APPENDIX 13: LIST AND DESCRIPTION OF ACTORS INVOLVED IN THE 

URBAN CONFLICT SITUATION IN MEDELLÍN 

Administrative Planning Secretariat (Departamento administrativo de planeación – 

DAP): it is the central organ for the articulation and development of the Territorial 

Planning Plans (POTs) and Medellín Development Plans, which are mandatory for each 

management. In addition, DAP regulates the budget of the different government 

portfolios. 

Metro of Medellín: responsible for the whole project and subcontracted ISVIMED to 

deal with the resettlement process. The Metro of Medellín is a public company - created 

by Medellín and the Antioquia department - but with its own resources and management. 

The Metro is responsible for the construction and operation of most modes of transport 

in the city, such as Metro, Metrocable, Encicla and Tranvia. In addition, it is responsible 

for planning the Medellín transport network and coordinating mobility works. 

Social Institute of Housing and Habitat of Medellín (Instituto Social de Vivienda y 

Hábitat de Medellín - ISVIMED): local government institution responsible for housing, 

including the resettlement of the affected by the cable line. 

UT Metrocable Línea P: is the bid winner joint venture, responsible for designing and 

executing the project of the metrocable. The joint venture is formed by Poma Sucursal 

Colombia and Poma Colombia (Pomagalksi Colombia S.A.S.) which are the subsidiaries 

of the homonym French group. This is the sixth Metrocable that is built by the group in 

the city and their operations in the country started in 2004, with the implementation of 

the Metrocable in the Nororiental (Northeastern) region. In 2013, a branch of the company 

was created in the country, originally with 4 employees and accommodating 84 

employees in 2018 369370371. 

City councilors: Jesus Anibal Echeverri, who was the president of the City Council 

during the approval of a new law for compensations; Fabio Rivera, city councilor from 

the neighborhood, who supported the project during campaigns; Luz Maria Múnera, prior 

activist and member of social movements, she is the sole city councilor doing opposition 

to local government. 

Universidad Nacional: research group about the 12 de Octubre neighborhood history, 

formed by architecture and history students and professors. 

Social Movements: Movimiento de pobladores and the Mesa Interbarrial de 

Desconectados, giving support to some of the members of the veeduría del Metrocable 

Picacho. 

Observatório de Reasentamiento y Movimientos de Población: organization formed by 

the Personería Municipal and the Universidad Nacional, which conducted research and 

developed the first draft of the residents’ protection act. 

                                                      
369 https://www.acimedellin.org/poma-colombia-will-build-picachos-metrocable-medellin/?lang=en 
370 https://www.bnamericas.com/en/company-profile/pomagalski-colombia-sas 
371 https://www.snowindustrynews.com/articles/2019/june/poma-colombia-celebrates-5-year-anniversary/ 

https://www.acimedellin.org/poma-colombia-will-build-picachos-metrocable-medellin/?lang=en
https://www.bnamericas.com/en/company-profile/pomagalski-colombia-sas
https://www.snowindustrynews.com/articles/2019/june/poma-colombia-celebrates-5-year-anniversary/
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Residents: owners, tenants and local small businesses. 
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Veeduría del Metrocable Picacho: formed by 7-8 residents of La Paralela in 2015 to 

monitor the project. It is the organization that is coordinating the resistance of the 

residents, not against the project itself, but trying to guarantee better resettling or 

compensations.  

IBSER: civil society organization conducting a formal evaluation of the impact of the 

projects in the residents. 

Private lawyers: either private (hired by the residents) or from universities (part of Law 

schools), giving support to residents. 
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APPENDIX 14: TIMELINE OF THE URBAN CONFLICT INVOLVING METROCABLE PICACHO 
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Figure 74: Timeline of the urban conflict involving the development of Metrocable Picacho 

Source: elaborated by the author. 

 

 

 


